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Aerodynamic-Rotordynamic
Interaction in Axial Compression
Systems—Part I: Modeling and
Analysis of Fluid-Induced Forces
This paper presents a first principles-based model of the fluid-induced forces acting on the
rotor of an axial compressor. These forces are primarily associated with the presence of a
nonuniform flow field around the rotor, such as that produced by a rotor tip clearance
asymmetry. Simple, analytical expressions for the forces as functions of basic flow field
quantities are obtained. These expressions allow an intuitive understanding of the nature
of the forces and—when combined with a rudimentary model of an axial compressor flow
field (the Moore-Greitzer model)—enable computation of the forces as a function of com-
pressor geometry, torque and pressure-rise characteristics, and operating point. The
forces predicted by the model are also compared to recently published measurements and
more complex analytical models, and are found to be in reasonable agreement. The model
elucidates that the fluid-induced forces comprise three main contributions: fluid turning in
the rotor blades, pressure distribution around the rotor, and unsteady momentum storage
within the rotor. The model also confirms recent efforts in that the orientation of fluid-
induced forces is locked to the flow nonuniformity, not to tip clearance asymmetry as is
traditionally assumed. The turning and pressure force contributions are shown to be of
comparable magnitudes—and therefore of equal importance—for operating points be-
tween the design point and the peak of the compressor characteristic. Within this operat-
ing range, both ‘‘forward’’ and ‘‘backward’’ rotor whirl tendencies are shown to be pos-
sible. This work extends recent efforts by developing a more complete, yet compact,
description of fluid-induced forces in that it accounts for all relevant force contributions,
both tangential and radial, that may influence the dynamics of the rotor. Hence it consti-
tutes an essential element of a consistent treatment of rotordynamic stability under the
action of fluid-induced forces, which is the subject of Part II of this paper.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1576430#

1 Introduction
The significant role of aerodynamic forces in producing rotor-

dynamic whirl in turbomachines has long been recognized. Tho-
mas@1# and Alford@2# were the first to suggest simple models that
link the whirl-inducing tangential fluid force to a tip clearance
asymmetry produced by a displaced rotor in an axial turbine. In
such models, it is assumed that the tangential aerodynamic force
depends linearly on the radial rotor offset, with a proportionality
factor commonly referred to as the cross-coupled stiffness~Alford
@2#; Ehrich @3#; Childs @4#!. This stiffness is then adjusted for
different turbomachines by a nondimensional correction factor,
known as thebAl-parameter, which may be viewed as the change
of the turbomachine’s thermodynamic efficiency per unit change
in rotor displacement. As such, a fixed value of thebAl parameter
was initially used in checking the stability of turbine rotors during
design. However, it later became clear that the aerodynamic forces
and the stability of the rotor, especially for axial compressors,
depend on many variables such as the operating point and ma-
chine’s performance, and are therefore more complex than what
may be captured by a constantbAl parameter. As a result, this
parameter has commonly become a nondimensional representa-
tion of the whirl-inducing force.

Following Thomas and Alford, there has been a substantial
amount of work dedicated to understanding aerodynamic forces in

different types of turbomachines. On the turbine side, Song and
Martinez-Sanchez@5# developed and experimentally verified a
first-principles based model to predict these forces in an axial
turbine. In order to estimate the forces in an axial compressor,
Colding-Jorgensen@6# adopted the actuator-disk-based model of
Horlock and Greitzer@7#, whereas Ehrich@8# used a parallel com-
pressor model together with experimental flow field measure-
ments at different clearance settings to calculate thebAl parameter
for three different compressors over a range of operating points.
He showed thatbAl depends on the operating point and that its
operating-point dependence varies from one compressor to
another.

More recently, there has been a comprehensive study of aero-
dynamic forces that specifically addresses axial compressors. A
two-part paper by Storace et al.@9# and Ehrich et al.@10# presents
an experimental and analytical effort in which an offset rotor in a
low-speed four-stage research compressor is considered. Detailed
measurements of the pressure distribution on both sides of one of
the rotor’s blades were recorded and used to calculate the time-
varying force on that blade as it travels through regions of differ-
ent tip clearance. In a related work by Spakovszky@11# aerody-
namic forces are calculated by implementing a blade-passage
control volume analysis for which flow-field information is ob-
tained from a separate calculation based on a high-order Moore-
Greitzer-type model. Song and Cho@12# also presented an ana-
lytical calculation of these forces along the same lines of his
earlier work on turbines,@5#. Examples of these results are com-
pared to the results of this work later in this paper. These recent
efforts have taken a new, more first-principles based approach that

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, June 3–6, 2002. Manuscript received by the IGTI November 30, 2001.
Paper No. 2002-GT-30488. Review Chair: E. Benvenuti.
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established a valuable foundation for understanding the nature of
aerodynamic forces, and produced a useful set of measurements
against which analytical calculations can be compared. This paper
falls in this category, and is motivated by the need to build on
these efforts in order to address the following:

• The configurations considered are usually static or steady in
some sense~i.e., either the rotor is fixed or the flow field
dynamics are excluded!. The dynamic nature of the problem
which ultimately decides the presence and form of instability
~e.g., whirl! is not addressed, and is sometimes overlooked
when making qualitative predictions about stability.

• Except for the recent efforts cited above, the force orientation
has been traditionally assumed to be directly locked to the tip
clearance distribution, ignoring the fact that the flow field
velocity and pressure nonuniformity—which is the true
source of the force—may be considerably out of phase with
the geometric tip clearance distribution. The result is a pos-
sibly incorrect intuition about the direction of the net force.

• Except for the computational results of@11,12#, the force con-
tribution due to the hydrostatic pressure nonuniformity is
usually not accounted for in the rotordynamic stability analy-
sis, and has been overlooked in most previous treatments.

• Most of the previous efforts are specific to some configura-
tion or compression system, restricted to a small range of
operating conditions, or are computationally intensive. The
result is an inability to extract general trends, establish depen-
dency on parameters, or build an overall system dynamic
model of a manageable complexity.

The objective of this work is to extend the current understand-
ing of fluid-induced~aerodynamic! forces generated by asymmet-
ric tip-clearance in axial compressors. In particular, to establish
simple, first-principles-based relations between these forces and a
given flow nonuniformity that account for all force contributions,
that are valid over a wide range of compressor operating condi-
tions, and that can easily be incorporated into a dynamic model of
the compression system overall stability.

2 Modeling of Fluid-Induced Forces

2.1 Rotor-Casing Geometry. Figure 1 is a schematic of the
simplified geometry considered here representing the~Jeffcott! ro-
tor and depicting the main dimensions and displacements~with
highly exaggerated proportions!. In this figure, the position of the
rotor relative to the casing is represented by the angleQ and the

radial displacementr ~i.e., the distance between pointsOc andO!.

The time derivativeQ̇ thus represents the frequency of rotor pre-
cessional motion, or whirl,vwh. Alternatively, the Cartesian co-
ordinates of the rotor disk centerX and Y and their time deriva-
tives can also be used to describe the disc position and motion.
The spin~or running! frequency of the disc about its axis~point
O! is labeledV. The offset of the center of mass of the disk~point
CG) from the geometric center is known as the amount of imbal-
ance or eccentricity. Furthermore, the local tip clearance,«~u,j!, is
related to the rotor displacement,r, for small perturbations, as
follows:

«~u,j!5 «̄2r ~j!cos~u2Q~j!! (1)

where «̄ is the mean tip clearance whenr 50, andj5tU/R is
nondimensional time.

2.2 Flow Field Description of an Axial Compression Sys-
tem. A suitable description of the flow field in an axial compres-
sion system is essential for calculating the forces generated by that
flow field. Such a model gives as its output the fluid velocity and
pressure fields around the rotor, which are used as inputs to the
force model developed below. To that end, a high hub-to-tip ratio,
low-speed axial compression system is considered in which the
flow field may be assumed incompressible and two-dimensional
~i.e., axial and circumferential!. Such a compression system may
be adequately described by a slightly modified version of the
original Moore-Greitzer@13# model, which has been extensively
utilized in numerous studies concerned with the stability of axial
compression systems. The main modification in this development
~as well as in that of Graf@14#, Gordon @15#, and Spakovszky
@11#! is in allowing the pressure-rise characteristic of the compres-
sor to depend linearly on the local tip-clearance.

A brief overview of the Moore-Greitzer model introduces the
main equations, variables, and the nondimensionalization and res-
caling needed for the development of the force model. Further
details can be found in several references~e.g., Moore and Gre-
itzer @13#!, Longley@16#, Al-Nahwi @17#. Figure 2 depicts an axial
slice of the compression system being considered, showing the
stationary coordinate systemXYZ fixed to the casing as well as
the system’s main components, parameters, and flow field quanti-
ties. The axial stationsA, I, E, P and T refer to the atmosphere,
compressor inlet, compressor exit, plenum entrance, and throttle,
respectively. Equations are written to describe the flow field in the
upstream and downstream ducts, while flow quantities at the inlet
and the exit of the compressor are linked through a few matching
conditions based on mass and momentum conservation, blade ge-
ometry, and compressor pressure-rise characteristic. In this two-
dimensional model, where all radial variations are neglected, the

Fig. 1 Basic rotor-casing geometry „exaggerated proportions …

Fig. 2 Schematic of the compression system model
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flow is described by the nondimensional1 velocity field
(vZ(u,Z,j),vu(u,Z,j)), and the nondimensional pressure distri-
bution p(u,Z,j)/(rU2). At the compressor inlet, pointI, it is
customary to usef(u,j)5vZ(u,0,j) to indicate the axial flow
velocity into and throughout the compressor, also known as the
flow coefficient. Further,f can be split into two parts

f~u,j!5F~j!1df~u,j! (2)

whereF~j! is the annulus-averaged, axisymmetric axial flow co-
efficient, anddf~u,j! is the circumferentially varying~not neces-
sarily small! disturbance representing the angle-dependent flow
nonuniformity.

A typical form of the pressure-rise characteristic~also adopted
by Moore and Greitzer! is shown schematically on the left side of
Fig. 3. A convenient rescaling2 of flow field variables, however,
produces the simpler characteristic shown on the right, where the
two parametersH andW are absorbed into the pressure rise and
flow coefficient, respectively. Such a rescaled characteristic is de-
scribed by fewer parameters and has its peak atq51. The res-
caled flow variables are given by

q5
f

2W
Q5

F

2W
cc5

cc8

H
P5

C

H
(3)

Further, the rescaled pressure-rise characteristic is expressed in
terms of the rescaled variables as

cc~q,r ,Q!5cc01113~q20.5!24~q20.5!31cc«r cos~u2Q!
(4)

where the last term on the RHS represents the linear dependence
of the compressor pressure-rise on tip clearance mentioned earlier,
with tighter tip-clearance associated with higher pressure-rise.

Expressions describing the flow field in each of the components
of the compression system are now combined into one overall
pressure balance between the inlet and the plenum. The result is a
partial differential equation for which an approximate solution is
sought by implementing a weighted-residual method known as the

Galerkin approximation. In addition, by truncating the Fourier se-
ries used in this approximation at the first harmonic, three ODEs
can be deduced from this one PDE which, together with the mass
balance across the plenum, represent the simplest form of the
Moore-Greitzer model~sometimes referred to as the four-state
model!. The first two equations describe surge dynamics, and are
given by

Q̇5
S

2L @c̄c
C~Q,a,b!2P# (5)

Ṗ5
1

2SB2L @Q2QT~P!# (6)

whereas the dynamics of the flow nonuniformity are given by

ȧ5
1

~21m! FS

2
c̄c

Cc~Q,a,b,X!2lbG (7)

ḃ5
1

~21m! FS

2
c̄c

Cs~Q,a,b,Y!1laG (8)

in Cartesian form, and

Ȧ5
1

~21m! FS

2
c̄c

pc~Q,A,h,r ,Q!G (9)

ḣ5
1

~21m! Fl1
S

2A
c̄c

ps~h,r ,Q!G (10)

in polar form. The inertia parametersl and m are defined as
follows

l5 (
rotors
only

l

R cosg r
and m5(

all
rows

l

R cosg r
(11)

For similar rotor-stator pairs, i.e.,Nst repeated stages, thel andm
parameters may be approximated as

l5
Nstl

R cosg r
and m5

~2Nst11!l

R cosg r
'2l (12)

Furthermore, the integrated characteristics appearing in the fore-
going equations and resulting from the Galerkin approximation
are defined as follows:

Cartesian version

1In general, these quantities are nondimensionalized as follows:

Velocity: v5 ṽ/U5 ṽ/~RV!

Pressure: p/~rU2!5p/~r~RV!2!
Lengths: For large, system-scale dimensions:

Z5Z̃/R, LI5L̃ I /R,

L5L̃/R, . . . and so on.

For small, blade-scale dimensions:

r 5 r̃ / l , «5 «̃/ l , . . . ,

and so on, wherel is the blade chord.

Time: j5tV5tU/R
2This rescaling scheme is similar, but not identical, to that used by McCaughan

@18,19# in which nondimensional time was also rescaled by the factorL/S and the
flow coefficient was shifted by 1. While the rescaling adopted by McCaughan best
simplifies the flow field equations, its benefit is compromised once the rotordynamic
model is added into the picture. The rescaling adopted here is more appropriate for
the coupled model at hand.

Fig. 3 General features of the compressor pressure-rise character-
istic
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c̄c
C5

1

2p E
0

2p

ccdu5cc01113~Q20.5!24~Q20.5!3

26~a21b2!~Q20.5!

c̄c
Cc5

1

p E
0

2p

cc cosudu523a@4Q~Q21!1~a21b2!#1cc«X

(13)

c̄c
Cs5

1

p E
0

2p

cc sinudu523b@4Q~Q21!1~a21b2!#1cc«Y

Polar version

c̄c
p5

1

2p E
0

2p

ccdu5cc01113~Q20.5!24~Q20.5!3

26A2~Q20.5!

c̄c
pc5

1

p E
0

2p

cc cos~u2h!du

523A@4Q~Q21!1A2#1cc«r cos~Q2h! (14)

c̄c
ps5

1

p E
0

2p

cc sin~u2h!du5cc«r sin~Q2h!

Finally, the throttle characteristic is given byQT5cT
21(P)

5gAP.
Once these equations are solved, the total flow coefficient can

easily be reconstructed asq5Q1a cosu1b sinu5Q1A cos(u
2h). The above four-state model produces a solution for the com-
pression system flow field provided that the system parameters,
operating point and rotor position are all determined.

2.3 Description of Aerodynamic Forces

Force Contributions and Modeling Strategy.There arethree
effects that generate the total aerodynamic force on the rotor of an
axial turbomachine, all of which can be traced to one source: the
presence of a nonuniform flow field surrounding~and exchanging
momentum with! the rotor3. The first contribution arises from the
fact that a nonuniform flow field generates a circumferential dis-
tribution of flow velocity. As the flow passes through the rotor-
blade rows, this nonuniform flow velocity results in various blades
having to do unequal amounts of turning and thus being subject to
nonuniform loading. The integrated effect of this uneven blade
loading is a net force on the rotor called the turning force,Ftu.
The second contribution is the unsteady momentum storage within
the rotor which is called the unsteady force,Fun. The third and
final contribution is due to the hydrostatic pressure distribution
around the rotor which produces a net force called the pressure
force,Fpr. All these forces must be taken into account for a reli-
able description of their effect on system stability.

To model these effects, a control volume~CV! enclosing the
rotating assembly is considered such that the flow entering and
leaving every rotor blade row also enters and leaves the control
volume by crossing the control surface~CS! as shown in Fig. 4.
Further, it is assumed that the control volume is translating but
non rotating, and is fixed to the translating frame,xyz, which is in
turn attached to the geometric center of the rotor, pointO. It
therefore has the same rectilinear acceleration as that point. This
choice of control volume differentiates this model from that of
@11#—also a momentum based model—and allows straightfor-

ward calculation of the momentum entering and leaving in terms
of the flow field quantities available from the Moore-Greitzer
model.

Momentum Equation, Nondimensionalization, and General
Force Expressions. The general vector form of the momentum
equation applicable to this choice of control volume is arranged in
the familiar form Ma5( F, and is written in terms of dimen-
sional quantities~marked by the tilde, e.g.,F̃) as follows:

E
CV,solid

ãrsdV52E
CS

ṽxyzr ṽxyz•dA

2
]

]t ECV,fluid
ṽxyzrdV1F̃pr1 (

CS &
Body

F̃other (15)

where the accelerations are measured in the inertial frameXYZ
while the velocities are measured in the translating framexyz,
and the acceleration force acting on the fluid within the CV is
neglected in comparison with that of the solid rotor due to the
large difference in densities. Following a consistent nondimen-
sionalization similar to that described in the foregoing for the flow
field model, and expanding the acceleration term on the LHS to
produce the imbalance force4, Fim, which is then moved to the
RHS, the momentum equation becomes

d2r

dj2
5xF2x tuE

CS
vxyzvxyz

dA
Atu2xun

]

]j ECV,fluid
vxyz

dV
Vun

2xprE
CS

p

rR2V2

dA
AprG1Fim1 (

CS &
Body

Fother (16)

Several aspects of this equation deserve to be discussed. First, the
first three terms on the RHS~between the large brackets! represent
the turning, pressure, and unsteady force contributions, respec-
tively. This is stated as

Ftu5x~Ftu! i5xF2x tuE
CS

vxyzvxyz•
dA
Atu G (17)

Fpr5x~Fpr! i5xF2xprE
CS

p

rV2R2

dA
Apr G (18)

3Flow nonuniformity can be the result of several effects. When considering the
rotordynamics of an axial turbomachine, however, the dominant effect is the tip
clearance asymmetry, which we consider in this study.

4The details of deriving the dynamic terms, such as the imbalance force, are
deferred to part II of this paper. For now, however, the emphasis is on the nondi-
mensionalization of the complete equation which will lead to the proper definition
and scaling of the aerodynamic forces.

Fig. 4 A schematic of the control volume for one stage of the
rotating assembly
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Fun5x~Fun! i5xF2xun
]

]j ECV,fluid
vxyz

dV
VunG (19)

where the quantities (Ftu) i , (Fpr) i and (Fun) i , may be viewed as
the averageaerodynamic force per stage of the compressor. For
similar compressor stages, however, these quantities are the non-
dimensional force per stage. In addition, any of these forces, (F) i ,
can also be viewed as a rescaled version of aerodynamic force,
i.e., (F) i5F/x.

Second, the nondimensional parameter,x, which is defined by

x5
Nstr~2pRhlZ!

NstMst
5

fluid mass within CV

rotating assembly mass
(20)

is the main aerodynamic-rotordynamiccoupling parameter with
which all the aerodynamic forces scale, and is therefore expected
to play a significant role in the dynamic coupling between the two
domains. Note that asx→0 the basic Jeffcott rotordynamic model
in its generalized form is recovered. Further, thex-parameter as
constructed in the foregoing may be viewed as the ratio of fluid
mass within the control volume to mechanical mass of the rotating
assembly~or the ratio of mass of fluid within one rotor blade row
to the mechanical mass of that row!. SinceMst is also roughly
proportional to the dimensionsR, h and l Z , thex-parameter may
be viewed as the ratio of fluid to solid densities,r/rs . Therefore,
for the same turbomachine geometry, heavier fluid and/or lighter
solid would lead to stronger influence of the aerodynamics on the
rotordynamics.

Third, it can be seen that the turning, unsteady and pressure
forces scale individually with the parametersx tu, xun and xpr

respectively, which are defined as follows:

x tu5S R

l Z
D 2

cosg r5
1

~AR!br
2

cosg r (21)

xpr52S R

l Z
D 2S l

hD cos2 g r52
1

~AR!br
2

1

~AR!r
cos2 g r (22)

xun5S R

l Z
D cosg r tang r5

1

~AR!br
cosg r tang r (23)

These parameters mainly depend on (AR)br5 l Z /R
5l cos2 gr /Nst and (AR)r5(h/ l ), the stage and blade aspect ra-
tios, respectively. For instance, smaller values of (AR)br ~i.e.,
smaller axial blade chord and/or larger mean rotor radius! increase
the influence of all three forces, more so for the turning and pres-
sure forces than the unsteady force. On the other hand, smaller
values (AR)r ~e.g., shorter blade height! increase only the pres-
sure force, leaving the other two contributions unchanged.

Fourth, other forces that may be considered in the summation
of the last term on the RHS of Eq.~15! ~e.g., gravity, stiffness and
damping! will be relevant when the dynamics of the whole system
are considered in Part II.

Fifth, the parametersAtu, Apr, andVun introduced to complete
the nondimensionalization are chosen to be proportional to the
area through which the flow passes, the area upon which the pres-
sure is acting, and the volume within which the momentum may
be stored, respectively. Referring to Fig. 4, and taking into ac-
count the nondimensionalization of the overall equation, a suitable
choice of these factors is given by

Atu52pNstRh (24)

Apr52p~2Nst!RlZ (25)

Vun52pNstRhlZ tang r (26)

Further Simplifications. In order to go any further with the
evaluation of the integrals appearing in the aerodynamic force
expressions, the flow fieldvxyz entering and leaving each rotor
blade row, together with some form of average flow velocity to be

used in evaluating the unsteady momentum need to be deter-
mined. In addition, the static pressure distribution around the CV
needs to be determined. The velocity triangles of one stage are
therefore considered as shown in Fig. 5, which depicts the plane
containing a segment of the two-dimensional flow field~i.e., a
plane parallel toZ and tangent to the rotor at some circumferential
locationu!. Figure 6 shows a three-dimensional view of one of the
velocity triangles indicating theX and Y components, the angles
involved, and other relevant dimensions.

It should be recognized that the flow velocityvxyz appearing in
the force expressions is measured in the relative framexyz, while
the velocity f or q appearing in the Moore-Greitzer model is
measured in the absolute frame. The relative and absolute veloci-
ties in these two frames are related throughvxyz5vXYZ
2( l /R)(dr /dj). However, it can be shown using straightforward
order-of-magnitude estimates that the second term on the RHS is
very small compared to the flow velocities and may thus be
neglected.

Turning Force Expression.The required velocity vectors en-
tering and leaving theith rotor blade row can now be written in
terms of the flow coefficientf and the proper fluid-angle func-
tions as( i 21)

out (f) and b r ( i )
out (f). These two functions describe the

angles at which the fluid leaves the stator and rotor blade row

Fig. 5 Velocity triangles and terminology used in evaluating
force expressions

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional components of velocity triangle
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respectively, and are typically different from the fixed-blade metal
angles, with the difference~known as deviation! being a charac-
teristic function of flow coefficient specific to the blade row being
considered. The required flow velocity vectors are given in terms
of these angles as

~vXYZ
in ! i5f tanas~ i 21!

out @2sinu i1cosu j #1fk

~vXYZ
out ! i5~12f tanb r ~ i !

out !@2sinu i1cosu j #1fk

and,

~vXYZ
out ! i2~vXYZ

in ! i5~12f~ tanas~ i 21!
out 1tanb r ~ i !

out !!

3@2sinu i1cosu j # (27)

A convenient way to obtain a reasonable estimate of the foregoing
angle functions is to extract them from another reasonably mea-
surable and well-characterized quantity: the stage torque charac-
teristic. The Euler turbine equation as applied to a steady, axisym-
metric flow field, may be written in nondimensional form as

1

2
~tc! i5f@~vXY

out! i2~vXY
in ! i #5f@12f~ tanas~ i 21!

out 1tanb r ~ i !
out !#

(28)

This directly gives a relation for the needed angle expression.
Further, comparing the above Euler equation to Eq.~27!, and con-
sidering similar stages, one finds that the average~i.e., per stage!
turning force is exactly given by

~Ftu! i52x tu
1

2p E
0

2p 1

2
~tc! i@2sinu i1cosu j #du (29)

For this purpose the following stage torque characteristic is
adopted:

~tc! i5
~ t̃c! i

1
2 rV2R3Ac

5tc01tc1q1tc2q21tc3q3 (30)

whereAc is the compressor flow through area,Ac'2pRh, and
the total compressor torque is simplyNst(tc) i . The coefficients of
the above torque characteristic are determined for the compressor
being considered such that the resulting characteristic has the
usual S-shape, matches any available torque measurements over
the stable and reversed-flow portions, and is interpolated using a
cubic polynomial. Detailed measurements of an axial compressor
torque over a wide range of operating conditions are reported by
Day @20#; Gamache@21#; Gamache and Greitzer@22#, and Lavrich
@23#, and can be utilized as a guide for the typical features of this
characteristic.

Carrying out the integration in Eq.~29! yields the final expres-
sion of the average turning force required for the baseline model

~Ftu! i5
1

4
x tu$@bF̄c

tu~Q,a,b!# i1@2aF̄c
tu~Q,a,b!# j % (31)

where the functionF̄c
tu(Q,a,b) is given by

F̄c
tu~Q,a,b!5tc112tc2Q13tc3FQ21

1

4
~a21b2!G (32)

Unlike earlier models~e.g.,@1,2#!, the foregoing expression agrees
with recently published results~e.g.,@10–12#! in that the force not
only depends on the rotor eccentricity, but is also a function of
flow field variable quantitiesQ, a andb. It can also be seen that
this force contribution may in fact have a radial component which
can play a role in the overall stability picture.

Unsteady Force Expression.To evaluate the unsteady mo-
mentum expression, an average velocity within the stage is de-
fined as follows:

~ v̄XYZ! i5
~vXYZ

in ! i1~vXYZ
out ! i

2

5F12fS 1

2
@ tanb r ~ i !

in 1tanb r ~ i !
out # D G

3@2sinu i1cosu j #1fk (33)

In order to avoid excessive complexity, it is noted that the fore-
going angle combination(1/2)@ tanbr(i)

in 1tanbr(i)
out# appearing is

commonly used to define the angle of the average velocity within
a blade passage. It is assumed here that this averaged angle re-
mains, more or less, constant and is approximated by the blade
stagger angle. That is

1

2
@ tanb r ~ i !

in 1tanb r ~ i !
out #'tang r (34)

Examination of detailed flow data, such as that given by Lavrich
@23# suggests that this representation is adequate, especially in
unstalled flow conditions.

The unsteady force contribution can be obtained after carrying
out the integration to yield

~Fun! i5xunWF2
db

dj
i1

da

dj
j1

1

tang r

dQ

dj
kG (35)

Pressure Force Expression.The static pressure distribution
around the stage is now required. Since such detailed information
is not directly available from the flow-field model adopted here,
the following average pressure distribution for theith stage is
defined instead. That is,p̄i5(pi

in1pi
out)/2, which is equivalent to

assuming linear variation~increase for a compressor! of static
pressure with the axial directionZ. This is a reasonable assump-
tion supported by data such as that presented by Lavrich@23#. By
combining the intermediate pressures of all stages, an overall
pressure average is obtained and expressed in terms of the pres-
sure at the compressor inlet and exit,pI and pE . This produces
the convenient expression

~Fpr! i52xpr
1

2p E
0

2p 1

2

pI1pE

rV2R2
@cosu i1sinu j #du (36)

The required overall pressure average can be constructed by ma-
nipulating the Moore-Greitzer model equations for the inlet and
exit ducts, from which the pressure force reduces to the following
simple expression:

~Fpr! i52xpr
1

2p E
0

2p

2
1

4
f2@cosu i1sinu j #du

5xprW2Q@ai1bj # (37)

3 Analysis of Fluid-Induced Force

3.1 Qualitative Features of Aerodynamic Forces. The
aerodynamic force expressions derived in the foregoing indicate
that the forces are the direct result of the flow field nonuniformity,
and that they depend on the operating point and compressor char-
acteristic. Further, the compact form of these expressions allows
establishment of clear relations between the forces and the quan-
tities describing the flow nonuniformity.

A demonstration of these relations supported by a few numeri-
cal examples that are based on the MIT 3-stage experimental
compressor5 are now presented. Figure 7 depicts the pressure-rise
and axisymmetric torque characteristics of this compressor.

5The parameters and performance of the MIT 3-stage compressor are very well
documented by many authors such as Eastland@24#, Gamache@21# and more recently
by Van Schalkwy@25#. These documents are available upon request from the Gas
Turbine Laboratory, 31-264, MIT.
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Turning Force. Recalling the expressions for the two compo-
nents of the turning force,FX

tu andFY
tu , the amplitude and phase

of the turning force can be written as follows:

Ftu5A~FX
tu!21~FY

tu!25
1

4
x tuAF̄c

tu

5
1

4
x tuAFtc112tc2Q13tc3S Q21

1

4
A2D G (38)

h tu52tan21
a

b
5h690 (39)

The foregoing phase relation indicates that, to the first harmonic
approximation of the flow field, the line of action of the turning
force contribution is perpendicular to the peak of the flow nonuni-
formity, and not to the tip clearance asymmetry. The amplitude of
the turning force is a somewhat complicated expression that is
cubic in A and quadratic inQ.

To illustrate the features of the foregoing relations, a flow field
nonuniformity of amplitudeA and some fixed phaseh, say 30
deg, are assumed. Figure 8 shows a plot of theX and Y compo-
nents of the turning force, together with its amplitudeFtu, and
phase difference,h tu2h, as a function of mean flow coefficientQ
and for different values of flow nonuniformity amplitudeA. It can
be seen that for small values ofA, and as the mean flow coeffi-
cient Q is decreased, the turning force reverses direction twice
along the line perpendicular toA. That is, the phase difference
h tu2h changes from 90 to290 and then to 90 deg again. How-
ever, for a nonuniformity of large amplitude, e.g.,A51.0, the
turning force maintains the same direction ath tu2h590 for all
Q. Small values ofA are representative of flow nonuniformities

that are the result of a rotor offset, whereas the large value ofA
51 represents a nonuniformity such as rotating stall.

Pressure Force. Using theX and Y components of the pres-
sure force, an expression for the amplitude and phase of the pres-
sure force contribution can also be written as

Fpr5xprW2QA (40)

hpr5tan21
b

a
5h60,180 (41)

This indicates that the pressure force is exactly aligned with the
flow nonuniformity~i.e., maximum flow coefficient!. This is con-
sistent with the simple Bernoulli relation between flow pressure
and velocity, which requires the point on the circumference pass-
ing the minimum flow to have the maximum pressure. It should
also be noted that, unlike the turning force, the pressure force is a
simple function which is linear in bothA andQ. Figure 9 shows a
plot of the amplitude and phase difference of the pressure force
and itsX andY components, as a function ofQ and for different
values ofA.

Unsteady Force. Similarly, using theX andY components of
the unsteady force, expressions for the amplitude and phase of this
force contribution can be written as follows:

Fun5xunWAȦ21A2ḣ2 (42)

hun52tan21
ȧ

ḃ
52tan21

Ȧ cosh2Aḣ sinh

Ȧ sinh1Aḣ cosh
(43)

The relations of the unsteady force are more complicated than the
previous two. But some insight can be gained by considering the
special case of pure rotating stall in which the flow nonuniformity
has a constant amplitude,A5Ars ~i.e., Ȧ50), and a constant rate
of rotation,ḣ5n rs. In such a case, the amplitude and phase of the
unsteady force reduce to

~Fun!rs5xunWArsn rs

(44)

Fig. 7 Pressure-rise and torque characteristics for the MIT
3-stage axial compressor. „Measured performance reported by
Gamache †21‡ and others. …

Fig. 8 Calculated amplitude of turning force Ftu for different
values of flow nonuniformity amplitude
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~hun!rs5tan21
sinh

cosh
5h60,180 (44)

which indicates that the unsteady force during rotating stall is also
aligned with the flow nonuniformity~and hence rotating at the
same frequency! and that the amplitude is a simple function that is
linear in bothA andn rs, but is independent ofQ.

Figure 10 is a plot of the foregoing results showing the ampli-
tude and phase difference of the unsteady force as a function ofA
for various values ofn rs. It is noted that the amplitude of the

unsteady force during rotating stall~i.e., A;1) is in general very
small compared to the turning and pressure force contributions at
a similar value ofA.

Finally, Fig. 11 is a schematic which summarizes the phase
relations between the three force contributions and the flow field
nonuniformity described in the foregoing.

3.2 Calculation of Aerodynamic Forces for a Fixed Rotor
Offset. The relations described in the previous section do not
take into account the link between the tip-clearance asymmetry
and the flow field nonuniformity it generates. They simply give
the aerodynamic forces resulting from a given, arbitrary flow non-
uniformity without specifying how that nonuniformity is pro-
duced. As such, these relations develop the first level of under-
standing of the forces necessary for exploring more complicated
situations. To that end, a more complete picture can be obtained
by realizing that the flow nonuniformity as represented by (A,h)
is not arbitrary, but is rather the result of a tip-clearance asymme-
try, which in turn is produced by an offset of the rotor within the
casing. So in order to further analyze these forces, the following
strategy~similar to @11#! is adopted. A static rotor offset is chosen
and the steady flow field equations for (A,h) are then solved.
Based on this flow field, the aerodynamic forces are evaluated.

Solution of Steady-State Equations for the Flow Field.The
steady flow field resulting from a stationary tip clearance asym-
metry ~e.g., due to static rotor deflection! is obtained by setting to
zero the LHS of Eqs.~5!, ~6!, ~9!, and~10! and solving the result-
ing set of simultaneous algebraic equations. Given the form of
these equations, one can simplify this task by choosing the oper-
ating point ~i.e., Q! of interest on the compressor map and the
rotor deflection as inputs. Then, only the two equations, describ-
ing the flow nonuniformity~i.e., Eqs.~9! and~10!!—which do not
contain eitherP or g—need to be solved forA andh. The first two
equations~Eqs. ~5!, ~6!! can then be used to findP and g if
needed. The result of the foregoing procedure together with some
manipulation is the following two equations:

A61@8Q~Q21!#A41F16Q2~Q21!21S 2

3

l

SD 2GA22S 1

3
cc«r D 2

50 (45)

h5sin21S 2A

cc«r

l

SD (46)

A few comments are in order regarding the above two equations.
It can be noted thatr andcc« play the same role in determining
the flow nonuniformity amplitudeA and the phaseh. For instance,
increasing the rotor offsetr is equivalent to having higher com-
pressor sensitivity to tip clearancecc« , either of which will in-
crease the amplitude of the nonuniformityA. Further, it is ob-
served that reducing the parameter ratiol/S has a similar~yet
weaker! effect on the steady state solution. For instance, higher

Fig. 9 Calculated amplitude of pressure force Fpr for different
values of flow nonuniformity amplitude

Fig. 10 Calculated amplitude of unsteady force Fun for differ-
ent values of flow nonuniformity frequency

Fig. 11 Schematic of the phase relationship between the three
aerodynamic forces and flow nonuniformity. Note that the flow
nonuniformity, indicated by the large dot, is not in phase with
the tip clearance asymmetry.
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values of the pressure-rise characteristic parameter
S5H/W—corresponding to steeper characteristic—would~for
the samel! increaseA and reduceh.

Evaluation of Flow Field Nonuniformity and Aerodynamic
Forces. Figure 12 shows the flow field nonuniformity and the
turning and pressure force contributions for a rotor offset ofr
51.0% chord~about 35% of maximum possible deflection! in the
X direction~i.e.,Q50!. It can be seen that the flow nonuniformity
amplitudeA is of order 0.01 at very high mean flow coefficientQ;
of order 0.05 at design flow ofQ51.2; and, of order 0.1 atQ
51 which corresponds to the peak pressure rise. The relatively
high amplitude of the nonuniformity close to the peak of the char-
acteristic is the result of the compressor’s tendency to amplify
distortions as it operates closer to its neutral stability point. In
general, larger amplitudes ofA are expected for higher tip-
clearance sensitivitycc« or for larger rotor deflections.

The phaseh varies withQ in approximately the same way asA.
The point of maximum flow is about 10° away from the minimum
tip clearance point at very highQ. These two points move apart as
the flow is reduced towards the peak,Q51, at which point the
flow nonuniformity is 90° out of phase with the tip-clearance
asymmetry. The physical source of this phase difference can be
linked to the fluid inertia in the rotor blade rows represented byl.
The larger this inertia, the more the flow nonuniformity lags be-
hind the tip-clearance asymmetry. On the other hand, a steeper
characteristic~largerS! tends to counter that effect.

Figure 12 also shows theX and Y components of the aerody-
namic forces. For the given rotor deflection in theX direction, the
X force component represents the restoring force while theY com-
ponent represents the whirl-inducing force. AsQ is varied over
the operating range, both these forces are seen to change sign. In
particular, forQ*0.4 theX force component is shown to be in the
same direction as the deflection. On the other hand, theY compo-
nent is shown to change sign more than once over the whole range
of Q, hence providing both forward and backward whirl
tendencies—as opposed to the ultimate direction of whirl which is
decided by the dynamics of the system under the action of all
relevant forces—depending on the operating point. It is worth
noting that the pressure contribution, which has traditionally been
neglected in studying compressor and turbine whirl phenomena,
may have a strong influence on the net whirl tendency of the
compressor. For example, it is noted that theY component of the
pressure force at aroundQ51 is large enough to completely re-
verse the net effect from backward whirl~due to turning alone! to
forward whirl.

The numerical results shown in Fig. 12 are specific to the com-
pressor geometry and characteristic used in the calculation, and
are thus expected to differ for other compressors of different ge-
ometries and characteristics.6 Nevertheless, these results demon-
strate the main features of aerodynamic forces, their principal
components, and their dependence on relevant system parameters
and flow variables.

3.3 Validation Against Available Experimental Data. The
recently published data@9# and the accompanying numerical re-
sults @10# are utilized here for validating the calculations of the
current model. These studies are based on the GE LSRC axial
compressor: a 4-stage, low-speed experimental compressor at the
GE Research Center. The results in these two references, and
many others, are reported in terms of the knownbAl parameter. As
mentioned briefly in the introduction, this parameter emerged
from Alford’s original analysis as a nondimensional ‘‘correction
factor’’ that multiplies the cross-coupled stiffness relating the
aerodynamic force, say (F̄Y) i , to the rotor displacementX̃. Math-
ematically,bAl is expressed as follows:

or, in terms of the current nondimensional quantities

bY
Al5

4

cosg r
S l Z

RD 2S h

l D ~FY! i

~tc! iX
(47)

where the aerodynamic force (FY) i can be either that due to turn-
ing, (FY

tu) i , which gives (bY
Al) tu, or that due to pressure, (FY

pr) i ,
which gives (bY

Al)pr. As mentioned earlier, until recently only the
turning contribution in the direction of whirl~i.e., normal to rotor
displacement! was addressed in the literature, and most mention
of the Alford b-parameter refers to that component of the turning
contribution. To the authors’ knowledge, there is no published
experimental or computational data against which the restoring
forces, i.e., (FX

tu) i and (FX
pr) i , can be compared.

The next step is to compare the pressure-rise characteristic used
in the model to that obtained from measurements. Figure 13
shows two sets of characteristics. The first set consists of two
pressure-rise measurements that correspond to two different mean
tip-clearance settings of the compressor. The other set consists of
three curves representing the modeled pressure-rise characteristic,

6A detailed comparison between four different generic compression systems, in-
cluding an axial liquid pump, is given by@17#.

Fig. 12 Flow nonuniformity and aerodynamic forces for a
fixed rotor offset of rÄ1.0% chord

Fig. 13 Measured and assumed pressure-rise characteristics
for the GE LSRC
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using a rotor offset that produces a tip clearance distribution
whose maximum and minimum match the two experimental clear-
ance settings. It can be seen from the figure that the measured
characteristics are more sensitive to tip clearance around the peak
than they are within the part of the operating range where the flow
coefficient is highest. In addition, the peak of the characteristic
shifts to the right for the larger tip clearance. Such variation in
sensitivity and shift in the peak can not be captured using the
simple linear dependence of the characteristic on tip clearance
adopted in this paper. Although, a more sophisticated representa-
tion of the characteristic can capture such variation, it would pro-
duce dispensable mathematical complexity. To that end, the pa-
rameters ~i.e., S5H/W and cc«) of the current simple
characteristic are tuned such that the modeled and measured loss
in pressure rise are closest in the neighborhood of the design
operating point, while underestimated at the peak and overesti-
mated in the high flow region. It is shown below that the errors in
this model predictions as compared to experimental data are pre-
dictably larger in those regions where the characteristics are fur-
thers apart.

Figure 14 shows the calculation results of the current model
against the data and computational results of@13,14#. The predic-
tions of the current model are shown to compare well against the
measurements, especially near the design point~i.e., Q51.2 to
1.3!, where the characteristics matched best. On the other hand,
the error in predicted values of (bY

Al) tu becomes expectedly larger
as we move closer to the characteristic peak atQ51 where the
measured and modeled characteristics deviated the most. Addi-
tional calculations~not shown! performed with better characteris-
tics matching at the peak bring (bY

Al) tu prediction into a closer
agreement with measurements in that region, but results in a larger
deviation in the high flow region.

4 Conclusions
The model for the aerodynamic forces developed and analyzed

in this paper reveals that there are three physical contributions to
the total aerodynamic force on the rotor. In the presence of a flow
nonuniformity, the three contributions arise from nonuniform
turning done by the blades, nonuniform hydrostatic pressure act-
ing on the hub~directly on the rotor!, and the unsteady momentum
storage within the rotor blade passages. Each of the three force
contributions scales with a nondimensional parameter that de-
pends only on blade and stage geometry.

In addition, simple analytical expressions for the aerodynamic
forces were derived for a given compressor geometry, character-
istics, operating point, and rotor deflection. These expressions
give physical insights and establish a link between the direction of
the three force contributions and the flow nonuniformity. Conse-

quently, the aerodynamic forces are confirmed to be locked to the
flow nonuniformity and not to the tip-clearance asymmetry, con-
sistent with@10# and other related efforts. Using the analytical and
numerical results of this force model, it is shown that in order to
predict whether the rotor tends to whirl backward or forward, all
force contributions as well as the compressor operating point have
to be taken into account. This is especially true for operating
points close to the design point where the pressure and turning
contributions may be of comparable magnitudes but different
signs. Finally, the force model compares well with recently pub-
lished data of aerodynamic force measurements, as well as several
more computationally-intensive efforts over the narrow range of
operating conditions in which this data is available.
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Nomenclature

A, A 5 area, amplitude of flow nonuniformity
a, b 5 Cartesian components of flow nonuniformity

B 5 system stabilityB-parameter,B5U/2asAV/AL̃
(F) i 5 per-stage, nondimensional aerodynamic force

H, W 5 pressure-rise characteristic parameters
h 5 blade radial span~height!

i, j , k 5 unit vectors
LI , LE , L 5 inlet, exit and total effective duct length

l, l Z 5 blade chord, blade axial chord
Nst 5 no. of compressor stages

P 5 rescaled pressure-rise coefficient,P5C/H
p, pt 5 static, total pressure
Q, q 5 rescaled flow coefficient;Q5F/2W, q5f/2W
R, r 5 mean annular radius, rotor radial displacement

S 5 pressure-rise characteristic aspect ratio,S5H/W
U 5 mean rotor speed

V, v 5 volume, flow field velocity
X, Y 5 Cartesian rotor displacements in inertial frame
a, b 5 absolute and relative flow angles
bAl 5 Alford’s b-parameter

g 5 nondimensional throttle coefficient, or blade
stagger angle

« 5 tip clearance
h 5 phase angle of flow field nonuniformity

Q, u 5 angular~whirl! displacement of rotor center, cir-
cumferential coordinate

l, m 5 compressor inertia parameters
j 5 nondimensional time
r 5 density

tc , (tc) i 5 total, per-stage compressor torque
F, f 5 annulus-averaged, total axial compressor flow

coefficient
x 5 aerodynamic-rotordynamic coupling parameter
C 5 nondimensional plenum pressure,

C5(pP2ptA) /rV2R2

cc 5 total-to-static pressure-rise characteristic
cc0 5 shut-off value ofcc
cc« 5 sensitivity of pressure-rise characteristic to tip-

clearance,cc«52]cc /]«
V 5 rotor rotational~spin! frequency (V5U/R)

Fig. 14 Comparison between experiment, numerical results,
and this model, for the GE LSRC compressor with rÄ1.0%
chord
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(•) tu,un,pr 5 reference to turning, unsteady and pressure force
contributions

(•)( i ) 5 reference toith stage
(•) r , (•)s 5 reference to rotor, stator blade rows

( •̄) 5 averaged quantity
d~•! 5 disturbance or nonuniform component
( •̃) 5 dimensional quantity for which a nondimen-

sional counterpart exists
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Aerodynamic-Rotordynamic
Interaction in Axial Compression
Systems—Part II: Impact of
Interaction on Overall System
Stability
This paper presents an integrated treatment of the dynamic coupling between the flow
field (aerodynamics) and rotor structural vibration (rotordynamics) in axial compression
systems. This work is motivated by documented observations of tip clearance effects on
axial compressor flow field stability, the destabilizing effect of fluid-induced aerodynamic
forces on rotordynamics, and their potential interaction. This investigation is aimed at
identifying the main nondimensional design parameters governing this interaction, and
assessing its impact on overall stability of the coupled system. The model developed in
this work employs a reduced-order Moore-Greitzer model for the flow field, and a Jeffcott-
type model for the rotordynamics. The coupling between the fluid and structural dynamics
is captured by incorporating a compressor pressure rise sensitivity to tip clearance, to-
gether with a momentum based model for the aerodynamic forces on the rotor (presented
in Part I of this paper). The resulting dynamic model suggests that the interaction is
largely governed by two nondimensional parameters: the sensitivity of the compressor to
tip clearance and the ratio of fluid mass to rotor mass. The aerodynamic-rotordynamic
coupling is shown to generally have an adverse effect on system stability. For a super-
critical rotor and a typical value of the coupling parameter, the stability margin to the left
of the design point is shown to decrease by about 5% in flow coefficient (from 20% for the
uncoupled case). Doubling the value of the coupling parameter not only produces a
reduction of about 8% in the stability margin at low flow coefficients, but also gives rise
to a rotordynamic instability at flow coefficients 7% higher than the design point.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1576431#

1 Introduction

The design and operation of axial turbomachines are plagued
by different types of aerodynamic and structural instabilities such
as surge, rotating stall and shaft whirl, which may subject the
machine components to stresses beyond their design limits. In
addition to the possibility of costly and catastrophic mechanical
failure, the mere interruption of operation may be at least as cata-
strophic ~e.g., aircraft jet engines! or as costly~e.g., oil and gas
production plants!.

The aerodynamic performance and flow field stability of axial
turbomachines~Greitzer@1#; Moore @2#; Moore and Greitzer@3#;
Greitzer and Moore@4#; and Hynes and Greitzer@5#! are known to
strongly depend on the clearance gap between the tips of the ro-
tating blades and the stationary casing~Graf et al.@6#; Gordon@7#;
Smith @8#; Baghdadi@9#; Storer and Cumpsty@10#; and Horlock
and Greitzer@11#!. The viscous losses associated with the leakage
flow in the tip clearance region in an axial compressor, for in-
stance, are manifested as a reduction in pressure rise capability
and efficiency on one hand, and an increase in the stalling mass
flow rate ~i.e., loss of stability! on the other. Further, changes in
either the mean tip clearance or its circumferential distribution
may impact both performance and stability. In addition, asymmet-

ric tip clearance distribution produces a nonuniform flow field
which is ultimately responsible for generating aerodynamic forces
on the rotor.1

One source of tip clearance change is the vibration of the rotor
as governed by the structural dynamics of the rotor-bearings sub-
system~i.e., rotordynamics! and by the fluid-induced forces acting
on the rotor blades and hub. Under certain conditions, these forces
can be of such magnitude and direction that they cause the rotor
center to follow a fixed orbit, possibly of large amplitude, produc-
ing a self-excited instability known as rotor whirl—a phenomenon
that has long been recognized and addressed in the rotordynamics
literature ~Thomas@12#; Alford @13#; Vance and Laudadio@14#;
Colding-Jorgensen@15#; Ehrich @16#; Childs @17#; Litang et al.
@18#; Spakovszky@19#; Song and Cho@20#; Storace et al.@21#;
Ehrich et al.@22#; Akin et al. @23#; and Storace@24#!.

Having recognized the dependence of the axial compressor flow
field on tip clearance, the dependence of tip clearance on the
compressor rotordynamics and, the rotordynamics dependency on
fluid-induced forces, it follows that the dynamic behavior of the
flow field and the rotordynamics in axial compression systems
may be strongly coupled, Fig. 1.

There is evidence, both experimental and theoretical, that this
interaction may be significant in that the rotordynamic behavior
may potentially alter the aerodynamic stability, or vice versa. For
instance, in the course of active control experiments of rotating
stall, Weigl@25# reported on potential coupling between the rotor-
dynamic and aerodynamic domains when he observed that the

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, June 3–6, 2002. Manuscript received by the IGTI November 30, 2001.
Paper No. 2002-GT-30489. Review Chair: E. Benvenuti.

1A comprehensive treatment of fluid-induced aerodynamic forces on axial com-
pressor rotors is presented in a companion paper, Part I.
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frequency of rotor whirl~due to a deteriorating journal bearing!
and that of rotating stall coincided when they were simultaneously
present. He also observed that the first mode of circumferential
flow disturbances had a much higher energy content prior to the
onset of instability, as compared to runs with a healthy bearing.
Another indication of possible coupling comes from a recent
problem observed during the testing of a new engine which is still
in the developmental stage, Ehrich@26#. The problem included the
loss of aerodynamic stability~surge event! at the design point in
the presence of a rotordynamic, subsyncronous, whirl-like behav-
ior which has been identified as a subharmonic, nonlinear re-
sponse to imbalance.

It is therefore of interest to understand the overall dynamic
behavior of the coupled system. Further, such an understanding of
the aerodynamic-rotordynamic interaction and its impact on sta-
bility should directly contribute to the advancement of several
important areas of research—the active control of turbomachinery
instabilities being a prime example—that may directly contribute
to the design and operation of more stable and reliable compres-
sion systems. More specifically, the objectives of this work are to

• Determine the set of nondimensional parameters governing
the coupling of aerodynamics and rotordynamics in an axial
compression system, and relate these parameters, and how
they scale, to a physical description of the mechanisms at
work.

• In terms of these parameters, determine the conditions under
which aerodynamic-rotordynamic coupling is important.

• Predict the potential impact of this coupling on the stability
of the flow field and rotor structure. In particular, determine
physical arguments and relative design parameter values that
are potentially destabilizing and/or beneficial to overall
stability.

An Overview of Previous Work. In addition to the aftermen-
tioned efforts, this work builds on a large body of published re-
search in the areas of compression system aerodynamic and rotor-
dynamic modeling and stability. For instance, the effect of tip
clearance on aerodynamic stability of axial compression systems
was addressed by Graf et al.@6# who used a modified version of
the model by Hynes and Greitzer@5# to examine compression

system stability, both theoretically and experimentally, under sta-
tionary tip clearance asymmetry~e.g., distorted casing!. The study
showed that the asymmetry has a destabilizing effect which is
higher than that of a uniform clearance having the same mean.
Gordon @7# generalized that treatment to include tip clearance
asymmetries that may be rotating at any frequency. He showed
that the inception of instability is adversely affected as this fre-
quency becomes closer to a critical value in the neighborhood of
the eigen-frequency of the rotating stall first mode.

One of the many extensions of the original Moore-Greitzer is of
particular significance. The concept of active control of aerody-
namic instabilities, first proposed by Epstein et al. Epstein et al.
@27#, has evolved to be a major area of interest in research and
industry ~a review of such concepts is given by Paduano et al.
@28#!. A relevant example from these active control efforts is the
work by Spakovszky@29# in which a detailed experimental inves-
tigation of using magnetic bearings to stabilize rotating stall by
means of actively moving the rotor and thus adjusting the tip
clearance distribution is proposed and assessed. In addition, the
nonlinear nature of the Moore-Greitzer-type models together with
the fact that fully developed surge and rotating stall are ultimately
nonlinear limit-cycle-type instabilities, have attracted attention
from the nonlinear dynamics community. Abed et al.@30# ad-
dressed the bifurcation behavior of the simple, lumped parameter
surge model. McCaughan@31# presented a detailed bifurcation
analysis of the Moore-Greitzer third-order model and outlined the
post-instability behavior—including both surge and rotating
stall—of axial compression systems in theB2g parameter space
~B and g are the ratio of system compliance to inertia and the
throttle coefficient respectively!. Finally, several investigations
~e.g., Nayfeh@32#! and Wang et al.@33#! have been conducted to
apply nonlinear control concepts to alter the undesirable post-
instability behavior of the system. This, in general, amounts to
attempting to change the nature of the bifurcation from subcritical
to supercritical. In order to achieve this, Wang et al.@33# theoreti-
cally examined the nonlinear aspects of actively controlling surge
and rotating stall by means of tip-clearance actuation through
magnetic bearings.

On the rotordynamic side of the problem, the Jeffcott rotor@34#
proved to be a very useful tool for exploring fundamental rotor-
dynamic phenomena such as the response to imbalance. The Jef-
fcott rotor is essentially stable since it is a damped vibratory sys-
tem consisting of a mass, springs and dampers. The potential for
instability arises from the interaction between centrifugal forces
due to whirl-like rotation, and various internal and external forces
acting on the rotor. Examples of such forces include different
forms of fluid forces~such as those generated from tip clearance
asymmetry, labyrinth seals flow, and oil flow in journal bearings!
and forces due to internal rotor damping. A physical and concise
description of basic rotordynamic phenomena can be found in
Den Hartog@35#; Crandall@36#; Ehrich @37#, and Childs@17#. As
an example of the destabilizing effect of these forces on the ro-
tordynamic stability of an actual engine, Akin et al.@23# reported
on aerodynamically-induced rotor instability in the TF30 P111
engine. The authors accounted for different sources of destabiliz-
ing forces and concluded that, in that case, the Alford-type forces
generated on the turbine side of the engine were responsible for
the instability. Incorporating an oil-film damper at the bearing was
proposed, analyzed and implemented, and was shown to eliminate
the problem. The authors concluded, however, that the general
determination of the source of instability is difficult and requires
careful testing and analysis.

2 Overall System Model
To describe the aerodynamic-rotordynamic interaction at hand,

the following sub-models are consolidated into one overall system
model: the four-state Moore-Greitzer model which describes the
flow field; the Jeffcott rotor model which describes the rotordy-
namics; a simple representation of compressor pressure rise char-

Fig. 1 Aerodynamic-rotordynamic coupling mechanism
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acteristic sensitivity to tip clearance, and, a description of aerody-
namic forces generated by the flow field and acting on the rotor.
With the exception of a few aspects of the rotordynamic model, all
the other submodels have been developed and presented in a com-
panion paper~Part I! to which the reader is referred for more
details. In this part, however, the remaining components of the
rotordynamic description2 are presented, followed by a recapitu-
lation of the main parts of the overall model.

2.1 Rotordynamic Description. Referring to Fig. 2, it may
be noted that three important frequencies can be identified when
discussing the Jeffcott rotor model: The first isV, the spinning
frequency of the disk and shaft about their common geometric
axis, O. The second isvwh5Q̇, the orbital frequency of pointO
about pointOc , called the whirl frequency. The third isv, the
natural vibration frequency of the rotating assembly, which is
typically proportional to the ratio of mechanical stiffness to
inertia.

To complete the description of the rotordynamic model, several
important forces acting on the rotor need to be introduced. These
forces were represented by the two termsFim and ( Fother in Eq.
~16! of Part I. In what follows, only those forces relevant in the
subsequent analysis presented in this paper are included here;
namely aerodynamic, stiffness, damping and inertia forces. Sev-
eral additional forces can also be considered depending on the
focus of the analysis being pursued. To that end, the imbalance
force, Fim—which together with the termd2r /dj2 emerge from
the acceleration term on the LHS of Eq.~15! in Part I—is dropped
by assuming that the imbalancee is equal to zero. Such a periodic
forcing does not play a role in the stability analysis presented in
this paper.

In addition to the aerodynamic forces which have been ad-
dressed in Part I, the two other essential forces~that were lumped
under the summation( Fother) are now introduced.

(
CS &
Body

Fother5Fda1Fst1Fha (1)

In general, damping forces, (Fda), may include effects due to
aerodynamic drag, internal shaft damping, oil-film damping in
journal bearings, and squeeze-film damping used commonly with
roller-element bearings. The internal shaft damping may~e.g., in

the presence of material hysteresis! produce a force that contrib-
utes to whirl-like instabilities. In fact, this historically is the first
effect to be recognized as a source of whirl-type, self-excited in-
stabilities. However, in order to limit the sources of rotordynamic
instability in this study, all damping effects are lumped into a
single linear term of the viscous drag type, hence assuming no
material hysteresis.

As for stiffness forces, (Fst), the basic Jeffcott rotor model
traditionally makes a distinction between stiffness~restoring!
forces due to shaft elasticity and those due to support bearing
compliance. The simplest Jeffcott rotor, for instance, assumes an
elastic shaft supported by rigid bearings. More sophisticated rep-
resentations of stiffness forces have been included in the Jeffcott
rotor model to account for several observed behaviors such as
those resulting from stationary stiffness orthotropy in which the
bearings stiffness in theX and Y directions are different. Such
orthotropy tend to have a stabilizing effect in that it increases the
critical spin frequency above which an instability may occur~see,
for example,@1#, Section 1.6#!. Rotating stiffness orthotropy, on
the other hand, is local to the shaft, and thus produces a rotating
spring force which does not always act as a pure restoring force.
Instead, a component of this spring force contributes to the whirl-
ing motion and may thus lead to what is known as a parametric
instability. In addition, stiffness nonlinearity may also be included
to represent hardening and softening spring effects, as well as the
variation of stiffness over a cycle of the rotor whirl orbit due to
rubbing~known as the normal-tight condition! or due to excessive
bearing clearance~known as normal-loose condition!. The rotor-
dynamic response under such conditions can be very complicated
and may even display chaotic behavior~an overview of this topic
is given by Ehrich@39#!. In this model, the stiffness effect of the
shaft and bearings is combined into one lumped stiffness. More-
over, an additional nonlinear~cubic! term is included to represent
a hardening system spring.

This allows the rotordynamic model to be written as

d2r

dj2
5Fda1Fst1Fae (2)

where the nondimensional forces are given by

Fda522zn~Ẋi1Ẏj ! (3)

Fst52~n2X1ÃX3!i2~n2Y1ÃY3!j (4)

Fae5Ftu1Fpr1Fun (5)

and where the aerodynamic forceFae with its three contributions
are as defined in Part I. Other quantities appearing above that have
not been defined in Part I are given as

z5
c

2Mv
n5

v

V

v5A k

M
Ã5S l

V D 2 kns

M

The rotor’s undamped natural frequency,n, is worthy of special
attention since rotors are commonly classified according to its
value being above or below 1.0. Also,n largely determines the
response of the Jeffcott rotor to imbalance which has its maximum
rotor deflection at the critical valuen51.0. Rotors normally oper-
ating at values ofn,1 are referred to as supercritical rotors, re-
flecting the fact that the spin frequencyV is larger the rotor’s
natural frequency. A subcritical rotor would thus haven.1. In
general, most modern, high-speed turbomachines are in the range
0.1,n,0.5 and are therefore supercritical at their typical running
speeds.

As noted earlier, several other forces may be acting on rotors of
axial compressors which are not included in this paper. Examples
include Alford-type forces on the turbine~which may be on the

2A fully detailed development of the model including a discussion of all rotordy-
namic forces can be found in Al-Nahwi@38#.

Fig. 2 Basic rotor-casing geometry „exaggerated proportions …
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same rotor as the compressor! of a gas turbine engine, fluid forces
from seals and journal bearings, actuation forces of magnetic
bearings, gravity force on horizontal rotors, and several others.
The uncoupledrotordynamic response to most of these forces
have been addressed by many researchers. Although including
these forces in an integrated model such as the one considered in
this study is straightforward and may be useful, it can result in
unwarranted complexity and prevent clear understanding of the
basic coupling phenomena being in focus here. Including these
forces may therefore be viewed as a useful extension to the cur-
rent work that can be considered after the simplest, most basic
coupling model has been explored.

2.2 Summary of Overall System Model. The flow field
description was presented in some detail in Part I, wherein the
surge dynamics were represented by Eqs.~5! and ~6!, the flow
nonuniformity dynamics by Eqs.~7! and~8! in Cartesian from or
~9! and~10! in polar form. Additional expressions needed to com-
plete the flow field description include the compressor integrated
characteristics given by~13! and ~14!, all in Part I.

As for the rotordynamic description, theX andY components of
Eq. ~2! that include the additional forces described, in the forego-
ing can be written in Cartesian form as

Ẍ12znẊ52n2X2ÃX31x•~FX
ae! i (6)

Ÿ12znẎ52n2Y2ÃY31x•~FY
ae! i (7)

and in polar form as

r̈ 2r Q̇212zn ṙ 52n2r 2@cos4 Q1sin4 Q#Ãr 31x•~Fr
ae! i

(8)

r Q̈12ṙ Q̇12znr Q̇5@2 cos2 Q21#~cosQ sinQ!Ãr 31x•~FQ
ae! i
(9)

The foregoing expressions for the aerodynamic forces were given
in Eqs. ~31!, ~35! and ~37!, all in Part I, and can be written in
terms of either the polar variables of the flow field~A andh!; the
polar variables of the rotordynamic model~r andQ!; or, a com-
bination of these. This can be achieved using known relations
such asa5A cosh, b5A sinh, ȧ5Ȧ cosh2Aḣ sinh, and ḃ
5Ȧ sinh1Aḣ cosh. Finally the aerodynamic forces in the two
coordinate systems are related throughFr5FX cosQ1FY sinQ
andFQ52FX sinQ1FY cosQ.

Examining the equations of the overall model, a few observa-
tions can be made regarding the nature of the aerodynamic-
rotordynamic coupling and the main parameters governing it.

This model is an eighth order nonlinear dynamic description of
the coupled compression system, which can be written in a state
space form, with (Q,P) as the global compression system flow
states; (a,b) or (A,h) as the compressor local flow nonuniformity
states; and, (X,Ẋ,Y,Ẏ) or (r , ṙ ,Q,Q̇) as the rotordynamic states.
Furthermore, the functional dependency of the first compressor
integrated characteristic,c̄c

C(Q,a,b), and the throttle characteris-
tic, QT(P), on these state variables reveals that the surge dynam-
ics are only indirectly coupled to the rotordynamics (X,Y)
through the flow nonuniformity (a,b), Eqs.~5! and~6!, Part I. On
the other hand, the flow nonuniformity (a,b) is directly coupled
to both the compression system operating point (Q,P) and the
rotor position (X,Y), Eqs. ~7! and ~8!, or ~9! and ~10!, Part I.
Finally, the dynamics of the rotor depend on both the flow non-
uniformity (a,b) and the compression system operating point
(Q,P) through the aerodynamic forces,Fae(Q,a,b,ȧ,ḃ), Eqs.
~32!, ~35!, and~37!, Part I.

It is also recalled that two main governing parameters that
emerged naturally from consistent nondimensionalization of sys-
tem equations may also be identified. The influence of rotor posi-
tion on the flow field is governed mainly by the nondimensional
sensitivity parametercc«52 ]cc/]« , while the influence of the

flow field on the dynamics of the rotor is controlled by the non-
dimensional coupling parametersx, which was defined in Eq.~20!
of Part I as

x5
Nstr~2pRhlZ!

NstMst
5

fluid mass within CV

rotating assembly mass
(10)

and which appeared as a weighting factor in front of the aerody-
namic force terms in the rotordynamic equations. Typical values
of x are estimated for several low speed multistage axial compres-
sors and found to range from 531025 to 531024, while for a
single stage axial liquid pumpx is found to be on the order of
1022.

3 Coupling Impact on Linear System Stability

3.1 Equilibrium Solutions. The linearized stability of the
coupled system model about an equilibrium state is now examined
for various values of coupling parameters~i.e., cc« , x! as well as
other system parameters~e.g.,g, B andn!. Such a stability inves-
tigation requires a linearization of the system equations which
follows a standard Taylor series expansion about an equilibrium
point ~indicated by the subscripte), and involves the evaluation of
the Jacobian matrix of this model.

By examining the system equations, it can be seen that a simple
equilibrium3—in which all the time derivative terms vanish—can
exist only when the flow field is uniform and all forces on the
rotor being balanced when it sits exactly in the center of the cas-
ing. This simply corresponds to an almost trivial equilibrium point
where only (Qe ,Pe) are nonzero. In this case, determining
(Qe ,Pe) that correspond to some throttling coefficientge requires
the solution of the following two simultaneous algebraic
equations:

05c̄c
C~Qe ,ae50,be50!2Pe (11)

05Qe2geAPe (12)

It should be noted that even for more complicated equilibrium
points ~e.g., off-centered rotor! it is far more convenient and in-
tuitive to use the equilibrium point flow coefficientQe as a control
parameter instead of the throttling coefficientge . For instance,
Qe51.0 is the point of peak pressure rise on the compressor char-
acteristic, whileQe51.2 is a good choice for a typical design
operating point, allowing a 20% nominal stability margin. The
equilibrium point for a centered rotor are then determined as fol-
lows. The desired compressor operating point about which the
stability is to be assessed is chosen by selecting a value ofQe .
Equation~11! then givesPe by direct substitution, while Eq.~12!
can be easily solved forge5Qe /APe.

3.2 Stability Bounds of the Coupled System. Having de-
termined the equilibrium, the stability of the coupled system may
now be examined by computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the linearized model in order to determine the stable and un-
stable regions in its multi-dimensional parameter space defined by
the nondimensional parametersQe , x, cc« and n. It should be
noted first that varying the system stability parameter,B, has no
effect on the stability boundary of the coupled system presented
below. The reason is that theB-parameter is known to be mostly
influential in determining the post-instability behavior of the sys-
tem. In particular, large values of theB-parameter (B;1) are
typically associated with surge while small values (B;0.1) are
associated with rotating stall.

General Features of Stability Bounds.Figure 3 depicts the
stability boundary in the (Qe ,x) parameter space for a hypotheti-

3Another type of equilibrium points that is not presented here corresponds to the
case where the rotor is not centered in the casing, but rather is deflected under the
effect of some additional constant force~e.g., gravity!. Finding the fixed points in
such a case is more involved as it requires~in principle! the solution of eight simul-
taneous nonlinear algebraic equations.
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cal 9-stage low speed compressor,4 referred to here as C2. The
unstable region in this case is that below and to the right of the
solid line. In contrast to the uncoupled compressor which, accord-
ing to the Moore-Greitzer model, loses stability~typically in the
form of rotating stall! at the peak of the characteristic (Qe<1),
the stability of the coupled system is shown to be degraded in that
the onset of instability is encountered at operating points with a
higher flow coefficientQe . This means that on a compressor map,
the stability boundary of this coupled system would lie to the right
of the peak of the characteristic, hence, reducing the stability mar-
gin. For instance, for values ofx52.531024 and 531024, a
reduction of the flow coefficient by throttling, say from the design
point atQe51.2, takes the system into instability atQe51.05 and
1.08, respectively, a reduction of 5 and 8% in the stability margin
predicted for the uncoupled compressor. For higher values ofx,
the stability margin is further reduced until a critical value is
reached aroundx5131023, at which the system becomes un-
stable for all operating pointsQe . Furthermore, it is observed that
there exists a range of values ofx below the critical~in the range
331024,x,131023), for which instability may be encoun-
tered at flow coefficientshigher than the design point. For ex-
ample, at a value ofx5531024, instability is encountered at
Qe51.27, giving a stability margin of only 7% in flow coefficient
to the right of the design point on the compressor map.

Effect of Rotor’s Natural Frequency,n. The effect of the ro-
tor’s natural frequencyn on this stability boundary is depicted in
Fig. 4 which shows the boundaries corresponding to three values
of n in addition to that shown in the previous figure. These values
are selected as follows:n50.2 represents the highly supercritical
rotor; n5n rs represents the case where the aerodynamic and ro-
tordynamic uncoupled and undamped natural frequencies match;
n50.75 represents the case of moderately supercritical rotor; and,
finally, n5nnom is the nominal case. In all these cases, the un-
stable region remains below and to the right of any of the solid
lines. It can be seen from the figure that higher values ofn ~e.g.,
corresponding to a stiffer rotor! have a larger stable region. For
the cases with high enoughn ~usually in subcritical range!, the
adverse effect of coupling is greatly reduced and the stability is

closer to the uncoupled system. The stability boundary in such a
case has only one branch that can be observed within this realistic
range of flow coefficients. Also shown in the figure are the ratio of
n to n rs from which the closeness of these two frequencies can be
inferred; a ratio which determines some aspects of the stability of
this coupled system.

Effect of Tip Clearance Sensitivity,cc«. The effect of the sec-
ond coupling parameter, namely the compressor sensitivity to tip
clearancecc« , is depicted in Fig. 5 which shows the stability
boundary for three different values ofcc« . The less sensitive the
compressor is to tip clearance the larger the stability margin for
any givenx. This points towards the similar effect that the two
coupling parameterscc« andx have, which is later exploited by
combining the two coupling parameters into one.

3.3 Stability in the Design Parameter Space. An alterna-
tive way to view the stability results is to consider the parameter
spacex versusn. In such a space, a stability boundary may be
constructed for each value of equilibrium flow coefficientQe ,
which splits the space into a stable and unstable parameter com-
binations~x,n!. This view serves to elucidate how the stability of
the system is affected as these two design parameters are changed.

Recalling that the effect of compressor sensitivity to tip clear-
ance on stability, shown in Fig. 5, suggests that the two coupling
parameterscc« andx influence the stability of the coupled system
in a similar manner, and looking back at the system equations, it
may be noted that a rescaling can be adopted such that only the
product of these two parameters appear. In particular, rescaling the

4This hypothetical compressor may be thought of as being the same as the MIT
3-stage compressor~introduced in Part I!, except with more identical stages stacked
together to represent a high pressure ratio compressor. Important parameters, namely
S, l and m, are three times those of the MIT 3-stage compressor, and so is the
effective total duct length,L. As a result, the rotor axial span is now roughly three
times as long yielding a supercritical rotor withn50.23. The consideration of such a
compressor is motivated by the findings of Graf et al.@6#! who suggested that the
higher curvature of the compressor pressure-rise characteristic can exacerbate the
destabilizing effect of tip-clearance asymmetry. In addition, the high pressure-rise
compressor and the supercritical rotor make this system a closer representation of a
modern compressor.

Fig. 3 Coupled system linear stability boundary in the QeÀx
parameter space for a centered rotor equilibrium, all param-
eters at nominal values

Fig. 4 Effect of rotor’s natural frequency „n… on the coupled
system linear stability boundary for a centered rotor equilib-
rium, all other parameters at nominal values

Fig. 5 Effect of compressor tip clearance sensitivity on linear
stability boundary of the coupled system for a centered rotor
equilibrium, three values of cc « , nÄ0.2, all other parameters at
nominal values
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rotor displacement variablesX and Y with x causes the latter to
disappear from the rotordynamic equations and appear instead in
the equations ofȧ and ḃ as the productcc«x. This reduction in
coupling parameters is captured in Fig. 6, where the stability
boundaries due to different values of tip clearance sensitivity in
the top sub-plot~all corresponding to one value ofQe) collapse
onto one boundary in the reduced parameter space in the bottom
subplot.

Figure 7 depicts the stability results for the same 9-stage com-
pressor in the design parameter space~x,n!, for different values of
Qe and nominalcc« . Each line in these figures corresponds to an
operating point flow coefficientQe and divides the plane into a
stable and unstable regions; the unstable region being that below
and to the right of these lines~except forQe51.0 where the stable
region is confined to the lower left corner of the plane!. The use of
the ration/n rs5v/v rs—which does not depend on the rotor spin-
ning speedV—as the other parameter combination in the bottom
sub-plots of these figures is motivated by the following observa-
tion. In the two figures above, as well as in similar calculations for
additional compression systems@38#, it is observed that, except
for Qe51, the stability boundary changes monotonically withn
for all flow coefficientsQe.1 ~i.e., to the right of the character-
istic peak!. For Qe51, on the other hand, the boundary for rotors
with n/n rs.1 is different that for those withn/n rs,1. The dif-
ference is that the former type are unstable atQe51 regardless of
the valuex, while the later may be stable or unstable depending
on x. Further, this difference in the stability atQe51.0 does not
amount to a significant gain in overall stability margin, but it may
be shown to reflect whether the aerodynamic or the rotordynamic
mode becomes unstable first as the peak of the compressor char-
acteristic (Qe51.0) is crossed.

A Note on Modes of Instability.For an uncoupled compressor
with a low B parameter, the dominant mode of instability encoun-
tered as the compressor is throttled to flow coefficientsQe,1 is
known to be rotating stall. It is of interest to determine whether
the dominant mode of instability for the coupled system is differ-
ent as it loses stability at either end of the stability margin. To
answer this question, the mode of instability may be predicted by
identifying the first pair of eigenvalues to cross the imaginary axis
as the coupled system loses stability. The structure of the corre-
sponding eigenmode can then shed some light on whether the
instability originates as an aerodynamic, a rotordynamic or a
mixed type. Carrying out such an exercise for the compressor at
hand reveals that the type of instability first encountered at both
bounds is mostly rotordynamic. However, when crossing the
bound to the left of the design point, the aerodynamic~rotating
stall! mode is only marginally stable, and is therefore expected to
develop into full rotating stall soon after the inception of any
instability. The eventual mode of instability as the response grow
beyond the linear approximation can not be determined except
through examining the original nonlinear model as presented in
the forthcoming.

3.4 Summary of Coupled System Linear Stability. The
parametric studies presented conducted using this model establish
the significance of the interaction between aerodynamics and ro-
tordynamic in determining the overall coupled system stability.
The main results are summarized in the following points, and are
shown schematically in Fig. 8.

• The coupling changes the nature of overall stability picture in
that it creates a stability margin with two bounds, one on each
side of the design operating point.

Fig. 6 Linear stability in the design parameter space: combin-
ing the two coupling parameters as cc «x, for compressor C2,
all other parameters are at nominal values

Fig. 7 Linear stability in the design parameter space: com-
pressor C2, for four different operating flow coefficients. All
other parameters are at their nominal values
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• As the coupling is increased, these two bounds move closer
to the design point resulting in a smaller stable operating
range.

• Locally, the mode that loses stability upon crossing either of
the two boundaries is mostly rotordynamic~except when the
rotor’s natural frequency is very high and the coupling impact
is minimal!. Nevertheless, rotating stall is still expected to
appear soon after crossing the low flow boundary as the
growing rotordynamic instability promotes larger flow non-
uniformity. This, however, cannot be shown from the linear-
ized analysis, and requires examining the post-instability be-
havior of the system.

• Highly supercritical rotors tend to be more susceptible to
fluid-induced instabilities. This is confirmed by the above re-
sults and is consistent with common observations. Further, a
variation of the rotor’s natural frequency from supercritical to
subcritical stabilizes the rotor and thus reduces the overall
destabilizing effect of the coupling. This variation takes place
gradually except in the neighborhood of the rotating stall fre-
quency and for operating points close to the peak of the char-
acteristic. In such cases, rotors withn/n rs,1 tend to retain
their stability only for a very small further reduction in flow
coefficient.

• For the class of compression systems that are well described
by the current model, a design parameter space is identified in
which the effects of all the relevant system parameters are
captured, and in which the stability boundaries for any com-
pressor in this class are roughly the same. This parameter
space is defined by the ratio of rotordynamic to aerodynamic
uncoupled frequencies,n/n rs on one hand and the product of
the two coupling parameters,cc«x, on the other, with the
operating pointQe as the third parameter.

4 Post-Instability Nonlinear Behavior
A numerical survey of the nonlinear post-instability behavior of

the coupled system model is conducted in order to explore and
demonstrate the different post-instability behavior as the stability
bound identified above are crossed. It is confirmed by means of
numerous numerical simulations~not shown! that the instability is
mostly rotordynamic~forward whirl in the cases simulated! right
after the bounds are crossed. However, for the bound to the left of
the design point~i.e., at low Qe), aerodynamic instability soon
takes over upon any further throttling.

The B-parameter dependence of the nonlinear behavior is gen-
erally the same as the uncoupled case: rotating stall and surge are
encountered for low and high values ofB, respectively; but in
contrast to the uncoupled compression system, the simulations

show that the coupling may favor rotating stall over surge even
with large values ofB that are known to be associated with surge
only. For instance, a set of three simulations~each occupying one
row of subplots! is shown in Fig. 9 depicting the response of the
MIT 3-stage compressor to initial conditions. The rotor natural
frequency is taken to be in the supercritical range~n50.44, 25%
of the nominal value! and a large value ofB51.0 is used such that
the dominant mode of instability for an uncoupled system would
be surge. The first simulation assumes no coupling~i.e., x50.0!
and is atQe50.95; an operating point to the left of the character-
istic peak, where the system is known to be unstable. As expected,
the system displays a surge instability with sustained oscillations
in axisymmetric flow and pressure dominanting. The second simu-
lation shows the system response in an identical situation except
for the introduction of coupling by settingx50.531023. In this
case, the system response exhibits one surge-like cycle~due to the
large initial conditions! but goes into rotating stall as the ultimate
form of post-instability behavior. Equilibrium points further to the
left show the same change in behavior until the pointQe50.9 is
reached. Any further throttling, as shown in the third simulation at
Qe50.89, gives rise to sustained surge oscillations that are
slightly modified due to the interaction with the flow nonunifor-
mity and rotor vibrations, both of which are present and large in
this case. This tendency to favor rotating stall in regions typically
dominated by surge may be due to the large rotordynamic oscil-
lations, which directly produce rotating stall-like circumferential
flow nonuniformities. The existence of such large nonuniformities
in the flow field prior to the full development of the aerodynamic
instability seems to expand the domain of attraction of rotating
stall as the dominant mode of instability over a wider range of
operating conditions.

Another impact of the coupling on the post-instability behavior

Fig. 8 Schematic depiction of stability boundaries on the com-
pressor map

Fig. 9 Demonstration of how coupling alters post-instability
behavior: response to initial conditions, nÄ0.44 „25% of nomi-
nal …, and BÄ1.0
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may be demonstrated by constructing a bifurcation map for the
9-stage compression system~C2! introduced earlier, with lowB
50.1 and nominaln50.23. Figure 10 shows a set of such maps in
terms ofQ, A, andr, for two cases: one with no coupling~x50.0!
and one with moderate coupling (x50.531023). It can be seen
from the figure that the bifurcation in both cases is of the same
subcritical type, which is considered more harmful due to the
hysteresis in recovering from the limit cycle as the compressor
throttling is decreased~operating point moved to the right!. Com-
paring the two cases in the figure also reveals that not only does
the coupling reduces the stability margin~as predicted by the lin-
earized analysis!, but it also increases the hysteresis of the sub-
critical bifurcation by about 2% as compared to the hysteresis of
the uncoupled system. Furthermore, for large enough disturbances
the coupling renders this compression system unstable over the
whole operating range. In other words, because a limit cycle exists
for every value ofQe ~most clearly seen in the third subplot ofr!,
it is conceivable that one could enter either rotating stall or whirl
due to a large disturbance, and not be able to recover the system to
a nonoscillating equilibrium by choice of mass flow. This severe
condition could indeed be detrimental to the operation of the
compressor.

5 Conclusions
A first-principles, reduced-order integrated model of

aerodynamic-rotordynamic interactions in axial compression sys-
tems has been developed by consolidating a single-harmonic, two-
dimensional version of the Moore-Greitzer model that describes
the flow field and a simple, mass-spring-damper Jeffcott-type
model of the rotor that describes the rotordynamics. The coupling
between the fluid and structural dynamics is captured by a linear
compressor sensitivity to tip clearance, and a momentum-based
model of the aerodynamic forces on the rotor. Careful nondimen-
sionalization of the overall model gave rise to a set of parameters
that govern the system behavior. Two main coupling parameters,
each of which governs the influence of one domain on the other,
are the nondimensional sensitivity of the compressor pressure-rise
characteristic to tip clearance, which describes the rotordynamic

influence on aerodynamics, and the ratio of fluid mass to the rotor
solid mass, which describes the aerodynamic influence on rotor-
dynamics.

Using a linearized version of the model, the stability of the
coupled system was examined through a comprehensive set of
parametric studies. In doing so, the regions in the parameter space
where coupling has the most effect were determined. Light was
also shed on the nature of the different types of instabilities that
may be encountered as the stability boundaries are crossed. To
that end, it was found that for moderate values of the main cou-
pling parameters, the coupling generally has an adverse effect in
that the stability margin for the coupled system is smaller~by 5%
to 10%! than that of the uncoupled compressor, with this adverse
effect being most pronounced for supercritical rotors. In addition,
the system displays another instability of the rotordynamic type
~forward whirl in cases examined here! at operating points higher
than design point.

Highlights from a numerical survey of the nonlinear post-
instability behavior of the coupled system were presented includ-
ing important effects such as the domination of rotating stall for
operating conditions where surge would normally be dominant for
an uncoupled compressor, and the possible loss of stability over
the whole operating range for large disturbances. These aspects of
the post-instability behavior suggest a rich dynamic character and
can thus be the basis for future research.
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Nomenclature

A, A 5 area, amplitude of flow nonuniformity
a, b 5 Cartesian components of flow nonuniformity

B 5 system stability parameter,B5U/2asAV /AL̃
C2 5 hypothetical 9-stage low-speed axial compression

system
c 5 rotordynamic damping coefficient
e 5 rotor’s center of mass eccentricity

F, (F) i 5 force, per-stage force
H, W 5 pressure-rise characteristic parameters
i, j , k 5 unit vectors

k 5 rotordynamic stiffness constant
L 5 total effective duct length

M, Mst 5 total, per-stage rotor mass
Nst 5 no. of compressor stages

P 5 rescaled pressure-rise coefficient,P5C/H
Q, q 5 rescaled flow coefficient;Q5F/2W, q5f/2W
R, r 5 mean annular radius, rotor radial displacement

S 5 pressure-rise characteristic aspect ratio,S5H/W
U 5 mean rotor speed

X, Y 5 Cartesian rotor displacements in inertial frame
a, b 5 absolute and relative flow angles

g 5 nondimensional throttle coefficient
« 5 tip clearance
z 5 damping coefficient
h 5 phase angle of flow field nonuniformity

Q, u 5 angular~whirl! displacement of rotor center, cir-
cumferential coordinate

l, m 5 compressor inertia parameters
n 5 rotor natural frequency, fraction ofV, ~n5v/V!

Fig. 10 Bifurcation map comparing xÄ0.0 and 0.5Ã10À3, with
nominal nÄ0.23, and low BÄ0.1
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n rs,wh 5 rotating stall, whirl frequencies, all fraction ofV
j 5 nondimensional time

Ã 5 nonlinear rotor stiffness coefficient~nondim.!
F, f 5 annulus-averaged, total axial compressor flow

coefficient
x 5 aerodynamic-rotordynamic coupling parameter

cc 5 total-to-static pressure-rise characteristic
cc« 5 sensitivity of pressure-rise characteristic to tip-

clearance,cc«52]cc /]«
V 5 rotor rotational~spin! frequency (V5U/R)

(•)da,st,ns 5 reference to damping, linear stiffness, and non-
linear stiffness forces

(•) rs 5 reference to rotating stall
(•) tu,un,pr 5 reference to turning, unsteady and pressure force

contributions
(•)e 5 value of quantity at an equilibrium point
( •̄) 5 averaged quantity
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Assessing Viscous Body Forces
for Unsteady Calculations
A strategy has been developed to model the three-dimensional unsteady flows through
turbomachines subject to nonaxisymmetric flow/geometrical conditions such as low order
distortions with relatively long length-scale unsteadiness, by modeling the viscous effects
as local source terms for a coarse computational mesh, but not calculating them directly.
In general full annulus multi-row calculations are required for such flows, but currently
the computational resources are devoted to resolving detailed viscous flow very close to
the walls, which in some cases is not the center of concern. By avoiding resolving detailed
viscous effects the model can accelerate the calculation by at least two orders of magni-
tude. The method has been illustrated to be able to resolve disturbances down to the blade
passing frequency and give good estimates of overall unsteady blade forces due to blade
row interactions. Obviously, the correct modeling of the viscous body force as source
terms in the governing equations is the key for accuracy of such calculations. Different
ways of constructing/approximating the viscous body force term are discussed and their
adequacy in unsteady flow calculations is assessed. It is found that in general the viscous
force is relatively small compared to the total blade force, even smaller the unsteady
fluctuation of the viscous force and a simple drag coefficient model is quite adequate to
model both time mean and dynamic viscous effects. However, for the cases when separa-
tions are present variations in the drag coefficient may become large and more detailed
modeling may be required.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1574823#

Keywords: Unsteady Flow Model, Viscous Body Force

Introduction

Time accurate numerical simulations of flows in turbomachin-
ery face a fundamental dilemma that originates from the wide
span of length~as well as time! scales of the fluid dynamics. On
one hand, long length scale unsteadiness such as those caused by
low order distortions or by nonaxisymmetrical structures, requires
the CFD to be able to resolve engine order~once per revolution!
scales, in the order of meters. Yet on the other extreme the CFD
also needs to resolve small scales down to sub-boundary layer
scale in order to correctly estimate the viscous effects, the length
scale can be particularly small, down to the order of tens of mi-
crons for high Reynolds numbers. During its transient operation
various time and length scale disturbances would also be present
in a turbomachine. However, it is the need of resolving the small-
est scale that sets the practical limits on the mesh size, time step
length thus overall computer resources, and this is particularly
true for an explicit CFD scheme. Typically, an explicit Reynolds-
averaged N-S~RANS! calculation would have no problem in re-
solving any unsteadiness up to 10 MHz due to the fine mesh used
in near wall regions; but this also means for disturbances with
time scales five to six orders of magnitude higher, the high de-
mand on the computer resources is not only for the memory but
also for the CPU time. For example, recent work by Unno et al.
@1# on a simulation of fan-OGV-pylon configuration used about 50
million grid points on a massively parallel~166 CPUs! computer.
Certainly such calculations cannot be run routinely for design pur-
poses. By implementing phase-lagged boundary conditions~e.g.,
Giles @2#, He @3#, and Li and He@4,5#!, it is possible to avoid full
annulus multi-passage unsteady calculation, instead, only a single
passage calculation is needed. This can save up to two orders of
magnitude of the computer resources, mainly in memory; but with

problems where a large range of disturbance scales are present, or
as the number of blade rows increases, massive computational
resource is still required.

Historically lower dimension models, which rely heavily upon
empiricism, have been used for problems with long length scale
disturbances such as those associated with inlet distortion, e.g.,
Davis @6#, Williams @7#, Hynes and Greitzer@8#, O’Brien @9#, Es-
curet and Garnier@10#, and Longley@11#. A common feature of
those lower dimension models is that the blade row response to
the unsteady flow is modeled in an over simplistic way such that
dynamic response of the flow in a blade passage cannot be mod-
eled. Short length scale phenomena are categorically included in
STEADY characteristics set a priori.

Adamcyzk@12# formally proposed a representation of the blade
effects with both inviscid and viscous body forces for his passage-
averaged multistage flow model, which can be implemented in
actuator/semi-actuator model or passage averaged body force
model. Three dimensional models for long length scale problems
based on an actuator disk model~Joo and Hynes@13#! or passage
averaged body force model~Gong et al.@14#! account for the
three dimensionality of the flow. However, they still need to infer
the blade row performance under unsteady disturbances from the
steady axisymmetric characteristics. An advantage of the passage-
averaged body force model over the actuator disc model is that the
source terms can be distributed both radially and axially; there-
fore, it is possible for it to account for at least some of the dy-
namic responses, e.g., due to inertial and/or convection. The body
force model is also considered numerically superior for being rid
of the stiff artificial boundaries of actuator disks, which reflect
waves in unsteady flows. Nevertheless, it remains a big problem
to distribute the body force source terms in space based upon
steady axisymmetric characteristics, especially at off design op-
erations. For example, when near stall, blade loading and block-
age would experience a large chordwise as well as radial redistri-
bution that is dependent upon individual design and is almost
impossible to generalize.

Putting the solution of the unsteady flow problem in a wider
scope, Xu et al.@15# proposed a generic flow model with a hier-
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archy of the body force models for multi-scale unsteady flows.
The methodology unifies the highly simplified empirical model to
empiricism-free LES and/or direct numerical simulation~DNS!
into a single solution framework and compromises between the
empiricism and computer resources would be made while choos-
ing an appropriate model for a particular application. The frame-
work is rather like a generalization of large eddy simulation
~LES!, in the sense that large scales of unsteadiness above a preset
threshold are directly calculated by the governing conservation
equations of the flow. But all subscale disturbances will be mod-
eled through different levels of modeling, which can be derived
from an empirical, numerical or analytical source, or a combina-
tion of those sources. Sitting in the middle range of the model
spectrum is the viscous body force model, which has advantages
of having relatively low dependence on empiricism and low com-
puter resource demand. In that paper computational results of an
axial turbine and a transonic fan using the proposed viscous body
force model with coarse meshes were compared in details with
fine mesh RANS solutions, and very good agreement between two
sets of calculations was demonstrated. The key to the success of
the viscous body force model is obviously the construction of the
source term itself. This is addressed in this paper. Unsteady RANS
solutions are used as baselines for the evaluation of the viscous
body force terms to be used as sources in the model and relative
merits and model validity are discussed.

Generic Body Force Model
The governing equations for flow in turbomachinery can be

written in conservative form in cylindrical coordinates in a gen-
eral form with unsteady and convective terms on the left-hand
side and viscous terms on the right-hand side in the form of body
force as source terms. It should be noted that if the blade surface
boundary is not included in the boundary conditions, the right-
hand source terms would also include the effects of the inviscid
blade force
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here symbols have their usual meaning. The source terms on RHS
of the momentum equations are the body force terms and the work
done by the forces appears on the RHS of the energy equation. It
should be emphasized that for adiabatic flow, the set of equations
is nominally exact as long as the RHS sources are exact. The RHS
can be the viscous terms in a DNS on one extreme, and, taking
spanwise or/and circumferential averages on the LHS, stage char-
acteristics in 1 or 2-dimensional models on the other. Figure 1
illustrates schematically the demand on the computer resources
versus the demand of the empiricism in forming the RHS for
different levels of modeling. The attraction of the viscous body
force model is obvious in that it can be relatively independent of
the empiricism while at the same time demands much less com-
puter resources than the fine mesh RANS model.

The advantage on saving computer resources comes from the
possibility of using a very coarse computational mesh, thus large
time step length. Less empiricism is based on the fact that the
source terms can be derived from one or a series of stand alone
fine meshsteadyRANS calculations, which have become routine
in design practice and indeed can be very fast as well as accurate.

Viscous Body Force Versus Bulk Body Force
In contrast to the viscous body force model which models the

viscous effects but directly solves the Euler equations through
blade passages, a bulk body force model only solves the flow in a
duct and models blade inviscid force as well as that due to viscous
effects. Gong’s@14# body force model falls into this category.
Because only passage-averaged flow is solved in the duct and no
attempt is made to take blade geometry into account~which can
be grossly packed into the source terms!, it can be an order of
magnitude more efficient than the viscous body force model.
Gong et al.@14# derived the source terms from the known com-
pressor characteristics and their distributions along the chord are
based on empirical assumptions. An improvement to this can be
made by extracting the source terms from single passage RANS
solutions thus its dependency on empiricism can be virtually re-
moved, at relatively low cost of computer resources. However, by
performing passage averaging, information regarding the dynam-
ics of flow inside the blade passage is lost and it is not possible
to study the blade response to unsteady disturbances, which, in
many cases, actually is just the center of the problem to be ad-
dressed. From this point of view, although the bulk body force
model is much faster, and could be numerically more accurate
~due to the possibility of using a very regular mesh!, than the
viscous body force model, the latter is a step improvement over
the bulk body force model. Because it solves the inviscid flow
inside blade passages, it is capable of resolving the unsteady flow
in the blade passage and of providing blade unsteady force with
good accuracy.

The biggest problem in deriving the viscous source terms from
steady RANS solutions is to work out the dynamic part of the
sources from a series of steady solutions. Nominally, one can
always write down the expression for body force as

F~r ,u,z,t !5F~r ,u,z!1F8~r ,u,z,t ! (2)

In cases when the second term is negligibly small compared to
the first term, the dynamics of the viscous effect may be ignored
and only the time mean viscous effects are accounted for in the
calculation. However, in general one cannot ignore the dynamics
of the viscous body force; thus, the second term has to be mod-
eled. This can be approached in the following ways depending on
the relative amplitude of unsteadiness imposed:

1. For very large imposed unsteadiness, each blade passage is
likely to experience large excursions in the steady character-
istics, then the body force terms have to be extracted from a
series of solutions of the RANS at the corresponding flow
conditions. This works effectively with a low reduced fre-
quency when for each blade passage a quasi-steady refer-
ence flow condition may be established. Obvious difficulty

Fig. 1 Demands of model hierarchy on computing resources
and empiricism
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will emerge when the reduced frequency becomes high, as a
reference condition will be difficult to define.

2. For the cases when the flow in the blade passages experi-
ences small excursions, the dynamic part of the body force
can be expressed as

F8~r ,u,z,t !5
]F

]t
~r ,u,z,w~ t !!dt

5
]F

]w
~r ,u,z,w!

]w

]t
~r ,u,t !dt (3)

i.e., as a function of the change of local flow rate. Where the
flow coefficient f is defined as passage averagedVa/U
~axial velocity/blade speed!. The partial derivative of the
force with respect to the flow coefficient can be estimated
from the steady flow calculations. This again will have prob-
lems when the reduced frequency is high, as well as for the
transonic fans when operating on the vertical part of the
characteristics.

3. An alternative for formulating the viscous body force for a
high reduced frequency is to view the viscous body force as
viscous drag and derive drag coefficients from the fine mesh
RANS calculations

Cd5uFu/S 1

2
ru2VolD from fine mesh RANS

(4)

F52Cd

1

2
ruuuū Vol to coarse mesh calc.

Here Vol is the volume of the mesh cell in CFD calculation andr
and u are local density and velocity, respectively. The viscous
force is seen proportional to the local dynamic head which varies
with time under unsteady disturbances, while for small excursions
from a reference point, the drag coefficient distribution in a blade
passage can be assumed as unchanged. For boundary layer flow it
is a very good assumption.

In the following sections fine mesh unsteady RANS solutions
are used to evaluate the time mean and unsteady viscous body
forces. The program used is the unsteady version of Denton’s
multistage turbomachinery solver with a mixing length turbulence
model~c.f. Marshall et al.@16#!. The program solves the five gov-
erning equations in finite volume form, using explicit integration
schemes in both space and time. Because in the program the vis-
cous stresses are integrated over the surfaces of a discretised vol-
ume to derive an equivalent body force source, it is particularly
convenient to extract these source terms from the calculation for
the purpose of the assessment. Three typical cases are chosen for
the assessment. A turbine rotor/stator interaction case for viscous
body force of relatively high frequency under mostly favorable
pressure gradient, a fan rotor/vane interaction case for adverse
pressure gradient, and a fan rotor experiencing an engine order
inlet distortion to assess the effects of large amplitude low fre-
quency unsteady disturbances. It is expected that when the varia-
tion of viscous force or drag coefficient is relatively small, a time
mean force term or a time mean drag coefficient from a single
steady RANS calculation can be a good approximation. However,
if the variation is large, a series RANS calculations have to be
performed to provide time-dependent viscous force terms.

Embedded Turbine Stator Case
The second stator of a two stage high pressure turbine has been

studied. The turbine is of low reaction (R50.3), moderate load-
ing (DH/U251.5) and repeating stage design representative of
those used in high pressure steam turbines, and was designed and
tested in three stages at the Whittle Laboratory by Kachel@17#.
The number of blades for the stator is 32 and 40 for the rotor, so
it is convenient to use the blade count 4 and 5 for the stators and
rotors, respectively, so the calculation only needs to cover a seg-

ment ofp/4 to save the computing efforts. However, because the
turbine was tested at very low speed, it is felt still too large a task
to do unsteady calculations for the whole three-stage version;
thus, for the calculation the number of stages is cut to two. The
second stator sees the unsteady disturbances from both up- and
downstream rotors, and indeed those from the upstream stator.
The computational mesh used in the calculation is 37385337 for
each of 18 blade passages~in pitchwise, streamwise and spanwise
directions respectively, the same notation for all cases below in
this paper!. It typically takes more than two weeks of CPU time to
obtain an unsteady solution on a PIII 500 machine. This is largely
due to the combination of low convective speed and long flow
path.

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the entropy function (e2Ds/R) at
midspan, one would expect to see high unsteady activities around
the leading edge and trailing edge, as well as on the blade surfaces
where wakes interact with the boundary layer. Away from wall
regions, viscous effects will be small, mainly due to mixing of the
wake/vortex. To illustrate this, the calculated total viscous specific
body force~unit volume force, in N/m3! distributions across the
stator are plotted in Fig. 3.

The wall boundary layer development, especially that on the
suction surface, is dominant throughout the passage, the effects of
secondary flow start to show up about half way through the blade.
It is clear that for coarse mesh calculations only the viscous forces
in the cells adjacent to walls need to be modeled for the most part
of the passage, and at most 20% of the passage towards the trail-
ing edge.

Fig. 2 Instantaneous entropy at turbine midspan

Fig. 3 Contours of viscous body force showing its develop-
ment along the blade passage
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Figure 4 shows cycle averaged viscous force and the drag co-
efficient defined as the specific viscous force normalized by the
LOCAL dynamic head, and their RMS evaluated from the varia-
tions through a cycle. It is seen in general that the RMS variation
for both force and drag coefficient is less than 10% of the mean
value. However the variation of the force has much larger dy-
namic range as well as larger variations while the mean force term
is large. This would introduce larger errors if the viscous effect is
only modeled by the time mean term. The RMS variation of drag
coefficient is mostly only about 5% of the mean level but has a
large peak towards the trailing edge, most likely the result of the
potential interaction from the downstream rotor. Figure 5 shows
the contours of the mean viscous force and its RMS variation on
the top and the time mean drag coefficient and its RMS variation
on the bottom, near the suction surface. Clearly apart from the
edges and secondary flow the overall dynamics are small com-

pared with the mean value. If the mean drag coefficient is used to
model the unsteady viscous effects, it has the advantage that it
will respond to the local dynamic head variation, while if the
mean viscous force is used directly there will be no variation in
the viscous terms due to flow unsteadiness.

The correlation between drag coefficient based upon the local
dynamic head and viscous force can be traced back to Denton’s
U3 method for estimating viscous loss in steady flows~Denton
@18#!. Ikeda @19# used a commercial code~Star-CD with k2«
turbulence model! to assess the loss generation inside turbine
stages against theU3 method, and found extremely good agree-
ment even with a constant value of drag coefficient. Because in
unsteady calculations the physical time step used is far smaller
than the time scale of the unsteadiness, it would be not unreason-
able to assume that the viscous force responds to the local velocity
variation in a quasi-steady manner. A time mean drag coefficient
can then be used as a first approximation. Figure 6 compares the
blade forces calculated from a RANS solution and a coarse mesh
~10324310 within each blade passage! solution using a constant
drag coefficient for each of four solid walls. The values of the
drag coefficient have been adjusted to the mean value from the
RANS solution, and to produce similar stage efficiency. In the
graph the top two lines are the viscous forces in the tangential and
axial directions and the bottom two are the total blade forces
integrated over the blade surfaces in the tangential and axial di-
rections. The thin lines are from the coarse mesh solution and the
circles denote the RANS solution. It is interesting to notice that
for this case, the mean viscous force is only about 2% of the total
blade force, and the unsteady amplitude of the viscous force is
only about 1% of that of the total blade force. This highlights the
relative importance of inviscid unsteady force whilst errors in es-
timating the viscous force may be tolerated in such applications.

Fig. 4 Viscous force and drag coefficient near blade surfaces
at midspan along axial chord

Fig. 5 Contour plots of the drag coefficient and RMS drag co-
efficient near suction surface

Fig. 6 Variation of total blade force and viscous body force
with time
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The coarse mesh calculation resulted in only slightly higher
fluctuation amplitudes for total blade force and the tangential
component of the viscous force, but for the axial component of the
viscous force it is more than doubled. There is also a small phase
shift in viscous body force between the two calculations, but that
for the total blade force agrees well. The discrepancy is thought
insignificant considering the fact that the mean values are pre-
dicted well and the unsteady fluctuations are only about 1% of the
mean. However, it should be emphasized that the forces presented
here are integrated over the whole blade passage and larger varia-
tions at the edges and in secondary flow regions have been out-
weighed by the majority part of the blade where the unsteady
fluctuation is small. To compare the computing costs, the coarse
mesh calculation running in full annulus takes only about 1/25th
of the CPU time compared with that for the fine mesh RANS
calculation running in only 1/8 of annulus.

Fan Outlet Guide Vane Case
A fan OGV in a civil fan stage is used to examine the unsteady

viscous force subject to a high adverse pressure gradient and with
trailing edge separation, whilst under moderate frequency distur-
bances. The stage design is representative of a modern high by-
pass civil fan with pressure ratio of 1.8 and rotor/OGV count ratio
of 1:3. The case is running at 90% of the design speed. The mesh
for the rotor passage is 373186340 and 37396340 for the vane.

Relatively large amounts of grid~330,000 in total! have been used
in the duct between the rotor and the vane to ensure the proper
capturing of the rotor wake and its propagation in the duct.

Figure 7 shows the entropy and flow swirl angle contours in a
cross section just upstream of the vane. In reaching the OGV the
rotor wake is highly tilted in the tangential direction and smeared.
There are two spanwise locations where the vanes will have rela-
tively large unsteadiness, near the hub and at about 75% span.
Figure 8 plots the entropy function contours of these two sections
at one time instance. While the suction surface boundary layer at
the hub section has clearly separated, that at 75% span remains
attached.

Similar to Fig. 4, Fig. 9 plots the force, Cd and their RMS
variation distributions on the OGV surfaces at midspan. The drag
coefficient shows a flat distribution along most of the chord and,
as expected for this part of the blade, the unsteadiness is small.
The RMS variation of Cd is only about 3% of the mean value on
the suction surface and slightly over 1% on the pressure surface.
Also, as shown in Fig. 10 the distributions of the Cd and its RMS
variation are fairly constant over most of the suction surface, in-
cluding 75% span where initially a high fluctuation was expected;
but significant large-amplitude unsteadiness is seen appearing in
the hub corner stall region. In this region both the drag coefficient

Fig. 7 Contours of entropy function and swirl at OGV inlet in
quasi-orthogonal view

Fig. 8 Entropy contours at 75 and 2.5% spans

Fig. 9 Surface distributions of total drag force, RMS force
variation, Cd and RMS Cd variation at midspan

Fig. 10 Contours of Cd and RMS Cd on OGV suction surface
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and its fluctuation are orders of magnitude higher than those on
the rest of the surface, as shown in the time history of the drag
coefficient in Fig. 11. In the graph Points A1, A2, and A3 are
located on the blade surface and B1, B2, and B3 are 2% pitch
away from the blade surface. Points A1 and B1 are located at 50%
of axial chord where the boundary layer is still attached, points A2
and B2 at 75% of axial chord are in the separating region and
points A3 and B3 at 85% axial chord are in the separated region.
Points A1 and B1 have low level of drag and activity as expected.
Point A3 has high drag level but low activity for being at the
bottom of the separation. While points A2, B2, and B3 show not
only large drag and high activity but also irregular wave form,
indicating complicated interactions in the separating and separated
regions. The fact that the drag coefficients at locations A2 and B2
lack periodicity indicates that the unsteadiness in the separation is
possibly not entirely driven by the incoming wake.

Fan Rotor Distortion Case
To assess the effects of large-amplitude low-frequency distur-

bances, the ADLARF transonic fan under an engine order inlet
stagnation pressure distortion is studied. More information about
the fan can be found from Hah et al.@20#. The distortion is im-
posed as a single circumferential sine wave variation, with a radial
profile of amplitude, which peaks at about 83% span, of 13% of

inlet stagnation pressure while the rotor is running at 98% design
speed. A mesh of 413178349 per passage is used for the RANS
calculation. For the whole annulus of 16 blades, the total mesh
size is over 5.7 million.

Figures 12 and 13 show the surface distributions and suction
surface contours of the time mean drag coefficient and its RMS
variation, respectively. The viscous force is dominantly on the
suction surface; both the time mean level and RMS variation are
small on the pressure surface despite large amplitude disturbances.
Most unsteady activity of the viscous force comes from three
regions; leading edge, in particular near the hub section where
local incidence is high, shock region where the shock/boundary
layer interaction is unsteady due to the shock movement, and the
tip leakage flow region. The last shows by far the largest unsteadi-
ness. It is also worth noticing that for the whole blade span, the
rear 20% of axial chord on suction surface and 50% of the chord
pressure surface there is little unsteady activities in the viscous
force. It is observed that apart from the tip clearance flow region,
the relative RMS variation of Cd level is not larger than that on
the OGV surface. An integration of the total forces acting on the
blade shows that the magnitude of the time mean viscous force is
about 1% of that of total blade force, with 15% peak-to-peak
variation. Considering the disturbance in this case is much larger
it is a vindication that the viscous drag force does to a certain
degree scale with the local dynamic head.

Figure 14 illustrates the variation of total viscous force and drag
coefficient on six points on the rotor suction surface over one
rotor revolution. Points A, B, and C are just downstream of the
leading edge, at hub, midspan and tip, respectively, while points
D, E, and F are the corresponding hub, midspan and tip points
located on mid chord. The viscous force and its variation are
extremely high at the blade tip~points C and F!. The waveforms
also contain significant high-frequency components, indicating
high-intensity nonlinear interactions. At hub leading edge, both
the force and its variation are large, at comparable level of those at
blade tip but show little sign of nonlinearity, indicating that the
unsteadiness of the viscous force is largely driven by the incoming
flow distortion.

Fig. 11 Variation of drag coefficient over one rotor passing
period

Fig. 12 Surface distributions of Cd and its RMS variation
along span

Fig. 13 Contours of Cd and its RMS variation on fan suction
surface

Fig. 14 Variations of total viscous force and drag coefficient
over one rotor revolution
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In the same format as in Fig 6, in Fig. 15 a comparison of the
blade forces calculated from both fine mesh RANS and coarse
mesh viscous body force model is presented. Solid lines are the
coarse mesh viscous body force model results and open circles the
fine mesh RANS results. The coarse mesh calculation was done
using a 10325310 mesh inside each blade passage, and a total of
128,000 mesh points for the whole calculation including extended
up and downstream annulus ducts. Again a single constant Cd is
used for each surface to check the dynamic response of the vis-
cous body force model against the RANS calculation. The calcu-
lation shows very similar total blade forces, both the mean values
and the amplitude of the variation. A small phase lag is seen in the
tangential force. For the viscous forces, the relative variations are
very well predicted. The mean level for the viscous force, how-
ever, is about three times lower in the fine mesh RANS calcula-
tion, i.e., the RANS solution predicts216 N and 3.2 N for axial
and tangential forces respectively but the coarse mesh calculation
predicts243 N and 14 N, respectively. This is hardly surprising
because the RANS calculation indicates a large spatial variation of
Cd near the blade surface and a single value cannot be a proper
representation of the distribution. Despite of this, the dynamic
response of the viscous body force model shows an extremely
encouraging agreement with the RANS calculation.

Discussions and Concluding Remarks
Three unsteady flow cases, two with low-amplitude high-

frequency disturbances subject to favorable and adverse pressure
gradients respectively due to blade row interactions and one with
high-amplitude low-frequency disturbance due to inlet flow dis-
tortion have been examined using an unsteady RANS for the pur-
pose of assessing viscous body force terms in unsteady flows. It is

found that even for the case with large amplitude inlet distortion,
both unsteady viscous body force and its peak-to-peak amplitude
are only few percent of the total unsteady blade force. This means
that the overall effect of any error in modeling the total blade
force would be much more significant than that due to the viscous
effect alone. In other words, a much larger error in modelling
could be tolerated for the viscous body force model than that for
the bulk body force model, which has to model the inviscid blade
force.

As expected, in general viscous forces are concentrated in
boundary layer regions, except in the locations where there is
separation. Therefore, to model the distribution of the viscous
force terms for a coarse mesh calculation only the cells adjacent to
solid walls are important. Although the viscous body force is rela-
tively small compared to the inviscid blade force, the dynamics of
the viscous body force has a similar range of relative variation to
its time average value as that of the total blade force, thus needs to
be modeled in unsteady calculations.

The drag coefficient defined as the specific viscous force nor-
malized by the local dynamic head has smaller dynamic range in
space and time compared with the viscous body force term itself.
In most part of the unsteady flows investigated in this paper the
RMS variation of drag coefficient is less than ten percent of the
corresponding drag coefficient level. In these cases if a drag co-
efficient distribution which is constant in time but varies in space
is used to model the viscous effect, it will not only correctly
model the time-mean viscous effects such as viscous loss, and,
more important for compressors, viscous blockage, but also their
dynamic responses. Unlike the time constant viscous force, the
time constant drag coefficient responds to the unsteady distur-
bances by generating unsteady viscous force proportional to the
local dynamic head. Within the assumptions of numerical time
resolution being sufficiently higher than the time scale to be re-
solved, which is typically the blade passing frequency in the vis-
cous body force model, and of attached boundary layer flows, this
model yields satisfactory results.

It is observed that there are a few locations where the RMS
variation of drag coefficient is high, indicating high dynamic ac-
tivities, which are largely unaccounted for by the unsteady dy-
namic head and may require more sophisticated modeling such as
outlined in Eq.~3!. The first of such locations is the leading edge.
However it should be realized that the leading edge flow is largely
inviscid in the sense that boundary layer on the blade is just
started. The specific viscous drag calculated is scaled by the unit
volume so is indirectly to mass flow. The amount of mass flow
involved in viscous effect at the leading edge is extremely small
therefore it is regarded as insignificant even if its relative variation
is large.

Tip clearance flow and the separated flow near the trailing edge
are two other locations where the RMS variation of the drag co-
efficient can be very large. The complication not only comes from
the fact thatU3 analogy for viscous loss is likely invalid in those
regions, but also due to that the unsteadiness in those regions may
not only result from the outside unsteady disturbances. There is no
simple way of modelling these variations. But one may just afford
not to model them if the mass flow involved is relatively small,
which is actually true for these cases.

In conclusion, the results of this study show that the drag coef-
ficient model can reproduce overall correct dynamic response of
the viscous effect for a range of flows from high-frequency small-
amplitude blade row interaction to engine order large amplitude
distortion. In general, only one reference fine mesh steady RANS
calculation is needed for the construction of the spatial drag coef-
ficient distribution. This study also illustrates that the viscous
body force model coupled with coarse mesh calculation is able to
resolve unsteadiness up to blade passing frequency. The results
compare very favourably with proper unsteady RANS results,
only at a CPU cost usually less than 1% of that of the latter.

Fig. 15 Variation of total blade force and viscous body force
with time, ADLARF fan
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A Numerical Investigation on the
Influence of Lateral Boundaries in
Linear Vibrating Cascades
The effect of the finite extent of linear cascades on the unsteady pressure distribution of
vibrating blades is assessed by means of a numerical study. The span of a reference
cascade made up of flat plates has been changed to investigate its influence on the
computed influence coefficients. It is concluded that the number of passages required to
match a solution obtained with a traveling-wave mode strongly depends on the interblade
phase angle under consideration and that existing linear vibrating cascade facilities have
a marginal resolution to accurately matchCFD analysis that assume that the blade is
vibrating in a traveling-wave mode.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1575255#

Introduction
Matching experimental data and analytical results is always a

long and iterative process. More often than not the agreement
between experiments and simulations does not meet the expecta-
tions since the uncertainties in both sides are either not negligible
or simply not fully understood by the counterpart. The situation is
aggravated by the use of simplified models that do not match all
the nondimensional parameters of the problem or contain geomet-
ric simplifications to accommodate the blade to the existing
facility.

Experimental aeroelasticity in turbomachinery is a particularly
tough field and a clear example where all the aforementioned
limitations are present. Vibrating cascades have been used in the
past~Bolcs @1#!, Buffum and Fleeter@2# among others! as a stan-
dard vehicle to validate CFD models since, on the contrary than
rotating compressor or turbine rigs, provide a unique capability to
control the displacement of the blade. Most of the documented
cases correspond to two-dimensional configurations~see Fransson
and Verdon @3# for a detailed review!, but recently three-
dimensional experiments have been performed~Bell and He@4#!.
Another attractiveness of this type of installations is its low cost
compared to rig testing, however still cost limitations impose se-
vere restrictions in the mass flows and pressure ratios that may be
obtained in them. These constrains directly translate in a limita-
tion on the maximum number of passages of the installation.

Most of the existing vibrating cascade facilities are of the linear
type ~e.g., @2#! and a few of them fall under the category of an-
nular cascades~e.g.,@5#!. The main advantage of annular cascades
over the linear ones is that the periodicity of the flow is automati-
cally ensured and the blade motion may be prescribed either as a
traveling-wave or an individual blade mode. The individual blade
mode data~i.e. the influence coefficients! may be expanded in
traveling-wave modes assuming that the unsteady perturbations
behave in a linear way in first approximation, which is believed to
be true for a wide range of reduced frequencies and Mach num-
bers if the blade displacements are small compared to the blade
chord@5#. Linear cascades are usually formed by a limited number
of passages and therefore only a reduced number of influence
coefficients may be measured, drastically reducing the number of
interblade phase angles that may be reconstructed.

However the hypothesis of linearity of the unsteady perturba-
tions and the reduced number of influence coefficients that may be

measured are not the most limiting factors of a linear or sector
cascade. Bo¨lcs et al.@5# demonstrated in its annular cascade wind
tunnel that in most of the cases it was enough to consider two
blades at each side of the reference blade to obtain reasonably
accurate data, although they admitted that in a linear cascade it
would be probably necessary to include more blades to avoid
reflections from the lateral walls of the wind tunnel. Actually, the
number of required passages for a given geometry and operating
conditions may only be determined either in an annular cascade or
by successive modifications of a linear cascade increasing its
number of passages. This problem was acknowledged by Buffum
and Fleeter@2# when abandoned the standard practice of vibrating
nine blades in linear cascades, to conduct an experiment with a
low solidity configuration representative of a propfan application
where just five blades were vibrated in a traveling-wave mode.
Actually, a review of linear cascade data reported for theStandard
Aeroelastic Configurations@3# shows that they were obtained with
not less than nine blades. Recently, a redesign of theNASA Glenn
oscillating cascade facility has been conducted using advanced
numerical tools~Chima et al.@6#! and the degree of spatial peri-
odicity obtained in the facility reported~Lepicovsy et al.@7#!. This
is an indication that the problem is a concern, however nothing is
commented on the quality of the unsteady flow that may be ex-
pected. Ott et al.@8# conducted a similar study in theEPFL ~Ecole
Polytechnique Fe´dérale Lausanne! linear cascade and concluded
that even in the presence of a reasonable spatially periodic flow,
the quality of the unsteady flow had to be examined with extreme
care.

The objective of the paper is to numerically investigate the
effect of the lateral boundaries on a linear cascade to assess the
degree of accuracy of the unsteady data that may be expected for
a given number of blades. Hall@9# conducted a set of numerical
experiments of the Buffum cascade to assess the degree of match-
ing of a numerical tool with the experiments. He first concluded
that the nominal inlet flow angle needed to be corrected to repro-
duce the steady loading of the airfoil, then computed the influence
coefficients and showed that probably the number of airfoils of the
cascade was not enough to achieve an unsteady periodic solution.
This fact is unfortunate since one of the main purposes of linear
vibrating cascades is to obtain accurate data for code validation
that are usually taken as a reference for further improvement of
the numerical tools.

To separate the influence of the lack of periodicity of the steady
field from the one of the finite span of the cascade we have based
the study on the inviscid computation of a cascade of flat plates,
for which there is no doubt about the periodicity of the steady
uniform base flow, and an asymptotic quasi-analytical solution
exist.
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Numerical Methodology

Spatial Discretization. The code solves the two-dimensional
Euler equations in conservative form

d

dt EV
UdV1E

G
$~ f,g!2Uv%•ndA50 (1)

whereU is the vector of conservative variables,f andg the invis-
cid fluxes,V the flow domain,G its boundary,n the unit outward
normal to the boundary, andv the velocity of the boundary.

The spatial domain is discretized using hybrid unstructured
grids that may contain cells with an arbitrary number of faces and
the solution vector is stored at the vertices of the cells. The code
uses an edge-based data structure, a typical grid is discretized by
connecting the median dual of the cells surrounding an internal
node~Fig. 1!. For the nodei the semi-discrete form of Eq.~1! can
be written as

d~V iUi !

dt
1 (

j 51

nedges 1

2
Si j ~Fi1Fj !2Di j 50 (2)

whereSi j is the area associated to the edgei j , nedgesthe number
of edges that surround nodej. The resulting numerical scheme is
cell-centered in the dual mesh and second-order accurate. It may
be shown that for triangular grids the scheme is equivalent to a
cell vertex finite volume scheme. A blend of second and fourth-
order artificial dissipation terms,Di j , is added to capture shock
waves and prevent the appearance of high frequency modes in
smooth flow regions, respectively. The second order terms are
activated in the vecinity of shock waves by means of a pressure-
based sensor and locally the scheme reverts to first order in these
regions. The artificial dissipation terms can be written as

Di j 5uAi j uSi j @m i j
~2!~Uj2Ui !2m i j

~4!~L j2Li !# (3)

where m i j
(2)50.5(m i

(2)1m j
(2)) and m i j

(4)50.5(m i
(4)1m j

(4)) are the
average of the artificial viscosity coefficients in the nodesi and j
which are given by

m i
~2!5min~«2 ,k2d i !, m i

~4!5max~0,«42k4d i ! (4)

whered i is a pressure-based sensor

d i5
u( j 51

nedges~pj2pi !u

( j 51
nedges~pj1pi !

(5)

and «2 , k2 , «4 and k4 are constants. Typically,«250.5 and«4
51/128. L is a pseudo-Laplacian operator

L~Ui !5 (
j 51

nedges

~Uj2Ui !.
nedges

4
~Dx2Uxx1Dy2Uyy! i (6)

where the last approximation is only valid in regular grids.uAi j u is
a 434 matrix that plays the role of a scaling factor. IfuAi j u
5(uuu1c) i j I , whereI is the identity matrix, the standard scalar
formulation of the numerical dissipation terms~Jameson et al.,
@10#! is recovered. WhenuAi j u is chosen as the Roe@11# matrix the
matricial form of the artificial viscosity~Swanson and Turkel
@12#! is obtained. Some simple validation cases and the impor-
tance of using the matricial form of the artificial viscosity for
unsteady problems have been previously discussed~Corral et al.
@13#!. The scalar version of the numerical diffusion terms has been
used in this work since for the Mach numbers of interest the
differences between both approaches are negligible.

Temporal Discretization. Equation~2! can be expressed in
the form

d~V iUi !

dt
5R~U,t !5C~U,t !1D~U! (7)

The main difference with respect the nonvibrating case is that
the residual,R, depends explicitly ont since all the geometric
factors ~e.g., the volume area,G, the boundary velocity,v, etc.!
depend explicitly ont. The residual has been split in the convec-
tive, C, and numerical diffusion,D, parts. The integration in time
is performed using an explicit five stage Runge-Kutta scheme,
where the artificial viscosity terms are evaluated only in three
stages of the Runge-Kutta. In this case each stage,k, of the
Runge-Kutta scheme can be written as

~VU!~k!5~VU!n1akDt~C~U~k21!,tn1ak21Dt !

1bkD~U~k21!!1~12bk!D~U~k22!!! (8)

where a151/4, a251/6, a353/8, a451/2, a551, b151, b2
50, b350.56,b450 andb550.44. The scheme is second order
accurate in time. Implicit residual smoothing may be used to in-
crease the stability limit of the scheme although this technique has
not been employed in this work.

Boundary Conditions. The second-order approximation of
the 2-D, unsteady, nonreflecting boundary conditions~Giles @14#!
has been used at the inlet and outlet.

The code uses phase-lagged boundary conditions in the periodic
boundaries to compute in a single passage arbitrary interblade
phase-angles. The standard periodicity condition is substituted by

U~x,y5y0 ,t5t0!5U~x,y5y01s,t5t01DT! (9)

Fig. 1 Typical hybrid-cell grid and associated dual mesh

Fig. 2 Scheme and nomenclature of a linear flat plate cascade
with five passages
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whereDT5s/v ands is the cascade pitch. The capability of the
code to reproduce full annulus simulations for blade-row interac-
tions and vibrating blades, as well as the details of this technique,
may be found in Burgos and Corral@15#.

Mesh Generation. Hybrid unstructured grids are generated
using an internal package~G2D! where viscous layers are gener-
ated by means of an advancing-front algorithm and the inviscid
field is filled with triangles using a Delaunay approach~Corral and
Fernández-Castan˜eda@16#!. Moving grids are computed in a pre-
processing step. The information of the wall displacements is used
to derive the boundary velocities which are transferred to the inner
nodes in a smoothing step. When the blade movement is harmonic
the grid displacements are filtered out using a Fourier decompo-
sition to avoid the potential presence of nonharmonic components
associated to the grid displacements.

Results

Baseline Case Description. A cascade of vibrating flat plates
has been chosen as the vehicle to test the effect of the finite span
of the wind tunnel on the solution. The advantage of the flat plate
cascade is that the unsteady solution on the plate may be obtained
in quasi-analytical form using theLINSUB code~Whitehead@17#!.
Figure 2 shows the layout and nomenclature of the cascade.LIN-

SUB provides the solution in form of traveling-waves but these
may be readily translated into the correspondingexact influence
coefficients. To investigate numerically the effect of the bound-
aries we compare the influence coefficients obtained with the
Mu2s2T code in the traveling-wave mode with the ones obtained
vibrating the middle blade (m50).

Figure 3 shows the level of accuracy that may be expected from
the code using the traveling-wave formulation. As baseline case
we have chosen a flat plate vibrating in torsion about the leading-
edge withM50.5, u530 deg,s/c50.5 andSt55 and a maxi-
mum amplitude of 1 deg for which the resonant conditions corre-
spond tos15262.2 deg ands25109.5 deg. The inlet and outlet
boundaries are located one chord upstream and downstream of the
leading and trailing edges, respectively. Thes50 deg interblade
phase angle has been reproduced and the effect of the grid density
investigated. The solutions for two unstructured grids made up of
about 3900 and 12,900 nodes have been compared, the differences
between both solutions are considered small and the coarse grid

Fig. 3 Comparison with LINSUB „solid line … of the unsteady
pressure amplitude „top … and phase „bottom … obtained with the
current method for the baseline case „MÄ0.5, StÄ5, s ÕcÄ0.5,
uÄ30 deg, sÄ0 deg … with two different grids.

Fig. 4 Comparison against LINSUB „solid line … of the unsteady pressure amplitude in the influence coefficient „top … and traveling-
wave „bottom … forms of a cascade of five flat plates vibrating in a blade alone mode computed using periodic „Ã… and inviscid wall
„s… boundary conditions in the lateral walls
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has been used in the following studies to reduce the computational
time. Still some discrepancies may be appreciated between the
present method andLINSUB.

Individual Blade Vibration Mode. Figure 4~top! compares
the exact influence coefficients obtained byLINSUB with the ones
computed with the present method vibrating the middle plate in a
numerical cascade consisting of five passages andmeasuringthe
unsteady pressure in all the blades. Spatially periodic and solid
wall boundary conditions were imposed in the lateral walls. It
may be observed that the agreement in the middle blade is clearly
better than the one in the blades located in the outer part of the
numerical cascade (m562). Qualitatively, the behavior is the
same for both types of boundary conditions, but the reflection

caused by the solid walls is significantly larger than the one pro-
duced by the assumption that the flow is spatially periodic. This
means that the main source of error is associated to the presence
of the lateral walls, independently of the type of boundary condi-
tion imposed in them.

The same comparison expressed in terms of traveling-waves is
displayed at the bottom of the Fig. 4. The super resonant inter-
blade phase angles~s50 deg ands572 deg! contain the largest
errors and differ significantly from the analytical solution. The
unsteady pressure distributions of the subresonant interblade
phase angles are qualitatively correct, but the discrepancies with
respect the analytical uncontaminated solution would hinder the
validation process if the equivalent experiment were carried out.
The conclusion is that five passages are insufficient to conduct
validation cases against a cascade unless the whole facility were
modeled. The study demonstrates that the effect of changing the
boundary conditions is larger than any other and thus the discrep-
ancies must be associated to the finite extent of the lateral bound-
ary rather than to any other numerical error.

Convergence of the Influence Coefficient Approach. Due to
the lack of agreement between the finite span computation and the
analytical results we have repeated the same exercise forN59
and 21 to determine whether the process is convergent or not and
dissipate any doubt about the correctness of the implementation of
the influence coefficient technique in the code. The solution for
N59 is displayed in Fig. 5 and the work per cycle in Fig. 6. The
trends are the same as the ones encountered with five blades. The
solutions at the outer blades are contaminated also due to the
influence of the lateral walls, and although the relative value of
the unsteady pressure in these plates with respect to the one of the
middle plate is small, their contribution to the construction of the
traveling wave-mode is still relevant, mainly to the modes with

Fig. 5 Comparison against LINSUB „solid line … of the unsteady pressure amplitude expressed in
form of traveling-waves of a cascade of nine flat plates vibrating in blade alone mode computed
using periodic „Ã… and inviscid wall „s… boundary conditions in the lateral walls

Fig. 6 Nondimensional work-per-cycle obtained from LINSUB

„s… and from a cascade of nine flat plates vibrating in blade
alone mode computed using solid lateral walls
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small interblade phase-angles. This behavior may be easily under-
stood by looking at the relation between the unsteady pressure
coefficient and the influence coefficients

Re~DC̃p
s!5 (

m52`

m51`

Re~Cm!cos~ms!2Im~Cm!sin~ms! (10)

with a similar expression for the imaginary part. Let us concen-
trate in the interblade phase angles50 deg, in this case, Eq.~10!

reduces to Re(DC̃p
s)5(m Re(Cm) and all the small queues of the

influence coefficients contribute to the sum. The opposite limit
corresponds tos5180 deg, in this case Eq.~10! takes the form

Re(DC̃p
s)5(m(21)m Re(Cm) and the influence coefficients of the

queue tend to calcel out by pairs, and therefore the sensitivity of
the pressure distribution to the number of elements of the series is
much less than in the previous case.

It may be appreciated also that the matching of the periodic
boundary conditions with the analytical solution is much better
than the one obtained using inviscid walls. This means that the
influence coefficient technique compares better with the traveling-
wave solution in an annular cascade than in a linear cascade and
that conclusions about the minimum number of blades required to

Fig. 7 Comparison with LINSUB „solid line … of the unsteady
pressure amplitude „top … and phase „bottom … obtained with the
current method for the baseline case „MÄ0.5, StÄ5, s ÕcÄ0.5,
uÄ30 deg … and two different interblade phase angles „sÄ0 deg
and sÄp…

Fig. 8 Comparison with LINSUB „s… of the influence coefficients
obtained with the current method „Ã… for the baseline case
„MÄ0.5, StÄ5, s ÕcÄ0.5, uÄ30 deg … and NÄ21

Fig. 9 Comparison with LINSUB „solid line … of the unsteady
pressure amplitude „top … and phase „bottom … obtained with the
current method using nine blades „MÄ0.5, StÄ1, s ÕcÄ0.5,
uÄ30 deg, sÄ0 deg …

Fig. 10 Influence coefficients obtained with the LINSUB with
nine blades „NÄ9… for the baseline case „MÄ0.5, s ÕcÄ0.5,
uÄ30 deg … and two reduced frequencies StÄ1 and StÄ5
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Fig. 11 Comparison against LINSUB „solid line … of the unsteady pressure amplitude of the different
airfoils „Ã… of a cascade of nine flat plates vibrating in traveling-wave mode „sÄ0 deg …

Fig. 12 Comparison against LINSUB „solid line … of the unsteady pressure amplitude of the different
airfoils „Ã… of a cascade of nine flat plates vibrating in traveling-wave mode „sÄ160 deg …
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match the traveling-wave solution obtained from an annular cas-
cade may not be directly extrapolated to a linear or sector facility.

Figure 7 displays the convergence of the influence coefficient
technique for large number of blades to the solution obtained in
the form of traveling-waves using the phase-lagged boundary con-
ditions for two different interblade phase angles. The crosses~3!
represent the solution obtained with the traveling-wave formula-
tion of the problem which compares well with the solution ob-
tained byLINSUB, except for the amplitude of thes5180 deg case
which is slightly off the quasi-analytical value. This error is con-
sistent and a good matching of the influence coefficient technique
with the traveling-wave formulation is obtained even with nine
blades. The convergence of thes50 deg case is slower and al-
though the unsteady pressure amplitude may be considered con-
verged for 21 blades, still large discrepancies may be appreciated
in the phase. We associate this phenomenon to the influence of the
lateral walls since the matching of the traveling-wave formulation
of the problem withLINSUB is quite good. Figure 7 is a proof of
the correct implementation of the influence coefficient technique
since the solutions obtained with this approach converge to the
ones obtained in form of traveling-waves using the phase-lagged
boundary conditions when the number of blades of the numerical
cascade is large enough.

Figure 8 compares the influence coefficients~IC! obtained by
means of a simulation with 21 passages and solid lateral walls
with the LINSUB solution translated to IC form that are considered
as theexactsolution. The influence coefficients have been renor-
malized in this case in the following way:

C̄m5
Cm

( i 52M
M Ci

, (11)

where m5(N21)/2. The agreement between both curves is
fairly good and demonstrates that in spite of the small amplitude
of the influence coefficients forumu.4, the part of the solution
that is not computed in theN59 case is still not negligible and
may contaminate the solution for some interblade phase angles.
This is seen in Fig. 7 where two interblade phase angles have been
reconstructed using 9 and 21 influence coefficients and differences
in the solution may be clearly appreciated, specially in the phase
of s50 deg case.

Reduced Frequency Sensitivity. To assess the effect of the
reduced frequency on the sidewall contamination we have re-
peated the simulation for theN59 case settingSt51, which is
more representative for a flutter problem. The unsteady pressure
distributions for the reconstruction ofs50 deg ands5180 deg
may be seen in Fig. 9. In general the agreement is better than for
theSt55 case. This is due to the fact that the influence coefficient
decay much faster with the distance when the reduced frequency
is smaller ~see Fig. 10!, and therefore, for a given number of
blades, the accuracy of the influence coefficient approach in-
creases when the vibration frequency is reduced.

Traveling-Wave Vibration Mode. Up to now, two strategies
for vibrating the blades have been compared, namely, the influ-
ence coefficient technique, which is a widely used method in lin-
ear cascades, and the traveling-wave approach, that is usually
used in annular cascades. Some times however, the latter is used
as well in linear cascades, as it has been the case of theNASA

oscilatting cascade facility. We have compared this technique to
the standard influence coefficient technique where just one of the
blades is vibrated. The same cascade consisting of nine flat plates
has been vibrated in two traveling-wave modes~s50 and 160
deg! using solid wall boundary conditions at the wind tunnel lat-
eral boundaries. The results are displayed in Figs. 11 and 12.
It may be seen that for thes50 deg case only the three central
plates have similar unsteady pressure distributions. Airfoils
m564 have similar pressure distributions, but these resemble the
s5160 deg case instead thes50 deg one due to sidewall con-

tamination. The practical difficulties to obtain an accurate repre-
sentation of superresonant cases in linear cascades were reported
by Buffum and Fleeter@2#. The unsteady periodicity in thes5160
deg is better, as may be appreciated in Fig. 12, where the unsteady
pressure distribution in all the blades is comparable and only the
platem524 differs significantly from the rest. However, no im-
provement is appreciated with regard the results obtained by vi-
brating just the middle blade.

Figure 13 shows the pressure isocontours in a generic instant of
the aforementioned case. It may be seen that the solution fors50
deg is fully contaminated by the influence of the lateral walls. The
solution at any instant should be the same for all the blades; how-
ever, it is obvious that every passage contains a different instan-
taneous solution which is an indication of the degree of perturba-
tion induced by the walls. It is worth noting how the solution in
the lateral passages looks like the one of thes5160 deg repre-
sented in the right hand side of the same figure. The solution of
the s5160 deg case contains several minimal flow units consti-
tuted by pairs of plates which is an indication that the solution is
periodic and consistent with the rest of the results. This should be
the case if the interblade phase-angle were exactly 180 deg.

Geometric Effects. To assess the effect of sidewall contami-
nation on realistic blades we have repeated the same exercise with
two cascades representative of a compressor and a turbine blade
consisting of seven and nine blades respectively. The compressor
blade correspond to the 10th standard configuration@3# with an
exit isentropic Mach number,M is50.7 and an inlet anglea555
deg. The lateral walls of the cascade have been defined shifting
the mid-line of the airfoil. The comparison between the solutions
obtained vibrating the blade in traveling-wave mode and using the
IC technique using seven blades and solid lateral walls may be
seen in Fig. 14. The trends are very similar to the ones encoun-
tered in the baseline case as could be expected since the compres-
sor blade may be seen in first approximation as a flat plate. Figure
15 shows that although the sidewalls have been chosen with care
it would be necessary a redesign of them to minimize the influ-
ence of the nonperiodicity of the mean field into the unsteady
field. The unsteady pressure obtained from the lower airfoil of the
cascade has not been used to reconstruct the traveling-wave
solution.

Fig. 13 Instantaneous isocontour lines of static pressure of a
linear cascade of nine flat plates vibrating in traveling-wave
mode; left: sÄ0 deg, right: sÄ160 deg
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The turbine blade corresponds to the well known T106 section
~Wood et al. @18#!. The exit isentropic Mach number isM is
50.59 and the inlet anglea537.7 deg. The center of torsion of
the airfoil has been chosen at the airfoil mid-line at the half-axial
chord and the reduced frequency based on the exit velocitySt
55. The lateral walls of the cascade are streamlines obtained from
a simulation of a single passage with periodic boundary condi-
tions and therefore it may be ensured that the mean flow is iden-
tical in all the passages. The comparison between the unsteady
pressures obtained in the traveling-wave mode and the influence
coefficient technique using nine blades and solid lateral walls may
be seen in Fig. 16. In this case the agreement between both simu-
lations is higher than expected from the previous simulations. It is
speculated that this is due to the particular shape of the blade and
not to the better quality of the mean flow, however this point
needs further investigation.

Concluding Remarks
A cascade of flat plates has been chosen as a limit case for the

investigation of the unsteady periodicity in linear cascades. The
attractiveness of this case is twofold, firstly it may be ensured that
the steady solution is fully periodic and secondly a quasi-analytic

solution exists which allows direct comparison between the com-
puted and the nominal solution. The conclusions may be summa-
rized in the following way:

1. The linearity of the flow is not a sufficient condition to guar-
antee that experimental data may be readily translated from
the influence coefficient to the traveling-wave form due to
the interference of the lateral walls.

2. The conclusions obtained in annular cascades about the
minimum number of passages required to avoid the influ-
ence of the lateral walls of the wind tunnel may not be
directly extrapolated to linear cascades.

3. It is expected that the matching between experimental data
obtained from linear cascades andCFD results presents an
asymptotic limit due to the finite extent of the cascade. The
situation is aggravated for small interblade phase angles and
certainly, although this point has not been investigated in
this work, for transonic cases.

4. Vibrating a linear cascade in traveling-wave mode does not
seem to present any advantage over the single mode tech-
nique, except probably for cases that behave in a nonlinear
way, since it avoids the use of the hypothesis of the linearity
to reconstruct solutions in form of influence coefficients into
traveling-wave ones.

5. The blade shape seems to play an important role and it
seems that the conclusions obtained from compressor blad-
ing may not be extrapolated to turbines blades although this
point requires further investigation.
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Nomenclature

f, g 5 convective fluxes
m 5 airfoil number
n 5 normal
N 5 no. of blades
St 5 vc/Vinlet reduced frequency

Fig. 14 Comparison of the unsteady pressure amplitude „top …

and phase „bottom … obtained with the current method using the
twm mode and a cascade of nine blades with solid lateral walls
for the 10th standard configuration and two interblade phase
angles sÄ0 deg „left … and sÄ160 deg „right …

Fig. 15 Isomach lines of the 10th standard configuration com-
putation in the sidewall region

Fig. 16 Comparison of the unsteady pressure amplitude „top …

and phase „bottom … obtained with the current method using the
twm mode and a cascade of nine blades with solid lateral walls
for the T106 blade and two interblade phase angles sÄ0 deg
„left … and sÄ160 deg „right …
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twm 5 traveling-wave mode
U 5 conservative variables
V 5 control volume
a 5 torsion angle
f 5 phase angle
s 5 interblade phase angle
v 5 angular frequency
u 5 cascade stagger angle
J 5 nondimensional work-per-cycle

DC̃p 5 p12p2/r`U`
2 a, unsteady pressure coefficient
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Maximum Amplification of Blade
Response due to Mistuning:
Localization and Mode Shape
Aspects of the Worst Disks
This paper focuses on the determination and study of the maximum amplification of the
steady state forced response of bladed disks due to mistuning. First, an optimization
strategy is proposed in which partially mistuned bladed disks are considered as physical
approximations of the worst case disk and the mistuned properties are sought to maximize
the response of a specific blade. This approach is exemplified on both a reduced order
model of a blisk and a single-degree-of-freedom per blade disk model an extensive para-
metric study of which is conducted with respect to blade-to-blade coupling, damping, and
engine order. A mode shape-based formulation of the amplification factor is then devel-
oped to clarify the findings of the parametric study in the strong coupling/small damping
limit. In this process, the upper bound of Whitehead is recovered for all engine orders and
number of blades and the conditions under which this limit is exactly achieved or closely
approached are clarified. This process also uncovers a simple yet reliable approximation
of the resonant mode shapes and natural frequencies of the worst disk.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1506958#

Keywords: Mistuning, Blade Vibration, Maximum Amplitude, Optimization, Mode Shape

Introduction
The blades of any given disk do not exhibit geometrical and/or

material properties that are perfectly identical to each other.
Rather, they each have their own characteristics~e.g., natural fre-
quencies, mode shapes, etc.! that differ slightly from the design
requirements because of finite manufacturing tolerances, in-
service wear, foreign object damage, etc. Surprisingly, it has been
demonstrated that these small variations, collectively referred to
as mistuning, strongly influence the dynamic response of bladed
disks ~see for example references@1–14#!. In particular, it has
often been observed that the amplitudes of vibration of mistuned
bladed disks can exceed, sometimes significantly, the correspond-
ing forced responses of their tuned counterparts. These increased
response levels are typically associated with potentially sharp de-
creases of the fatigue life of the blades and thus represent a very
important design/analysis consideration.

To quantify the increase in response and to allow comparison
between different bladed disk models, the ‘‘amplification factor’’
has been introduced as the ratio of the largest amplitude of blade
response on a mistuned disk obtained in a frequency sweep di-
vided by the corresponding tuned resonant amplitude. Among the
noteworthy amplification factors available in the literature are the
values of 2.43~72-blade disk! and 5~92-blade disk! obtained by
Basu and Griffin@4# and Petrov and Ewins@15# in computational
efforts and the experimental factor of 5.28~max to min, 52-blade
disk! observed by Kaiser et al.@16#. These large magnification
factors and the significant decrease of the blade fatigue life they
incur have led to the search for the maximum amplification factor
that can be achieved and, to a smaller degree, for the pattern of
mistuning yielding this forced response.

This issue was first addressed by Whitehead@1,17,18# who ob-
tained the remarkably simple upper bound of (11AN)/2 for the
magnification factor that can be observed when the natural fre-

quencies of theN-blade tuned and mistuned disks are well sepa-
rated, i.e. when each blade can be modeled as a single-degree-of-
freedom system. He further demonstrated that this upper bound
can indeed be achieved, e.g., in the limit of a zero damping and
for engine orders 0 andN/2 ~if N is even!. While the optimization
efforts of Petrov and Ewins@15# have yielded an amplification
factor close to (11AN)/2 for a full finite element model of a
turbine disk~5 versus 5.3!, most other optimization efforts, such
as those of@13,19–21# have yielded lower or much lower values
than Whitehead’s limit. These lower estimates and the lack
of influence of damping and engine order in the upper bound
(11AN)/2 have left the issue without a full solution.

In this light, the goal of this investigation is to revisit the pre-
diction of the maximum amplification factor, both quantitatively
and qualitatively, focusing in particular on the effects of damping
and varying engine orders. Special emphasis will also be placed
on the properties of the worst disk, e.g., mistuning pattern, mode
shapes and natural frequencies, that lead to the maximum ampli-
fication factor.

In keeping with the phenomenological focus of the present in-
vestigation, the simple bladed disk model shown in Fig. 1 will be
considered for most of the analysis but the applicability of the

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, June 3–6, 2002. Manuscript received by the IGTI, March 4, 2002.
Paper No. 2002-GT-30323. Review Chair: E. Benvenuti.

Fig. 1 Single-degree-of-freedom per blade bladed disk model
„all m j are equal …
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concepts will also be demonstrated on the reduced order model
~see Castanier et al.@22#! of the blisk shown in Fig. 2~see Bladh
et al. @23#!.

Localization-Based Optimization and Partial Mistuning
Modeling

The determination of the maximum amplification factor is
achieved by finding the mistuned blade properties~stiffnesses,
masses, natural frequencies, . . . ! that lead to the largest response
of a specified blade, blade 1 say. This problem may appear
straightforward at first but the number of variables present in this
optimization effort equals the number of degrees-of-freedom on
the disk and may thus be exceedingly large in connection with a
full finite element model of the bladed disk. To reduce the com-
plexity of this problem, Petrov and Ewins@15# introduced mistun-
ing only in selected degrees-of-freedom while considering the re-
sponse of the full finite element model. The optimization scheme
used here is somewhat of a dual of theirs: it relies on a reduced
order model~REDUCE, see@22#! of the bladed disk, but could
include mistuning on all degrees-of-freedom.

As will be shown later, there can be a rather large number of
local maxima of the amplification factor and thus a well designed

search procedure must be used to capture the global optimum.
While genetic algorithms have recently been found to be quite
successful in connection with blade mistuning optimization~see
@13#, @24#!, a different approach was followed here. Specifically, it
has been shown@25# that the dynamic behavior of the highest
responding blade in a population of disks is dictated by local
interactions only, even for very high coupling levels. It was then
shown that the amplitude of vibration of such a blade can be well
estimated by assuming a ‘‘partial mistuning’’ model@11# in which
only the few surrounding blades are mistuned. In the present con-
text, this finding indicates that the dominant influence on the am-
plification factor arises from the mistuned properties of the
s-blade sectorj P@1,p11#ø@N2p11,N# with s52p11 typi-
cally much less thanN.

These observations are the basis for the proposed locali-
zation-based optimization algorithm which can be summarized as
follows:

i. For a given set of tuned blade parameters, a 3-blade mis-
tuned sector~bladesN, 1, and 2! is first considered and the mis-
tuned properties of these 3 blades are varied as to maximize the
amplitude of the steady state response of blade 1.

ii. Using the optimum 3-blade mistuning pattern as initial
guess, a 5-blade mistuned sector is then considered and the opti-
mization effort is reconducted yielding a new~higher! amplifica-
tion factor.

iii. The process is repeated with 7, 9,.. blade mistuned sectors
until convergence of the amplification factor is obtained.

Some of the advantages of this approach are:

a. the number of variables, i.e. the mistuned blade properties,
involved in the optimization effort is as small as possible

b. the likelihood to converge to alocal maximum of the am-
plification factor appears to be dramatically reduced as opposed
to a full optimization effort of the entire set of mistuned blade
properties.

The above procedure has performed particularly well for mod-
erate damping ratios, i.e., of the order of one or several percent.
For smaller damping ratios, it is suggested to initiate the proce-
dure at a damping level of 1% or so and to proceed with cascaded
decreases in damping and increases in partial mistuning width.

In regards to computational issues, it should also be noted that
the determination of the forced response of a partially mistuned
disk can be achieved in a particularly efficient manner by parti-
tioning the degrees-of-freedom into those directly affected by mis-
tuning ~subscriptd! and those only indirectly subjected to it~sub-
script i!. Specifically, it can be shown~see@11# and@25#! that the
responsexI d of the nm degrees-of-freedom that are directly af-
fected by the mistuning can be determined from thenm3nm sys-
tem of equation

HpmxI d5xI d
~ t ! . (1)

In this equation, the subscriptpm refers to partial mistuning,
xI d

(t) is the tuned response of thed degrees-of-freedom, and the
elementkl of the matrixHpm is

~Hpm!kl5dkl1(
j 51

nm

~DHdd! j l ~hI d
~ j !!k (2)

in which dkl denotes the Kronecker symbol. Further,DHdd de-
notes thenm3nm partition of the impedance matrix associated
with mistuning andhI d

( j ) is the response of thetunedsystem on the
degrees-of-freedomd to a single, unit force acting on the degree-
of-freedomj of the setxI d . Once the responsexI d of the degrees-
of-freedom that are directly affected by the mistuning has been
determined from Eq.~1!, the motion of the remaining degrees-of-
freedom can be determined as

Fig. 2 Blisk example: „a… blisk view, „b… blade sector finite el-
ement mesh, and „c… natural frequency versus nodal diameter
plot
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xI i5xI i
~ t !2(

j 51

nm F(
k51

nm

~DHdd! jk~xI d!kGhI i
~ j ! (3)

where hI i
( j ) is defined similarly toxI d

( j ) but for the degrees-of-
freedomi.

Parametric Study of the Single Degree-of-Freedom per
Blade Bladed Disk Model

Before addressing complex models, it is desired to first proceed
with a comprehensive parametric study of the single-degree-of-
freedom per blade bladed disk model shown in Fig. 1 to provide
an initial perspective on the determination of the mistuned prop-
erties leading to the maximum amplification factor and the prop-
erties of the corresponding worst disk.

Dimensionless Equations of Motion and Parameters. The
desired parametric study of the maximum amplification factor is
most easily performed in terms of dimensionless variables and
parameters. To accomplish such a formulation, denote first by
Xj (t) the response of bladej of the bladed disk model of Fig. 1.
From the equations of motion, it is found that

mẌj1cẊj1~kj12kC!Xj2kCXj 212kCXj 115F j~ t ! (4)

whereF j (t) is the time-varying force acting on bladej. Of par-
ticular importance in the present context is the engine order exci-
tation of the form

F j~ t !5F0ei ~vt1~ j 21!Dw! (5)

where Dw52pr /N is the interblade phase angle andr is the
engine order.

Assuming a steady state solution of Eqs.~4! and~5! of the form
Xj (t)5xje

ivt wherexj is a complex amplitude yields the linear
system of equations

~kj12kC2mv21 ivc!xj2kCxj 212kCxj 115F0ei ~ j 21!Dw

(6)

When the system is tuned, i.e.kj5kt for all j, the natural fre-
quency corresponding to ther th engine order is

v r5Akt14kC sin2~pr /N!

m
(7)

and the amplitude of responsexj of each blade at that frequency is
equal toF0 /( icv r). Note that this ratio also closely approximates
the peak response of the system as long as the damping ratioz, or
equivalentlycv r /kt , is much smaller than 1. Accordingly, it is
proposed here to introduce the amplification factor of bladej as
uĀj u whereĀj is the ratio of the mistuned and largest tuned com-
plex amplitudes, i.e.

Āj5
xj

~F0 /cv r !
5

cv rxj

F0
(8)

With this notation, Eq.~6! can be rewritten in dimensionless
form

~ k̄ j k̄C1 i !Āj2 k̄CĀj 212 k̄CĀj 115
v r

v
ei ~ j 21!Dw (9)

where

k̄ j5
kj12kC2mv2

kC
(10)

and

k̄C5
kC

cv
(11)

Introducing finallyAj5v/v r Ā j , it is seen that

~ k̄ j k̄C1 i !Aj2 k̄CAj 212 k̄CAj 115ei ~ j 21!Dw (12)

In view of the above relation, the present study can be restated
as the following optimization problem.
Given the value of the parameter kC̄ , it is desired to find the
mistuning pattern k̄j , j 51, . . . ,N that yields the largest possible
amplification factor of a specific blade, blade 1 say, i.e.uA1u.

From Eq.~12!, it can be concluded that the maximum amplifi-
cation factoruA1u is a function of only three dimensionless param-
eters, the ratio of coupling stiffness to dampingk̄C , the engine
order r ~or the interblade phase angleDw!, and the number of
bladesN. Then, considering the relationĀj5v r /vAj , it would
seem that the amplification factor could be made arbitrarily large
by exciting the system at arbitrarily low frequencies. In fact, this
increase in response would be accomplished by changing uni-
formly the blade stiffnesses bym(v22v r

2). This effect is not
associated with mistuning per se as it is also observed in the tuned
system. Indeed, it is characterized by an overall decrease of the
natural frequencies of the disk and thus implies an increase of the
forced response levels at a fixed value of the excitationF0 . To
avoid the contamination of the mistuning analysis by this overall
~tuned! trend, the frequency of the excitation will be held con-
stant, equal tov r so thatĀj5Aj .

For convenience, a last transformation of Eq.~9! will be
performed that involves the responseyj of the bladed disk in the
rotating frame. Specifically, assumingAj5yje

i ( j 21)Dw it is found
for v5v r that

~ k̄ j k̄C1 i !yj2 k̄Ce2 iDwyj 212 k̄CeiDwyj 1151. (13)

Note finally thatuy1u5uA1u is the amplification factor to be maxi-
mized.

Partial Mistuning Formulation. In the present single-
degree-of-freedom per blade study, the vectorxI d contains the re-
sponsesyj of the blades in the sectorj P@1,p11#ø@N2p
11,N#. Then, from Eq.~13!, the partial mistuning matrixHpm of
Eqs.~1! and ~2! can be rewritten in the form

Hpm53
11dkN2p11h̃0 • dkNh̃N2p11 dk1h̃N2p • dkp11h̃N22p

• • • • •

dkN2p11h̃p21 • 11dkNh̃0 dk1h̃N21 • dkp11h̃N2p21

dkN2p11h̃p • dkNh̃1 11dk1h̃0 • dkp11h̃N2p

dkN2p11h̃p11 • dkNh̃2 dk1h̃1 • dkp11h̃N2p11

• • • • • •

dkN2p11h̃2p • dkNh̃p11 dk1h̃p • 11dkp11h̃0

4 (14)
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wheredkj5kj2kt is the mistuned stiffness of bladej. Further, the
corresponding vectorxd

(t) is simply

xI d
~ t !5@1 • 1 1 • 1#T (15)

To complete the formulation of the problem, it remains to com-
pute the coefficientsh̃ j which represent thetuned response of
blade j 11 due to a harmonic force of unit magnitude and fre-
quencyv5v r acting on blade 1. These parameters can in general
be computed by a modal expansion, but in the case of the single-
degree-of-freedom per blade model of Fig. 1 a closed-form solu-
tion can be obtained~see@10#!. Specifically, given the cyclosym-
metric nature of the tuned system,h̃ j can always be expressed as
the sum of terms of the forma il i

j 21 for specific values ofl i .
Introducing such an assumed solution in the tuned set of equations
~13! with a force acting only on blade 1, it is shown that there are
only two possible values ofl i , i.e.,l i5z0 andl i51/z0 wherez0
is any of the two complex solutions of the quadratic equation

z0
22S 2 cosDw1

i

k̄C
D z01150 (16)

that is

z05S cosDw1
i

2k̄C
D 6AS cosDw1

i

2k̄C
D 2

21. (17)

Besides its mathematical definition, the parameterz0 is an impor-
tant property of the tuned system. Specifically, it characterizes the
spatial~around the disk! decay of the blade responses to a pertur-
bation on blade 1, i.e., it is the corresponding decay of the trav-
eling waves. In that sense,z0 is a spatial analogue of the log
decrement of the impulse response of a single-degree-of-freedom
system. In fact, one can demonstrate thatg td52 lnuz0u is the lo-
calization factor of the tuned damped chain of single-degree-of-
freedom systems. In this perspective,uz0u could be viewed as an
overall measure of the blade-to-blade coupling in the system,
combining both the physical interaction between blades~the
springs of stiffnesskC) and the damping. As expected, in the limit
of a zero damping,z0 and its inverse converge toeiDw ande2 iDw,
respectively. In accordance with the above physical description, it
is necessary to take the root in Eq.~17! that yieldsuz0u,1.

From the value ofz0 , the coefficientsh̃ j can then be deter-
mined as~see@10# for details!

h̃ j 215
e2 i ~ j 21!Dwz0

kC~12z0
2!~12z0

N!
@z0

j 211z0
N2 j 11#. (18)

Note from Eq.~18! that the coefficientsh̃ j are inversely propor-
tional to kC and thus that the optimized values ofdkj /kC and
uy1u5uA1u from Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~14!, and~15! are only functions of
N andz0 .

Parametric Study Results. The optimization effort was con-
ducted as described above. That is, given the values of the param-
etersk̄C , r, andN, the mistuning widths was first set to three and
the corresponding stiffnesses (dkN , dk1 , and dk2) maximizing
the amplification factoruA1u were obtained by the MATLAB func-
tion fminsearch. These three stiffnesses were then used to form
the initial guess of a five-blade (s55) mistuned disk and so on
until the amplification factor had converged. In fact, the amplifi-
cation factor obtained withs55 was found in all cases to be
within 2–3% of the converged estimate so that only 5 of the 24
(5N) stiffnesses needed to be considered in the optimization
effort.

The results were analyzed in terms of both pairs of variables
( k̄C ,r ) and (uz0u,r ) but it is in terms of the latter parameters that
the behavior is simplest, see Fig. 3 and 4. Also indicated in these
plots is the value of Whitehead’s limit, i.e. 0.510.5A2452.95.

An inspection of Fig. 3 and 4 reveals for low values ofuz0u

~small k̄C) that the amplification factor is almost independent of
the engine order and follows very closely the straight line 1
1uz0u. Around uz0u50.6, this uniformity of behavior starts break-
ing down but the growth of the amplification factor with increas-
ing uz0u accelerates for all engine orders. At high values ofuz0u
~i.e. uz0u'1), the amplification factor is maximum atr 50 and
N/2 ~512! where it matches Whitehead’s limit~5 2.95! and mini-
mum for r 5N/4 ~5 6! where it is only slightly below this upper
bound, i.e., it equals 2.77.

Multiplicity of Optimal Solutions. The search for the largest
amplification of blade response requires not only the determina-
tion of a maximum of this function but also the confirmation that
the value obtained is the overall maximum if any other extrema
are found. The assessment of the existence, or lack thereof, of
multiple maxima is thus particularly important. In the three-blade
partial mistuning model, the optimization effort can be accom-
plished analytically and results in up to six different optimum
mistuning patterns. For small values ofuz0u, two of these solutions
are real while the four others are complex valued. Asuz0u in-
creases however, the number of optima also increases through a
root ‘‘splitting’’ process as seen in Fig. 5 forr 56. A similar ob-
servation was also drawn in connection with larger mistuned sec-
tors, e.g., five and seven blades.

It is worth noting that the new solution appearing in the split-
ting process~root 1 in Fig. 5! tends to exhibit both a larger am-

Fig. 3 Amplification factor as a function of zz0z for different
engine orders r

Fig. 4 Amplification factor as a function of the engine order r
for different values of zz0z
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plification factor and larger mistuned stiffnesses than the old one
~root 2 in Fig. 5!. Further, it was also observed that the amplifi-
cation factor of each solution~or branch! peaks at some interme-
diate value, i.e., in 0,uz0u,1, see Fig. 5 for example. These
findings may shed some light on a classic issue related to the
maximum amplification factor. Specifically, it has long been ar-
gued~see for example@9#! that the maximum amplification factor
achieves a maximum at some intermediate blade-to-blade cou-
pling level. The present results~see also the discussion of@25#!
indicate on the contrary that the maximum amplification factor is
a monotonic function ofuz0u and thus of the blade-to-blade cou-
pling. However, as observed above, the solution jumps from one
curve to another and each of these jumps corresponds to an in-
crease in the overall blade mistuning. Since Monte Carlo simula-
tions studies generally focus on small mistuning levels, it is not
expected that optimal mistuned disks with very large deviations
from the tuned system would be captured. Equivalently, it can be
expected that the Monte Carlo simulations would converge to
curves of the maximum amplification factor corresponding to so-
lutions with small mistuning levels which, as seen in Fig. 5, dis-
play a peak at some intermediate coupling level.

In summary, it is suggested that Monte Carlo studies yield only
a local maximum of the amplification factor, one that is charac-
terized by a small mistuning level, for blade-to-blade coupling
level exceeding the location of the peak amplification factor.

Clarification of the Behavior for Small zz0z
The behavior for small values ofuz0u is surprisingly common

for all engine orders, i.e., the amplification factor is almost exactly
11uz0u for uz0u,0.6 independently of the engine order. To clarify
this behavior, the values of the stiffnesses yielding this amplifica-
tion factor were first analyzed. As might be expected, it was first
noticed that the 3-blade partial mistuning model centered around
blade 1 was sufficient to obtain a very close approximation of the
maximum amplification factor. Further, for all engine orders ex-
cept r 50 and r 5N/2 whenN is even, it was observed that the
optimum mistuned stiffness of one of the two neighbors of blade
1, i.e., bladeN or blade 2, was extremely large, several orders of
magnitude larger than the stiffnesses of the other two blades. Ac-
cordingly, the optimum solution exhibits on one side of blade 1 a
‘‘wall’’ for which dkj→`, yj→0 anddkjyj→finite. On the con-
trary, for r 50 andr 5N/2 whenN is even, the symmetry of the
coefficients h̃ j around j 50, i.e. h̃N215h̃1 , etc., see Eq.~18!,
implies a similarly symmetric optimum distribution of stiffnesses
anddkN5dk2 . In both situations, these observations can be used
to reduce the number of unknowns from 3 to 2 for a three-blade
partial mistuning and thus, allow for the derivation of closed form
expression for the stiffnessesdk1 anddk2 .

Consider first the engine ordersrÞ0 andrÞN/2 for which the
optimum solution exhibits a wall on bladeN. With dkNh̃0@1,
Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~14!, ~15! for s53 can be rewritten as

F dkNh̃0 dk1h̃N21 dk2h̃N22

dkNh̃1 11dk1h̃0 dk2h̃N21

dkNh̃2 dk1h̃1 11dk2h̃0

G F yN

y1

y2

G5F 1
1
1
G (19)

Then, eliminating the large stiffnessdkN from the above three
equations yields

F h̃01dk1~ h̃0
22h̃N21h̃1! dk2~ h̃0h̃N212h̃1h̃N22!

dk1~ h̃0h̃12h̃2h̃N21! h̃01dk2~ h̃0
22h̃N22h̃2!

G Fy1

y2
G

5F h̃02h̃1

h̃02h̃2
G (20)

Finally, the solution of Eq.~20! yields the response of blade 1,y1 ,
and the stiffnessesdk1 anddk2 can be selected to maximizeuy1u2.
These computations yield polynomial equations in the unknown
stiffnesses which admit a straightforward, but in general compli-
cated, solution.

The noteworthy exception is the caser 5N/4 for which the
parameterz0 and the coefficientsh̃ j are all purely imaginary. With
this property, one finds that a set of optimal stiffnesses is simply
dk15dk250 so that the worst mistuned disk~the one yielding the
largest amplification of the forced response! is tuned, except for
bladeN which exhibits a large stiffness. For small values ofuz0u,
this simple solution is indeed the only one yielding a maximum
amplification factor and, from Eq.~20!,

y1512
h̃1

h̃0

(21)

Introducing the expressions of the coefficientsh̃0 andh̃1 from Eq.
~18! yields after some algebraic manipulations

uy1u5
11uz0u2uz0uN211uz0uN

11uz0uN 511uz0u1O~ uz0uN21! (22)

For all other engine orders with repeated natural frequencies, i.e.,
rÞ0, N/2, andN/4, it is necessary to proceed under the assump-
tion that uz0u is small enough to neglect its second and higher-
order contributions. This limiting behavior yields

dk1'2
Re~ h̃0!

uh̃0u2
(23)

and

dk2'
Im~ h̃N21!1uh̃N21u

Re~ h̃N21!Im~ h̃0!
, (24)

where Re(z) and Im(z) denote the real and imaginary part of an
arbitrary complex numberz, and

uy1u'11
uh̃1u

uh̃0u
'11uz0u (25)

Consider now the casesr 50 and r 5N/2 for which the opti-
mum distribution of stiffnesses is symmetric. WithdkN5dk2 and
yN5y2 , Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~14!, ~15! for s53 become

F11dk1h̃0 2dk2h̃1

dk1h̃1 11dk2~ h̃01h̃2!
G Fy1

y2
G5F11G (26)

It is again found that the maximization ofuy1u with respect to the
stiffnessesdk1 and dk2 leads to polynomial equations in these
variables which admit a complicated closed form solution. In the
limit of uz0u→0, the solution simplifies to

Fig. 5 Amplification factor for the three-blade partial mistun-
ing with wall as a function of zz0z, rÄ6ÄNÕ4
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dk1'2
Re~ h̃0!

uh̃0u2
(27)

and

dk2'2
1

Im~ h̃0!
(28)

for which

uy1u'11
uh̃1u

uh̃0u
'11uz0u (29)

It is thus concluded from the above derivations that the behav-
ior of the maximum amplification factor is identical for all engine
orders in the limituz0u→0. However, the nature of the solution,
i.e. the form the mistuning distribution is quite different ifr 50 or
r 5N/2, i.e., for nonrepeated modes, or ifrÞ0 and rÞN/2, i.e.
for repeated modes. In the former case, the distribution of the
stiffnesses is symmetric with respect to the highest responding
blade while, in the latter case, there is a ‘‘wall’’~very stiff blade!
on one side of this highest responding blade.

Clarification of the Behavior for zz0zÉ1 and Modal As-
pects of the Worst Disks

Having clarified the behavior of the maximum amplification
factor for small values ofuz0u, it is now desired to address the
other limit, i.e.,uz0u'1. Of particular importance here will be the
correlation of the present findings with the limit of Whitehead@1#.
In this regard, it should first be noted that Whitehead’s analysis
proceeds in the limit of a negligible damping, which corresponds
exactly touz0u→1.

If the damping was zero, the tuned response would be infinite
and a non-zero amplification factor for the optimal mistuned disk
would require that its response also be infinite. That is, when the
damping is zero, at least one of the natural frequencies of the
worst disk is equal to the excitation frequency, i.e., to the tuned
natural frequency corresponding to ther th engine order. Further,
since the damping is zero, the contributions of the non-resonant
modes to the response are negligible; they are finite as opposed to
the infinite amplitude of the resonant mode.

These simple observations suggest that the best framework for
the prediction of the maximum amplification factor in the small
damping limit is actually in terms of the modes of the worst disk.

Single Frequency Modes,rÄ0 or NÕ2 „N Even…. Consider
first the casesr 50 andr 5N/2 for which the tuned system exhib-
its a single natural frequency and assume similarly that the worst
disk will also have only one mode at resonance. Denote bycI and
wI the mass normalized resonant modes of the worst mistuned and
tuned disks, respectively, and letEI 1 be theN-component vector
the first element of which is 1 and all others 0. Then, considering
only the resonant mode, the response of blade 1 of the worst
disk is

x15F cI
TFI

~v̄ r
22v r

2!1 icrv r
GcI TEI 1 (30)

In the above expression,cI
TEI 1 is the component of the mode on

blade 1 while the term in brackets represents the steady state
modal amplitude of response to the forceFI eivr t. Moreover,v̄ r is
the natural frequency of the resonant mode of the worst disk and
cr is the modal damping coefficient. Note thatv̄ r should approach
v r ascr goes to zero as discussed above.

Further simplifications of Eq.~30! are possible. First, the vector
FI of the magnitudes of the forces applied to the blades is the same
as the one applied to the tuned disk, i.e.,FI 5F0wI , so that

cI
TFI 5F0cI

TwI . (31)

Next, note that the modal damping coefficientcr is given by

cr5cI
TCcI 5

c

m
cI

TMcI 5
c

m
(32)

since the damping matrix is proportional to the mass matrix and
the modes are normalized with respect to that same mass matrix.

With these results, Eq.~30! can be written as

x15
mF0

icv r
F cI

TwI
12 iDGcI TEI 1 (33)

where

D5
v̄ r

22v r
2

crv r
(34)

In fact, Eq.~33! is also valid for the tuned disk withcI 5wI . Since
r 50 or r 5N/2, the mass normalized tuned mode shape is

wI 5
1

ANm
@1 61 1 61 ¯#T (35)

with the 1 and 2 signs corresponding tor 50 and r 5N/2, re-
spectively. Then,

wI
TwI 5

1

m
and wI

TEI 15
1

ANm
(36)

and the tuned amplitude of blade 1 can be expressed as

x1t5
F0

icv r

1

ANm
. (37)

Thus, the amplification factor of blade 1 is

A15
x1

x1t
5ANm3F cI

TwI
12 iDGcI TEI 1 (38)

It is interesting to note that the amplification factor is solely a
function of the mode shape and natural frequency of the mistuned
disk. Thus, it would be most convenient if the maximization ofA1
could be sought by varying directly the mode shapecI and the
natural frequencyv̄ r , or equivalently the parameterD, as opposed
to the blade stiffnessesdkj .

In fact, this approach is appropriate because the mappingdkj to
(cI , D! is one-to-one. To show this correspondence, note first that,
given a set of stiffnessesdkj , the mode shapes and natural fre-
quencies are uniquely determined from an eigenvalue/eigenvector
analysis. Further, to demonstrate the reverse proposition, note that
the stiffnesses, mode shape, and natural frequency of the worst
disk are all related by

~Kt1DK !cI 5v̄ r
2McI (39)

whereKt andDK are the tuned and mistuned stiffness matrices.
Moreover, DK is diagonal with elementsdk1 , dk2 , . . . ,dkN .
Thus, from Eq.~39!,

dkj5
@~v̄ r

2M2Kt!cI # j

@cI # j
(40)

where the notation@UI # j denotes thej th component of an arbitrary
vector UI . Equation ~40! demonstrates that to a given a mode
shapecI and a natural frequencyv̄ r , ~or deviationD!, corresponds
a unique set of stiffnessesdk1 , dk2 , . . . ,dkN provided that none
of the components of the mode shape vanish. In view of the above
results, the mappingdkj to (cI , D! is one-to-one and the maximi-
zation of Eq.~38! can be sought directly by varyingcI andD.
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Note that the derivation of Eq.~38! was based on mass normal-
ized mode shapes. It is thus required to add the constraint

cI
TMcI 51 (41)

to the maximization process. Considering first the role ofD,
it is readily seen thatuA1u is maximum whenD50. Next, to pro-
ceed with the maximization with respect tocI , introduce the rep-
resentation

cI 5awI 1gEI 11cI ' (42)

wherecI ' is a vector perpendicular to bothwI and EI 1 . With the
results of Eq.~36!, it is found that the amplification factor is

A15ANm3S a

m
1

g

ANm
D S g1

a

ANm
D (43)

while the normalization constraint, Eq.~41!, can be expressed as

a21
2agm

ANm
1mg2512cI '

T McI . (44)

It can be concluded from the above equation that the parametersa
and g are proportional toA12cI '

T McI for a given perpendicular
componentcI ' and, consequently, that the amplification factorA1

should be proportional to 12cI '
T McI . Thus, the optimal selection

of cI ' is cI '50I and the normalization constraint reduces to

a21
2agm

ANm
1mg251. (45)

The maximization ofA1 , Eq. ~43!, given the constraint of Eq.
~45! is a standard optimization problem that can be solved for
example by Lagrange multipliers and yields

a25
N

2~N1AN!
(46)

and

g5
1

Am
a (47)

for which A1 is purely imaginary and

uA1umax5
1

2
~11AN! (48)

The upper bound of Whitehead@1# is thus recovered. As the above
proof demonstrates, this bound is indeed achieved and the corre-
sponding stiffnessesdk1 , dk2 , . . . , dkN can be obtained from
Eq. ~40!. Specifically, withD50 and the modal representation
cI 5awI 1gEI 1 , it is found that

dkj5
g@~v r

2M2Kt!EI 1# j

@awI 1gEI 1# j
(49)

In particular, for the single-degree-of-freedom system shown in
Fig. 1, it is found that

dk15
g~v r

2m2kt22kC!

a/ANm1g
(50)

dk25dkN5
gkC

a@wI #2
(51)

and all other stiffnessesdkj are zero. Noting finally thatmv r
2

5kt and @wI #251/ANm for r 50 and mv r
25kt14kC and @wI #2

521/ANm for r 5N/2, it is found that

dk1572kC

AN

AN11
(52)

dk25dkN56ANkC (53)

where the upper sign is forr 50 and the lower one forr 5N/2.

Repeated Frequency Modes,rÅ0 and NÕ2 „N Even…. It is
now desired to turn to the estimation of the amplification factor
for rÞ0 andrÞN/2. In such cases, it might be expected that two
mode shapescI 1 andcI 2 of natural frequenciesv̄ r ,1 and v̄ r ,2 will
be contributing to the response of the worst disk, so that

x15F cI 1
TFI

~v̄ r ,1
2 2v r

2!1 icr ,1v r
GcI 1

TEI 11F cI 2
TFI

~v̄ r ,2
2 2v r

2!1 icr ,2v r
GcI 2

TEI 1

(54)

The mode shapescI 1 and cI 2 will be orthogonal to the~tuned!
mass matrix since there is no mistuning in mass and will also be
assumed to be normalized with respect to that matrix so that

cI 1
TMcI 151 cI 2

TMcI 251 and cI 1
TMcI 250 (55)

For an r th engine order excitation, see Eq.~5!, the complex
force exerted on thej th blade is given by

F j5F0ei @vt2~ j 21!Dw#5F0eivt@cos~ j 21!Dw1 i sin~ j 21!Dw#
(56)

and the complex force vectorFI can thus be expressed in the form

FI 5F0ANm

2
~wI 11 iwI 2! (57)

wherewI 1 andwI 2 are the mass normalized tuned mode shapes of
the disk, i.e.,

wI 15A 2

Nm
@1 cosDw cos 2Dw ¯#T (58)

and

wI 25A 2

Nm
@0 sinDw sin 2Dw ¯#T (59)

Finally, since the damping matrixC is proportional to the mass
matrix, the normalization constraints of Eq.~55! imply, as in the
one mode case, that

cr ,15cr ,25
c

m
(60)

Then, the forced response of blade 1 can be written as

x15
mF0

icv r
ANm

2 H FcI 1
T~wI 11 iwI 2!

12 iD1
GcI 1

TEI 11FcI 2
T~wI 11 iwI 2!

12 iD2
GcI 2

TEI 1J
(61)

where the parametersD1 andD2 are defined as in Eq.~34! with
the mistuned frequenciesv̄ r ,1 and v̄ r ,2 .

Equation~61! is also applicable for the tuned case provided that
cI 15wI 1 , cI 25wI 2 , andD15D250, and it is found that

x1t5
F0

icv r
(62)

Accordingly, the amplification factor for blade 1 is

A15
x1

x1t
5ANm3

2 H FcI 1
T~wI 11 iwI 2!

12 iD1
GcI 1

TEI 1

1FcI 2
T~wI 11 iwI 2!

12 iD2
GcI 2

TEI 1J (63)
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As accomplished in connection with the nonrepeated modes,
r 50 or N/2 see Eq.~38!, one can seek the maximization ofuA1u
directly in terms of the mode shapescI 1 and cI 2 and the param-
etersD1 and D2 . In doing so, it should be recognized thatcI 1 ,
cI 2 , D1 , andD2 are not independent of each other: they represent
a set of 2N variables while in fact the optimization is intended
with respect to only theN unknown stiffnessesdkj . Thus, the
maximization ofuA1u with respect tocI 1 , cI 2 , D1 , andD2 should
be achieved under the constraint that the stiffnessesdkj recovered
from the first and second mode shapes and natural frequencies be
identical. That is, from Eq.~40!

dkj5
@~v̄ r ,1

2 M2Kt!cI 1# j

@cI 1# j
5

@~v̄ r ,2
2 M2Kt!cI 2# j

@cI 2# j
(64)

for j 51,2,3, . . . ,N. However, the consideration of this set of con-
straints renders the optimization of Eq.~63! quite challenging, it
yields 3N nonlinear equations in the 2N unknowns ofcI 1 , cI 2 ,
D1 , andD2 and theN Lagrange multipliers associated with Eq.
~64!. Accordingly, to obtain a first estimate of the maximum am-
plification factor, the constraints of Eq.~64! will be ignored but
the modes will be required to satisfy the orthonormalization con-
ditions of Eq.~55!. This process will yield an upper bound of the
maximum amplification factor.

Proceeding in parallel with the derivations of Eqs.~42!–~45!, it
can be shown that the maximization of Eq.~63! with the normal-
ization constraints of Eq.~55! ~but without Eq.~64!! is achieved
when the mode shapes admit the representation

cI 15a1wI 11b1wI 21g1EI 1 (65)

and

cI 25a2wI 11b2wI 21g2EI 1 (66)

This first observation reduces the maximization ofuA1u to an op-
timization problem with only eight variables,a1 , b1 , g1 , a2 ,
b2 , g2 , D1 , andD2 . Among the few solutions of this problem
that were numerically obtained, one of particular importance is

a15a252A N

6N18AN
(67)

b152b252
&

2
(68)

g15g25A2

m
a1 (69)

D152D25&a152A N

3N14AN
(70)

to which corresponds a purely imaginary value ofA1 with ampli-
fication factor

uAu1 max5
1

2
~11AN!. (71)

That is, this optimization process has recovered the Whitehead
upper limit.

Note that other optimum solutions do exist. For example, with
the values ofb1 and b2 given by Eq.~68!, there is also a local
maximum of the amplification factor for

a15a252A N

6N28AN
(72)

g15g252A2

m
a1 (73)

and

D152D25&a152A N

3N24AN
(74)

for which

A1 max5
1

2
~AN21! (75)

which is the Whitehead upper limit minus one. It is thus con-
cluded that the presence of local maxima is not an artifice of the
partial mistuning modeling but rather is a genuine characteristic of
the amplification factor.

Before focusing more specifically on the solution yielding Eq.
~71!, it is worth nothing that the optimal value ofD1 andD2 were
never found to be zero, i.e., that the two resonant modes of the
worst disk are split while the 2 frequencies converge to each other
in the limit c→0, they remain separated with respect to the band-
width, i.e., limc→0(D22D1)/c is finite nonzero. The splitting of
repeated modes by mistuning has been well established and its
importance has recently been well discussed@20#. Accordingly, it
would be desirable to evaluate the effects of the frequency shifts
D1 andD2 on the maximum amplification factor. To this end, the
optimization process was repeated with the values ofD1 andD2
fixed to zero. Multiple solutions of the optimization problem were
again obtained but the highest was found to be the ‘‘lower’’
Whitehead limit of reference@17#, i.e.

uAu1max,D15D2505
1

2S 11AN

2 D (76)

and corresponding to

a15a252
1

2
A AN

A21AN
(77)

b152b252
A2

2
(78)

and

g15g25A1

m
a1 (79)

Note that the two mistuned modes of Eqs.~65! and~66! are not
uniquely defined; since the two corresponding natural frequencies
are equal, any linear combination of the modes of Eqs.~65!, ~66!,
and~77!–~79! is also a bonafide mode. Then, the ‘‘lower’’ White-
head limit of Eq.~76! ~@17#! is obtained in the presence of asingle
resonating mode which is an appropriate linear combination of
Eqs.~65!, ~66!, and~77!–~79!. Thus, if frequency splitting is not
allowed, only a single mode is present in the response and the
lower Whitehead limit is obtained as observed in@26#.

The foregoing derivation demonstrates that the Whitehead up-
per limit of 1

2(11AN) cannot be achieved unless the constraints
of Eq. ~64! are satisfied exactly. To assess if and how these con-
ditions could be met, note first in the limit ofuz0u→1 that v̄ r
5v r , see Eq.~34!. Further, sincewI 1 andwI 2 are the correspond-
ing two tuned mode shapes, they satisfy the relations

~Kt2Mv r
2!wI 15~Kt2Mv r

2!wI 250I (80)

so that Eq.~64! reduces to

dkj5
g1@~v r

2M2Kt!EI 1# j

@cI 1# j
5

g2@~v r
2M2Kt!EI 1# j

@cI 2# j
(81)

Noting thatg15g2 , see Eq.~69!, it is concluded from the fore-
going relation that the stiffness constraint on bladej is satisfied if
either
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bcI 1c j5 bcI 2c j or @~Kt2Mv r
2!EI 1# j50 (82)

These two conditions can in turn be further simplified. Specifi-
cally, given the expressions of the two modescI 1 andcI 2 , Eq.~65!

and ~66!, and the equalitiesa15a2 andg15g2 , it is found that
bcI 1c j5 bcI 2c j occurs whenbwI 2c j50 which is always true forj
51. In regards to the second condition of Eq.~78!, note that the
tuned stiffness matrixKt can be expressed as the sum of the
diagonal matrix of the blade alone stiffnesses and of a cyclosym-
metric coupling matrix K (c). Thus, the condition @(Kt

2Mv r
2)EI 1# j50 reduces toK j 1

(c)50 for j .1.
It is thus concluded from the foregoing derivations that the

stiffness constraints of Eq.~64! will be satisfied exactly~and thus
the Whitehead upper limit will be achieved! if and only if the
stiffness coupling occurs only between blades of indicesj andl for
which bwI 2c u j 2 l u1150. For example, forN524 ands52, the tuned
modewI 2 vanishes on blades 1, 7, 13, and 19 and thus the White-
head upper limit holds if the stiffness coupling occurs only be-

tween blades 1 and 7, 2 and 8, 3 and 9, . . . , but also possibly
between 1 and 13, 2 and 14, etc., irrespectively of the magnitude
of this coupling.

The unusual form of this blade-to-blade coupling suggests that
the Whitehead upper limit would not be achieved for simple mod-
els of physical bladed disks. However, the numerical results of
Fig. 3 and 4 demonstrate that the true maximum amplification
factor, i.e. obtained with enforcing the constraints of Eq.~64!,
would be quite close to this bound. The observed closeness be-
tween the Whitehead upper limit and the exact maximum ampli-
fication factor would suggest that the modal characteristics of the
worst disks, i.e., mode shapes and natural frequencies, should be
well approximated by Eqs.~65!–~70!. This expectation is indeed
correct as can be seen from the mode shape comparison of Fig. 6
and the natural frequencies of Fig. 7. It is quite interesting
to observe from Fig. 6 that a wall continues to exist in the opti-
mum solution untiluz0u'0.9 as it did at very low values of this
parameter.

In regards to the natural frequencies, it can be seen from Fig. 7
that they equal the excitation frequency only whenuz0u50 ~as
kC→0) or uz0u51 ~asc→0). Nevertheless, for all values ofuz0u,
this frequency is approximately symmetrically placed with respect
to the two natural frequencies and lies within their bands, at a
distance approximately equal toDz rv r wherez r is the damping
ratio of the tuned bladed disk of ther th engine order mode. It was
generally observed that the two natural frequencies of the
optimized system were between ther 21st andr 11st tuned natu-
ral frequencies, so thatD→0 askC→0 ~i.e. uz0u→0) as seen in
Fig. 7.

Two additional comments should be made in connection with
Fig. 7. First, the jump which occurs foruz0u'0.83 is associated
with a change of solution in the optimization effort, as seen in Fig.
5. Second, note the nonsymmetrical convergence to the limit val-
ues of Eq.~70!. This behavior appears to be associated with the
closeness of ther 21st andr 11st engine order tuned natural
frequencies from ther th ones. Forr 53, the frequency difference
between the 4th and 3rd engine order natural frequencies is larger
than for the 3rd and 2nd. Accordingly, the highest of the two
resonant natural frequencies of the optimized system converges
faster to its asymptotic behavior~Eq. ~70!! than the lowest one
does. Forr 565N/4, a symmetric behavior of these two natural
frequencies is observed reflecting the symmetry of the 5th and 7th
engine order natural frequencies with respect to the 6th ones.

The foregoing findings demonstrate that the modal optimization
effort conducted in the foregoing without the stiffness constraints
of Eq. ~64! provides a good approximation of the behavior of a
24-blade disk. Additional results, e.g., see the forthcoming, sug-
gest in fact that the difference between the maximum amplifica-
tion factor obtained by the localization-based optimization ap-
proach and the Whitehead upper bound is monotonically
decreasing asN→`, e.g. it is 5.7% forN524 and 2.3% forN
5168 fors5N/4. Accordingly, the results of the modal optimiza-
tion, Eqs.~65!–~70!, are expected to become more and more ac-
curate asN→`.

A First-Order Perturbation. Notwithstanding the simplicity
of the Whitehead upper bound, it would be desirable to obtain an
improved estimate of the true maximum amplification factor that
would reveal the engine order and blade number effects described
in the foregoing. Such an approximation can be obtained in a
perturbation type format by considering the effect of the stiffness
constraints as the small quantity and the expressions of Eqs.~65!,
~66!, and ~70! as the zeroth-order approximation of the mode
shapescI 1 , and cI 2 and the natural frequenciesv̄ r ,1 and v̄ r ,2 .
Then, first order correctionsuI , nI , s1 , ands2 of these terms were
sought by linearizing the full~including the stiffness constraints!
optimization problem around the zeroth-order approximation. To
this end, both linear and quadratic terms inuI , nI , s1 , ands2 were
retained in the expression of the amplification factor of Eq.~63!
and in the mass orthogonality constraints of Eq.~55!, while only

Fig. 6 Convergence of the two resonant mode shapes of the
worst disk, as optimized by the localization-based approach, to
those given by Eqs. „65…–„70… as zz0z\1, rÄ3

Fig. 7 Convergence of the parameter D for the two natural
frequencies of the worst disk, as optimized by the localization
based approach, to those given by Eq. „70… as zz0z\1, rÄ3
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the linear ones were kept in the stiffness constraints of Eq.~64!.
The details of this derivation are omitted here for brevity.

In fact, this process leads to a well posed problem for all engine
ordersrÞN/4 and provides a basis for studying the engine order
and number of blades effects in the maximum amplification factor.
Shown in Fig. 8 are the estimates of the amplification factor that
were obtained by this perturbation scheme as a function of the
engine order for the 24-blade disk considered before~see Figs. 3
and 4!. While these values underestimate somewhat the amplifi-
cation factor obtained by partial mistuning, the trend with respect
to engine order is clearly accurate. This finding suggested that the
perturbation-based mode shapes and natural frequencies could be
used as initial guesses in a full nonlinear optimization of Eq.~63!
with the constraints of Eqs.~55! and ~64!. This modal-based op-
timization effort was carried out, as its localization-based counter-
part, in the MATLAB environment~function fmincon!. It was
found to converge extremely quickly, in a just a few iterations, to
amplification factors that closely match the 7 and 9-blade partial
mistuning results, see Fig. 8. Since this convergence occurred
without obtaining any local maxima, it is suggested that this per-
turbation with subsequent optimization, if necessary, may provide
a particularly efficient computational scheme for the determina-
tion of the maximum amplification factor foruz0u'1.

In the special case of the engine orderr 5N/4, it was found that
the quadratic form of the amplification factor did not represent
well Eq. ~63!. Thus, higher-order terms should have been included
which would have rendered nonlinear the perturbation problem. In
view of the complexity, this approach was not undertaken.

The behavior asN→` of both the exact maximum amplifica-
tion factor and the solution of the modal optimization problem
~with or without the stiffness constraints of Eq.~64!! is of particu-
lar interest as the number of blades on some stages can be quite
large. From Eqs.~67!, ~69!, and~70! it is readily found that

a15a2→2A1

6
; D152D2→2A1

3

and g15g2→2A 1

3m
(83)

Since each of the components of the tuned vectorswI 1 andwI 2 are
inversely proportional toAN, it can be argued that the two mis-
tuned mode shapescI 1 and cI 2 converge in shape to a purely
localized mode on the worst responding blade, i.e., the soleEI 1
term in Eq.~65! and ~66!. This perspective is not always appro-
priate, for example not in connection with energies where a sum
of a large number of small terms adds up to a nonzero number. In
fact, it can be seen that the fraction of the total kinetic energy~or
modal mass! stored in blade 1 is

KE15mS g11A 1

mN
a1D 2

5S 11
1

AN
D 2

a1
2 r 50,N/2

(84)

KE15mS g11A 2

mN
a1D 2

52S 11
1

AN
D 2

a1
2 rÞ0,N/2

(85)

which converges to 1/2~for r 50 or N/2) or 1/3 ~for all other
engine orders! asN→`.

In regards to the mistuning pattern in the limitN→`, it can be
seen from Eq.~64! that the stiffness of the worst blade stays finite
but the other blades are either tuned~if there is no coupling be-
tween the blade and the worst blade! or infinitely stiff ~if there is
a coupling between the blade and the worst blade!.

The above discussion is technically applicable only to the so-
lution, Eqs.~65!–~70!, of the modal optimization problemwithout
the stiffness constraints of Eq.~64!. Fortunately, however, it has
been observed that the solutions of the stiffness constrained and
unconstrained optimization problems approached each other as
the number of blades tends to infinity. This observation is substan-
tiated for example by the amplification factor plot of Fig. 9 which
clearly shows that the exact maximum amplification factor~result-
ing from the MATLAB modal-based optimization! approaches the
Whitehead upper bound.

The correct behavior exhibited by the solution of the perturba-
tion problem~see Fig. 9! allows for an estimation of the conver-
gence rate of the maximum amplification factor to the Whitehead
limit. Indeed, it was found for the blade-to-blade coupling shown
in Fig. 1 that the only nonhomogenous terms in the linear system
of equations for the perturbations in mode shapes and natural
frequencies arose from the stiffness constraints associated with the
blades 2 andN. Further, the corresponding terms are opposite of
each other and proportional to 1/AN. Since the matrix of the sys-
tem of equation admits a finite limit asN→`, it is then concluded
that the perturbations in mode shapes and natural frequencies ex-
hibit a limiting 1/AN behavior. Thus, the maximum amplification
factor should converge to the Whitehead upper bound as 1/N as
seen in Fig. 9. Relying on the similarity of the perturbation and
MATLAB modal-based optimization curves, it is finally con-
cluded that the exact maximum amplification factor should also
display the 1/N asymptotic character.

Application to a Blisk Reduced Order Model
As a final example of application, the blisk shown in Fig. 2~see

Bladh et al.@23#! was considered and its analysis was very effi-
ciently carried out using the reduced order modeling strategy of
Castanier et al.@22# with the code REDUCE~v. 2.3b6!. The maxi-

Fig. 8 Amplification factor as a function of engine order r for
zz0zÄ1 as computed by partial mistuning, perturbation, and a
full optimization

Fig. 9 Relative difference between the Whitehead upper limit
and the amplification factors obtained for zz0zÄ1 and rÄNÕ12
with the perturbation approach, a full optimization, and partial
mistuning with five and seven-blade sectors „PM „5… and PM
„7…, NÄ24 only …
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mum amplification factor was sought for the two frequency and
engine order combinations circled in Fig. 2~b!, i.e., r 53, v
5577.1486 Hz~case 1! and r 52, v57334.7369 Hz~case 2!. It
was in particular desired to determine if the features of the mis-
tuning pattern and the mode shapes and natural frequencies of the
worst disk observed in connection with the single-degree-of-
freedom model were also reproduced for this more complex sys-
tem. To this end, the damping ratios of the disk and blades were
selected to be very low, 531027 ~case 1! and 531028 ~case 2!, to
match at best the limiting caseuz0u→1 of the single-degree-of-
freedom system. For simplicity, it was assumed that the relative

variations of the different blade alone natural frequencies were the
same for any given blade, thereby reducing the number of mistun-
ing parameters to one per blade, i.e., to

d j5
~v i , j

2 !mist2~v i , j
2 ! tun

~v i , j
2 ! tun

for any i and j 51, . . . ,N.

(86)

In the foregoing equation, (v i , j ) tun and (v i , j )mist denote thei th
tuned and mistuned blade alone natural frequencies of bladej.
Note finally that the optimization process focused on maximizing
the norm of the response of blade 1 at the prescribed frequencies.

The localization-based algorithm described earlier led to ampli-
fication factors of 2.68 and 2.78 for cases 1 and 2, respectively,
which compare quite well with the Whitehead upper bound of
2.95 and the single-degree-of-freedom results of 2.93 (r 52) and
2.91 (r 53). The mistuning patterns, i.e., the values ofd j , shown
in Figs. 10 and 11 are clearly reminiscent of the partially mistuned
disks obtained in connection with the single-degree-of-freedom
model. Specifically, one or a few of the blades surrounding the
largest responding one exhibit a fairly large mistuning level while
all others are close to their tuned conditions. This observation is
somewhat in line as well with the results of Petrov and Ewins
@15#.

A model analysis of this worst disks revealed that there exist
only two natural frequencies very close to the excitation fre-
quency yielding valuesD1520.250 andD250.442~case 1!, and
D1520.546 andD250.546 ~case 2!. Most of these results are
quite close to the coefficients20.511 and 0.511 obtained in the
single-degree-of-freedom analysis, Eq.~70!, and are nevertheless
indicative that the excitation frequency is placed well within the
half-power bands of the two modes~which would correspond to
D561).

To provide a perspective on the 3-D mode shapes correspond-
ing to these two sets of frequencies, the node and direction of

Fig. 10 Optimum mistuning pattern, i.e., frequency deviations
d j , Eq. „82…, for the blisk of Fig. 2, case 1. The arrows indicate
deviations out of the range shown, d2Ä177.6, d21Ä21.65, and
d24ÄÀ0.967.

Fig. 11 Optimum mistuning pattern, i.e. frequency deviations
d j , Eq. „82…, for the blisk of Fig. 2, case 2. The arrow indicates a
deviation out of the range shown, d24ÄÀ0.179.

Fig. 12 Resonant mode shapes of the worst disk for the blisk
of Fig. 2, case 1.

Fig. 13 Resonant mode shapes of the worst disk for the blisk
of Fig. 2, case 2

Fig. 14 Fourier transforms of the resonant mode shapes of
the worst disks for the blisk of Fig. 2, „a… case 1, „b… case 2
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maximum displacement on blade 1 was identified for both cases
and the corresponding displacement of the remaining 23 blades
were noted. This data was then plotted versus blade number, see
Figs. 12 and 13. Note in all cases the strong peak on the highest
responding blade~blade 1!, and that the response of this blade in
the two modes is almost exactly the same, both in agreement with
Eqs.~65! and~66!. Clearly, these two modes are not perfect linear
combinations of the two tuned modes and the localized compo-
nentE1 , but these three terms are clearly the dominant contribu-
tions to the modes as can be seen from the Fourier plots of Fig.
14. The two peaks are associated with the tuned modes, at 3 and 2
nodal diameters, respectively, while the almost constant ‘‘floor’’ is
indicative of a response on blade 1 only, i.e.,E1 . Note finally that
the Fourier transforms of the two modes are almost equal in com-
plete agreement with Eqs.~65! and ~66!.

Summary
This paper addressed the determination of the largest amplifi-

cation of the forced response of bladed disks due to mistuning.
The contributions of the present effort can be summarized as
follows.

1. A novel optimization approach was proposed that relies on a
recent finding that the disk behavior is very localized around the
highest responding blade, even in the presence of a strong blade-
to-blade coupling and/or small damping. On this basis, it was
argued that the effects of the mistuning of the blades far from the
highest responding one would be smaller than those of the blades
close to it. Accordingly, the mistuned blade properties were
sought through an incremental process in which 3, 5, 7,.. blade
partially mistuned disks were successively optimized. This ap-
proach was often found to converge to the global maximum of the
amplification factor thus avoiding the many local maxima that
were also shown to exist.

2. The special case of the single-degree-of-freedom per blade
disk model shown in Fig. 1 was first considered to conduct a
comprehensive parametric study of the maximum amplification
factor with respect to the damping, blade-to-blade coupling, en-
gine order, and blade number. A nondimensionalization of the
equations of motion demonstrated first that the amplification fac-
tor must be sought at a fixed frequency~e.g., the tuned natural
frequency! and does not depend separately on the blade-to-blade
coupling and the damping term but rather on their ratio, see Eq.
~9!. This dependency is most pronounced through the complex
tuned parameterz0 , see Eqs.~16! and~17!, which depends on this
ratio and the engine order.

3. The application of these concepts to a 24-blade disk first
confirmed the fundamental importance of the parameterz0 : the
amplification factor due to mistuning depends almost exclusively
on the magnitudeuz0u of this complex number for a fixed number
of blades, see Figs. 3 and 4. Further, in the limit ofuz0u→0 ~ac-
tually uz0u,0.6), which corresponds to a very small blade-to-
blade coupling, it was found that the amplification factor is very
well approximated by the straight line 11uz0u. In the other ex-
treme of a very large blade-to-blade coupling and/or very small
damping, i.e.,uz0u→1, Whitehead’s upper bound of (11AN)/2
is exactly~for r 50 or N/2) or approximately~for r 51, . . . ,N/2
21) recovered.

For small values ofuz0u, the response of the blades is governed
only by short-range interactions and a partially mistuned disk with
a very small mistuned sector provides a very accurate model. In
fact, the behavior of the amplification factor in the domain 0
,uz0u,0.6 was justified from a three-blade partial mistuning
model that either is symmetric~for r 50 or N/2) or exhibits a wall
on one side~for rÞ0 andN/2).

A clarification of the behavior of the amplification factor for
uz0u→1, e.g., its convergence to a value close to the Whitehead
upper limit, was also accomplished but through a modal perspec-
tive of the amplification factor. In this process, it was also shown
that

4. The resonant mode shape~s! of the worst disk for all engine
orders is~are! exactly~for r 50 or N/2) or approximately~for all
other engine orders! a combination of the tuned mode shape~s!
and of a purely local component, i.e., the vectorEI 1 . That is, the
resonant modes of this disk are perfect~for r 50 or N/2) or near
perfect~for all other engine orders! combinations of a local and a
global component. Further, the coefficients of the linear combina-
tion are not function of the engine order~two groups of coeffi-
cients exist, one for the single natural frequencies,r 50 or N/2,
and one for the repeated ones!.

5. The resonant mode shape~s! of the worst disk is~are! exactly
~for r 50 or N/2) or approximately~for all other engine orders!
independent of the blade-to-blade coupling magnitude~i.e., the
value ofkC) and type~i.e. interaction of one blade with the direct
neighbors, as in Fig. 1, or longer range interaction!, but the dis-
tribution of mistuned stiffnesses does depend on these character-
istics.

6. As the number of blades becomes large, i.e. asN→`, the
relative difference between the exact maximum amplification fac-
tor and the Whitehead upper bound decreases as 1/N. Further, the
resonant mode shape~s! of the worst disk for any engine order
converge~s! in shape to a purely local component, i.e., only the
maximum responding blade exhibits a nonzero motion, again in-
dependently of the blade-to-blade magnitude and type. Further,
the total kinetic energy in the maximum responding blade equals
half ~for r 50 andr 5N/2) or one third~for all other engine or-
ders! of the total kinetic energy of the entire bladed disk.

7. The REDUCE reduced order model of the blisk shown in
Fig. 2 was finally considered to assess the validity of the forego-
ing comments to more complex bladed disk models. The results of
this preliminary comparison indicate, for the two excitation con-
ditions considered, that the features of the worst disks are very
reminiscent of the observations drawn in connection with the
single-degree-of-freedom system. Specifically, the mistuning pat-
terns closely resemble partially mistuned disks as in the single-
degree-of-freedom analysis. Further, two natural frequencies of
the mistuned disks are placed approximately symmetrically with
respect to the excitation frequency. Finally, it is found that the
mode shapes of the worst disks strongly involve the correspond-
ing two tuned modes and a purely local effect on the highest
responding blade, in perfect agreement with the single-degree-of-
freedom findings.
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Predictions of Separated and
Transitional Boundary Layers
Under Low-Pressure Turbine
Airfoil Conditions Using an
Intermittency Transport Equation
A new transport equation for the intermittency factor was proposed to predict separated
and transitional boundary layers under low-pressure turbine airfoil conditions. The in-
termittent behavior of the transitional flows is taken into account and incorporated into
computations by modifying the eddy viscosity,m t , with the intermittency factor,g. Tur-
bulent quantities are predicted by using Menter’s two-equation turbulence model (SST).
The intermittency factor is obtained from a transport equation model, which not only can
reproduce the experimentally observed streamwise variation of the intermittency in the
transition zone, but also can provide a realistic cross-stream variation of the intermittency
profile. In this paper, the intermittency model is used to predict a recent separated and
transitional boundary layer experiment under low pressure turbine airfoil conditions. The
experiment provides detailed measurements of velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and in-
termittency profiles for a number of Reynolds numbers and freestream turbulent intensity
conditions and is suitable for validation purposes. Detailed comparisons of computational
results with experimental data are presented and good agreements between the experi-
ments and predictions are obtained.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1580159#

1 Introduction
Flow transition plays an important role in turbomachinery ap-

plications. Majority of boundary layer flows in turbomachines in-
volve flow transition under the effects of freestream turbulence,
diverse pressure gradients, wide range of Reynolds numbers, flow
separation, and unsteady wake-boundary layer interactions.

Prediction of this type of complex flows is an important ele-
ment in analysis and performance evaluation of gas turbine engine
components and ultimately in the design of more efficient jet en-
gines. Especially, in low-pressure turbine applications prediction
of transition behavior is even more important for reasons of de-
sign efficiency. For low-pressure turbines the flow is mostly tur-
bulent at the high Reynolds number conditions encountered at
take-off and the efficiency is at its design maximum. However,
due to decrease of Reynolds number caused by high altitude con-
ditions at cruise speeds, design based on the sea level conditions
tends to underpredict losses and thus leads to substantial drops in
efficiency@1–3#. These losses are attributed to flow separation on
the suction surface of the turbine blades. At low Reynolds num-
bers with low freestream turbulence, the boundary layers on the
airfoil surface have a tendency to remain laminar and hence the
flow may separate before it becomes turbulent. This may cause a
drop in efficiency and result in increase of fuel consumption. The
impact of such losses is directly felt on the operation costs. It has
been estimated that a 1% improvement in the efficiency of a low
pressure turbine would result in a saving of $52,000 per year on a
typical airliner @4#.

In order to calculate the losses and heat transfer on various
components of gas turbine engines, and to be able to improve
component efficiencies and reduce losses through better designs,
accurate prediction of development of transitional boundary layers
is essential@1#. For an accurate prediction of transitional flows

under the diverse conditions encountered in turbomachinery ap-
plications, the aim is to find a model providing the following
properties:

• Physically accurate and versatile: The model should be ca-
pable of accurately predicting transitional flows under the diverse
conditions encountered in turbomachinery applications, such as
pressure gradients, freestream turbulence, wide range of Reynolds
numbers, unsteady wake-boundary layer interactions and flow
separation.

• Computationally efficient and inexpensive: The model should
not involve extensive computational effort and should be rela-
tively cheap to compute.

• Compatible with current CFD methods: The model should be
easy to implement into existing CFD codes without requiring ex-
tensive changes in computational strategy.

One of the current methods for predicting flow transition is to
use the stability theory. In this method, stability equations are
solved at streamwise stations in order to predict the onset of tran-
sition. This method requires prior solution of the mean flow field
and returns only the onset point of transition without any infor-
mation on the turbulent part of the flow. Another method is using
empirical correlations in the form ofen. This type of methods also
require prior solution of the mean flow field. These two methods
are not compatible with current CFD methods.

One method compatible with current CFD methods is the use of
low-Reynolds number turbulence models. Savill@5,6#, has orga-
nized a number of workshops to assess the capability of current
turbulence models in predicting flow transition. The comparisons
showed that none of the existing models was adequate to predict
flow transition for a range of flow conditions. Westin and Henkes
@7# have also tested a large variety of turbulence models and com-
pared models’ performances in predicting a few of the T3-series
transition flow experiments@5#. They indicated that none of the
models could predict both onset location and length of transition
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for a range of flow conditions. This outcome is not at all surpris-
ing since most of the current turbulence models are not designed
to predict flow transition.

An alternative method to this approach is to use the concept of
intermittency to blend the flow from the laminar to the turbulent
regions. This approach, although highly empirical, has shown
some successes in predicting transition behavior. Dhawan and
Narasimha@8# correlated the experimental data and proposed a
generalized intermittency distribution function across flow transi-
tion. The correlation was later improved by Gostelow et al.@9# for
flows with pressure gradients subject to a range of freestream
turbulence intensities.

Solomon et al.@10#, following the work of Chen and Thyson
@11#, developed an improved method to predict transitional flows
involving changes in pressure gradients. In this model, the effects
of changing streamwise pressure gradient on the breakdown phys-
ics and spot spreading rates are taken into account. This is accom-
plished by varying the spot spreading angle and propagation pa-
rameter through the transition zone according to the local pressure
gradient parameter.

Steelant and Dick@12# proposed a transport equation for inter-
mittency, in which the source term of the equation is developed
such that theg distribution of Dhawan and Narasimha@8# across
the transition region can be reproduced. Steelant and Dick used
their model, coupled with two sets of conditioned Navier-Stokes
equations, to predict transitional flows with zero, favorable, and
adverse pressure gradients. However, since their technique in-
volved the solution of two sets of strongly coupled equations, the
method is not compatible with existing CFD codes, in which only
one set of Navier-Stokes equations is involved. Moreover, the
model was designed to provide a realistic streamwiseg behavior
but with no consideration of the variation ofg in the cross-stream
direction.

Cho and Chung@13# developed ak2e2g turbulence model for
free shear flows. Their turbulence model explicitly incorporates
the intermittency effect into the conventionalk2e model equa-
tions by introducing an additional transport equation forg. They
applied this model to compute a plane jet, a round jet, a plane far
wake, and a plane mixing layer with good agreements. Although
this method was not designed to reproduce flow transition, it pro-
vided a realistic profile ofg in the cross-stream direction.

Suzen and Huang@14# improved the intermittency transport
equation by combining the best properties of Steelant and Dick’s
model and Cho and Chung’s model. Their model reproduces the
streamwise intermittency distribution of Dhawan and Narasimha
@8# and also produces a realistic variation of intermittency in the
cross-stream direction. The model is capable of predicting flow
transition under diverse conditions. The predicting capabilities of
this model have been validated against T3-series experiments of
Savill @5,6# and low-pressure turbine experiments of Simon et al.
@15# with good success@14,16,17#.

In the current research we focus on further validation of the
intermittency transport model of Suzen and Huang@14# against
the experiments of Hultgren and Volino@18#. Hultgren and Voli-
no’s experiments investigated the effects of freestream turbulence
and Reynolds number on separated and transitional boundary lay-
ers under low-pressure turbine airfoil conditions. In their experi-
ments, a flat plate boundary layer subject to a streamwise pressure
gradient was studied. The superimposed pressure gradients were
produced by attaching a two-dimensional contoured shape to the
wall opposite to the test surface and by applying suction on the
contoured wall. The resultant pressure profile represents that on
the suction side of the Pak-B airfoil. The experiments covered a
range of flow conditions including Reynolds numbers between
50,000 and 300,000 and freestream turbulence intensities between
0.2 and 7%. These cases cover a realistic range of operating con-
ditions from take-off to cruise. On the test wall, velocity, turbulent
kinetic energy and intermittency profiles were measured at 14
streamwise stations. In the measurements, quantities such as

skin friction coefficients, transition start and end locations, and the
locations of separation and reattachment were also determined.
Further details of the measurements and experimental data were
given by Volino and Hultgren@19#.

The experiments of Hultgren and Volino@18# provide a good
set of data for the development and validation of the models for
flow transition. In the next section, the intermittency transport
model is presented and implementation of the model is described
along with the empirical correlations employed for the onset of
transition. In Section 3, the numerical details of the prediction
process are given. In Section 4, the predictions of the new inter-
mittency model are compared against the experimental data. Fi-
nally, conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2 Transport Model for the Intermittency
In this section, the transport model for intermittency is pre-

sented. The model combines the transport equation models of
Steelant and Dick@12# and Cho and Chung@13#. Details of the
development and implementation of the transport model are given
in Suzen and Huang@14,16#, Suzen et al.@17#.

The model equation is given by
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where s85s2st , s is the distance along the streamline coordi-
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The blending functionF is constructed using a nondimensional
parameter,k/Wn, wherek is the turbulent kinetic energy andW is
the magnitude of the vorticity. The blending function has the form

F5tanh4F k/Wn

200~12g0.1!0.3G (5)

The model constants used in Eq.~1! are

sg l5sgt51.0 C051.0 C151.6

C250.16 and C350.15

The intermittency is incorporated into the computations simply
by multiplying the eddy viscosity obtained from a turbulence
model, m t , by the intermittency factor,g. Simon and Stephens
@20# showed that by combining the two sets of conditioned
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Navier-Stokes equations and making the assumption that the Rey-
nolds stresses in the nonturbulent part are negligible, the intermit-
tency can be incorporated into the computations by using the eddy
viscosity,m t* , which is obtained by multiplying the eddy viscos-
ity from a turbulence model,m t , with the intermittency factor,g ;
that is,

m t* 5gm t (6)

is used in the mean flow equations. It must be noted thatg does
not appear in the generation term of the turbulent kinetic energy
equations.

The intermittency model had been implemented into TURCOM
code developed by Huang and Coakley@21# and validated against
low-pressure turbine experiments of Simon et al.@15# in Suzen
et al. @17#.

It is essential that the turbulence model selected to obtainm t
must produce fully turbulent features before transition location in
order to allow the intermittency to have full control of the transi-
tional behavior. Menter’s@22# SST model satisfies this require-
ment. It produces almost fully turbulent flow in the leading
edge of the boundary layer and therefore it is used as a base-
line model to computem t and other turbulent quantities in the
computations@17#.

The value ofns used in evaluating the constants given by Eq.
~3! is provided by the following correlation for zero pressure gra-
dient flows@17#:

n̂s5~nn2/U3!s51.8310211Tu7/4 (7)

When flows are subject to pressure gradients, the following
correlation is used:

n̂s

~ n̂s!ZPG
5H M ~12exp~0.753106KtTu20.7!!, Kt,0

1023227Kt
0.5985

, Kt.0
(8)

with M defined as:

M5~850Tu232100Tu20.51120!

where (n̂s)ZPG is the value for flow at zero pressure gradient and
can be obtained from Eq.~7! andKt5(n/Ut

2)(dU/dx) t is the flow
acceleration parameter. The favorable pressure gradient part of the
foregoing correlation~for Kt.0) is from Steelant and Dick@12#.
The portion of the correlation for adverse pressure gradient flows,
Kt,0, is formulated using the transition data of Gostelow et al.
@9# and Simon et al.@15# in Suzen et al.@17#.

The current approach uses the intermittency transport model to
obtain the intermittency distribution for the transitional flows,
while the onset of transition is defined by the correlations dis-
cussed in the next section.

Attached-Flow Transition. Abu-Ghannam and Shaw@23#
suggested that the onset of transition for attached flows can be
obtained by correlating the boundary layer momentum thickness
Reynolds number to the freestream turbulence intensity according
to

Reut51631expFF~lu!2
F~lu!

6.91
TuG (9)

where

F~lu!56.91112.75lu163.64lu
2 for lu,0, or

F~lu!56.9112.48lu212.27lu
2 for lu.0

Although Abu-Ghannam and Shaw correlation shows good
agreement with experimental data for flows with zero and adverse
pressure gradients, the model is not very sensitive to flows subject
to strong favorable pressure gradients, in which one would expect
the transition to be delayed as a result of flow acceleration@17#.

To allow for a more sensitive response to strong favorable pres-
sure gradients while maintaining the good features of Abu-

Ghannam and Shaw in adverse pressure gradient region, the tran-
sition criterion was re-correlated to the freestream turbulence
intensity, Tu, and the acceleration parameter,Kt ,

Reut5~1201150Tu22/3!coth@4~0.32Kt3105!# (10)

where Kt was chosen as the maximum absolute value of that
parameter in the downstream deceleration region@17#. Equation
~10! was designed to have a better fit of the available experimental
data: while the correlation fits the transition data well for flows
under adverse pressure gradients, it was purposely designed to rise
rapidly asKt becomes positive. This measure is to reflect the fact
that the flow becomes less likely to have transition when subject
to favorable pressure gradients.

Separated-Flow Transition. Roberts@24# proposed a semi-
empirical theory to predict onset of transition within a laminar
separation bubble over the airfoil suction surface. The transition
Reynolds number, Rest , which is based on the length defined be-
tween the onset location of separation and that of transition, is
correlated as a function of a turbulent factor representing effects
of the external turbulence level and its disturbance spectrum. The
model was simplified by Davis et al.@25# to only a function of
turbulence intensity,

Rest52.53104 log10 coth~0.1732Tu! (11)

where Tu is the freestream turbulence intensity value at the onset
of separation. Although this model was originally proposed for
swept wing flows, it had been used widely for predicting onset of
transition in a variety of separated flows. However, comparisons
of recently available data for onset of transition in separated flows
suggest that the correlation for the onset of transition is better
represented by a function of more than one parameter.

In Fig. 1, Davis et al.@25# correlation is given along with the
data of Roberts@24# ~the original data used to develop Davis’
correlation!, Simon et al.@15#, Hultgren and Volino@18# and Lake
@26#. Each point~except for the data of Roberts@24#! is numbered
to indicate the Reynolds numbers of the cases based on exit ve-
locity and suction surface length. There is some scatter in the data
especially for high Reynolds number cases of Lake@26#. In order
to capture the scatter of the data, we incorporated the effect of
Reynolds number into the correlation for Rest . The new correla-
tion expresses Rest in terms of the turbulence intensity~Tu! and
the momentum thickness Reynolds number at the point of sepa-
ration (Reus) and is given as;

Rest5874 Reus
0.71exp@20.4Tu# (12)

Fig. 1 Onset of separated flow transition
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In Fig. 2, the new correlation is compared with the experimen-
tal data for different values of Reus . In contrast to Davis et al.@25#
correlation, the current formula seems to provide a better repre-
sentation of the data scattering. In the present paper Eq.~12! is
used as a replacement of Davis et al. correlation to predict the
onset of separated-flow transition.

3 Numerical Details
As mentioned earlier, the experiments made use of a flow suc-

tion on the upper~contoured! surface to arrive at the desired pres-
sure distribution. Although the shape of the upper contoured sur-
face is known, no information is available for the conditions of the
suction on this surface. This somewhat makes the computation of
the problem ill-posed. In order to provide the upper boundary of
the computational domain, we defined a prescribed streamline,
obtainable by integrating the experimental measured velocity pro-
files, as the upper boundary. Once the streamline is defined as the
upper computational boundary, a slip boundary condition can be
applied at the upper surface.

For example, in Fig. 3 the streamlines obtained by using differ-
ent values of

C5E
0

h

udy, (13)

are presented for the case with Re5300,000 and FSTI57%. In
this figureC0 is theC obtained from Eq.~13! at the first station
taking h as the maximum height of the measuredy position. To
define the streamlines, we performed the integration of measured
velocity profiles based on Eq.~13! in all x stations such thatC is
a constant. Any one of the streamlines shown in Fig. 3 can be used
as the outer boundary of the computational domain, as long as
they are well outside the boundary layer. Similar streamline
curves can be generated for other cases.

In the computations, we selected a streamline corresponding to
C50.7C0 as the upper boundary of the computational domain.
The shapes of the upper streamlines are presented in Fig. 4 for all
of the cases considered. In this figure the symbols show the points
obtained from integration of the experimental velocity profiles and
the lines indicate the boundary shapes used in the computations.
By varying different streamline positions, we have found the
streamline corresponding toC50.7C0 is sufficiently remote
from the boundary layer to be considered as freestream. The
boundary layer edge at each axial station is taken to be the loca-
tion where the velocity is 99% of the maximum streamwise ve-
locity at that station. Nonuniform meshes consisting of 140360
grid points are used for all calculations. All grids have firsty1

values less than 0.5. A grid refinement study for the case with
Re550,000 and FSTI57% ~using a 2503100 mesh! has revealed
that the solution obtained by the current mesh can be accepted as
a grid independent solution.

Although the last experimental station is located atx/L51.06,
the computational domain is extended tox/L51.4 in the stream-
wise direction to allow the outflow boundary condition to be ap-
plied in the computations. We have extended the upper streamline
boundary up tox/L51.25 and a constant pressure outflow bound-
ary conditions is applied downstream of that station. Although this
extension of the domain may appear to be arbitrary, it is necessary
to avoid having reversed flow close to the exit boundary. Since no
reverse flow was encountered for all cases afterx/L'1.25, the
extension of the domain up tox/L51.4 seems reasonable. The
plate surface is assumed to be an adiabatic wall and a constant-
pressure outflow boundary condition is applied on the exit plane
for all cases.

In order to obtain accurate inlet profiles for the computations, a
laminar computation over a flat plate is performed. From this
computation, the profile matching the momentum thickness the
first experimental station is extracted as the inlet condition for the
computations.

Fig. 2 Onset of separated flow transition with new correlation
„Eq. 12…

Fig. 3 Streamlines from experimental data, Re Ä300,000,
FSTIÄ7%

Fig. 4 Outer boundary shapes for all cases
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4 Results and Discussion
In this section the comparison of the predictions with experi-

mental data of Hultgren and Volino@18# are presented.
The experiment considered in this study involves two different

Reynolds numbers, Re5300,000 and Re550,000~based on nomi-
nal exit velocity,Ure f , and wetted plate length,L50.208 m) and
two freestream turbulence intensities, FSTI57% and FSTI50.2%.
Figure 5 depicts the dynamic interplay between transition and
separation when subject to variations in Reynolds number and
freestream turbulence effects. In this figure the insetss and t de-
note the onset of separation and transition, respectively, and the
insetr denotes the reattachment point. The first case considered is
with Re5300,000 and FSTI57%. For this case, the transition
position is atx/L50.66 and only a tiny flow separation is ob-
served nearx/L'0.7. As the Reynolds number is decreased from
300,000 to 50,000 while keeping the freestream turbulence inten-
sity the same, the onset of transition is delayed untilx/L50.85.
As a result of the delay of the transition, a sizable flow separation
is encountered betweenx/L'0.65 and'1.0. On the other hand,
when the turbulence intensity is decreased from 7 to 0.2% while
the Reynolds number is maintained at 300,000, the transition on-
set is delayed untilx/L'0.79. As a result, a small but visible
separation bubble is observed in the vicinity ofx/L'0.75. The
last case involved a simultaneous decrease of Reynolds number
and freestream turbulence intensity, from 300,000 to 50,000 and
from 7 to 0.2%, respectively. In this case the onset of transition is
delayed tox/L'1.03 and a massive separation extending from
x/L'0.65 to'1.25 is observed. The current prediction is an at-
tempt to mimic the aforementioned dynamic behavior of the in-
teraction between transition and separation when subject to
changes in Reynolds number and freestream turbulence intensity
conditions.

For the case involving Re5300,000 and FSTI57%, experimen-
tal onset point of transition is at Reu5336 which corresponds to a
locationx/L50.66. However, the onset point of transition for this
case seems to be higher than other experimental data trend com-
piled by Mayle@1# and Savill@5# and also higher than the value

given by the correlation of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw@23#. For
example, the freestream turbulence intensity at the point of tran-
sition is Tu51.7% and the acceleration parameter is,Kt522.5
31026, by applying Eq.~10!, the predicted onset location is
much earlier~at Reu5230, corresponding tox/L50.55). To show
the effect of the transition positions, we have performed two dif-
ferent computations for this case: one using the experimental on-
set point of transition and the other using the onset point obtained
from the correlation, Eq.~10!.

The predicted pressure coefficient distribution along the surface
is compared with experimental data, as shown in Fig. 6~a!. In this
figure, the results of the computation using the experimental onset
of transition point is titled as ‘‘Computation 1’’ and the one ob-
tained by utilizing Eq.~10! is denoted as ‘‘Computation 2.’’ Both
results show very good agreements with experimental data and
only slight differences in the distributions nearx/L'0.65 are ob-
served between the two computations.

The velocity profiles for the two computations are compared
with experimental data in Figs. 6~b! and~c!. In the experiment, the
flow remains laminar before stationx/L50.69. At stationx/L
50.69 the velocity profile indicates that the flow is on the verge
of separation. At the next station (x/L50.75), the boundary layer
is attached and the flow continues to develop as an attached tur-
bulent boundary layer. Although it is not seen from the measured
velocity profiles, it was reported experimentally that a very small
separation region exists between the two measured stations,x/L
50.69 and 0.75. In contrast, no separation was observed in both
computations although the comparison of the velocity profiles
shows the predictions agree very well with experimental data.
Both computations produce similar results except in the region
x/L'0.7. Due to the fact that the onset point of transition of
computation 2 is slightly upstream, the result of computation 2 is
fuller and is less likely to separate than that of computation 1;
otherwise, the differences between the two profiles are small.

The intermittency profiles of the two computations are com-
pared with experimental data in Figs. 7~a! and~b!. As can be seen
from Fig. 7a, the flow is laminar at the first seven stations. In both

Fig. 5 Overall view of effects of Reynolds number and freestream turbulence intensity
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the experiment and the computation 1, transition begins at station
x/L50.66 and in computation 2 the transition starts atx/L
50.55. While the transition of the computation 2 is ahead of the
computation 1, the length of transition is somewhat longer due to
the fact that a small value of spot generation rate,ns, is calcu-
lated. The maximum value of the intermittency in the profiles of
computation 1 reaches unity near stationx/L50.81 whereas in
computation 2, the intermittency reaches unity only afterx/L
50.88. Overall, computation 1 shows slightly better agreement
with experiments than computation 2 even though the differences
of the two results are mainly limited to the near wall region.

In Figs. 8~a! and ~b!, comparisons of the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy profiles are made. As can be seen from these figures, the
freestream decay of turbulent kinetic energy throughout the plate
is made to match the decay of freestream turbulence. This match
provides the initial conditions for dissipation of the turbulent ki-
netic energy~see Suzen and Huang@14#, for details!. The pre-
dicted profiles of the turbulent kinetic energy seem to follow the
experimental trend well even though the values are slightly larger
beforex/L50.7 and smaller after that. Again, the differences of
the two computations were only limited to region nearx/L50.7.

The next case considered involves the same freestream turbu-
lence intensity~FSTI57%! while Reynolds number is reduced
from 300,000 to 50,000. In the experiment, the flow separated at
x/L50.63 and the onset of transition was observed atx/L
50.85. In the computations, separation took place atx/L50.66
and the onset point of transition calculated from Eq.~12! was at
x/L50.88. The pressure coefficient distribution is compared with

experimental data, as shown in Fig. 9~a!. The agreement with the
experimental data is good except in the region afterx/L50.95,
where it can be seen that the pressure coefficient is slightly un-
derpredicted indicating that the streamwise velocity distribution is
slightly overpredicted.

The comparisons of the velocity profiles are given in Figs. 9~b!
and ~c!. The profiles are in good agreement with the experiment
up to x/L50.88. The experimental data shows that the flow at-
taches afterx/L50.94 whereas the predictions indicate that the
separation is extended up tox/L51.0.

Fig. 6 Prediction of experiment of Hultgren and Volino †18‡—
ReÄ300,000, FSTIÄ7%

Fig. 7 Comparison of intermittency profiles along the
surface—Re Ä300,000, FSTIÄ7%

Fig. 8 Comparison of turbulence intensity profiles along the
surface—Re Ä300,000, FSTIÄ7%
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The intermittency profiles are compared to experimental data in
Figs. 10~a! and ~b!. The general profile trend is well predicted
even though the exact profile shapes are not well captured. In
Figs. 11~a! and ~b!, comparisons of turbulence intensity profiles
are shown. It can be seen that the comparisons between the pre-
dictions and experimental data are favorable.

The next case involves FSTI50.2% and Re5300,000. In the
experiment, the flow separated atx/L50.67, and the transition
onset was observed between stationsx/L50.75 andx/L50.81.
The prediction shows that separation was atx/L50.66 and the
onset of transition~obtained from Eq.~12!! was atx/L50.79. The
comparison of the pressure coefficient distribution is presented in
Fig. 12~a!. The computed profile shows very good agreement with
the experimental data.

The comparison of the velocity profiles are given in Figs. 12~b!
and~c!. The agreement between the predictions and experimental
data is very good. It should be noted that there seems to be some
discrepancies between the prediction and the measurement in the
near-wall region near the flow separation region (x/L'0.8), this
difference is caused by the failure of the hot wire measurement for
the flow reversal.

The intermittency profiles are compared to experimental data in
Figs. 13~a! and~b!. The trend for the streamwise development of
the intermittency factors seems to be well predicted, even though
the model predicts a less diffusive behavior of the intermittency
profiles near the freestream region.

The turbulence intensity profiles along the surface are com-
pared to experimental data in Figs. 14~a! and ~b!. Although the
general trend of the turbulent kinetic energy profiles is captured, it

can be seen that the prediction gives rise to larger values of the
turbulence kinetic energy for flow up tox/L'0.85.

Finally, both Reynolds number and the freestream turbulence
intensity are decreased to 50,000 and to 0.2%, respectively. For
this case, flow separation was observed atx/L50.63 and the onset
of transition was observed between stationsx/L51.0 and 1.06 in
the experiment. The flow did not reattach at the last measured
station (x/L51.06). The predictions indicate that the flow sepa-
ration is atx/L50.64 and the onset of transition calculated from
Eq. ~12! is atx/L51.03. The predicted pressure coefficient distri-

Fig. 9 Prediction of experiment of Hultgren and Volino †18‡—
ReÄ50,000, FSTIÄ7%

Fig. 10 Comparison of intermittency profiles along the
surface—Re Ä50,000, FSTIÄ7%

Fig. 11 Comparison of turbulence intensity profiles along the
surface—Re Ä50,000, FSTIÄ7%
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bution is compared with experimental data, shown in Fig. 15~a!.
The agreement between the prediction and experimental data is
very good.

The comparisons of the velocity profiles are shown in Figs.
15~b! and~c!. As can be seen from the figures, good agreement is
also observed for the velocity profiles. Once again, the discrep-
ancy between the prediction and experiments near the wall is
caused by the failure of the hot wire measurement in the separa-
tion region.

The intermittency profiles are compared to experimental data in
Figs. 16~a! and ~b!. As can be seen from the figures, the flow
remains laminar up to stationx/L51.0. At the last measurement
station, x/L51.06, the predicted intermittency factors show a
larger magnitude than the experiments.

The turbulence intensity profiles are compared to experimental
data in Figs. 17~a! and~b!. It can be seen that the prediction gives
rise to larger values of the turbulent kinetic energy profiles for
region x/L.0.65. Even though the agreement is not that good,
due to the fact that the transition only occurs atx/L51.03 its
impact to the velocity profiles is not that pronounced.

5 Concluding Remarks
A new transport equation for the intermittency factor is em-

ployed to predict a recent transitional boundary layer flow experi-
ment under low pressure turbine airfoil conditions. The intermit-
tent behavior of the transitional flows is taken into account by
modifying the eddy viscosity with the intermittency factor. The
new transport model not only can reproduce the experimentally

observed streamwise variation of the intermittency in the transi-
tion zone, but also provides a realistic cross-stream variation of
the intermittency profile. Computations are performed for two dif-
ferent Reynolds numbers and two different values of free stream
turbulence intensities. Detailed comparisons with experiments are
made for pressure coefficients, velocity, intermittency and turbu-
lent kinetic energy profiles. Overall, good agreement with the ex-
perimental data is obtained. It has been demonstrated that the
predictions accurately mimic the dynamic behavior of the inter-

Fig. 12 Prediction of experiment of Hultgren and Volino †18‡—
ReÄ300,000, FSTIÄ0.2%

Fig. 13 Comparison of intermittency profiles along the
surface—Re Ä300,000, FSTIÄ0.2%

Fig. 14 Comparison of turbulence intensity profiles along the
surface—Re Ä300,000, FSTIÄ0.2%
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play between the transition and separation when subject to varia-
tions of Reynolds number and freestream turbulence intensity
conditions.
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Nomenclature

Cp 5 pressure coefficient, 12(Ue /Ure f)
2

FSTI 5 freestream turbulence intensity~%!
Kt 5 flow acceleration parameter, (n/U2)(dU/ds)
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy
L 5 nominal suction surface wetted length
N 5 nondimensional spot breakdown rate parameter,

nsu t
3/n

n 5 spot generation rate
p 5 static pressure

Re 5 Reynolds no.,LU ref /n
Rest 5 (st2ss)Ue /n
Reu t 5 u tUe /n

s 5 distance along streamwise coordinate
Tu 5 local turbulence intensity~%!, u8/U
U 5 boundary layer streamwise velocity

Ue 5 local freestream velocity
U ref 5 nominal exit freestream velocity

ut 5 friction velocity
W 5 magnitude of vorticity
x 5 wetted streamwise distance along suction surface

yn 5 distance normal to wall
y1 5 ynut /n

g 5 intermittency factor
u 5 momentum thickness

lu 5 pressure gradient parameter, (u2/n)(dU/ds)
m 5 molecular viscosity

m t 5 eddy viscosity
n 5 m/r

Fig. 15 Prediction of experiment of Hultgren and Volino †18‡—
ReÄ50,000, FSTIÄ0.2%

Fig. 16 Comparison of intermittency profiles along the
surface—Re Ä50,000, FSTIÄ0.2%

Fig. 17 Comparison of turbulence intensity profiles along the
surface—Re Ä50,000, FSTIÄ0.2%
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n t 5 m t /r
r 5 density
s 5 spot propagation parameter

Subscripts

e 5 freestream
s 5 onset of separation
t 5 onset of transition
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Effect of Unsteady Stator
Wake—Rotor Double-Leakage
Tip Clearance Flow Interaction
on Time-Average Compressor
Performance
A study has been conducted, using unsteady three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes simulations to determine the impact on rotor performance of the interaction
between upstream (steady defect and time-varying defect) stator wakes and rotor tip
clearance flow. The key effects of the interaction between steady stator wakes and rotor
tip clearance flow are: 1) a decrease in loss and blockage associated with tip clearance
flow; 2) an increase in passage static pressure rise. Performance benefit is seen in the
operability range from near design to high loading. The benefit is modest near design and
increases with loading. Significant beneficial changes due to the stator-rotor interaction
occur when the phenomenon of tip clearance flow double-leakage is present. Double-
leakage occurs when the tip clearance flow passes through the tip gap of the adjacent
blade. It is detrimental for compressor performance. The effect of strong stator-rotor
interaction is to suppress double-leakage on a time-average basis. Double-leakage typi-
cally takes place at high loading but can be present at design condition as well, for
modern highly loaded compressor. A benefit due to unsteady interaction is also observed
in the operability range of the rotor. A new generic causal mechanism is proposed to
explain the observed changes in performance. It identifies the interaction between the tip
clearance flow and the pressure pulses, induced on the rotor blade pressure surface by the
upstream wakes, as the cause for the observed effects. The direct effect of the interaction
is a decrease in the time-average double-leakage flow through the tip clearance gap so
that the stream-wise defect of the exiting tip flow is lower with respect to the main flow. A
lower defect leads to a decrease in loss and blockage generation and hence an enhanced
performance compared to that in the steady situation. The performance benefits increase
monotonically with loading and scale linearly with upstream wake velocity defect. With
oscillating defect stator wakes, rotor performance shows dependence on oscillation fre-
quency. Changes in the tip region occur at a particular reduced frequency leading to (1)
decrease in blockage, and (2) increase in passage loss. The changes in rotor performance
at a particular reduced frequency are hypothesized to be associated with the inherent
unsteadiness of the tip clearance vortex and its resonance behavior excited by the oscil-
lating wakes.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1574822#

Introduction and Technical Background
Tip clearance flow has been a topic of interest due to its pro-

found effects on compressor performance and stability~Wisler
@1#, Smith @2#, Koch @3#, among others!. A brief overview of rel-
evant previous work on tip clearance flow and unsteady flow in
compressors is given to motivate the present work.

The structure and physics of tip clearance flow have been in-
vestigated by Rains@4#, Hunter and Cumpsty@5#, Chen et al.@6#,
Storer and Cumpsty@7#, Khalid @8#, and Nikolaoue et al.@9#
among others. Rains@4# proposed an inviscid model for the leak-
age flow velocity by relating the tip leakage flow to the blade
static pressure difference. He assumed that the kinetic energy of
the leakage flow velocity component normal to the chord cannot
be recovered and he calculated the loss in efficiency, based on this
assumption. Storer and Cumpsty@7# developed a simple control
volume analysis model for calculation of tip clearance flow loss

using ideas from Rains’ model. They view the mixing process of
the leakage jet and the main stream as the major loss mechanism.
Khalid @8# provided a rational methodology for quantifying the
flow blockage associated with tip clearance flow. He also devel-
oped a simple model using a description of the growth of a two-
dimensional wake in an adverse pressure gradient, which provides
insights to the important processes associated with blockage
growth. Khalsa et al.~Appendix of reference@8#! reported the
phenomenon ofdouble-leakage~the passage of tip clearance fluid
through the neighboring tip clearance gap!. He stated that double-
leakage reduces the relative stagnation pressure of the tip clear-
ance flow~thus making Storer’s assumption invalid when double-
leakage is present! and causes an increase in passage blockage.
Khalsa@10# discusses double leakage and, based on his computa-
tions, concludes that double-leakage increases both passage loss
and blockage. Smith@11# experimentally investigated the effect of
changing the axial spacing between blade rows on compressor
performance changes. He obtained a one-point efficiency gain and
a two to four percent stage pressure rise increase in a low-speed
research compressor, by reducing blade row spacing from 0.37 to
0.07 chords. Mikolajczak@12# reported similar results. Hethering-
ton and Moritz @13#, however, achieved a two-point efficiency
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gain by increasing the spacing between the blade rows in a mul-
tistage compressor. Such findings suggest the existence of more
than one mechanism affecting compressor performance. Valkov
@14# investigated the effect of upstream wakes and tip clearance
vortices on stator time-average performance. He identified two
generic causal mechanisms with significant impact on perfor-
mance. These are reversible recovery of energy in the disturbances
~beneficial! ~in accord with Smith’s results@11#! and non-
transitional boundary layer response~detrimental!. The net effect
is beneficial. Valkov reports 0.2 points efficiency gain for rotor-
stator axial spacing of 0.37 chords compared to infinite spacing
and 0.6 points efficiency gain for the close spacing~0.07 chords!
case with stronger unsteadiness. Graf@15# and Tzeng@16# inves-
tigated the effects of the downstream stator pressure field on the
time-average performance of the upstream rotor. Graf found that
the back pressure fluctuations are important for blade passage per-
formance and tip clearance flow development. He reported a de-
crease in tip clearance loss and an increase in overall loss for
strong interaction case. Graf’s computed results show that the
motion of the tip vortex can be at frequency different from the
blade passing frequency. Presently, it is suggested that this may be
somewhat related to the unsteadiness observed in the tip region by
Bae @17# and Mailach@18# in experiments, and by Vo@19# in his
calculations. Bae hypothesized that the observed vortex unsteadi-
ness could be analogous to Crow instability observed in wing
trailing vortex pairs and showed that the frequency of the insta-
bility scales with the passage flow-through time. In a more recent
study, Tzeng@16# deduced that the effect of backpressure on up-
stream rotor time-average performance may be negligible. Thus
far, there are two remaining aspects of unsteadiness on low-speed
axial compressor performance that have not been addressed: 1!
constant/time-invariant defect stator wake-rotor tip vortex interac-
tion; and 2! oscillating defect stator wake-rotor tip vortex interac-
tion. These form the focus of the paper. The paper is arranged as
follows: The first section presents the overall approach to the
problem and information about the numerical tools employed. A
description of the stator wakes is also included. A section present-
ing the methodology for isolating the effects of unsteadiness on
performance follows. The main results are presented in the Re-
sults and Observations section. An explanation of the observed
changes is offered in the Mechanistic Explanation section and the
paper ends with a Summary and Conclusions section.

Approach
The approach consists of implementing a set of numerical ex-

periments for quantifying the performance change and for identi-
fying the cause-and-effect associated with the interaction between
upstream wakes and rotor tip clearance flow. Time-accurate,
Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes simulations are carried out to
obtain unsteady solutions at different operating conditions. For the
steady amplitude wake cases, averaged boundary conditions are
extracted from the unsteady calculations and steady solutions are
obtained at the same mass flow, with the same boundary condi-
tions, for a consistent back-to-back comparison. Iterations on the
backpressure boundary condition are required to match mass flow
between unsteady and steady solution at each operating condition.
Detailed description of a consistent back-to-back method for as-
sessing time-average effects of unsteady flow against an equiva-
lent steady flow is presented in the next section. Four important
cases are selected for delineating the parametric dependence of
the effect of unsteadiness on blade row axial spacing and rotor
blade loading. The four cases are strong wakes~50% velocity
defect in stator frame, corresponding to reduced spacing between
the blade rows! at high loading and design conditions and typical
wakes ~27% velocity defect in stator frame, corresponding to
nominal spacing between the blade rows! at high loading and
design conditions. For the cases withoscillating defect stator
wakes an oscillatory upstream stagnation pressure profile was in-
troduced. The defect of the wakes is varied in the range~30

620!% velocity defects at different frequencies. For both steady
and oscillating defect wake cases shear stresses are turned-off on
the casing wall, hub wall, and blade surfaces~i.e., solving the
Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes Equations with inviscid wall
boundary conditions allowing slip velocity! to exclude the effects
of wake-blade boundary layer interaction reported by Valkov@14#;
The goal of this study is to assess the effect of the stator wakes on
rotor tip clearance flow and a full stator-rotor calculation is
deemed unnecessary. The substitution of the stator row with stator
wakes prescribed upstream of the rotor is an approximation that
will capture the important aspects of the interaction between a
stator and rotor in terms of accompanying changes in rotor time-
average performance.

Numerical Tools. The Computational Fluid Dynamics code
selected for this investigation is Denton’s UNSTREST solver@20#.
It is a 3-D, unsteady, viscous code employing an explicit, second-
order-accurate scheme to solve the unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations. The code uses Prandtl’s mixing-length
turbulence model for eddy viscosity. UNSTREST requires a
simple H-mesh grid and is able to run both multiple blade-row
and multiple blade-passage calculations@20#.

The grid for this study consists of two computational domains.
The first domain is a stationary duct~36 axial349 circumferential
337 radial!. A moving rotor domain follows it~126 axial 349
circumferential337 radial!. Performance is calculated from aver-
aged values in the inlet plane of the rotor domain and in the blade
trailing edge plane. The purpose of the finite length duct upstream
of the rotor is to release wakes in the stationary frame so as to
simulate the presence of an upstream stator wake. The wakes are
rotating with respect to the rotor domain. The generated grid is
such as to mitigate the numerical dispersion of the wakes traveling
through the rotor domain. The current grid has a resolution of
293,706 points, following a recommendation by Denton@21#, the
author of the code. Results are calculated for several different
cycles from a converged periodic solution. When the computed
pressure rise, loss, and blockage results from the different cycles
are compared, they show uncertainty in the fourth significant fig-
ure. Results are reported to within this accuracy. There are five
grid points in the tip clearance region, which is deemed adequate
to capture the key relevant features of tip clearance flow~Dawes
@22#!. As the tip flow exits the tip clearance and meets with the
main flow a shear layer is formed between them and the tip clear-
ance flow evolves in a physically consistent manner.

Wake Description for Constant Defect Wakes. The wake at
the inlet of the duct is prescribed as a total pressure defect. The
defect is constructed as a Gaussian profile because the objective
here is to elucidate the key role of the relative defect@14#. The
wake is characterized with a peak velocity defectAv and a 99%
velocity defect thickness,Tv . The strongest wake achieved for
this study is a wake withAv550%. The corresponding thickness
for such a wake strength should beTv50.12 chords based on
measurements in a low speed axial compressor~Stauter @23#!.
However, too strong and too thin a wake would dissipate and
disperse before reaching the rotor unless an unreasonably high-
resolution grid is used. For this reason the peak defect is set to the
original maximum of 50% but the thickness is increased by 2.8
times the measured value to alleviate this problem. Because the
increase in thickness is the same for the strong and typical wake
cases the relative changes between the two cases remain the same
and the performance trend is preserved. Figure 1 describes the
wakes chosen for the strong and nominal design interaction cases.

Method for Designing a Steady Calculation
The issue of designing equivalent steady flow from given un-

steady flow field to achieve a consistent back-to-back comparison
is conceptually non-trivial. For example, if each variable of inter-
est is averaged separately in the unsteady flow field, the resulting
averaged steady flow field is inconsistent. The average total pres-
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sure from the unsteady solution will be different from the total
pressure calculated from the averaged Mach number and averaged
static pressure. Therefore, the unsteady solution should be brought
to a steady state through a physically consistent process, despite
the changes in the thermodynamic state of the fluid that will in-
evitably occur. To obtain consistent steady solution only five
quantities can be conserved because this is the number of the
primitive variables~pressure, density, and three velocities! in the
flow field. Only five equations can be used to solve for five un-
knowns. Therefore, five averaged quantities, which will remain
the same from the unsteady to the steady solution, must be
selected.

A physically consistent situation is to allow the flow to mix-out
completely before reaching the rotor~the use of mixing plane
between the blade rows has been a common practice!. The flow is
brought to a steady~or circumferentially uniform! state through
conservation of axial impulse, angular and radial momentum,
mass and energy. Thus these are the quantities selected for
conservation.

Methodology. The following method is used to design steady
calculations for comparison with the unsteady solutions:

1. Obtain a time accurate solution for a given operating condi-
tion.

2. Time average in a cycle the five selected quantities at each
grid point: mass, energy, axial impulse, angular momentum, radial
momentum.

3. Construct the steady flow field at a chosen inlet plane by
solving the following equations for pressure, density, and three
velocities:
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By substituting the remaining equations into the energy equation,
a quadratic equation inP can be obtained
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The root corresponding to an increase in entropy is selected.

4. Extract the inlet averaged boundary conditions (Pt , Tt , and
absolute angle! required as input to the CFD code from the fore-
going averaged flow field.

5. Obtain the steady solution without upstream wakes with the
extracted boundary conditions and at the same time-average mass
flow. Iterations on the exit pressure boundary condition are re-
quired to match the mass flow in both cases. Obtain the solution
using the same time-accurate code, same grid, and same post-
processors.

6. Construct the steady flow fields at the selected inlet and exit
planes in the rotor domain, as described in step 3, for both the
unsteady and steady solutions. Since the steady solution is also
obtained in a time accurate mode for consistency, it is subjected to
the same averaging procedure.

7. Once both cases are brought to steady state, perform the
appropriate spatial averages at the inlet and exit planes to obtain
one-dimensional figures of merit, such as area-average static pres-
sure and mass-average total pressure.

8. Compare the unsteady performance of the rotor to the steady
one. The ‘‘steady’’ flow in this study is a flow field obtained at the
same time averaged mass flow with the same circumferentially
mixed-out inlet boundary conditions as the unsteady one.

Results and Observations

Constant Defect Wakes. The rotor simulated in this study is
from the last stage of a three stage, low speed axial compressor
with overall pressure ratio of 1.6 and tip clearance of 2% of blade
height. The overall effect of upstream unsteadiness on rotor total-
to-static pressure rise can be seen in Fig. 2. The two speed-lines
show that upstream unsteadiness has a beneficial effect on rotor

Fig. 2 Effect of upstream wake on rotor total-to-static pres-
sure rise coefficient showing the benefit of upstream stator
wake-rotor tip clearance flow interaction on time-average per-
formance

Fig. 1 Stator wakes description
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performance. It can be inferred from the results that the effect on
total-to-static pressure rise coefficient is modest close to design
but becomes significant at high-loading~0.17 steady versus 0.20
time-average unsteady!.

The leftmost points in Fig. 2 correspond to the lowest mass
flow for which a steady state or a time-periodic solution is achiev-
able. If these are taken to be the operability limit@19#, then the
results in Fig. 2 would imply that there could be benefit in the
operability range of the rotor due to the unsteady interaction.
Smith @11# has observed such a benefit in his experiments. A dis-
cussion of this issue will follow later. The performance benefit
caused by the typical wake unsteady interaction with the rotor tip
clearance flow is less than the performance benefit in the strong
unsteady interaction case.

Figures 3 through 5 present the effect of upstream wakes on
rotor static pressure rise, tip region loss, and blockage. Figure 3
shows the calculated benefit from the unsteady interaction be-
tween upstream wakes and rotor tip clearance flow on rotor static
pressure rise. The computed trend is in qualitative agreement with
measured trend reported by Smith@11# ~However, such an agree-
ment between the results in the two studies is fortuitous as dis-
cussed in the next section!. Changes in static pressure rise are
caused by both changes in blade passage loss and blockage.
Therefore, the effect on static pressure rise can be viewed as the
net effect on performance. To check the consistency of the solu-
tion, the change in static pressure rise is estimated from the
changes in loss and blockage and compared to the computed

change. Influence coefficients as derived in Shapiro@24# provide a
convenient way to perform such a comparison. The results from
the CFD calculation and the estimated results based on the method
of influence coefficients are in good agreement~within 4% from
the CFD results!.

Figures 4 and 5 show the effects of upstream wakes on tip
region loss and blockage generation. Loss is calculated from the
difference between blade inlet and exit time averaged entropy flux
and blockage is calculated using Khalid’s procedure@8#. The ben-
efit in blockage is up to a 27% decrease from the computed value
in the steady case~0.064 steady versus 0.047 time-average un-
steady! and the benefit in loss coefficient is up to a 40% decrease
from the computed value in the steady case~0.174 steady versus
0.103 time-average unsteady!.1 The beneficial effects increase
with loading and with upstream wake velocity defect.

Figure 6~a! shows that the beneficial effect from the unsteady
interaction scales linearly with the upstream wake velocity defect.
Thus, when the observed changes in static pressure rise are nor-
malized by the wake velocity defect, the data collapses on the
same linear curve, as shown in Fig. 6~b!. This information will
allow the designer to estimate the aerodynamic benefit from clos-
ing the spacing between the blade rows and correct any results
obtained with a mixing-plane steady approximation.

From the results it can be inferred that the benefit in blade
passage static pressure rise, tip region loss generation, and tip
region blockage generation increases with loading and with up-
stream stator wake velocity defect.

Comparison to Previous Results. Smith’s experiment in
1970 on a low-speed axial compressor demonstrated a measured
benefit in both pressure rise and efficiency by reducing the spac-
ing between the blade rows from 0.37 to 0.07 blade chords. The
effect that he measured has been attributed to the increased un-
steadiness in the blade rows.

Some of the effect is attributed to wake recovery through invis-
cid stretching based on Kelvin’s theorem@11#. Valkov @14# per-
formed a numerical study and quantified the effect of upstream
wakes and tip vortices on stator performance. As mentioned ear-
lier, he identified two causal mechanisms~reversible recovery of
wake energy and non-transitional boundary layer response! lead-
ing to changes in performance and quantified the net benefit. The
results in the current study exclude the effects of upstream wakes
on blade surface boundary layers, the effect of wake stretching
downstream of the blade row and to a large extent the effect of
wake stretching inside the passage~the effect of wake stretching
outside the tip region is excluded by reporting changes in the tip
region only!. The focus of the present work is on the effect of
unsteadiness in the tip region. The design characteristics of the

1Loss coefficient is calculated in the tip region only, where loss is significant. Loss
coefficient5T( s̄e

m2 s̄in
m)/1/2Utip

2 .

Fig. 3 Beneficial effect of strong upstream stator wake—rotor
tip clearance flow interaction on rotor static pressure rise co-
efficient

Fig. 4 Beneficial effect of strong upstream stator wake—rotor
tip clearance flow interaction on tip region loss generation

Fig. 5 Beneficial effect of strong upstream stator wake—rotor
tip clearance flow interaction on tip region blockage generation
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blade geometry used in the previous work done by Smith@11# and
Valkov @14# and the blade geometry used in the present study are
not the same. However, some of the important geometric and flow
parameters are similar~Table 1!. Based on the observation that the
design characteristics of these three blade rows are similar on an
approximate basis, the results from the current study are combined
with Valkov’s findings to assess against Smith’s experimental data
on the relative importance of the new mechanism to the measured
beneficial changes. Table 2 presents the comparison.

The results in Table 2 show that the beneficial effect observed
in the current study is comparable to the net beneficial effect
calculated by Valkov@14# and Deregel@26#. Taken together they
could account for Smith’s experimental findings. However, recent
discussions with Smith@27# indicated that such a comparison
might not be appropriate. Based on the blade geometry, stagger,
and loading, Smith estimated that the compressor from his experi-
ment did not experience any double tip leakage flow. Therefore, as
will be explained in the following section, the observed benefits in
the two studies have different origins.

Interface Angle Between Main Flow and Tip Flow. It was
observed that the angle of the interface between the incoming flow
and the tip clearance flow was different in the steady and time-
average unsteady cases. For the strong interaction case the aver-
age interface angle in the unsteady case is 3° lower than the in-
terface angle in the steady case. This is a consequence of the
difference in the tip clearance flow exit stream-wise velocity. This
difference leads to a difference in the tip clearance fluid exit angle
~Fig 7!, which consequently causes a difference in the interface
angle between the time averaged unsteady and steady cases. Pos-
sible benefit of up to 2.8% in corrected mass flow coefficient due
to this change may be expected in the operability range of the
rotor. The estimation of the benefit is based on the criteria for tip
region flow breakdown developed by Vo@19#; this occurs when
the interface angle between the tip flow and the main flow reaches
90° from the axial direction.

Mechanistic Explanation
It is of interest to determine the mixed-out loss for the tip re-

gion. The mixed-out loss from the unsteady flow situation is 27%
lower than the value calculated from the steady flow situation.

Fig. 6 Beneficial effect of upstream unsteadiness increases
monotonically with upstream wake defect. „Static pressure rise
coefficient is normalized by wake velocity defect to obtain a
single linear dependence on operating condition for all wakes. …

Fig. 7 Angle between tip clearance flow exit direction and
axial direction in the relative frame

Table 1 Rotor geometry for the LAR rotor by Smith †11‡, GE E3

blade geometry by Wisler †25‡, and rotor blade geometry in
present investigation

LAR rotor
~Smith!

E3 stator
~Valkov!

Rotor in
present
Study

Mach no. N/A 0.55 0.5
Reynolds no. 178,000 247,000 355,000
Aspect ratio 1.96 1.37 0.96
Tip solidity 0.93 1.4 1.08
Tip stagger 43.4 44 47.1
Inlet tip vel. diagram included angle 92° N/A 90°

Table 2 Upstream stator wake-rotor tip clearance flow interac-
tion benefit, reversible recovery of wake energy and nontransi-
tional boundary layer response benefit, and their net to com-
pare with Smith’s experimental findings

Benefit from increasing upstream
unsteadiness on stage performance

~reduction of blade row axial spacing from
0.37 to 0.07 chords!

Pressure
rise Efficiency

Valkov/Deregel
~net effect from reversible
recovery of wake energy
and non-transitional
boundary layer response!

1–3%1 0.40 pts1

Present study-stage
~effect of stator wake—
rotor tip clearance flow
interaction!

2.2% 1 0.76 pts1

Net effect
~Valkov1present study!

3.2–5.2%1 1.16 pts1

SMITH ~experimental data! 2;4% 1 1.00 pts1
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This implies that the tip flow in situations that involve unsteady
interactions with upstream wakes would exit the tip clearance re-
gion with significantly smaller defect with respect to the main
flow, than the tip flow under conditions when interactions with
upstream wakes are absent.

The average normal components of velocity through the tip
clearance flow~which determine the mass flow! are the same for
the steady and unsteady flow situations~Fig. 8~a!!. However, the
stream-wise components of the tip flow exit velocity are different
between the time-average of the unsteady calculation and the
steady calculation. This is the reason for the difference in the exit
defect of the tip flow in the steady and time-average unsteady
cases.

The average stream-wise component of the tip flow exit veloc-
ity normalized by the rotor tip velocity in the unsteady case is
0.50, which is 25% higher than that in the steady case, 0.40~Fig.
8~b!!. To examine further this change in tip clearance flow behav-
ior the relative stagnation pressure in the tip clearance gap is
calculated and shown in Fig. 9. Relative stagnation pressure is
chosen because it can show where the tip clearance fluid is com-
ing from. The main flow and the wakes have high relative stag-
nation pressure while the tip clearance flow has a relative total
pressure defect. It can be clearly seen from the figure that on a
time-average basis the tip flow exiting the tip gap in the steady
case has much higher relative stagnation pressure defect than the
one in the unsteady case.

The reason for this behavior can be seen in Fig. 10. The tip
clearance flow in the steady case double-leaks~passes through the
tip gap of the adjacent blade! through a significant portion of the

next blade. Double-leakage means that the pressure difference
across the blade drives through the tip gap the low stagnation
pressure fluid originating from the previous tip clearance instead
of the high total pressure fluid from the main flow and the wakes
~Wakes in the relative frame have higher stagnation pressure than
the main flow when the main flow inlet velocity triangle has an
included angle>90 deg, which is typically the case in the tip
region at high loading!.

The low stagnation pressure tip fluid exits the tip gap with low
stream-wise velocity component. In the unsteady case, however,
double-leakage occurs only at certain selected instants of time.
Figure 10~b! shows instant of time when there is absolutely no
double-leakage in the unsteady case. Therefore, only some of the
fluid that exits the tip clearance gap in the unsteady case comes
from the previous tip clearance and has high loss and low stagna-
tion pressure. Thus, on a time average basis, the relative stagna-
tion pressure of the fluid exiting the tip clearance is higher in the
unsteady case. Consequently, the streamwise velocity component
of the exiting tip flow is higher in the unsteady case and the defect
with respect to the main flow is smaller. The smaller defect gen-
erates less loss and blockage in the blade passage.

To address the question on why at high loading the tip clearance
flow double-leaks in a steady environment and double-leaks only
at certain instants of time in an unsteady environment, the effect
of the upstream wakes needs to be examined. In the rotor relative
frame the upstream wakes appear as jets normal to the blade chord
directed away from the blade suction surface. This behavior is
sketched in Fig. 11.

Fig. 8 Chordwise distribution of tip clearance mass flow and
stream wise velocity „in direction of main flow relative to blade …

for steady and unsteady cases. „Total tip clearance mass flow
is 2% of blade passage mass flow. …

Fig. 9 Relative stagnation pressure of tip clearance fluid exit-
ing the tip gap. On a time-average basis unsteady tip clearance
flow exits the tip gap with less relative stagnation pressure
defect.

Fig. 10 Tip clearance flow behavior in steady and unsteady
environment „98% cut …; x -axis is in the axial direction and
y -axis is in the circumferential direction— „a… steady „tip clear-
ance fluid from blade 1 passes through tip gap of blade 2 …, „b…
instantaneous unsteady „no tip clearance fluid from blade 1
passes through tip gap of blade 2 …
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The normal jet in the rotor frame impinges on the pressure
surface of the blades and a local stagnation point appears~Fig.
12!. This stagnation of the fluid produces strong pressure pulses
on the blades~Fig. 13!. The strength of these pressure pulses
reaches values of up to 50% of the inlet relative dynamic head,
which is significant. Such pressure pulses have been previously
reported by Valkov@14#.

Figure 14 elucidates the effect of the pressure pulses on the
rotor tip clearance flow. Figure 14~a! identifies the location of a
pressure pulse using a single pressure contour at a given instant of
time. Figure 14~b! shows that at this exact location at the same
instant of time, the tip clearance fluid is directed away from the
pressure pulse, and blocked from passing into the clearance gap.

The pressure pulse creates a locally strong pressure gradient,
which tends to deflect the clearance fluid away, thus reducing the

amount of double-leakage flow. Therefore, whenever a pressure
pulse passes through the region of double-leakage, it turns the tip
clearance fluid away from the blade and prevents double-leakage.
Another way to think about this phenomenon is that high relative
stagnation pressure wake fluid passes through the tip clearance
instead of the low relative stagnation pressure tip clearance fluid
from the previous blade thus blocking instantaneously the double-
leakage phenomena. A quasi-steady argument and physical model
based on this idea is given further in the section. It is important to
note that when wakes and the associated wake jets pass along the
tip gap there is more fluid driven through the tip clearance gap but
on time average basis, the same amount of fluid passes through
the tip gap in the steady and unsteady cases. The effect of the
wake jetsis not to prevent tip clearance flow from taking place~in
fact, they drive more!, but is to suppress double-leakage of tip
flow. Since the upstream wakes causing the pressure pulses pass
periodically through the rotor domain, the result is a tip clearance
flow, which oscillates back and forth between double-leakage and
no double-leakage.

This mechanism is described in Fig. 15. The oscillatory change
in the direction of the tip clearance flow leads to a significant
reduction of the time-average double-leakage flow in the unsteady
case. This explains the smaller extent of the defect with which the
tip clearance flow exits the tip gap in the unsteady case and con-
sequently, the improvement in performance.

To confirm the periodic changes in the direction of the tip clear-
ance flow and the resulting periodic changes of the relative stag-

Fig. 11 Upstream wakes appear as normal jets directed away
from the rotor suction side in the rotor relative frame

Fig. 12 Instantaneous disturbance velocity field in the rotor
„50% cut …. The upstream wakes impinge on the pressure side
and stagnation points appear; x -axis is in the axial direction
and y -axis is in the circumferential direction.

Fig. 13 Instantaneous position of pressure pulses in the rotor
passage „50% Cut …. Pressure pulses appear as a result of the
wake jet stagnation on the pressure surface.

Fig. 14 Location of isolated pressure pulse and its turning ef-
fect on tip clearance flow „98% span cuts …

Fig. 15 Fluid scenario to explain the reduction of tip clearance
fluid double-leakage and enhancement of performance. Pres-
sure pulses prevent double-leakage during selected instants of
time in a cycle.
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nation pressure of the fluid passing through the tip gap, Fig. 16 is
presented. It shows the relative stagnation pressure defect at dif-
ferent instants of time and the average values for the unsteady and
steady cases. It can be observed that in the unsteady case both low
stagnation pressure tip fluid and high stagnation pressure main
flow and wake fluid pass through the tip gap at different times.

An alternative quasi-steady perspective on this flow phenom-
enon may provide additional understanding. The wake jets in the
rotor passage transport wake fluid towards the pressure side of the
blade. Therefore, on a time average basis wake fluid accumulates
on the pressure side of the blade. The wake fluid is high-energy
fluid in the frame of the rotating rotor. Its relative stagnation pres-
sure and temperature are higher than the stagnation pressure of the
main flow and especially higher than the stagnation pressure of
the tip clearance flow. Therefore, the tip clearance appears as an
area contraction and three different flows compete to pass through
it. This situation can be modeled in the following simple way, as
suggested by Gong2 ~Fig. 17!.

Two streams, a high stagnation pressure~wakes! and a low
stagnation pressure~tip flow! stream pass through a nozzle. More
high stagnation pressure fluid will pass through the throat of the
nozzle. For a given high ratio of the stagnation pressures of the
high energy to the low energy flow the high-energy flow will
block completely the low energy flow from passing through the
nozzle. In the same way, the high-energy wake fluid, which accu-
mulates on the pressure side of the rotor blades, restricts the
amount of tip clearance flow that double leaks through the neigh-
boring tip clearance.

Relevance of Proposed Mechanism to Observed Perfor-
mance Changes. To evaluate and quantify the relevance of the
proposed mechanism to the observed performance changes a

simple control volume mixing analysis is performed. The analysis
uses Storer and Cumpsty’s@7# idea, but all necessary input param-
eters are extracted from the computed solutions instead of being
estimated with the assumptions in the original model. The inlet
and exit area, density, and the inlet stream-wise velocity of the tip
fluid and the main fluid are needed for the control volume calcu-
lation to obtain a mixed-out loss. The analysis uses conservation
of mass and momentum in the stream-wise direction and assumes
mixing at constant pressure. A schematic of the control volume is
shown in Fig. 18.

The assumption of Storer and Cumpsty in their original model
that the tip fluid stagnation pressure is equal to the stagnation
pressure of the upstream main flow breaks down as soon as
double-leakage occurs. Double-leakage changes significantly the
tip clearance fluid stagnation pressure as shown in the previous
figure ~Fig. 16!. This fact was previously reported by Khalsa@8#.
Therefore, the original model cannot be applied to situations with
double-leakage. It will underestimate the losses by up to 60% as
shown in Table 3, which compares the loss generated in a steady
environment to the one generated in an unsteady environment
with wake interaction. Loss is estimated using the original model
in the first row, the model using input parameters extracted from
the solution in the second row, and the CFD results in the third
row.

The foregoing results show that when Storer and Cumpsty’s
model is corrected for the stagnation pressure of the tip clearance
flow it gives a reasonable estimate for the tip clearance loss for
both steady and unsteady configurations. As soon as double-
leakage occurs, the relative stagnation pressure of the tip clear-
ance fluid for both steady and unsteady cases has to be adjusted
accordingly. It will not be the same with the stagnation pressure of
the main flow.

Wakes With Time-Periodic Variation in Strength. Up to
now we have approximated the stator wakes as steady. In this
section we examine the effect of stator wake unsteadiness. Spe-
cifically the response of rotor performance to upstream stator
wakes with oscillating velocity defect is investigated. To amplify
the unsteadiness of the tip vortex the tip clearance gap is increased

Fig. 16 Relative stagnation pressure defect is shown with dot-
ted lines in the tip gap for different instants of time in a cycle.
Average steady and unsteady values are shown with solid
lines.

Fig. 17 Compound nozzle flow for two streams

2The authors are grateful to Dr. Yifang Gong from MIT Gas Turbine Lab for
providing this physical interpretation.

Fig. 18 Control volume mixing analysis for prediction of tip
clearance loss

Table 3 Estimated loss using original storer’s mixing model
and modified storer’s mixing model to compare against com-
puted values

LOSS ~TtDS/0.5Utip∧2!

No
Wake

Strong
Wake

Difference

Storer’s Mixing Model 5.06 e-3 5.06 e-3 0%
Storer’s Model~Corrected Pt Tip Fluid! 11.89 e-3 9.09 e-3 23.50%
CFD Calculation 12.06 e-3 7.87 e-3 34.70%
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to 3% of blade height. Calculations are performed at high loading
condition. The response of the tip flow to different stator wake
oscillation frequencies is shown in Figs. 19~a! and ~b!.

It can be inferred from the above figures that tip clearance flow
is sensitive to forcing at reduced frequency~based on blade chord
and passage flow-through time, as defined by Bae3 @17#! of about
0.74. The effect on performance at this condition, based on the
current numerical results, is a 19% reduction in blockage and 7%
increase in passage loss compared to forcing at reduced frequen-
cies away from 0.74. Bae observed similar trends in his experi-
ments@17#. He hypothesized that the reason for the performance
changes observed when forcing the tip clearance vortex at reduced
frequency of 0.75 is enhanced mixing at resonance conditions in
the tip region. The tip clearance fluid mixes earlier in the blade
passage with the main flow thus alleviating the growth of a veloc-
ity defect region in an adverse pressure gradient. The blade pas-
sage loss increases because of the enhanced mixing. The experi-
ments performed by Bae involved oscillating synthetic jets
situated above the tip clearance vortex and directed normal to the
flow. It is interesting to note that, even without external actuation,
the inherent unsteadiness of the upstream wakes can bring about
similar effects on performance through tip clearance vortex exci-
tation. The reduced frequency at which this phenomenon occurs in
the present study~0.74! is in accord with the one measured in
Bae’s experiments~0.75!, although it does not constitute a back-
to-back comparison. Therefore, the manipulation of the frequency
contents in a compressor blade row environment may possibly
lead to performance changes4.

Summary and Conclusions
This study investigated the effect of interaction between up-

stream steady and oscillating defect wakes and rotor tip clearance
flow in terms of time-average performance. Based on the present

numerical studies it was found for the steady defect wakes case
that strong interaction can decrease the tip region loss coefficient
by up to 40% with respect to the steady case value~0.174 steady
versus 0.103 time-average unsteady!, decrease tip region blockage
by up to 27% with respect to the steady case value~0.064 steady
versus 0.047 time-average unsteady!, and increase rotor passage
static pressure rise coefficient by up to 5% with respect to the
steady case value~0.52 steady versus 0.55 time-average un-
steady!. For the oscillating defect wakes case it was found that
excitation of the tip clearance vortex at reduced frequency of 0.74
leads to a 19% decrease in blockage~from 0.084 to 0.068! and a
7% increase in passage loss~from 0.0183 to 0.0195!. The follow-
ing conclusions are inferred:

1. Interaction with steady upstream wakes has a beneficial ef-
fect on rotor tip flow behavior resulting in enhanced rotor perfor-
mance. At high loading the effect becomes significant. Significant
beneficial changes occur only when double-leakage of tip clear-
ance fluid is present. The beneficial effect of steady upstream
wake—tip flow interaction is of comparable importance to the net
beneficial effect of isentropic wake recovery and non-transitional
boundary layer response. The beneficial effect increases mono-
tonically with loading and scales linearly with upstream wake
amplitude measured in terms of velocity defect.

2. The cause for the observed performance changes is thewake
induced pressure pulse—tip flowinteraction. It decreases the
amount of double-leakage on a time-average basis and thus, de-
creases the stream-wise velocity defect of the tip clearance fluid
exiting the tip gap.

3. Double-leakage of tip clearance flow is an important phe-
nomenon in compressors representative of modern design@27#. It
typically occurs at high loading but can be present at design con-
dition. Double-leakage is detrimental for performance~blockage
and loss!; however, the effect of interaction between upstream
stator wakes and rotor tip flow is to decrease double-leakage and
thus to improve performance.

4. The effect on loss can be reasonably estimated with Storer
and Cumpsty’s model if the correct tip clearance fluid relative
stagnation pressure is used. The original model tends to underes-
timate loss by up to 60% of the calculated value, when tip clear-
ance flow double-leakage is present.

5. A design with reduced spacing between the blade rows can
benefit from the higher upstream unsteadiness. The beneficial re-
sponse of the rotor tip leakage flow to steady upstream stator
wakes implies that a more aggressive rotor blade design in terms
of loading can be sought. The effect of unsteadiness from up-
stream wakes should be included in design and performance pre-
diction tools.

6. Tip clearance vortex behavior can be sensitive to frequency
content. At reduced frequency of 0.74, resonance conditions ap-
pear to be established and enhanced mixing in the tip region takes
place as described by Bae. This leads to a 19% reduction in blade
passage blockage and a 7% increase in blade passage loss com-
pared to forcing at frequencies away from 0.74.
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Fig. 19 Passage blockage and loss coefficient dependence on
stator wake amplitude oscillation frequency „bpf denotes blade
passing frequency …
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Nomenclature

Ab 5 blocked area
Atot 5 total area
Av 5 peak velocity defects for wakes
B 5 blockage

bpf 5 blade passing frequency
Cp 5 static pressure rise coefficient
CV 5 control volume

e 5 energy
Ie 5 referring to rotor trailing edge exit plane

Iin 5 referring to rotor domain inlet plane
LE 5 blade leading edge
Pe 5 exit stalic pressure
PS 5 blade pressure surface
Pt 5 stagnation pressure
s 5 specific entropy

SS 5 blade suction surface
t 5 time

T 5 time period
TE 5 blade trailing edge
tip 5 rotor tip region
Tp 5 total pressure 99% defect thickness
Tt 5 total temperature
Tv 5 velocity 99% defect thickness
u 5 axial velocity

U tip 5 rotor tip velocity
v 5 circumferential velocity

Vstreamwise 5 velocity in streamwise direction
w 5 radial velocity
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An Improved Streamline
Curvature Approach for
Off-Design Analysis of Transonic
Axial Compression Systems
A streamline curvature throughflow numerical approach is assessed and modified to better
approximate the flow fields of transonic axial compression systems. Improvements in total
pressure loss modeling are implemented, central to which is a physics-based shock model,
to ensure accurate and reliable off-design performance prediction. The new model ac-
counts for shock geometry changes, with shock loss estimated as a function of inlet
relative Mach number, blade section loading (flow turning), solidity, leading edge radius,
and suction surface profile. Data from a single-stage, isolated rotor provide the basis for
experimental comparisons. Improved performance prediction is shown. The importance of
properly accounting for shock geometry and loss changes with operating conditions is
demonstrated.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1565085#
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Introduction
Accurate and robust turbomachinery off-design performance

prediction remains elusive. The numerical representation of tran-
sonic compression systems, most notably high-speed fans, is es-
pecially challenging. The difficulties are due in large part to
highly three-dimensional blade design and the resulting flow field
which includes complex shock structure and subsequent interac-
tions ~with blade boundary layers, endwalls, etc.!.

Engine-inlet integration issues contribute to the difficulties as-
sociated with fan off-design analysis. The use of serpentine inlet
ducts and fighter supermaneuvers further complicate the issue.
Advanced military systems have experienced distortion levels—
intensity and dynamics—exceeding the current operational expe-
rience. Consequences from these unprecedented levels are evi-
denced into the second stage of modern military fans. Current
ground test methods do not adequately simulate these complex
flow patterns. One of the key issues being addressed by the fighter
engine high-cycle fatigue~HCF! initiative established in Decem-
ber 1994 is how to characterize and simulate these complex flow
fields @1#.

It is clear that analytical methods are essential for understand-
ing high-speed fan issues. While fully, 3-D, unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes~RANS! approximations offer the greatest
potential for faithfully representing flow details at the smallest
length scales, physics-based improvements to ‘‘simpler’’ methods
are needed. The mesh sizes required to resolve flow details~re-
sulting in large computational requirements!, and modeling issues
associated with turbulence and transition continue to present sig-
nificant challenges to RANS approaches. Regarding the calcula-
tion of 3-D, unsteady, full annulus flow through multiple blade
rows, Denton and Dawes@2# noted recently that the accuracy
would ‘‘ . . . be limited by the limitations of turbulence and tran-
sition modeling for many years to come, if not for ever.’’

The goal of the current work is the development of an improved
streamline curvature~SLC! method for approximating important
flow phenomena in modern compression systems subjected tooff-
design operating conditions. Solutions were sought that retain es-

sential global features of the flow. These solutions could provide
accurate boundary conditions for higher-order models~i.e., at the
inlet and exit of a blade row being represented by an unsteady
RANS approximation!. Further, the particular SLC approach cho-
sen here is the same as that used in the Turbine Engine Analysis
Compressor Code-TEACC by Hale et al.@3#. The TEACC was
developed specifically as an efficient alternative to 3-D, fully vis-
cous, turbomachinery CFD approaches to investigate complex
engine-inlet integration issues@3–5#.

The present paper highlights some of the improvements in loss
modeling made to an existing SLC code, and demonstrates the
importance of an accurate shock loss model. The use of the im-
proved code for analyzing the off-design performance of a modern
fan, multistage design is presented by Boyer and O’Brien@6#.

Streamline Curvature Assessment
Throughflow methods, of which streamline curvature is the

dominant numerical approach, still remain an important tool for
turbomachinery design. Recently, Denton and Dawes@2# reviewed
the SLC approach, suggesting that ‘‘little has changed’’ since the
review of Hirsch and Denton in 1981. This is likely due to the
focus on~and success of! full CFD methods. The development,
improvement, and application of RANS approaches dominate the
literature.

It is generally accepted that any streamline curvature solution
technique will yield satisfactory flow solutions as long as the de-
viation, losses, and blockages are accurately predicted. The ma-
jority of recent improvements in SLC methods seem to have oc-
curred in the representation of endwall boundary layer and
secondary loss and spanwise loss mixing procedures; see for ex-
ample, Dunham@7# and Gallimore@8#. The current SLC approach
was assessed relative to these improvements and key transonic
flow field phenomena.

A significant consideration in the design of transonic fan blades
is the control of shock location and strength to minimize aerody-
namic losses without limiting flow. Recent works by Ko¨nig et al.
@9# and Bloch et al.@10–12# have demonstrated that the efficiency
characteristic of transonic machines is largely determined by the
shock loss~i.e., the profile loss is relatively independent of Mach
number!. Additionally, Bloch’s investigation@11# showed that
much of the increase in loss with increasing flow angle was due to
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a detached bow shock. Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the trend for
highly transonic fans (M1rel.1.4) seems to be to design for an
oblique leading edge shock through high loading conditions~flow
turning! up through peak efficiency. Any numerical approximation
attempting to faithfully predict off-design performance must take
into account the changes in shock geometry with aerodynamic
loading exemplified in Fig. 1.

The streamline curvature code~SLCC! used in the present work
was developed by Hearsey@13#. Hearsey’s approach uses the
well-known SP-36 correlations in NASA SP-36@14#, to determine
low-speed ‘‘reference’’ deviation and loss, then ‘‘corrects’’ these
values for various real-flow effects, including those from annulus
wall boundary layer, spanwise mixing, and secondary flows. Be-
cause the current application was outside the database used to
develop some of the empirical/semi-empirical models, a detailed
assessment of the loss and deviation correlations was performed.
Results from the assessment provided the basis for improvements
to selected models/correlations, central to which was a physics-
based shock loss model presented in the next section.

Determination of Deviation Angle. Blade section exitdevia-
tion angle was determined using Eq.~1!

d5d ref1d3D1dM1dva1d i (1)

The low-speed, minimum loss deviation angle,d ref , is determined
using the Lieblein correlation~Cumpsty@15#!, a modification to
the widely used Carter’s rule relating deviation to blade section
camber and solidity. The remainder of the terms attempt to ac-
count for the effects of various real-flow phenomena previously
mentioned. Thed i , deviation due to actual incidence angle, is
most suspect as it is determined from a four-piece curve using
NACA-65 series cascade data as its basis.

The method for determining exit flow deviation angle, Eq.~1!,
was assessed relative to that recommended by C¸ etin et al.@16#.
For the following reasons, it was decided to remain with the cur-
rent approach:

• Çetin et al. recommended a modification to Carter’s rule to
account for transonic and 3-D effects. The current method is
exactly that.

• The off-design correlation they recommended~Creveling and
Carmody@17#! contained minimal data at high Mach num-
bers.

A detailed assessment of off-design deviation estimation for
highly transonic bladings is needed, beyond the scope of this
work.

Determination of Losses. Equation~2! identifies the compo-
nents used in determining the relative total pressureloss coeffi-
cient

Ã5~Ãmin1ÃM1Ã tip1Ãhub!F11S i 2 i min

W D 2G (2)

Profile loss~blade section boundary layer and wake! is contained
in theÃmin term, determined using the method of Koch and Smith
@18#. Their approach is still regarded as one of the most complete,
as it accounts for actual momentum thickness and shape factor
assuming a fully turbulent boundary layer. TheÃM term contains
an estimate of the shock loss, while the last two terms~in paren-
theses! account for the effects of secondary loss. All of these~with
the exception ofÃmin) are discussed in the next section.

The increment in loss at off-design is accounted for through the
parabolic term in brackets in Eq.~2!. This is a common approach
taken in streamline curvature methods to achieve a more realistic
loss ‘‘bucket’’ shape. TheW is a ‘‘width’’ which effectively speci-
fies the working range of the section~as a function of inlet metal
angle, camber, maximumt/c, M1rel , and incidence!. As discussed
in the next section, this off-design ‘‘correction’’ was not used for
supersonic blade sections as a result of the improved shock loss
model.

Finally, aerodynamicblockageestimates were used to account
for the effects of both annulus wall boundary layer~AWBL ! and
tip leakage flow. An estimate for displacement thickness was used
to adjust the actual casing to account for the mass flow deficit due
to endwall boundary layer~Boyer @19#!. Additional area reduction
in the outermost streamtube at rotor exit was used to account for
tip leakage effects. The total blockage due to tip endwall boundary
layer losses was kept at approximately 10%, quite reasonable as
discussed by Rabe@20#.

Summary of Loss Model Improvements
The relative magnitudes of loss components in highly transonic

fans, broken down into three broad categories—profile, shock,
and secondary—are shown schematically in Fig. 2. Consistent
with the earlier discussion, shock loss dominates and can be an
order of magnitude greater than the profile loss. This is substanti-
ated by Denton@21#, as well as recent experience by the authors.
The secondary loss includes endwall interactions between annulus
boundary layers and blade rows, most notably tip gap flows. The

Fig. 1 Shock structure of high tip-speed fans ÀM1relÌ1.4
„from †11‡…
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three loss categories depicted in Fig. 2 offer an alternative repre-
sentation of loss mechanisms in highly transonic designs to the
traditional breakdown of loss into ‘‘profile,’’ ‘‘endwall,’’ and ‘‘tip
leakage’’@21#.

Shock Loss. Improving the shock system representation and
subsequent loss estimation was central to the current work. Hear-
sey @13# used the method of Miller et al.@22# to approximate the
shock loss as that resulting from a single, attached shock normal
to the blade passage mean camber line. For application to modern,
transonic fan designs employing precompression airfoils, this
simple approximation is inadequate. An improved, physics-based
model, based on the method of Bloch et al.@12#, was imple-
mented.

Figure 3 shows the assumed shock structure, consistent with
recent observations already discussed. For reference, the original
shock model is also included. The method of Moeckel@23# is used
to determine the shape of thedetachedleading edge shock and
detachment distance. The method requires specification of M1rel
and blade leading edge radius, and application of continuity be-
tween the shock vertex and sonic point.

As suggested in Fig. 3, shock structure is assumed known at the
three blade section operating conditions indicated. A dual-shock
structure was assumed at the peak efficiency (i min) operating
point. At this condition, the leading edge detached shock is at its
maximum obliqueness, followed immediately by a normal pas-
sage shock~if so dictated by the downstream M!.

At near-choke (i choke), the method of Ko¨nig et al.@9# is used to
estimate the Mach number directly upstream of the second shock
~assumed to be at the trailing edge of the passage!. Substitute
contours replace the actual flow path in the blade passage and the
following exit-to-entrance area ratio equation is used:

Aexit

Ainlet
50.499M2s10.5011Car (3)

König et al. established the constants in Eq.~3! by comparing
computed and measured data obtained on eight cascades with
MCA, wedge, and precompression airfoils. The value forCar was
determined by them to be 0.0774 for MCA or wedge sections, and
0.0351 for precompression sections.

A single, detached normal shock is assumed at the near-stall
condition (i norm). While the mechanism for changing from a dual-

shock to single shock is understood—second shock moves up-
stream due to increasing backpressure, eventually coalescing with
the first—the incidence angle at which this transition takes place,
i norm, is not known. Note that the current SLC method supplies
estimates fori choke, i stall , and i min . The following simple repre-
sentation fori norm is used:

i norm5 i stall21.0 ~deg! (4)

Equation~4! merely provides a convenient and consistent way to
locatei norm. The ‘‘correct’’ value would be a complex function of
section geometry, operating conditions, and secondary flow inter-
actions.

Precise shock loss estimation requires integration of the loss
along the shock to account for Mach number and flow angle varia-
tions. To be consistent with the general SLC approach, shock loss
was estimated from single-point calculations~with the exception
of the bow shock portion!. The choice of suitable ‘‘averages’’ was
made by considering the flow physics.

The angle at the shock sonic point is taken as the ‘‘average’’
shock angle~Fig. 4!. The location of the sonic point is known
through application of the Moeckel method for approximating the
shock hyperbola. As Fig. 4 demonstrates, this simple approxima-
tion captures the physical trends and appears quite suitable. At
elevated Mach number~Fig. 4~b!!, the shock is more swept back

Fig. 2 Approximate loss source distribution in highly tran-
sonic fan blade section „M1relÌ1.4…

Fig. 3 Assumed shock structure at different operating
conditions— „a… modified „current … shock model „b… original
shock model †22‡

Fig. 4 Use of shock angle at sonic point for loss estimation—
„a… MÄ1.2, SAavgÄ68.1 deg, MAÄ56.4 deg, „b… MÄ1.5, SAavg
Ä62.3 deg, MAÄ41.8 deg
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relative to the upstream flow—the average shock angle decreases.
Note also the decreased detachment distance at increased M. Fi-
nally, Fig. 4 provides the isentropic Mach angle~MA !, further
verifying the choice for SAavg. The angle must be between the
Mach angle and 90 deg.

Approximation of the elevated Mach number at the shock en-
trance was obtained using the existing approach of Miller et al.
@22#—the average of M1rel and the peak suction surface Mach
number obtained from Prandtl-Meyer analysis. A DCA profile and
leading edge thickness of 5% of (t/c)max was used to estimate the
suction surface turning. For precompression sections, M1rel is used
at the outermost tip section, and the Mach number is smoothly
increased~linearly! to an elevated M determined as described
above where the precompression geometry ends.

At i min , the leading edge shock is at its maximum obliqueness.
The average total pressure loss across the first shock is computed
from oblique shock theory. If the M computed behind the first
shock is greater than 1.0, then a second normal shock is assumed.

As the blade section loading increases (i . i min), the passage
shock moves upstream subjecting the incoming flow to a stronger
shock system, increasing the loss. This effect is modeled through
a smooth increase in shock angle given by Eq.~5!

SA5SAsonic1
~902 i min!

~ i norm2 i min!
4 ~ i 2 i min!

4 (5)

Further, for operation at incidence angles greater thani min , de-
tachedbow shock loss is estimated using the method described by
Bloch et al.@12# applied to the Moeckel hyperbola

P0bow

P01
512

E
0

`

~12P02rel/P01rel!dy

E
0

s

dy

(6)

whereP02rel/P01rel is obtained from oblique shock theory applied
locally as the integration proceeds. The increment and upper
bound of the numerical integration were selected to ensure that
they did not bias the loss estimation accuracy@19#.

Because more flow passes through the strong portion of the
shock as it moves upstream, an increment of bow shock loss ‘‘due
to increased incidence’’ is approximated as

Ãbow5Ãbow1
0.015

~ i norm2 i min!
3 ~ i 2 i min!

3 (7)

The constant and exponent in Eq.~7! were estimated from the
results of Bloch@10# and are not meant to be universal. With this
representation, the impact on adiabatic efficiency when operating
at near-stall versus peak efficiency is about 3%. It should be noted
that theoverall bow shock losscontributed 10–30% of the total
loss at near-stall, dependent on section geometry and loading.

Finally, with conditions represented byi , i min , the effect of the
increased strength of the second shock as it moves downstream is
approximated by

ÃM5ÃM,min1
ÃM,choke2ÃM,min

~ i choke2 i min!
4 ~ i 2 i min!

4 (8)

The choice of ‘‘4’’ for the exponent in Eqs.~5! and ~8! was
based on the shape of the loss characteristic curves from the data
on nine transonic designs~Çetin et al.@16#; Law and Puterbaugh
@24#!. Further, for Eq.~8!, the choice produced the desired rapid
rise in loss with incidence angles less thani choke ~see Fig. 3!. By
definition, the incidence cannot be less than the choking inci-
dence. The SLC method does not represent the physical mecha-
nism for leading edge choke determined by the first captured
Mach wave set by flow conditions and flow induction surface. An
approximation was required.

Secondary Loss and Other Modifications. Hearsey @13#
used a relatively simple correlation to estimate losses arising from
secondary flows. His representation included effects of spanwise
mixing. In the current work, a method was implemented to in-
clude the well known effects of increased tip losses with loading
~i.e., see Lakshminarayana et al.@25#!. As indicated by Eq.~9!, a
parabolic increase with incidence angle was used as a modifier~in
brackets! to the original tip loss model

Ã tip5ÃminTLOSSS 2
r 2r hub

r tip2r hub
21D 3F11

~ i 2 i min!
2

~ i stall2 i min!
2G (9)

Using the modified form above, tip section loss coefficients
approximately doubled~over those predicted by the original rep-
resentation! when operating at near-stall versus peak efficiency.
While admittedly oversimplified, Eq.~9! does appear to offer a
reasonable accounting for the physical phenomena.

Finally, two changes were made in regard to off-design loss
estimation that help make the correlations more generally appli-
cable to modern, transonic designs. First, the well-known decrease
in blade section working range with Mach number was incorpo-
rated in the new shock model just described. Thus, for any section
with M1rel.Mcrit , the parabolic term of Eq.~2! was not used.

Second, as observed by the current authors and others@7#, the
NASA SP-36 prediction of minimum-loss incidence is poor. The
increase ini min with increasing Mach number was too large~mini-
mum incidences as high as 15 deg in hub sections!. Consequently,
the i min correlation was modified to include a factor,imnfac, as
follows:

i min5 i ref1u f ~M1rel!imnfac (10)

The f (M1rel) is a three-part curve obtained from NACA 65-series
and DCA blade section data@13#.

A value of 0.5 for imnfac results in more realistic estimates for
the minimum-loss incidence angle (imnfac51.0 is the original
correlation!. Note that the modification has a greater impact on the
hub section prediction~due to higher camber,u! than the tip.

Verification of Improvements—Application to an Iso-
lated Rotor

The focus here is verification of the improvedshock loss model.
Answers to the questions below were sought:

• Do results make sense relative to the original shock model
@22#?

• Do results represent flow physics? Is the model an improve-
ment?

Additional verification of all the improvements is provided by
Boyer and O’Brien@6#. The application described in that work is
representative of the designs for which the present work is in-
tended.

For two reasons, NASA Rotor 1B~R1B! was the primary ve-
hicle used to verify the SLC improvements: 1! experimental data
were readily available, and 2! the unmodified SLC approach used
here had been previously applied to this design by Hale@3#. Table
1 summarizes key geometric and design point parameters for this
single transonic blade row~Seyler and Gestolow@26#!.

Rig test data at 100%Nc provided the basis for comparison. An
increment to the predicted deviation was required to match the
measured rotor mass-averaged total temperature ratio at each of
seven operating conditions. The same additional deviation was
applied to each of eleven streamlines specified in the simulation.
This procedure provided a common basis for loss prediction com-
parisons between the two shock models. Both overall and radial
performance comparisons are made at operating conditions rang-
ing from choke to stall.

Figure 5 shows the overall performance comparison at 100%
Nc. Following the procedure just outlined, the three temperature
characteristics overlap. Improvements from the modifications are
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demonstrated, most notably in the efficiency characteristic. Also
shown are the additional deviation curves required to match over-
all TR at each operating condition.

Figure 6 compares original and modified predicted shock loss at
two different blade tip sections over the range of overall operating
conditions indicated in Fig. 5. The difference is significant, but not
surprising, given the simplified original approach. Note the oppo-
site trends predicted by the two methods as the blade sections
approach stall. The decreasing trend that is predicted by the origi-
nal model is not physical, but expected. As the blade ‘‘loads up’’
~increased incidence!, the inlet relative Mach number decreases
slightly, as indicated in Fig. 6. With an attached, normal shock
assumption, the entropy creation would decrease roughly as the
cube of (M221) @21#, consistent with the trend evidenced by the

original model. With the new model, the shock is at some oblique
angle to the flow at low loading conditions, and becomes more
normal and further detached as stall is approached, more than
offsetting the effect of slightly decreased Mach number. The cor-
rect trend is predicted by the new model, which indeed displays
the well-known ‘‘bucket’’ shape. Note further that at high inci-
dence angles~i.e., near stall!, the new model predicts higher loss
than the original-this due to the inclusion of bow shock loss.

An evaluation of the detached bow shock portion of the loss
characteristic is provided in Fig. 7~same two blade sections as
Fig. 6!. The solid triangles represent the shock loss; the open
symbols, the bow shock portion of that loss. In Fig. 7~a!, the bow
shock accounts for approximately 13% of the shock loss as the
section approaches stall, while further down the span from the tip
~Fig. 7~b!!, it is responsible for over 20%. Admittedly, the bow
shock model is crude and requires additional validation, especially
the representation of increased bow shock loss with incidence
angle, Eq.~7!; however, the predicted trend is quite reasonable.

Figure 8 shows the radial distribution of total loss coefficient
~profile, shock, and secondary! at the peak efficiency and near-
stall operating conditions. Predictions from both the original and
modified codes are provided along with those determined from the
R1B data. Improved prediction from the modified method is evi-
denced in the spanwise comparisons shown in Fig. 8, most nota-
bly in the outer span blade region affected by the improved shock
model.

It should be noted that R1B had a part-span shroud located at a
radius of 37.3 cm~14.7 in!, the effects of which are evidenced in
the test data of Fig. 8. No attempt was made to account for the
influence of the shroud in the current effort which could explain
the overprediction of loss in the near-hub region. Inclusion of the

Table 1 NASA Rotor 1B design parameters

Number blades 44
Blade section profile DCA—bottom 60%

MCA—top 40%
Inlet hub-to-tip ratio 0.5

Diameter 92.71 cm~36.5 in!
Tip solidity 1.3
Tip speed 426.7 m/s~1400 ft/s! (M1rel

approx. 1.4!
Design corrected mass flow

rate
97.75 kg/s~215.5 lbm/s!

Design pressure ratio 1.6
Design efficiency 0.858

Fig. 5 R1B overall performance comparison at 100% Nc

Fig. 6 Blade section shock loss comparison at different
loadings— „a… 5% from TE tip casing, „b… 20% from TE tip casing

Fig. 7 Prediction of loss attributed to detached bow shock—
„a… 5% from TE tip casing, „b… 20% from TE tip casing

Fig. 8 Rotor 1B radial loss prediction
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shroud effects, either though additional loss or radial blockage,
would alter the meridional velocity estimation and hence, the im-
portant incidence angle prediction.

Discussion
While the single application just presented does not completely

verify the adequacy of the modifications, results do provide evi-
dence of an improved representation. Overall and radial perfor-
mance predictions compare favorably with those determined from
the R1B experiments. The predicted performance appears to be
right for the right reasons—more of the flow physics is captured.
The multistage application presented by Boyer and O’Brien@6#
lends additional credence to these observations.

The questions posed at the start of the previous section can be
answered. The modified shock loss model offers an improved rep-
resentation of the flow physics. An attached, single, normal shock
model, commonly assumed in streamline curvature methods, is
inadequate for capturing the correct trends. Attempts to compen-
sate for these inadequacies often involve use of an off-design loss
‘‘correction’’ ~parabolic term of Eq. 2!, also common with SLC
approaches. The problems associated with such methods are the
issues that arise when an application is outside the database used
to develop the corrections. A fine example is evident in the current
work, discussed below.

The need to adjust the predicted deviation to match the overall
total temperature~see Fig. 5! is a direct result of the present ap-
plication being outside the correlation database. While any adjust-
ment is undesirable, the approach used here represents a signifi-
cant reduction from previous model ‘‘calibrations.’’ Previous
applications of the original SLC code required specification of
radial distributions of deviation, loss, and blockage as functions of
speed and mass flow rate to achieve similar results@4,5#. Note that
the deviation curves shown in Fig. 5 representadditional devia-
tion included in the estimate at each of eleven blade sections~i.e.,
a dadd included in Eq. 1!. For example, Fig. 9 showstotal devia-
tion at various radial locations~3’s indicate streamline locations
at the rotor exit! for the peak efficiency operating point. The SLC
estimates include20.70 deg additional deviation at each of the 11
streamline locations for this condition.

Finally, while a fair amount of latitude is involved in the mod-
eling choices here, it is emphasized that the improved shock loss
model is based upon sound physical principles. The basic assump-
tions contained in the method@23# are: 1! hyperbolic shock shape
which asymptotically approaches the freestream Mach lines, and
2! a straight sonic line between the shock and sonic body point.
The sonic point on the shock is determined via application of the
continuity equation between the shock vertex and sonic point.
With the assumptions, shock location becomes a single-valued

function of upstream Mach number, with shock shape uniquely
determined from blade LER and Mach number. While the choices
of exponent 4 over 2 or 3 in Eqs.~5! and ~8!, or the selection of
i norm based on Eq.~4! are arguable, the basis of the improved
model is physically grounded.

Conclusions
The modifications to an existing streamline curvature through-

flow solver have resulted in an improved approximation for rep-
resenting compression system flow fields. Most notably, incorpo-
ration of an improved shock model has produced a unique
throughflow analysis tool in its thorough, physics-based treatment
of shock losses. Basic principles are used to predict the detached,
hyperbolic shock shape dictated by Mach number and blade sec-
tion leading edge radius. The new model accounts for shock ge-
ometry changes with blade section operating condition~and
hence, associated total pressure loss changes!, making it most
suitable for off-design performance prediction of modern fan de-
signs~with M1rel in excess of 1.6!.

It appears that the new model offers potential for more accurate
off-design analysis of transonic designs. Further, incorporation of
the model into novel approaches using streamline curvature meth-
ods ~like the TEACC mentioned in the Introduction! could result
in a significantly improved tool for analyzing complex engine-
inlet integration issues. Additional verification through application
to highly transonic, multistage fans and comparison with results
from experimental data and/or CFD solvers is needed. One such
application is presented in@6#.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area~blade section passage!
DCA 5 double circular arc

i 5 incidence angle~deg!
LER 5 leading edge radius

M 5 Mach no.
MA 5 Mach angle~deg!

MCA 5 multiple circular arc
MLH 5 Miller, Lewis, Hartmann

NC 5 near choke
Nc 5 rotor corrected speed
NS 5 near stall
PE 5 peak efficiency
PR 5 total pressure ratio

r 5 radius~from machine centerline!
R1B 5 Rotor 1B ~NASA!

SA 5 shock angle~deg!
SLC 5 streamline curvature

t/c 5 blade section thickness-to-chord ratio
TE 5 trailing edge

TLOSS5 tip loss factor-Eq.~9!
TR 5 total temperature ratio
W 5 width of loss ‘‘bucket’’-Eq.~2!

Wc 5 corrected mass flow rate
d 5 exit flow deviation angle~deg!
u 5 blade section camber angle~deg!

Ã or
w 5 relative total pressure loss coefficientÃ5(P02,deal

2P02)rel /P01,rel2P1

Fig. 9 R1B radial deviation at peak efficiency
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Subscripts

1 5 upstream~of blade row or shock!
2 5 downstream~of blade row or shock!

add 5 additional
avg 5 average
crit 5 critical

i 5 incidence
M 5 Mach no.

max 5 maximum
min 5 minimum

norm 5 normal
ref 5 reference~low speed!
rel 5 relative

s 5 shock
va 5 axial velocity ratio
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Rolls Royce/Allison 501-K Gas
Turbine Antifouling Compressor
Coatings Evaluation
The Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division (NSWCCD) Gas Turbine Emerg-
ing Technologies Code 9334 was tasked by NSWCCD Shipboard Energy Office Code 859
to research and evaluate fouling resistant compressor coatings for Rolls Royce Allison
501-K Series gas turbines. The objective of these tests was to investigate the feasibility of
reducing the rate of compressor fouling degradation and associated rate of specific fuel
consumption (SFC) increase through the application of anti-fouling coatings. Code 9334
conducted a market investigation and selected coatings that best fit the test objective. The
coatings selected were Sermalon for compressor stages 1 and 2 and Sermaflow S4000 for
the inlet guide vanes and remaining 12 compressor stages. Both coatings are manufac-
tured by Sermatech International, are intended to substantially decrease blade surface
roughness, have inert top layers, and contain an anti-corrosive aluminum-ceramic base
coat. Sermalon contains a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) topcoat, a substance similar to
Teflon, for added fouling resistance. Tests were conducted at the Philadelphia Land Based
Engineering Site (LBES). Testing was first performed on the existing LBES 501-K17 gas
turbine, which had an uncoated compressor. The compressor was then replaced by a
coated compressor and the test was repeated. The test plan consisted of injecting a known
amount of salt solution into the gas turbine inlet while gathering compressor performance
degradation and fuel economy data for 0, 500, 1000, and 1250 KW generator load levels.
This method facilitated a direct comparison of compressor degradation trends for the
coated and uncoated compressors operating with the same turbine section, thereby reduc-
ing the number of variables involved. The collected data for turbine inlet, temperature,
compressor efficiency, and fuel consumption were plotted as a percentage of the baseline
conditions for each compressor. The results of each plot show a decrease in the rates of
compressor degradation and SFC increase for the coated compressor compared to the
uncoated compressor. Overall test results show that it is feasible to utilize antifouling
compressor coatings to reduce the rate of specific fuel consumption increase associated
with compressor performance degradation.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1573665#

Introduction
Salt ingestion testing, conducted at the Philadelphia Land

Based Engineering Site~LBES! has shown that the Allison 501-
K17 gas turbine’s specific fuel consumption clearly increases as
its compressor becomes fouled. Fouling is the process of dirt,
soot, salt, and other contaminants adhering to the blades of the
compressor. Fouling reduces aerodynamic performance by re-
stricting airflow and increasing blade surface roughness and asso-
ciated frictional losses.

The U.S. Navy’s Preventative Maintenance System~PMS! con-
tains the procedures for performing internal detergent crank wash
on the Allison 501-K17 Gas Turbine. Detergent crank wash is the
process of motoring the gas turbine, using the turbine’s starter,
while spraying a detergent solution into the compressor to wash
the blades. Crank washing, which is currently performed after
every 500 h of gas turbine operation, cleans the compressor blades
and restores compressor performance to a certain level. However,
during each 500-h interval, gas turbine compressor performance
continues to degrade, resulting in an increased specific fuel con-
sumption and increased operational cost.

One method of potentially decreasing the rate at which fouling
occurs is to apply a fouling-resistant coating to the compressor
blade surfaces. Fouling resistant coatings typically have surface
finishes that are several times smoother than the underlying com-

pressor blade material. In addition, these coatings are normally
un-reactive with dirt, salt and other foulants. These two properties
result in a decrease in the ability of a foulant particle to adhere to
a given blade.

Test Objective
The Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division

~NSWCCD! Gas Turbine Emerging Technologies Code 9334 was
tasked by NSWCCD Shipboard Energy Office Code 859 to re-
search and evaluate fouling resistant compressor coatings for
Rolls Royce Allison 501-K Series gas turbines. The objective of
these tests was to investigate the feasibility of reducing the rate of
compressor fouling degradation and associated rate of specific
fuel consumption~SFC! increase through the application of anti-
fouling coatings. The results from these tests will indicate the
benefits of conducting actual shipboard fuel economy tests with a
coated compressor.

Preliminary Research
The preliminary research phase began with a study of the ef-

fects of fouling on gas turbine compressor operation. It also in-
cluded examining 501-K gas turbine operation in order to deter-
mine the best method for conducting coatings tests on this engine.
Possible foulants were selected and an injection system was de-
veloped for the gas turbine. Finally, reports from previous Naval
Surface Warfare Center fouling-related tests were examined, and
data was used to formulate the test plan.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, June 3–6, 2002. Manuscript received by the IGTI October 31, 2001.
Paper No. 2002-GT-30261. Review Chair: E. Benvenuti.
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Determination of Fouling Method. Fouling/coatings tests
were conducted at the DDG-51 Land Based Engineering Site
~LBES! rather than in an actual shipboard environment. Since cost
and time were limiting factors at LBES, it was necessary to de-
termine a method of simulating a typical shipboard fouling cycle
in an accelerated manner. Such a simulation involves consider-
ation of the following factors.

Shipboard Foulants. It was necessary to determine what dif-
ferent types of foulants might be present in a shipboard environ-
ment. Sand, sea salt, soot from re-ingested exhaust and airborne
dirt are all possible foulants. However, for a DDG-51 class ship,
sand is most likely not a major issue since operations are not
primarily near the shoreline. Soot, dirt, and salt are therefore the
most likely foulants present in such an environment.

Method of Cleaning Gas Turbine After Test Completion.In
developing a system to inject foulants, it was necessary to con-
sider not only system effectiveness but also a method of cleaning
the gas turbine and removing foulants after test completion. It was
determined that soot and dirt might be extremely difficult and
costly to remove from both the gas turbine internal components as
well as the inlet plenum. Therefore, a decision was made to use
only sea salt as a foulant.

Salt Ingestion Rate. The goal of these tests was not to make a
direct correlation between test site and shipboard data, but to de-
termine the effect of fouling on performance parameters in gen-
eral. Therefore, the focus was placed on ensuring that a sufficient
amount of fouling occurred during the test duration. In selecting
an initial salt injection rate, the following information was con-
sidered:

1. The typical salt-in-air concentration ingested into fleet gas
turbines. This was chosen to be 0.01 parts per million based upon
filter specifications and reference@1#.

2. The average mass flow rate for the gas turbine. This was
determined, based upon engine data, to be 17 kg/s or 38 lb/sec.

3. The length of time that a fleet gas turbine must operate be-
fore a clearly visible fouling trend is evident. This was arbitrarily
chosen to be 2000 h~or approximately 1 year of operation!.

4. Using the information from steps 1–3, and using a salt so-
lution concentration of 5%, a calculation was performed to deter-
mine the flow rate that would be needed for a clear fouling trend
to be evident after a 4-h maximum test duration. This calculation
is shown in Table 1.

5. Nozzles were selected to produce the necessary 3.0 GPH
flow rate.

6. Once the fouling tests began, performance data trends were
analyzed and the salt solution concentrations were adjusted ac-
cordingly.

The final salt ingestion parameters are shown in Table 2.

Salt Injection System Arrangement.The salt injection systems
developed for these tests consisted of an air-pressurized tank hold-
ing salt solution, two gas turbine inlet-mounted air-atomized spray
nozzles, associated tubing and instrumentation.

Saltwater Droplet Size. The salt spray system was capable of
injecting a salt spray solution at a flow rate of 3 gal per hour. The
salt spray system had two nozzles and each of them was operated
at 1.5 gal per hour. As shown in Fig. 1 below, there are a number
of water pressure/air pressure combinations that will produce a
flow rate of 1.5 gal per hour. For these tests, pressures of 60 psi
and 40 psi were chosen for water and air respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2 at a water pressure of 60 psi and an air
pressure of 40 psi, median droplet volume diameter is approxi-
mately 50 micron. Table 3~taken from Reference@1# for gas tur-
bine engines!, shows that at an average inlet salt concentration of
0.01 parts per million~which is within the range of the filter
specification for the 501-K17!, at least 45% of particles should be
under 13 micron. The salt nozzles selected for these tests prima-
rily produced droplets larger than 13 micron. Since the larger
droplets will have more momentum, they should not be redirected
by the airstream as easily as smaller droplets. Therefore, larger

Fig. 1 Salt spray nozzle flow rate versus air and water pres-
sures

Fig. 2 Median volume diameter versus air pressure for salt
nozzles

Table 1 Calculations for initial salt injection rate

Inlet air flow rate~kg air/s! 17 X
Typical Salt Concentration
Downstream of Air Fllters~kg
salt/kg air!

1.00E-08 /

Fraction of salt in saltwater~kg
salt/kg saltwater!

5.00E-02 /

Salt water density~kg
saltwater/mˆ 3 saltwater!

1026 X

Conversion factor qal/mˆ 3 264 X
Conversion factor~sec/h! 3600 X
Ratio: ~pesired test
hours/actual fleet hours!

1000 5

Required saltwater flow rate
~gal/h!

3.0 GPM

Table 2

Solution concentration Flow rate Fouling interval

0.50% 3 GPM 0.25 h
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droplets will tend to impinge on the compressor blades more often
than smaller droplets@2#. Thus, the selection of these nozzles
further accelerated fouling.

Salt Deposit Geometry.It was assumed that in the LBES ac-
celerated test environment, salt would have a propensity to deposit
in the same locations on the compressor blading as it would in a
nonaccelerated shipboard environment. This assumption should be
valid since as the airstream carries salt through the compressor,
salt tends to adhere to stagnation points on the compressor blad-
ing. These stagnation points are independent of time frame and
therefore salt deposition geometry is independent of time frame.

Effects of Fouling on Compressor Performance. Foulants
adhering to the compressor blades increase blade surface rough-
ness which produce more turbulent flow through the compressor
@3#. This increases the amount of energy required to obtain a given
pressure ratio by moving compressor operation further from an
isentropic operating condition and more toward an operating point
at which frictional losses must be overcome. Furthermore, as a
compressor becomes fouled, the mass flow of air through each
stage of the compressor will be reduced due to the increased
thickness of the now turbulent boundary layer@3#. This will fur-
ther decrease pressure ratio and increase the effective angle of
attack of each compressor blade. As fouling continues, in the ex-
treme case, this angle of attack can increase until compressor stall
occurs@4#.

501-K Gas Turbine Engine Operation and the Specific Ef-
fects of Fouling. The Rolls Royce/Allison 501-K gas turbine
generator consists of a gas turbine that is mechanically coupled to
a generator through a reduction gearbox. The 501-K governor
maintains its speed, Ngg, at around 13,820 RPM at all times.
Therefore, for a ‘‘clean,’’ new engine operating under standard
day conditions, there is a certain compressor discharge pressure
~CDP!, compressor discharge temperature~CDT!, fuel flow rate,
and turbine inlet temperature~TIT! associated with each electrical
load.

As fouling occurs under such constant Ngg and electrical load
conditions, CDP will decrease. Since the energy of the air stream
is dependent on the fuel/air mixture, fuel flow rate will need to
increase in order to maintain the load. In addition, CDT and TIT
will increase since the increased surface roughness associated
with fouling leads to increased frictional losses.

Market Research. Market research was conducted in order
to select the proper anti-fouling coatings for use on the 501-K17.
There were a number of companies identified which manufacture
compressor coatings including Standard Acro Inc, MDS-PRAD~a
joint Russian-Canadian venture!, and Sermatech International.
However, Sermatech was the most prominent supplier of these
coatings and had a variety of coatings in use on commercial gas
turbines.

NSWCCD Code 9334 met with a Sermatech representative and
a metallurgist from Limerick, PA. The representative from Ser-
matech inspected a decommissioned Navy-owned Allison 501-
K17 gas turbine compressor and determined the best Sermatech
coatings for providing fouling resistance. The coatings recom-
mended were Sermalon on the first two compressor stages and
Sermaflow S-4000 for the remaining 12 stages and inlet guide
vanes. Sermalon contains a Polytetrafluoroethylene~PTFE! ~A

substance similar to Teflon! topcoat and is therefore more fouling
resistant than Sermaflow S-4000. However, the Sermalon coating
system is thicker than Sermaflow S-4000 and would restrict the
airflow through latter compressor stages to the point where its
application may be detrimental to performance. Sermaflow
S-4000 is a smooth, inert coating and provides fouling resistance
along with a thin coating thickness for latter compressor stages.

Under contract to NSWCCD Code 9334, John J. McMullen
Associates~JJMA! performed additional research related to coat-
ing properties and possible methods of comparing coated versus
uncoated compressors. In this report, JJMA recommended testing
the Sermatech coatings. In addition, JJMA recommended that Aer-
oblue AF, manufactured by Standard Aero, also be tested.
NSWCCD Code 9334 considered testing Aeroblue AF, but since
Aeroblue is similar to Sermalon and due to the additional funding
required for a third antifoulant coating evaluation, a decision was
made to test only the two Sermatech coatings.

Antifouling Compressor Coating Properties

Surface Roughness.A major factor in fouling resistance of
compressor coatings is surface finish roughness. Foulants will
tend to more easily adhere to a rougher, more frictional surface.
For this test, surface roughness was measured using the method
outlined in reference@5#. The apparatus used for this method con-
sists of a stylus, which is stroked along the surface of the com-
pressor blade and induces an electrical signal that is proportional
to its vertical velocity. The stylus moves a distance~referred to as
the cut-off! of either 0.01 or 0.03 in. as a reading is taken. The
stroke length must be at least five times the cut-off length. The
five readings obtained are then averaged and the resulting value is
converted into actual surface height variation~i.e., surface rough-
ness!, which is measured in micro-inches or Ra.

Typical uncoated, new compressor blades can have Ra values
of 35–40 micro-in. These Ra values will increase substantially as
fouling or corrosion pitting occurs while a compressor is in ser-
vice. The surface roughness for the blades of the 501-K compres-
sor coated for this test was between 60–70 Ra. Ra values for both
coatings applied by Sermatech were measured using a 0.03 cut-
off. The average roughness was 14 Ra with many of the values
between 9–11 Ra.

Properties of Coatings Applied.The antifouling compressor
coatings tested were Sermatech’s Sermalon 962/1140 and Serma-
flow S-4000. The Sermalon structure is shown in Fig. 3. As
shown, it consists of three layers. The Al/ceramic basecoat bonds

Fig. 3 Sermalon coating cross section

Table 3 Inlet salt requirements from MIL-E-17341C

Inlet salt concentration
Maximum particles greater than

13 Micron

0.003 25%
0.007 45%
0.016 45%
0.03 50%
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to the substrate and provides protection against corrosion. The
Al-filled intermediate coat further prevents corrosion, and the
PTFE-filled topcoat resists fouling.

The Sermaflow S-4000 structure, shown in Fig. 4, is a single
layer coating consisting of an aluminum ceramic base coat and a
thin chemically inert top coat which prevents corrosion of the
substrate and decreases surface roughness to prevent fouling. Ser-
maflow S-4000 topcoat, like the Sermalon topcoat, is highly inert
to prevent salt or other foulants from chemically bonding with it.
The chemical bonding, which occurred on noncoated blades,
tended to corrode the blade and increase surface roughness,
thereby increasing the fouling rate of the compressor.

Test Methodology
The test plan conducted for both coated and uncoated compres-

sor fouling tests was as follows:

1. Collect data at selected operating points within the gas tur-
bine’s range. This was to be done by varying generator load
from 0 to 1250 KW~0, 500, 1000, and 1250 KW!.

2. Inject a known quantity of salt into the gas turbine inlet. The
quantity calculated was 0.0158 lb of salt to be sprayed over
the course of 15 min.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until a clear data trend is evident.

Performance parameters monitored included compressor inlet
and discharge temperatures and pressures, engine vibration, fuel
volumetric flow rate, turbine inlet temperature, and generator
load. Salt was then sprayed at a rate of 3 gall per min with a
concentration of 0.5% for the 15-min injection period. This pro-
cess of data point collection between 15-min salt spray intervals
would allow ‘‘snapshots’’ of compressor health during the course
of a fouling cycle. The equation used to calculate compressor
efficiency for the 501-K is given in Eq.~1!.

@~Pt3/Pt2!g21/g21#/@~Tt3/Tt2!21# (1)

where state 2 is defined as the total pressure (Pt2) and tempera-
ture (Tt2) at the compressor inlet, and state 3 is defined as the
total pressure (Pt3) and temperature (Tt3) at the compressor
exit, and whereg is the ratio of specific heats for air in these
respective states.

Test Results

Compressor Coating Application Results. The compressor
tested was a decommissioned asset from USS Compte De Grasse
and required overhaul prior to coating application. After overhaul
completion, the compressor was disassembled and shipped to

Fig. 4 Sermaflow S-4000 cross section

Fig. 5 Compressor casing coated with Sermatel 6F-1

Fig. 6 Stages 1 and 2 coated with 962 Õ1140

Fig. 7 Inlet guide vanes and compressor blades coated with
Sermaflow S-4000
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Sermatech in Limerick, PA for application of the two coatings.
Figures 5 through 7 show the coated compressor components
prior to reassembly. Figure 5 shows the compressor and diffuser
casing coated with Sermatel 6F-1. Figure 6 shows stages 1 and 2
stators and blades coated 962/1140, a Sermalon variation. Figure 7
shows the air inlet guide vane assembly and various blades coated
with Sermaflow S-4000. After being coated, the compressor was
then shipped back to Standard Aero for reassembly. The complete,
reassembled compressor was installed in place of the existing
LBES 501-K17 compressor for testing.

Data Trends. Data from the fouling test on the uncoated Al-
lison 501-K17 gas turbine shows a nearly linear upward trend in
fuel flow rate, a nearly linear upward trend in CDT and a nearly
linear downward trend in CDP~see Figs. 8–10! as the salt intake
increases. This equates to a downward trend in compressor adia-
batic efficiency. Note that the amount of salt required to reduce
CDP by 7% and increase fuel flow and CDT by 3% was only
0.065 lb.

In addition, compressor adiabatic efficiency was calculated us-
ing Eq. ~1!. As can be seen in Fig. 11, a 6.5% efficiency loss was
realized after less than 0.08 lb of salt were ingested by the gas
turbine. The baseline test was repeated to verify these results.

As shown in Fig. 12, turbine inlet temperature also indicated
compressor degradation. This was expected for a fouled compres-
sor, as more energy is required to produce a given pressure ratio
than for a ‘‘clean’’ compressor. This energy is used to compensate
for the increase in friction and turbulence associated with salt
deposits on the compressor blades. Therefore, to obtain this addi-

tional energy, more fuel must be burned, causing combustor dis-
charge temperatures, and hence, turbine inlet temperatures, to in-
crease.

Coated Versus Uncoated Comparison. Graphs, similar to
Figs. 8 through 12, compared coated and uncoated compressor
performance. These results are shown in Figs. 13 through 17. As
shown, there are clear decreases in degradation for each parameter
associated with the coated compressor. The results are further
verified at each load level. In addition, repeat tests were conducted
on each compressor to further verify results.

Fig. 8 Fuel flow versus salt intake

Fig. 9 CDP versus salt intake

Fig. 10 CDT versus salt intake

Fig. 11 Adiabatic efficiency change versus salt intake

Fig. 12 TIT versus salt intake
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The Rolls-Royce/Allison 501-K17 was sensitive enough to

fouling to yield clearly visible trends in all operational parameters
that were measured. In addition, it is feasible to quantify fuel
economy losses associated with fouling of the 501-K17 in a
shipboard environment provided shipboard foulants adhere in a
similar manner as in the LBES test. This will facilitate a shipboard
fuel economy comparisons for a coated versus uncoated com-
pressor.

A direct numerical correlation between degradation rates during
this accelerated test versus an actual shipboard environment
would be questionable due to the larger saltwater droplet sizes
used for the test. However, results from these tests show that the
application of the compressor coatings significantly improved the
compressor’s resistance to fouling. This improvement to fouling
resistance can be seen in pressure ratio, TIT, overall compressor
efficiency, and fuel consumption slopes during the fouling cycle.
Based upon these results, it is recommended that a coated com-
pressor be evaluated in a shipboard environment in order to fur-
ther quantify fuel economy gains associated with a coating appli-
cation.
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Ngg 5 gas generator speed
CDP 5 compressor discharge pressure
CDT 5 compressor discharge temperature
TIT 5 turbine inlet temperature
SFC 5 specific fuel consumption
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Thermodynamic model of wet compression process is established in this paper. The topics
of ideal wet compression process, actual wet compression process, water droplet evapo-
rative rate, wet compression work, inlet evaporative cooling, concept of wet compression
efficiency, aerodynamic breaking of water droplets etc. are investigated and discussed in
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Introduction

One of the most effective way to increase the gas turbine output
power is reducing the amount of compression work of its com-
pressor, if we take into account that the compressor consumes
about 1/3–1/2 work produced by turbine. Intercooling in the com-
pression process or between two parts of compressor can reduce
the compression work effectively. But the heat absorbed by the
coolant is rejected from the cycle. So general intercooling tech-
niques will increase the gas turbine output, but will decrease the
cycle efficiency sometimes. The large amount of latent heat of
water when it evaporates from liquid to vapor arises the idea that
mixing water with the compressed hot air to cool the air. By this
way, it will reduce the compression work, and the evaporated
water~vapor! will produce more work in turbine as an ingredient
of working fluid mixture. Inlet evaporative cooling has been used
to increase the gas turbine output power and to improve thermal
efficiency in recent years. This is a cost-effective way to enhance
the performance of the gas turbine directly; but the effect of this
technique is restricted greatly by environmental air temperature
and humidity when applying. There are many inlet evaporative
coolers, or spray chiller providers appeared around the world
these years; and also, many gas turbine manufacturers have tested
and applied this technique or provide similar equipment as acces-
sories@1–5#. The hotter and drier the inlet air is, the more effec-
tive of the equipment.

According to the operating results that a 1% water injection to
air mass flow will increase the gas turbine output up to 10% and
efficiency up to a relative 3%@6–9#. The other benefits are re-
duced NOx emissions.

In this paper, we try to introduce the concept of continuously
evaporating internal cooling of the compressor—wet compres-
sion, or say, humid air compressor~HAC! as we called it in ref-
erence@10#. It is sophisticated to some extent, but more effective
and prospective.

Thermodynamic investigations of wet compression process are
carried out. The results indicate that this technique has great po-
tential to improve the compressor performance.

The wet compression process differs fundamentally from dry
air compression process. How to calculate the variation of ther-
modynamic parameters of wet compression process is important
for evaluating wet compression itself and for analyzing gas tur-
bine performance. Several aspects about wet compression process
are discussed in the followings.

Ideal Wet Compression Process

Ideal Wet Compression Process Equation. According to
Gibbs equation

Tds5dh2
dp

r
(1)

For ideal wet compression, assume the evaporative heat equals to
fictitious reversible heat

Tds52Ldw (2)

So the Gibbs equation becomes

2Ldw5dh2dp/r (3)

From thermally and calorically perfect gas expressions, Eq.~3!
is rewritten as

2Ldw5
gR

g21
dT2

dp

p
RT (4)

Then, we got the equation of compression process

dp

p
5S g

g21
1

L

R

dw

dTD dT

T
(5)

It can be seen from Eq.~5! that for wet compression process, the
evaporative ratedw/dT plays an important role. It is just this term
that makes the wet compression different from dry compression.

Isentropic Index of Wet Compression Process. To get the
isentropic index of wet compression process, integrating Eq.~5!
from inlet to outlet of compressor. Assume evaporative rate varies
with temperature linearly, that isdw/dT5const; we have

S p

p1
D5S T

T1
D k/k21

5S T

T1
D s

(6)

From Eqs.~5! and ~6!, we know that

g

g21
1

L

R

dw

dT
5

k

k21
5s (7)

After evaporative rate being given or under condition of saturated
wet compression, isentropic index of wet compression can be cal-
culated from Eq.~7!.

If evaporative rate isdw/dT57.531024, the calculated isen-
tropic index of wet compression isk51.122. Such a result re-
minds us that it is similar to the insentropic index of wet steam
expansion process in steam turbine.
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Actual Wet Compression Process
For actual wet compression, the process index depends on both

entropy increase of airDS5(1/g21)(n2g/n21)R ln T2 /T1 and
water evaporative ratedw/dT. From Gibbs equation, we have

2Ldw1
1

g21

n2g

n21
RdT5

gR

g21
dT2

dp

r
(8)

Substituting thermally and calorically perfect gas expressions into
Eq. ~8!,

dp

p
RT5

gR

g21
dT1Ldw2

1

g21

n2g

n21
RdT (9)

Dividing RT from left and right sides of Eq.~9!, we obtain,

dp

p
5S g

g21
1

L

R

dw

dT
2

1

g21

n2g

n21D dT

T
(10)

Integration of Eq.~10! gives

p

p1
5S T

T1
D m/m21

(11)

where

m

m21
5

g

g21
1

L

R

dw

dT
2

1

g21

n2g

n21
(12)

m is the polytropic index of actual wet compression process.
Comparing indices ofk, m, n, we have the following results:

k,m,n (13)

Exit Temperature of Wet Compression
Because of the Internal cooling of wet compression, the com-

pressor exit temperature of wet compression drops greatly.
The exit temperature of ideal wet compression process can be

obtained in following ways:

1. From Eq.~6!, the exit temperature is

T2

T1
5S p2

p1
D k21/k

(14)

2. Or, if specific heat is not constant, according to isentropic
condition

Ds50 (15)

For wet air, Eq.~15! means

sa21w2sw21 f 2sf 25sa11w1sw11 f 1sf 1 (16)

Iteration is needed to get the compressor exit temperature
through the balance of Eq.~16!. If compression ratio ispi57 as
in the foregoing, inlet temperature ist1525, evaporative rate
dw/dT57.531024 kg/K, then compressor exit temperature of
saturated wet compression isT215368 K. While the exit tempera-
ture of dry air compression isT25520 K for the same compres-
sion ratio and inlet temperature. The drop of compressor exit tem-
perature due to the internal cooling of wet compression isDT2
5152 K.

The higher the compression ratio is, the greater is the difference
between T2 and T21. That results in more compression works
being reduced. And that means more output power of gas turbine
can be delivered. The compressor exit temperatures under differ-
ent pressure ratios are shown in Fig. 1. Here, t2d, t2di and t2wi
are exit temperatures of actual dry, ideal dry compression, and
ideal wet compression processes, respectively.

The exit temperature of actual wet compression depends on
both the compression ratio and the evaporative rates. As shown in
Fig. 2, when the evaporative rate is greater than about 0.8e-5
kg/K, the wet exit temperature can even be lower than that of
ideal dry air compression. The higher is the evaporative rate, the
lower is the compressor exit temperature. The exit temperature
can be as low as 368 K when compression ratio is 7.

Compression Work of Wet Compression Process
The compression work decreases because of the internal evapo-

rative cooling. However, the evaporating during the compression
process makes the calculation of the compression work compli-
cated. The enthalpy of mixed working fluids~wet air! is

Fig. 1 Exit temperatures of ideal wet compression and dry air
compression processes

Fig. 2 t2di, t2d, t2w, t2wi are compressor exit temperatures of
ideal dry air compression, dry air compression, wet compres-
sion, and ideal wet compression, respectively
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h5ha1whw1 f hf (17)

From Eq.~17!, we have

dh5dha1d~whw!1d~ f hf !5dha1wdhw1hwdw1 f dhf1hfd f
(18)

During compression process, it can takedhf'0.
Becausedw52d f , Eq. ~18! is rewritten as

dh5dha1wdhw1hwdw2hfdw5dha1wdhw1dw~hw2hf !

5dha1wdhw1dw~hw2hg1hf g! (19)

wherehf g is latent heat.
From the view of droplet evaporation, Eq.~18! is

dh5dha1wdhw2hwd f1hfd f

5dha1wdhw2d f~hw2hg1hf g! (20)

Then the work of wet compression process is

Wc5ha22ha11w2hw22w1hw11 f 2hf 22 f 1hf 1 (21)

If we take w22w15Dw, f 12 f 25D f , Dw5D f then the wet
compression work is

Wc5ha22ha11w1~hw22hw1!1Dwhw21 f 2~hf 22hf 1!2D f hf 1
(22)

If water evaporates completely at the exit of compressor, then
we havef 250. In such a case, wet compression work is

Wc5ha22ha11w1~hw22hw1!1Dwhw22D f hf 1

5ha22ha11w1~hw22hw1!1Dw~hw22hf 1! (23)

whereDw5D f is evaporative amount from inlet to outlet.
The compression work can also be written as

Wc5~ha21w2hw2!2~ha11w1hw1!2D f hf 1 (24)

If w150, means the compression process begins from dry air,
then compression work is

Fig. 3 Actual and isentropic compression works of dry air and
wet compression „evaporative rate is dw ÕdtÄ7.5e-4…

Fig. 4 Actual and isentropic compression works of dry air and
wet compression „evaporative rate is dw ÕdtÄ3.5e-4…

Fig. 5 Actual and isentropic compression works of dry air and
wet compression „evaporative rate is dw ÕdtÄ1.5e-4…

Fig. 6 Wet compression work variation with evaporative
rates— „a… compression ratio piÄ7, „b… compression ratio
piÄ30
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Wc5~ha21w2hw2!2ha12D f hf 1 (25)

Because, in this case,w25D f ; therefore

Wc5ha22ha11D f ~hw22hf 1! (26)

Generally speaking,w1Þ0. That implies compressor inlet air is
humid air or some kinds of evaporative cooling techniques
adopted before the inlet of compressor.

The compression works under different pressure ratios and dif-
ferent evaporative rates are shown in Figs. 3–5. The evaporative
rates are 7.5e-4, 3.5e-4 and 1.5e-4, respectively. Here,Wd and
Wdi are actual and isentropic dry air compression works;Ww and
Wwi are actual and isentropic wet compression works. It can be
seen from the figures that the wet compression works are much
lower than those of dry air compressions. The higher is the pres-
sure ratio, the more saving is the compression work. When pres-
sure ratio is 40, the wet compression work is only about half of
the dry air compression work. These results indicate the great
potential of the wet compression. When evaporative rate reaches
about 1.8e-4 or more, the wet compression work will be lower
than that of isentropic dry air compression. The wet compression
work is higher than the dry air isentropic work, if evaporative rate
is less than 1.5e-4~see Fig. 5!, but that is still much lower than
actual dry air compression work. So, it is also a great improve-
ment for dry air compression.

Figure 6 is the variation of wet compression works with evapo-
rative rates. In these two cases, the compression ratios are 7 and
30, respectively. The dry air compression work and isentropic
work are also drawn in these figures with slash or dot lines for
comparison. The wet compression workWw decreases along with
the increasing of evaporative ratedw/dt. It starts from actual dry
air compression workWd and decreases till approaching to isen-
tropic wet compression workWwi. The wet compression work
Ww can be lower than dry air isentropic compression workWdi,
which will be illustrated further in later section.

Compressor Inlet Evaporative Cooling
Evaporative cooling before compressor inlet can be taken as a

part of wet compression techniques. When inlet air is humidified,
its temperature will decrease. As the air reaches saturation, its
temperature gets to the lowest level. The temperature drop de-
pends on the environmental temperature and relative humidity.
The smaller is the humidity, the more drop of the temperature.

If the atmosphere relative humidity isw, then moisture content
or steam-to-air ratio is

w05
M v

Ma

pv

pa
50.622

wpsv

p2wpsv
(27)

whereM v , pv are mass and pressure of vapor,Ma , pa are mass
and pressure of air, respectively. Subscriptsv represents satura-
tion state.

When the inlet air is humidified, the change of enthalpy is

h12h05~w12w0!hf 0 (28)

Taking the specific heat and latent heat as constants in this
process

@1.005t11w1~250111.859t1!#2@1.005t01w0~250111.859t0!#

5~w12w0!hf 0 (29)

where Gpa51.005 KJ/Kg•K, Cps51.859 KJ/Kg•K, L0H2o

52501 KJ/Kg are specific heat of air, vapor at constant pressure,
and latent heat.

Based on Eq.~29!, we can get the temperature after air humidi-
fying. When the air reaches saturation,

w150.622
psv

p2psv
.

Solving Eq.~29! through iterationt1→psv(t1)→w1→t18 . The
temperature and pressure of saturated vapor is related by the ex-
pression log10 psv55.5522061/Tsv for the convenience of com-
putation.

For example, when environment temperature ist0520 rela-
tive humidity is w530%, moisture contents arew0
50.0045 kg/kgDA,w150.0081 kg/kgDA respectively. The water
amount injected isDw53.6e-3 kg/kgDA, and the inlet wet air
temperature drops tot1510.8.

When environment temperature ist0520, relative humidity in-
creases tow550%, moisture contents arew050.0075 kg/kgDA,
w150.0108 kg/kgDA. The water amount injected isDw5w1
2w053.3e-3 kg/kgDA, and the inlet wet air temperature drops to
t1513.8.

When environment temperature ist0520, relative humidity
increases to w570%, moisture contents are w0
50.01060 kg/kgDA, w150.01190 kg/kgDA, respectively. The
water amount injected isDw5w12w051.3e-3 kg/kgDA, then
the inlet wet air temperature drops tot1516.5.

Figures 7 and 8 are inlet temperature and evaporative amount
for inlet evaporative cooling from environmental state to satura-
tion state at different environmental temperature and different
relative humidity. The higher is the environmental temperature
and the lower is the relative humidity, the more effective is the
inlet evaporative cooling. When the environmental humidity is
high, for example,w.75%, the inlet evaporative cooling will not

Fig. 7 Compressor inlet temperature after inlet evaporative
cooling

Fig. 8 Evaporative amount of water „gÕkgDA … need for inlet
cooling
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very effective. The amount of compression work saving depends
on environmental temperature, relative humidity and the effective-
ness of inlet evaporative cooling.

Internal evaporative cooling of wet compression can achieve
much the same effect as that of inlet evaporative cooling, but does
not restricted so much by the environmental conditions. Through
evaporative cooling, the compressor mass rate and compression
ratio will increase. The increased mass rate comes from the added
steam, high-density air and the through flow increase of turbine
due to the higher compression ratio. If the compression ratio re-
mains the same, the compression work will be reduced, so the gas
turbine will deliver more output power if considering the com-
pressor consumes 1/2–2/3 of the total work generated by turbine.
Moreover, for wet compression, besides achieving internal cool-
ing effect, the heat of compressed air is not rejected as those of
general inter cooling, such as in the case of ICR engine, but is
recovered by the evaporated water.

Efficiency of Wet Compression Process
Because of the change of isentropic process of wet compression

and the reducing of compression work, the compression efficiency
must be redefined. Otherwise, if we take the isentropic compres-
sion work of dry air as a basis to evaluate wet compression, then
the efficiency, ‘‘equivalent adiabatic efficiency’’ as we called it,
may be greater than 1.0.

Three kinds of efficiency of wet compression are discussed in
the following.

Equivalent Adiabatic Efficiency. The equivalent adiabatic
efficiency of wet compression process is defined as

hec5
Wdi

Ww
5

hdWd

Ww
(30)

For ideal compression process or isentropic wet compression
process, we haveWw5Wwi . In this case, equivalent adiabatic
efficiency is

heic5
Wdi

Wwi
(31)

Generally speaking, the isentropic work of wet compression is
less or equal to the isentropic work of dry air compression, which
means the equivalent adiabatic efficiency will beheic>1.

Wet Isentropic Compression Efficiency. If we take wet
isentropic compression work as comparing basis to evaluate the
actual wet compression process, the compression effectiveness
can be determined by the following wet isentropic efficiency:

hw5
WWi

WW
(32)

Such efficiency reflects the extent of actual wet compression
process approaching to the ideal wet compression process. Gen-
erally, the wet isentropic compression efficiency hashw,1.0.

Efficiency of Wet Compression. The effectiveness of wet
compression process can also be judged with ‘‘efficiency of wet
compression’’ defined as

hwd5
Wd2Ww

Wd2Wwi
(33)

where,Wd is dry air actual compression work.
This kind of efficiency reflects the ratio of deviation of actual

wet compression process from dry air actual compression process
and the deviation of ideal wet compression process from dry air
actual compression process. It can also be utilized to evaluate the
actual wet compression.

If we compared the dry air compression with wet air compres-
sion using the ‘‘equivalent adiabatic efficiency,’’ generally we
have

hdS 5
Wdi

Wd
D,hecS 5

Wdi

Ww
D,heciS 5

Wdi

Wwi
D (34)

Actually, because the wet compression process may have some
additional losses for the wet compressor shrouds, friction between
different phases, breaking water droplets and the flow coefficient
deviation from its optimal value of present compressor, etc., the
equivalent adiabatic efficiencyhec may not be greater than 1.0.
However, it will be surely greater than dry adiabatic efficiency.

Figure 9 shows the efficiencies of wet compression that defined
above. Here the dry air polytropic efficiency ishp50.85. The
‘‘equivalent adiabatic efficiency’’ will greater than 1.0 even when
evaporative rate is not very high. That indicates the great potential
we can improve the compressor performance by wet compression
techniques. For the evaluation of wet compression itself, the wet
isentropic compression efficiency (etaw) and efficiency of wet
compression (etawd) may be more convenient because of the
maximum values of them is 1.0. Which one is used depends on
how to evaluate the wet compression.

Discussion on the Diagram of Wet Compression Process

Representing Wet Compression Process on thep-v and T-S
Diagrams of Dry Air Compression Process. If we represent
the wet compression process on thep-v andT-S diagrams of dry
air compression process, it is as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The
diagrams can be used to compare the wet compression process
with other dry air compression processes, i.e., isentropic process,
isothermal process, and polytropic process.

In these figures, 1 – 2k represents the wet compression process.

Fig. 9 Efficiencies of wet compression process

Fig. 10 p -v diagram of compression processes
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Based on thep-v diagram, the compression works of the com-
pression processes are the following areas:

WCT5 f 2122T2g2 f ~ Isothermal!

WCK5 f 2122k2g2 f ~Wet compression!

WCS5 f 2122S2g2 f ~ Isentropic!

WCN5 f 2122n2g2 f ~Polytropic!

Comparing the areas of these processes, we get the conclusions

WCT,WCK,WCS,WCN

From theT-S diagram, the compression work of these pro-
cesses can be taken as the areas

WCT5n2122T2 j 2n ~ Isothermal!

WCK5n2122k22T2 j 2n ~Wet compression!

WCS5n22s22T2 j 2n ~ Isentropic!

WCN5 i 22n22T2 j 2 i ~Polytropic!

The work difference between wet compression process and dry
air isentropic compression process is

DW5WCS2WCK5122S22K21 ~Area!

The heat released by hot compressed air isDQ5n2122K
2m2n, which is absorbed and utilized by the evaporating water
droplet in the wet compression process. A part of extra heat in
arean22s22k2m2n has to be added for heating the wet and
low temperature air. However, such a heat partly comes from re-

leased heatn2122K2m2n and the remaining part is equivalent
to the energy saving of compression work 122S22K21.

The work saving is more considerable, if we compare the wet
compression works with the dry air actual compression process

DW5WCN2WCK5n2122K22n2 i 2n ~area!

As previously discussed, for the same compression pressure
ratio p5p2 /p1 , the exit temperature of wet isentropic compres-
sion process is lower than that of dry air isentropic compression
process. From the point of wet air, the isentropic process is 1 – 2k
on the T-S diagram~Fig. 12!. If we draw the dry air isentropic
process in the same chart, it is along the line 1 – 2s. For wet
compression, it is something like isobar line shifts to the dash line
position.

Evaporative Rate of Water Droplet
The evaporative rate of water droplet is very important to the

wet compression process. According to Langmuir-Maxwell
method@11#

dw

dt
52

d f

dt
52

2pDvdp

RGa
S PL

TL
2

PG

TG
D (35)

Here dw/dt5(dw/dT)(dT/dt). pL , TL are pressure and tem-
perature on the surface of droplet, they can be taken as saturated
pressure and temperature.pG , TG are environmental pressure and
temperature.Dv is diffusive coefficient.

Equation~35! is rewritten as

d f

dt
5

2pDvdp

RGa
S ps

Ts
2

PG

TG
D (36)

If we takeTS5TG , Eq. ~36! is simplified as

d f

dt
5

2pDvdp

RGaTG
~ps2pG! (37)

That is the evaporative rate.
If the droplet is very small, Kelvin effect has to be taken into

account@12#. Because free energy function is

F5h2Ts5u1pv2Ts (38)

Then we have

dF5du1pdv1vdp2Tds2sdT (39)

According to the first law of thermodynamics

Tds5du1pdv (40)

Equation~39! is

dF5vdp2sdT (41)

In evaporating process

dF5vdp (42)

DF5E
PL

PS

vdp5RTE
PL

PS dp

p
5RT ln

ps

pL
(43)

and

DF5vE dp5vDp5v4s/dp5
4s

dprL

Therefore, we get

ln
ps

pL
5

4s

dprLRT
(44)

If the water droplet is so small that close to zero, Fuchs effect
has to be considered@11#. Then the evaporative rate is revised as

Fig. 12 T-S diagram of isentropic wet compression process—
1 – 2s dry air isentropic compression process, 1 – 2 k wet air
isentropic compression process

Fig. 11 T-S diagram of compression processes
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d f

dt
5

2pDvdp

RGa
S pL

TL
2

PG

TG
D F 2l1dp

dp15.33~l2/dp!13.42l
G (45)

where,l is average free length of gaseous molecule.

Evaporation Time of Water Droplet
The water droplet injected into the airflow of compressor must

be evaporated in a short time. So the droplet should be small
enough to fulfill such an evaporation requirement.

The liquid mass change is

dM5d~ f Ga!54pr 2drrL5
pdp

2

2
ddprL (46)

Considering Eq.~35!, we get the water droplet diameter-reducing
rate

ddp

dt
5

4Dv

RrLdp
S pG

TG
2

PL

TL
D (47)

Integration of Eq.~47! from d1 to d2 gives

E
d1

d2

dpddp5E
0

t 4Dv

RrL
S PG

TG
2

PL

TL
Ddt (48)

That is

d2
22d1

25
8Dvt

RrL
S PG

TG
2

PL

TL
D

M

(49)

where subscriptM means average value at the evaporation pro-
cess. Therefore, the drying (d2→0) time of droplet with initial
diameterd15dp is

t5
RrLdp

2

8DvS PL

TL
2

PG

TG
D

M

(50)

For modern gas turbine, the axial velocity in compressor is in
order of 102 m/s, so the maximum staying time of droplet is gen-
erally in order of 0.01 s, from Eq.~50!, the calculated diameter of
droplet should smaller than 20mm.

The foregoing result is the minimum requirement. In fact, the
smaller is the droplet diameter, the better evaporative effect can be
achieved. Where the injection position is nearer to the inlet, the
finer is required for injected mist. If the droplet diameter isdp
<5 mm, it can move along the streamlines; and if the droplet has
smallest diameter, it is not only good for evaporating, but also has
higher flow efficiency due to the least disturbance to airflow.

Aerodynamic Breaking of Water Droplet in High-Speed
Airflow

The diameter of water droplet, which just leaves the nozzle,
depends on the nozzle diameter of sprayer and the injection pres-
sure. The nozzle diameter cannot be too small in considering the
machining difficulty and contaminates blocking problem. If the
injecting pressure is in the range of 1.0 to 10.0 MPa, the diameter
of water droplet will be in the order of 101 to 102 mm @11#. Water
heating can reduce the diameter, but it will not prevent for further
breaking. The air or steam-driven sprayer can refine the droplets,
however, that demands higher-pressure driving air or steam.

The high-speed airflow in compressor is of the ability to break
water droplet in itself. For this reason, the final diameterdp of
droplet injected into the airflow is not only depending on the
performance of injection nozzle, but also depending on the aero-
dynamic breaking ability of high-speed airflow. That is to say, the
final diameter of water droplet depends on the ratio of aerody-
namic force of airflow and the droplet surface tension, namely
Weber number or Weber criterion.

After aerodynamic breaking, the diameter of droplet is

dp5Wecr

2s

ra~Va2Vp!2
(52)

where Vp is the speed of water droplet. Wecr is critical Weber
number.

Under different environmental pressures and velocity gradients,
the final droplet diameters are shown in Fig. 13. When the veloc-
ity gradient is above 150 m/s, the droplet diameters are less than
20 mm in any case. Such a diameter can satisfy the evaporative
requirement. It can also be seen that the higher is the environmen-
tal pressure, the finer is the diameter of droplet.

The breaking time is also a very important factor to be consid-
ered for injected water droplets. Figure 14 is the breaking time of
droplets with diameters 200 and 1000mm. According to the figure
that the breaking time is in the order of 1024– 1025 s. That means
the water droplet can be broken very quickly.

Conclusion
Thermodynamic model of wet compression process is estab-

lished in this paper. Ideal wet compression process, actual wet
compression process, water droplet evaporation rate, wet com-
pression work, inlet evaporative cooling, concept of wet compres-
sion efficiency and aerodynamic breaking of water drop etc., are
discussed. The results indicate that:

• Effective cooling can be achieved through wet compression.
Such a cooling brings the reducing of compression work. The wet
compression work can even be lower than that of dry air isentro-
pic compression work. If we take the increase of turbine output

Fig. 13 Droplet diameter under different environmental pres-
sure

Fig. 14 Breaking time of water droplets in high-speed airflow
and velocity gradient
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power into account, we can say that wet compression technique
has great potential to enhance the performance of gas turbine.

• Because the decrease of compression work, the ‘equivalent
adiabatic efficiency’ can be greater than 1.0, a new wet compres-
sion isentropic efficiency as defined in our paper is necessary for
evaluating the wet compression process.

• The evaporation in wet compression process makes the index
of process and compression works differ from dry air compression
process fundamentally. A new system for that is given in this
paper.

• Evaporative rate, time and aerodynamic breaking and break-
ing time of water are also very important for wet compression.
Some more detailed investigation will be carried for these prob-
lems.

• The decrease of compressor exit temperature arise the idea of
WCR ~wet cooling and regenerative! gas turbine, which will
greatly increase the cycle efficiency.

Nomenclature

L 5 latent heat
w, f 5 steam-to-air ratio and water-to-air ratio, respectively

dw/dT 5 evaporative rate
k 5 isentropic index of wet compression
g 5 isentropic index of dry air compression
n 5 polytropic exponent of dry air compression process
m 5 polytropic index of actual wet compression process

ha hw hf 5 enthalpies of air, steam and water
dp 5 diameter of water droplet
Ga 5 air mass flow rate

s 5 surface tension of water droplet

Subscripts

0, 1, 2 5 environment, inlet, and outlet
a, w, f 5 air, steam~or wet!, water

g 5 saturated steam
d 5 dry
i 5 ideal
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Improving the Efficiency of the
Trent 500-HP Turbine Using
Nonaxisymmetric End
Walls—Part I: Turbine Design
This paper describes the redesign of the HP turbine of the Rolls-Royce Trent 500 engine,
making use of nonaxisymmetric end walls. The original, datum turbine used conventional
axisymmetric end walls, while the vane and (shrouded) rotor aerofoil profiles were nomi-
nally the same for the two designs. Previous research on the large-scale, low-speed linear
cascade at Durham University (see Hartland et al. Compositor: complete ref. in Ab-
stract), had already demonstrated significant potential for reducing turbine secondary
losses using nonaxisymmetric end walls-by about one third. This paper shows how a
methodology was derived from the results of this research and applied to the design of the
single-stage Trent 500-HP turbine (model rig). In particular, the application of a new
linear design system for the parametric definition of these end wall shapes (described in
Harvey et al. Compositor: complete ref. in Abstract) is discussed in detail.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1450766#

Introduction
Few successful attempts have been made to reduce secondary

loss through application of end-wall profiling to a blade row. One
successful application of profiling has been demonstrated in the
Linear Cascade at Durham University by Hartland et al.@1#. The
end wall investigated at Durham demonstrated the advantages of
end-wall profiling in a low-speed linear cascade which showed a
34% reduction in secondary loss. In addition to this, profiling of
the end-wall has the advantage of reducing exit whirl angle devia-
tions which in turn would reduce incidence loss for the down-
stream blade row. However, this benefit has not been quantified in
the linear cascade.

The objective of this work is to validate the potential implied
by the Durham Cascade results in an engine representative envi-
ronment. The Trent 500 model test rig is selected as the basis for
the experiment. This cold flow rig is a 75% scale model of the
Trent 500-HP turbine. The objective of the test is to compare the
efficiency of the profiled end-wall turbine with that for the exist-
ing axisymmetric turbine at the same specific work output. The
design is constrained to have the same aerofoil geometry as the
axisymmetric turbine.

Nonaxisymmetric end-wall profiling is applied to the HP NGV
and rotor hub and casing end walls. The design process and pre-
dicted benefit in performance are described in Part 1; Part 2 of this
paper describes the model test rig results.

Secondary Loss in Turbomachinery
Secondary loss is a term which is generally used to describe all

other losses, excluding overtip leakage and aerofoil profile loss
occurring within a turbine stage. It is the least understood loss
mechanism and typically it accounts for 33% of the total loss in a
turbine stage; Denton@2#.

However, the work presented here focuses on reducing classical
secondary loss. This is associated with the loss produced by the
low momentum fluid on the annulus walls which becomes over-
turned due to the influence of the pressure gradients created by the
aerofoil as it turns the air through the blade row. This leads to the
formation of passage vortices near the hub and casing.

As the flow impinges on the leading edge of the aerofoil, the
radial variation in stagnation pressure creates flow along the lead-
ing edge of the aerofoil towards the end wall. When this flow
reaches the end-wall, it then travels upstream along the annulus
wall. Where the incoming boundary layer flow meets this flow,
separation occurs and a horse shoe vortex forms around the lead-
ing edge of the aerofoil. The strength of this vortex is proportional
to the thickness of the aerofoil leading edge and the variation in
radial pressure gradient along the leading edge.

The cross passage pressure gradient produced by the aerofoil
turning the flow drives the low momentum flow on the end wall
from the pressure surface towards the suction surface. This flow
meets the incoming boundary layer flow and a 3-D separation line
is produced across the end wall. At the intersection of the separa-
tion line and the suction surface, a passage vortex is formed. This
vortex runs along the suction surface and is continuously fed by
the cross flow from the pressure surface. The strength of the
end-wall flow is therefore a function of the cross passage pres-
sure gradient which itself is proportional to the level of
turning produced by the blade row. More detailed descriptions
of the end-wall flows are provided by Hodson and Dominy@3#
and Sieverding@4#.

On a turbine rotor end wall, the incoming boundary layer is
skewed in the opposite direction to the end-wall pressure gradient.
This induces negative incidence on the aerofoil near the end wall
which creates strong circumferential vorticity rotating in a direc-
tion which augments the secondary flows. This is in contrast to a
compressor rotor, where the boundary layer is skewed in the same
direction as the pressure gradient. In this case, positive incidence
is induced on the blade row and the direction of the vorticity acts
to oppose the secondary flows driven by the pressure gradient,
thereby reducing the secondary loss. Therefore, the skewing of the
boundary layer leads to a significant increase in the secondary loss
of a turbine rotor; see Walsh and Gregory-Smith@5#. A summary
of the entropy generation process within end-wall flow is given by
Denton@2#.

From a geometric point of view, for a given blade height and
spacing, a longer chord length generates larger secondary flows on
the end walls. Therefore, the secondary loss will be higher as a
proportion of the overall loss. For this reason, high aspect ratio
aerofoils are desirable in order to minimize secondary loss.

In summary, therefore, classical secondary loss in a turbine is
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mainly a function of angle of turning, inlet relative stagnation
pressure profile, aspect ratio, and leading edge thickness.

Previous Work
Early attempts to reduce secondary loss through end-wall pro-

filing involved 2-D axisymmetric changes to the annulus wall.
Geometries tested by Kopper and Milano@6#, Atkins @7#, and Dos-
sena et al.@8# involved a strong contraction of the passage pro-
ducing an increase in velocity ratio across the row. These geom-
etries produced increases in loss near the profiled end-wall and
reductions in loss near the unprofiled end wall. Although benefits
were achieved, the adverse effects downstream cancelled out the
benefit found in the upstream profiled blade row.

Three-dimensional nonaxisymmetric profiles have been tested
by Morris and Hoare@9#, Atkins @7#, Hartland et al.@10#. Morris
and Hoare applied profiling normal to the mid-passage streamline.
Their design reduced the loss on the unprofiled side of the passage
but led to higher loss on the profiled side of the passage. Atkins
attempted to reduce the end-wall pressure gradient by applying a
bump or trough near the aerofoil surfaces. The profiles tested re-
sulted in an overall increase in loss relative to the axisymmetric
case due to separations occurring near the profile. The blade wake
also became strongly twisted.

Rose@11# attempted to use end-wall profiling to control the exit
static pressure at the trailing edge platform. A sinusoidal profile
was applied in the circumferential direction which was intended to
average out the static pressure in order to reduce the peak pressure
at the interplatform gap between the HP NGV and the HP rotor.
By reducing the peak pressure, the turbine disk coolant leakage
flow could be reduced. The geometry was tested by Hartland@10#
and the profiling was shown to accurately control the static pres-
sure in the circumferential direction. Following the success of this
work, Rolls-Royce and Durham University began a series of tests
to examine the use of nonaxisymmetric profiling within the pas-
sage to reduce secondary loss.

Hartland et al.@1# tested a nonaxisymmetric profile at Durham
University designed to reduce secondary flows. The cascade is a
low speed linear cascade operating at an exit Mach number of 0.1
with a Reynolds number of 400,000 and the geometry is represen-
tative of an HP rotor. The end-wall design consisted of a circum-
ferential sinusoidal perturbation with its peak at the pressure sur-
face near the leading edge of the aerofoil, Harvey et al.@12#.
Further down the passage, another sinusoid of lower amplitude
with its peak near the late suction surface is located. The end-wall
design achieved a significant reduction in the strength of the cross
passage pressure gradient early in the passage. The net reduction
in mixed out secondary loss was 34%, which was accompanied by
a reduction in the whirl angle deviation at cascade exit. A reduc-
tion in the overturning near the end wall was found to be due to a
countervortex rotating in the opposite direction to and beneath the
passage vortex. This vortex was due to the low pressures near the
suction surface created by the convex curvature of the local pro-
filing. The loss core of this countervortex was smaller than the
passage vortex and led to increased loss near the end wall. The
loss core of the passage vortex was found to be reduced relative to
the axisymmetric case which was considered to be evidence of a
reduction in the end wall flow swept into the passage vortex.

Following the success of research work at Durham it was de-
cided to test the concept in engine representative conditions.

Design Methodology
The program used to generate the end-wall geometry is called

FAITH ~forward and inverse 3-D design! and a general descrip-
tion of this code is given by Shahpar and Lapworth@13#.

The profiled end-wall shape is determined by six control sta-
tions which are fixed at specified axial distances along the mean
camber line of the aerofoil. See Fig. 1 for a view of the control
planes selected for the HP NGV design. At each station a sinu-
soidal shape may be generated in the circumferential direction.

The height and phase angle of each wave are specified by the user.
FAITH fits a b-spline in the axial direction through each control
station. The final geometry is a surface fitted over the six
b-splines. In order to limit the axial extents of the profiling, addi-
tional stations are placed upstream and downstream of the control
stations.

FAITH offers the choice of four types of perturbations at each
station, namely, 0th, 1st, 2nd and 3rd-order harmonics. A 0th har-
monic implies an axisymmetric change in annulus shape which
creates either a local raising or lowering of the annulus height.
This produces a uniform change in cross passage area. A 1st har-
monic perturbation implies a single sinusoid across the passage
width, a 2nd harmonic perturbation implies two sinusoids across
the passage, etc. The sinusoidal shape helps to conserve the cross
passage area. Where combinations of harmonics are used at each
station, a Fourier series expansion is used to combine their effects
across the control station. In order to reduce the design space,
only 0th and 1st-order harmonics are incorporated into the current
design.

To begin the design process, a steady-state base case solution of
the axisymmetric blade row is obtained. The code used for all
nonlinear analysis is sz02 which is a finite volume 2nd-order ac-
curate pressure correction solver based on the Moore’s elliptic
flow program ~MEFP! algorithm; Moore @14#. The turbulence
model employed is the Prandtl mixing length model. Sz02 is se-
lected for its ability to model the end-wall geometry while pro-
viding a good simulation of the flow field.

Figures 2 and 3 present the base case meshes for the HP NGV
and rotor for the Trent 500 model test rig. The mesh size used for
the NGV is 150,000 and the Rotor uses 70,000 cells.

Having generated the Base Case solution, the next step is to
create a matrix of perturbed geometries for the hub and casing
which are used as a guide to determine the optimum phase of the
perturbation for each control station. For each station, six sets of

Fig. 1 Plot of control points along the mesh
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perturbation geometries are created which consist of two 0th Har-
monic ~positive and negative amplitude! and four 1st harmonic
sinusoidal waves~0, 90, 180, 270 deg phase shifts!. FAITH is
used to generate all of the perturbation geometries and the asso-
ciated files required to run each geometry within sz02. Sz02 is
then used to create a nonlinear prediction of the flowfield for each
perturbation. Therefore, a total of 63632572 CFD runs are per-
formed for each blade row.

A parameter typically used in secondary loss measurements is
secondary kinetic energy~SKE!, Gregory-Smith@15#. SKE is the
energy of the flow normal to an ideal primary flow~possibly de-
fined by an inviscid model!. It is usually assumed to be dissipated
in subsequent mixing and thus should be well correlated with the
secondary loss. In a 2-D linear cascade it is straight forward to
define the ideal flow direction across the flowfield. It is much
harder for highly 3-D blading. In FAITH, this reference direction
is taken to be the circumferentially averaged flow direction at each
height. The main problem with this definition is that the aerofoil’s
potential flowfield, particularly around the leading and trailing
edges, appears as regions of high SKE.

In order to focus on the SKE changes to the vortical compo-
nents of the flow, the dot product of the SKE and helicity is used.

Helicity is defined as the flux of streamwise vorticity. This has the
effect of excluding the bulk of the changes of SKE associated with
the potential flowfield. However, it does not exclude the changes
due to the potential field in the regions of vortical flow. This
contribution though, should be small compared with the changes
due to the vortical flow. The dot product of SKE and helicity
~SKEH! is therefore considered to be a more suitable design pa-
rameter than SKE.

From the results of experimental work by Hartland et al.@1#, it
is expected that a successful design should reduce the exit whirl
angle deviations produced by the passage vortex. This is indica-
tive of a weakening of the strength of the vortex, and therefore a
reduction in secondary loss. Experimental research has shown that
a successful end-wall design produces a reduction in SKE and
whirl angle along with a reduction in pressure loss. CFD analysis
of the geometry showed similar changes in the first two param-
eters; however, it did not show a corresponding improvement in
pressure loss. The reason for this poor loss prediction is related to
mesh size and the Code’s inability to predict the mixing processes
accurately enough. Thus, for this study, the main design objectives
are to minimize SKEH and whirl angle deviations. Other param-
eters are monitored to avoid excessive increases in pressure loss,
exit whirl angle, or Mach number.

Each of the perturbations are processed for SKEH and com-
pared with the result for the base case. Reviewing the results of
all 1st harmonic perturbations hub end-wall, the perturbations
which produce the strongest reductions in SKEH are combined
together to produce a preliminary end-wall design. A nonlinear
prediction of the flow field is then produced by sz02 for the se-
lected geometry.

The initial design is then optimized by adding or removing 1st
harmonic terms at selected stations. Having selected an optimum
configuration, the foregoing process is repeated for the 0th har-
monic terms. The optimized 1st and 0th-harmonic designs are
combined together. The 1st-harmonic terms of this combined de-
sign are then optimized for phase location by adjusting the phase
angle of the sinusoid at each station starting with stations 1
through 6. The final step in the process is to adjust the amplitudes
of the perturbations until an optimized design is achieved. This
procedure is then repeated for the casing end wall, resulting in a
final hub and casing profiled end-wall design.

NGV Results
The selected designs are based on the results of steady state

numerical solutions obtained from sz02. A perspective view of
the HP NGV profiled end-wall~PEW! design is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 HP NGV with profiled end wall

Fig. 2 HP NGV sz02 mesh

Fig. 3 HP Blade sz02 mesh
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The variation in radial height and surface static pressures are
shown in Figs. 5~a! and~b!, respectively, for the hub. These plots
represent the difference between the axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric solutions. The radial variation in height is ap-
proximately 21.5 to 11.5 mm. The total wetted area of the
profiled geometry is approximately10.5% larger than the datum.

Fig. 5 NGV variation in hub „a… radial height „m…, „b… surface
static pressure „Pa…

Fig. 6 Mass-averaged SKEH for NGV along axial direction;
note: NGV trailing edge starts at axial position À2mm „not
shown here …

Fig. 7 Contours of SKEH at NGV exit— „a… base, „b… PEW
design
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The hub end-wall design results in an increased cross passage
pressure gradient near the throat region followed by a reduction in
the pressure gradient downstream of the throat.

The mass averaged values of SKEH are presented in Fig. 6
showing the average SKEH values from the trailing edge of
the NGV to the leading edge of the HP blade. The plot shows
the change relative to the base case. The net reduction in SKEH

is taken to be 30% measured at a plane approximately
half way from the trailing edge to the leading edge of the Rotor.
Based on the results of experimental work of Hartland et al.@1#,
a reduction in SKEH is assumed to produce a proportional
reduction in secondary loss. The improvement in stage effi-
ciency due to the HP NGV is therefore estimated to be10.24%.

Figure 7~a! is a plot of contours of SKEH for the base case at a
plane approximately 20% Cax downstream of the trailing edge.
The same plot is presented in Fig. 7~b! for the PEW case showing
a strong reduction in the SKEH for the hub passage vortex.

The resulting absolute whirl angles at the NGV exit plane~20%
Cax! are shown in Fig. 8 for the Base and end-wall designs. The
latter produces a reduction in the whirl angle deviations over most
of the span, but produces higher angles at the hub and casing. In
the relative frame, the changes at mid-span lead to slightly in-
creased negative incidence, while near the hub and casing the
whirl angles lead to reduced negative incidence.

Figure 9 presents the isentropic Mach number distribution on
the NGV hub. The profile exhibits a reduction in lift near the
forward portion of the aerofoil and an increase of the lift near the
rear portion of the aerofoil. This aft-loading of the aerofoil ap-
pears to be a common feature of all profiled end-wall designs to
date.

The lower Mach numbers on the early suction surface results in
a small reduction in profile loss which is offset to a degree by the
increase in Mach number further downstream.

Rotor Results
A plot of the HP rotor PEW design is presented in Fig. 10. The

variation of radial height and surface static pressures are shown in
Figs. 11~a! and~b!, respectively, for the hub end-wall design only.
The end-wall height varies from10.5 to 21.7 mm on the hub.
The height on the casing end-wall design varies from10.8 to
20.8 mm.

The most significant changes to the pressure field occur near
the suction surface of the aerofoil where the Mach numbers are
high. The cross passage gradient is reduced early in the passage
followed by an increase in the pressure gradient further down-
stream producing an aft loading effect on the aerofoil.

Fig. 8 Absolute whirl angle at NGV exit

Fig. 9 NGV isentropic Mach no. at 10 percent height Fig. 10 HP rotor with profiled end walls
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A plot of SKEH is presented in Fig. 12 showing the change
in SKEH from the trailing edge of the rotor to the exit of the
model. The average level of reduction is estimated to be 17%.
This reduction in loss translates to an improvement in
stage efficiency of10.16%. The combined improvement (NGV
1rotor) in stage efficiency for the turbine is therefore10.4%.

Contours of SKEH at 20% Cax downstream of the trailing edge
are shown in Figs. 13~a! and ~b! for the base and design. In this
case, significant reductions in the strength of the passage vortices
near the hub and casing are visible indicating a reduction in the
secondary flows.

The changes to the relative whirl angle are shown in Fig. 14
downstream of the rotor. The maximum reduction in whirl angle
underturning near the hub is approximately 1 deg. The overturn-
ing has increased by 3 deg in the hub boundary layer and 1.5 deg
in the casing boundary layer.

The isentropic Mach number at the hub is presented in Fig. 15.
The distribution shows a strong reduction in lift early on in the
passage and a large increase in lift in the later part of passage. The
peak isentropic Mach number is 1.3. This high Mach number is
caused by the convex curvature near the suction surface which
causes the flow to accelerate. This feature is found to be strongly
linked to the levels of SKEH reductions. The high Mach numbers
are confined to a local area and there is no evidence of any
flow separation downstream of the peak. Therefore, the in-
creased Mach region is considered to be an acceptable design
feature. At mid-height, there is no significant change to the lift
distribution.

Conclusions
The addition of profiling to the end walls of the HP turbine is

predicted to reduce secondary loss by 0.24% of stage efficiency
for the NGV and by 0.16% for the rotor. The total improvement in
stage efficiency for the HP turbine is therefore10.4%.

Fig. 11 Rotor hub variation in „a… radial height „m…, „b… surface
static pressure „Pa…

Fig. 12 HP rotor mass-averaged SKEH in axial direction; note:
rotor trailing edge starts at axial position 28 mm
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The whirl angle variations are reduced at exit of the NGV and
Rotor. This allows for a more uniform flow distribution into the
downstream blade row. However, the maximum overturning near
the end-wall leads to higher exit whirl angles which increases the
incidence angles on the roots of downstream blade row. The de-
sign criteria did not allow for a redesign of the aerofoil, which
would be performed for a new engine design.

The lift distributions on the aerofoils near the end walls have
become significantly aft loaded. This reduces aerofoil profile
losses early in the passage but leads to increases in profile loss at
the elevated Mach number regions. This effect is confined to 15%
blade height nearest to the end walls.

The flow on the end wall appears to become more in-line with
the primary flow direction suggesting a reduction in the secondary
flow strength. As a consequence of this, it may be that some of the
high loss fluid swept into the passage vortex remains on the end
wall, which could explain the higher losses predicted on the end
wall. Overall, the calculations of pressure loss show a small im-
provement for the NGV and a marginal increase in loss for the
rotor.

At present, the design process is performed through manual
iteration. In order to reduce the design space, only designs com-
prising 0th and 1st-harmonic terms have been attempted. There-
fore, it is intended to use a nonlinear optimization program to
explore the possibilities offered by 2nd and 3rd-harmonic terms.

Fig. 13 Contours of SKEH at rotor exit— „a… base „b… PEW de-
sign

Fig. 14 Relative whirl angle at rotor exit

Fig. 15 HP rotor hub isentropic Mach no. „10% height …
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Nomenclature

Cax 5 axial chord length
SKE 5 secondary kinetic energy

SKEH 5 secondary kinetic energy helicity
PEW 5 profiled end wall
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Measurement and Analysis of
Ingestion Through a Turbine Rim
Seal
Experimental measurements from a new single stage turbine are presented. The turbine
has 26 vanes and 59 rotating blades with a design point stage expansion ratio of 2.5 and
vane exit Mach number of 0.96. A variable sealing flow is supplied to the disk cavity
upstream of the rotor and then enters the annulus through a simple axial clearance seal
situated on the hub between the stator and rotor. Measurements at the annulus hub wall
just downstream of the vanes show the degree of circumferential pressure variation. Fur-
ther pressure measurements in the disk cavity indicate the strength of the swirling flow in
the cavity, and show the effects of mainstream gas ingestion at low sealing flows. Inges-
tion is further quantified through seeding of the sealing air with nitrous oxide or carbon
dioxide and measurement of gas concentrations in the cavity. Interpretation of the mea-
surements is aided by steady and unsteady computational fluid dynamics solutions, and
comparison with an elementary model of ingestion.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1556411#

1 Introduction
To avoid overheating of turbine discs, ingestion of hot turbine

gas through turbine rim seals must be prevented or limited. This
can be achieved by channeling cool, high-pressure air from the
compressor to the turbine where it is ejected back into the main
gas path through the rim seals. If sufficient sealing air is supplied,
then inflow of hot gas through the rim seals will be completely
suppressed. However, to minimize performance losses, the sealing
flows generally need to be kept as low as possible. With the flows
involved being complex and unsteady, the seal flows possibly hav-
ing significant effects on blade passage aerodynamics and perfor-
mance, and running seal clearances often subject to uncertainty,
optimization of sealing flows presents a considerable challenge in
turbomachinery design. While recent research has resulted in con-
siderable progress in understanding these flows, significant ques-
tions and shortcomings in current predictive methods remain.

The importance of circumferential pressure gradients in the an-
nulus flow for rim seal ingestion was noted by Campbell@1#. This
was confirmed experimentally by several workers. For example,
Abe et al.@2#, Kobayashi et al.@3#, Phadke and Owen@4#, Dad-
khah et al.@5#, Hamabe and Ishida@6#, and Chew et al.@7# have
performed experiments with various asymmetries in the annulus
caused by guide vanes or other stationary disturbances. The con-
clusion may be drawn from these results that, at engine condi-
tions, circumferential pressure asymmetries are the primary cause
of ingestion. Chew et al. reported both experimental and 3-D
computational fluid dynamics~CFD! results and concluded that
inertial effects associated with the swirl component of velocity
had an important influence on the flow. The combined influence of
pressure asymmetries due to stationary vanes and rotating blades
was noted by Green and Turner@8# and Bohn et al.@9# who mea-
sured ingestion with both vanes and blades present. Bohn et al.
also presented unsteady CFD solutions showing some qualitative
agreement with their data. The need to develop further under-
standing of the combined effect of rotating and pressure asymme-
tries was apparent from this work.

Two very recent, concurrent, but independent, studies are also
relevant to the present paper. Both Roy et al.@10# and Hills et al.
@11# concluded that predictive methods for rim seal ingestion must

take account of the unsteady nature of the flow. Roy et al. mea-
sured pressures and ingestion in a turbine rig. Based on their
unsteady pressure measurements and the observation that steady
CFD models did not correctly predict ingestion they concluded
that the unsteadiness was playing an important part in the inges-
tion process. Hills et al. showed that an unsteady CFD model gave
considerably better agreement with previously published experi-
mental ingestion data than steady models. For the conditions con-
sidered it was shown that the circumferential pressure asymmetry
due to rotating blades had a large influence on ingestion despite
being considerably smaller than the pressure asymmetry due to
the stationary vanes. This was explained by considering inertial
effects on the flow and the fact that the swirl velocity of the air
was much closer to the rotor speed than to that of the vanes. An
elementary model, taking some account of these effects was also
shown to capture the experimental trends.

In this paper experimental measurements of rim seal ingestion
from a new single-stage turbine rig are presented and used to
evaluate predictions using steady and unsteady CFD solutions for
the main annulus flow and a more elementary model of rim seal
ingestion. This level of modeling is considered practical for use
within design time scales, yet offers significant advances over
methods commonly used at present. The experimental rig and the
measurements are described in the next section. The CFD studies
are then presented and compared to measurements in Section 3.
The ingestion model, which follows that presented by Hills et al.,
is given, and results compared with data in Section 4. The main
conclusions from this study are then summarized in Section 5.

2 Experiments

2.1 Experimental Apparatus. The test facility consists of a
complete axial turbine stage based on a modified Gnome helicop-
ter engine~HP1200 power turbine module! enclosed in an annular
channel through which the mainstream air flows. A close-up view
of the rig is shown in Fig. 1.

The rotor-stator assembly is made up of titanium blisk with 59
twisted blades machined into its periphery and of 26 constant
section aluminum nozzle guide vanes~NGVs!. The exit angle of
the NGVs is 70 deg and the radius of the disk is 152.8 mm. Both
the NGV and rotor blade heights are 25 mm and the axial distance
between the aerofoil rows is 13.2 mm. For the tests reported in
this paper, the wheel-space width was 10 mm (G50.065) and a
simple axial clearance of 2 mm (Gc50.013) with a radial extent
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of 2 mm was fitted at the rim of the cavity. The stator and rotor
faces are completely flat and the edge of the stator shroud is
located 6 mm downstream of the NGV trailing edge.

Depending on the operating conditions tested, the annulus air is
either supplied by a Rolls-Royce Dart centrifugal compressor ca-
pable of generating mass flow rates up to 10.5 kg/s at a pressure of
3.3 bar absolute~Turner et al.@12#! or a Keith Blackman com-
pressor rated at 1.1 kg/s with 1.6 bar absolute. The turbine power
~'360 kW at the design point! is dissipated by a Heenan and
Froude DPY590 water-cooled dynamometer connected to the
rotor-stator system via a Gnome Main Reduction Gearbox
~3.25:1!. Figure 2 shows the turbine characteristic and the two
operating conditions considered here~OC1 and OC2!. Note that in
this figure the mass flow was estimated from total and static pres-
sure taps located upstream of the NGVs. This is because there is
some uncertainty in the Venturi tube measurements at pressure
ratios 1.6 and 2 due to an air leak. This did not affect conditions
OC1 or OC2 and elsewhere in the paper the Venturi measurements
have been used. Conditions OC1 and OC2 features are summa-
rized in Table 1. Owing to the high heat dissipation by the dyna-
mometer at the design point and the limited volume of water

available to cool it, more than one run was necessary to obtain a
satisfactory range of sealing air conditions. This led to slightly
different mainstream conditions at the design speed, hence the
scattering of points at the turbine characteristic.

A separate source of air, either a hydrovane compressor~rated
0.1 m3/s at 8 bar absolute! or a ZT250 type ATLAS COPCO
compressor~up to 0.8 kg/s with a maximum outlet pressure of 7.5
bar absolute!, provided the cooling air, which was admitted to the
wheelspace cavity through 3 equi-spaced tubes of inside diameter
16 mm at a radius of 84.75 mm (R50.55). Prior to its introduc-
tion into the cavity, the cooling flow is seeded with a tracing gas
and the concentration is measured at four different radial positions
on the stator surface (R50.4, 0.71, 0.88, and 0.92! by means of a
gas analyser. At OC1, the seeding gas employed was nitrous oxide
~NO! whereas carbon dioxide (CO2) was preferred at OC2, the
sampled concentrations being measured with an IRGA 120 GP
Instrumentation and a Leybold Heareus gas analyzers, respec-
tively. The uncertainty of both systems is estimated to be1/22%.

The circumferential variation of the static pressure in the main-
stream flow is determined using 11 tappings in the annulus hub
end wall drilled at 1.5-deg intervals over approximately 1.1 NGV
pitch and located 1.5 mm downstream of the vanes. Pressures
inside the wheel-space cavity are also measured by means of 12
static pressure taps equally distributed on two angular positions to
check the flow axisymmetry. The taps are located at the radius
ratiosR50.4, 0.71, 0.805, 0.88, 0.92, and 0.96 on the stator sur-
face. These pressures are measured with a Scanivalve system.

2.2 Results. Figure 3 shows the circumferential variation of
the annulus pressure measured downstream of the NGVs at the
design point~OC1! for different seal-to-annulus velocity ratios
Um /Ue . The annular pressure coefficientCpa is defined as the
difference between the measured static pressure and the average
of the measured static pressures nondimensionalized by the NGV
exit dynamic head (P032paver). The maximum uncertainty ofCpa
has been estimated to be 0.14% throughout all the experiments. In
this figure are also included the guide vane profiles and the posi-
tions of the 11 pressure tappings. Note that the lines joining the
data points in this figure are obtained from curve fits to the data. It
can be seen that the nondimensionalized pressure profile is fairly
independent of the quantity of cooling air introduced into the cav-
ity. Thus asUm /Ue increases, the pressure level in the annulus
flow rises while the pressure asymmetry which is thought to be
the dominant ingestion driving mechanism is only slightly af-
fected. A comparison with the annulus pressure distribution ob-
tained at OC2 for a velocity ratio of 0.048 is also provided. For
both design and off-design operating conditions, the pressure
asymmetry measured 1.5 mm downstream of the NGVs corre-
sponds to about 20% of the dynamic head.

The effect of mainstream gas ingestion on the wheel-space
pressure measurements can be observed in Fig. 4. In the upper
part of the cavity where the tangential velocity of the rotating core
Vu,core is much higher than the radial component of velocity
Vr ,core, the radial momentum equation is reduced to

Fig. 1 Experimental rig

Fig. 2 Turbine characteristic

Table 1 Operating conditions investigated

OC1 OC2

External flow
NGV exit Mach no. M 0.963 0.390
Exit NGV Reynolds no. Rez 6.233105 1.773105

Stage expansion ratioP03 /P04 2.50 1.14
Disk
Rotational speedV 13,500 rev/min 6,550 rev/min
Rotational Reynolds number Reu 2.833106 9.043105

Temperatures
Annulus air 420 K 355 K
Cooling air 300 K 300 K
Cooling/annulus density ratio 1.41 1.2
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AssumingVu,core5b3Vr , with b and density constant, the inte-
gration of Eq.~1! with respect tor gives
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wherepR1
, pR2

denote the static pressures whenR5R1 and R2

respectively. Using the pressure measurements in the cavity, it is
then possible to estimate the core cavity swirl ratio. Note however
that, sinceb may vary with radius, this method does involve
some approximation. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for OC2.
Hereb is plotted against the non-dimensionalised flow parameter
l R22.6 (5Cw Reu

20.8R22.6). When this parameter is equal to
0.22 the supplied sealing flow is equal to the free disk pumping
flow as given by von Karman’s@13# solution. A comparison has
been made with the LDA measurements of Pincombe and El Oun

@14# and the numerical results of Vaughan@15# carried out with
nonswirled axisymmetric external flow over the rotor-stator
cavity.

As expected, the level of core rotation decreases with increas-
ing values of the flow parameterl. At low sealing flows, the
tangential velocities calculated at the three radial locationsR
50.92, 0.88, and 0.805 are well above the data obtained by El
Oun and Pincombe—sometimes even higher than the valueb
50.426 predicted with no throughflow. The agreement is better as
the radial positionR decreases. This behavior is a direct conse-
quence of annulus flow ingestion affecting the cavity flow at low
values ofl. Downstream of the NGVs, the annulus flow possesses
a high tangential velocity (Vu /Vr o51.32) and with part of this
flow being ingested through the rim seal clearance the swirl of the
rotating core is increased. For the highest values ofl, where seal-
ing flow rates are higher and ingestion is suppressed, the calcu-
lated swirl ratio is relatively insensitive to the considered radial
position R and closer to the LDA measurements of El Oun and
Pincombe.

Figure 5 shows the variation of sealing effectivenessw against
the velocity ratioUm /Ue for the two operating points investigated
OC1 and OC2. The percentage sealing effectiveness is defined as

w5
hR50.922h`

hc2h`
3100 (3)

wherehR50.92, andhc are, respectively, the gas concentrations of
the air sampled at the locationR50.92 on the stator surface in the
cavity and of the cooling air. At OC2, since carbon dioxide is
present in the ambient air~at a rate of about 300 ppm!, it was
necessary to introduce the parameterh` in the expression ofw.
This concentration was measured at the end of the tests. At OC1,
h` was zero. The variations ofw for OC1 and OC2 are in reason-
ably good agreement supporting the suggestion that the velocity
ratio Um /Ue is an appropriate correlating parameter. Use of the
momentum ratio (rcUm

2 /(reUe
2) does not improve the collapse of

data, but this may be due to other differences between OC1 and
OC2. Note that, for the same value ofUm /Ue , the coolant flow
rates for the two operating conditions differ by a factor of more
than two.

3 CFD Modeling

3.1 Description of the Model. CFD models for the flow in
the main gas path annulus are described in this section. No ac-
count is taken of the sealing flows in these models, but the cir-
cumferential pressure asymmetries deduced from the CFD models
will be used for the ingestion modelling in Section 4.

Fig. 3 Annulus pressure measurements

Fig. 4 Cavity swirl calculated from pressure measurements
„OC2…

Fig. 5 Concentration measurements at RÄ0.92
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Three different models based on the experimental rig are used
and their features are given in Table 2. Model 1 does not include
the rotor blades and assumes a steady flow in the stationary frame.
Model 2 does not include the NGVs and assumes a steady flow in
the rotating frame. Model 3 represents the whole turbine stage and
calculates the unsteady flow using a sliding interface between the
stationary and rotating parts. Since the sliding mesh process re-
quires that the two interface boundaries are based on the same
geometry, 27 NGVs and 54 rotor blades~i.e., two blades per vane!
are modelled as opposed to 26 NGVs and 59 blades in the experi-
mental rig. The computational domain is represented in Fig. 6.~In
all the models, the inlet and outlet was extended to avoid difficul-
ties with spurious reflections from the boundaries.! Within Gambit
@18#, the mesh was generated on the hub end wall of the annulus
channel using quadrilateral cells and then extended in the radial
direction up to the tip end wall by projecting the mesh node pat-
terns of the hub-end-wall through the volume. Boundary layers
were previously applied to the solid surfaces using six rows of
cells on the vane and three rows on the blade with a growth rate of
1.2. This resulted in about 436,000 cells for the model 1, 445,500
cells for model 2 and 636,500 for model 3.

The calculations were performed with Fluent 5.5@19#. The gov-
erning equations~mass, momentum and energy! were solved us-
ing a segregated implicit solver and both thek2« ~with a stan-
dard wall function treatment in the vicinity of the solid surfaces!
and the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models were tested. The
models were run at the two operating conditions OC1 and OC2
previously described in this paper necessitating the use of the
compressible ideal gas law for the fluid. At the inlet, the experi-
mental mass flow~adjusted proportionally to the number of aero-
foils present in the geometry! and the total temperature were
specified while static pressure was specified at the outlet. For
model 1, this pressure corresponds to the circumferential average
of the pressure profile obtained experimentally 1.5 mm down-
stream of the NGV and was set in the CFD model at the hub of the
annulus channel. The static pressure on the rest of the boundary
was calculated assuming a radial equilibrium pressure distribu-
tion. For models 2 and 3, the pressure measured 40 mm down-
stream of the rotating blades on the outer casing of the annulus
channel was used. For model 2, a flow angle corresponding to the
exit angle of the NGV~570 deg! was also specified at the inlet.

Apart from the outlet of model 1, uniform boundary conditions
were therefore assumed. The unsteady solution of model 3 was
solved using time step sizes of 3 and 4ms at OC1 and OC2,
respectively. This led to a new rotor blade passing the NGV every
28 and 42 time steps.

The convergence of the steady solutions was checked by moni-
toring the conventional Fluent residuals of the continuity, momen-
tum, energy and turbulence equations. For the unsteady model 3,
this approach could be misleading, and thus it was preferred to
monitor the mass flow difference between the inlet and outlet of
the geometry. The unsteady calculation was judged to be close to
convergence when the parameter showed an oscillatory behavior
around 0 with the magnitude of the oscillations insignificant com-
pared to the inlet mass flow.

3.2 CFD Results. Figures 7~a! and~b! show the circumfer-
ential variations of the annulus pressure at the design and off-
design speed conditions OC1 and OC2, respectively. Both graphs
show the pressure profiles measured 1.5 mm downstream of the
NGV trailing edge and those obtained with the CFD models 1 and
3 at the same position. During the measurements, the quantity of
cooling air introduced into the cavity was sufficiently small
(Um /Ue50.045 at OC1 and 0.018 at OC2! to ensure that any
effect of rim seal outflow on the mainstream pressure profile re-
mains weak. The unsteady solution of model 3 was time-averaged
over a period. The circumferential location was nondimensional-
ized using a fraction of the NGV pitch where the value 0 repre-
sents the trailing edge position.

Both at OC1 and OC2, the CFD models tend to overpredict the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the measured pressure asymmetry
though the agreement with the experiments is slightly improved
when the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is used. This obser-
vation must be balanced by the fact that the pressure gradient
might be underestimated due to the limited number of pressure
taps in the rig. In addition, the experimental data are not perfectly
periodic in the circumferential direction and the CFD models do
not account for any effect of the ingestion and ejection of flow
through the seal gap. Thus, some uncertainty surrounds the deter-
mination of the pressure asymmetry. It is also worth pointing out
that there is no significant difference between model 1~NGV
only! and the time-average of model 3~complete turbine stage!.

Figure 8 gives the CFD-predicted axial decay of the circumfer-
ential pressure variation due to the NGVs at OC1~using models 1
and 3 with a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model!. For the un-
steady solution, the pressure profiles were time-averaged over a
period. The circumferential pressure variation is plotted over a
maximum 13.2-mm distance downstream of the NGVs because of
the presence of the rotor blades. The position of the axial rim seal
is also represented in the figure. Again, there is little difference
between modeling the vane only or the whole turbine stage with
the unsteady model giving a slightly faster decay of the NGV
pressure asymmetry. The influence of the blades on the time-
averaged pressure field appears to be limited to near the blade
leading edge.

The pressure distributions obtained with model 1 at different
axial positions downstream of the NGVs were Fourier-analyzed
and expressed as

pu5p01(
k

Ak3cos~u1Bk! (4)

wherepu is the static pressure at the angular locationu with Ak
and Bk the amplitude and phase of thekth harmonic function.
Axial decay of the 4 first harmonic componentsAk is shown in
Fig. 9. At the seal gap, results suggest that the first harmonic is
likely to dominate the NGV pressure asymmetry. Also included in
this figure is the potential flow approximation previously used by
Chew et al.@7# and Hills et al.@20#. According to this analytical
model, the first harmonic decays ase2kx whereFig. 6 Domain for the unsteady CFD model 3

Table 2 Summary of CFD models

Model Steady/unsteady N deg vanes N deg blades

1 Steady in stationary frame 1 0
2 Steady in rotating frame 0 1
3 Unsteady~sliding plane! 1 2
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k5
N

r

A~12M2!

~12Mz
2!

(5)

N being the number of vanes~or blades!, r the radius, M the Mach
number~relative for the rotor! and Mz the Mach number based on
the axial component of velocity. It can be seen that the potential
flow approximation succeeds reasonably well in predicting the
decline of the first harmonic given by the CFD calculations. It
should also be noted that the pressure asymmetry is still signifi-
cant at the leading edge of the rotor blades~13.2 mm downstream
of the NGVs!. Thus some effect of the NGV flow field on the
blade flow can be expected.

Figures 10 and 11 focus on the pressure asymmetry generated
by the rotor. Despite being much smaller than that produced by

the NGV, the pressure gradient due to the rotating blades could
have a significant effect on ingestion. Its axial decay upstream of
the blade is shown in Fig. 10 at OC1 from the CFD models 2 and
3 ~still using the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model!. For model
3, these results were obtained by averaging the time-dependent
pressure profiles over a period in the rotating reference frame. The
two models do not agree very well: the unsteady model results in
an amplitude of the rotor pressure asymmetry twice as high as that

Fig. 7 Comparison with annulus pressure measurements
„ke :k -« turbulence model Õsa:Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model …—„a… design condition OC1, „b… low-pressure condition
OC2

Fig. 8 Axial decay of the NGV pressure asymmetry at the de-
sign condition OC1 with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model

Fig. 9 Axial decay of harmonic components of the NGV pres-
sure asymmetry at the design condition OC1 with the Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model

Fig. 10 Axial decay of the rotor pressure asymmetry at the
design condition OC1 with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model
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given by the steady model 2. As previously noted, the pressure
asymmetry due to the NGVs is still significant at the rotor blade
leading edge, and the unsteady calculation confirms that this ef-
fects the rotor flow. The variations of the four first harmonic com-
ponentsAk of the rotor pressure asymmetry from model 2 are
given in Fig. 11. The axial decay of the first harmonic is also
compared with the potential flow approximation given by Eq.~2!.
The potential flow looks to yield to a significant underprediction
of the rotor pressure asymmetry decay.

4 Ingestion Modeling
The circumferential pressure asymmetries given by the CFD

model in the previous section are now used in conjunction with
the simple rim sealing model presented by Hills et al.@11#. Solu-
tions for the simple model are obtained from a stand-alone com-
puter program. The resulting predictions for sealing effectiveness
for the present turbine are compared with the concentration mea-
surements given in Section 2.

The simple model can be viewed as an extension of the widely
used orifice model that estimates flow through the seal at each
circumferential location using simple orifice theory. The extended
model involves inclusion of some inertial effects and involves
numerical solution of the following equation:

r l S ]

]t
1

Vu

r o

]

]u DU1
rU2

2
Ch sgn~U !5Dp (6)

Here Ch is a loss coefficient,l is an appropriate length scale~in
the r 2z plane!, r o is the inner annulus wall radius which is taken
to equal the seal radius,Vu is the tangential velocity~assumed
uniform!, U is the mean velocity through the seal, andDp is the
pressure in the cavity minus the annulus pressure. Equation~6! is
solved numerically forU with specifiedDp, which in the present
case is periodic in time. The numerical solution uses central dif-
ferences for derivatives with respect tou and first order implicit
time stepping. Numerical experiments were performed to ensure
that numerical errors were insignificant.

Mass flows into and out of the cavity are then calculated from
the computed solutions forU, which requires specification of seal
clearance (sc) and discharge coefficient (Cd). An estimate of the
sealing effectiveness is then given by

F5m/~m1nin! (7)

wherem is the net mass flow rate through the seal andmin is the
ingestion flow rate. This estimate is based on a fully mixed as-
sumption for the flow in the cavity. It does not fully account for
the unsteady effects shown in previous CFD studies.

For the calculations described in the forthcoming,Ch was taken
as 1 and discharge coefficients were obtained from the correla-

tions given by Chew et al.@7#. These give the discharge coeffi-
cient as a function of the ratio of mean seal velocity to the axial
component of the annulus velocityUm /Ue . Following the prac-
tice of Hills et al., herel was set toCd•sc andVu was set to the
estimated swirl velocity for the annulus flow above the seal. Sinu-
soidal variations of annulus static pressure are assumed with uni-
form and steady cavity pressure. The cavity pressure is varied to
obtain results for a range of sealing mass flows. To show sensi-
tivity, a second set of calculations is presented withVu set to half
the value estimated for the annulus freestream.

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the simple model predictions
with the experimental concentration measurements. For the
model, pressure asymmetries for the NGVs and blades were esti-
mated from the unsteady, stage CFD calculation. The measure-
ments are presented as the sealing effectiveness estimated from
the gas concentrations atr /r o50.92. It may be seen that the mea-
surements generally show more ingestion than that calculated with
the model, particularly at higher sealing flow rates. However, the
degree of sensitivity to operating conditions is consistent with the
experiments. These results agree with the trends found by Hills
et al.@11# who showed a similar but less pronounced underpredic-
tion of ingestion for their configuration. Hills et al. also showed
the importance of the parametersDp/rcUe

2 and N(sc /r o)
3(V0 /Ue) in the model. Estimating these for the rotor pressure
asymmetry in Hills et al.’s configuration givesDp/reUe

2'0.2 and
N(sc /r o)(Vu /Ue)'0.01, while for the present configuration the
corresponding values are 0.11 and 0.9 for OC1 and 0.13 and 0.5
for OC2. With this change in parameters the effects of the rotor
pressure asymmetry would be expected to be considerably re-
duced for the present configuration. Although not shown on the
figure, further results from the model for OC1 indicate that the
influence of the rotor pressure asymmetry is rather small in this
case. Further comparison with Hills et al.’s results shows that the
model correctly predicts that the present configuration gives better
sealing ~for the same value of the velocity ratio!, but overesti-
mates this effect.

Considering these results and the uncertainties in both the
model and the experimental conditions it was postulated that the
simple model, with the initial choice of parameters overestimated
the inertial effects represented by the first term in Eq.~6!. This
could be due to the effects of the hub boundary layer and/or the

Fig. 11 Axial decay of harmonic components of the rotor pres-
sure asymmetry at the design condition OC1 with the Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence mode

Fig. 12 Comparison of simple model for gas ingestion with
measurements
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lower value of tangential velocity of the sealing flow. Annulus
flow entering the seal will come from the boundary layer on the
stationary hub and may have a substantially lower tangential ve-
locity than that estimated in the foregoing. The second set of
results in Fig. 12 confirms the sensitivity toV0 . The differences
between calculated and measured values are consistent with the
swirl velocity of the seal flow decreasing as the sealing flow rate
increases~and hence ingestion of highly swirling annulus gas re-
duces! It is expected that recalibration of the model could give
considerably better agreement with the measurements. However,
it should also be noted that both the present study and that of Hills
et al. have considered only a simple axial seal. Calibration against
data for other types of seal is also required.

5 Conclusions
Measurements showing ingestion of mainstream gas into a tur-

bine disk cavity have been obtained for a single-stage turbine.
Pressure measurements within the disc cavity show that for low
sealing flows ingestion of the highly swirling annulus air leads to
increased levels of swirl~and hence radial pressure gradients
within the cavity!. Gas concentration measurements also show
ingestion of mainstream gas, and pressure measurements on the
annulus hub show the circumferential pressure asymmetry just
downstream of the NGVs. Comparison of the gas concentration
measurements at two different operating points shows that the seal
to annulus flow velocity ratio is a useful correlating parameter.
These measurements will be useful in further evaluation of CFD
and other models for rim sealing.

CFD studies of the annulus flow show fair agreement with the
pressure measurements and estimates of the pressure asymmetry
decay rates given by a linear potential flow solution. The pressure
asymmetry at the seal due to the NGVs is only slightly affected by
the presence of the rotor blades. However, the pressure asymmetry
due to the rotor is very significantly modified by the potential field
due to NGVs. The pressure asymmetry levels given by the CFD
model were used in the simple ingestion model described by Hills
et al. @11#. This model, using the same ‘model constants’ as Hills
et al. significantly underestimated the ingestion levels for the
present case. However, experimental trends are consistent with the
measurements and recalibration of the model can be expected to
give considerable improvement. The model shows strong sensitiv-
ity to the swirl velocity assumed for the seal flow.

Note that the present results should not be generalized to other
turbine rim seals without careful consideration. Proximity of the
seal to the vanes and blades will clearly have a significant effect,
as will the number of blade and vanes. Rim seal geometry is also
likely to be important. While Mach number effects appear rela-
tively weak in the present case, the axial decay rate of the circum-
ferential pressure asymmetries does vary with Mach number, and
this could be more important in other circumstances. Clarification
of these effects can be expected as further experimental and CFD
results become available.
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Nomenclature

c 5 vane chord
Cd 5 discharge coefficient
Ch 5 loss coefficient

Cpa 5 static pressure coefficient5(pu2paver)/(P032paver)
Cw 5 nondimensional flow rate5m/(mr0)
G 5 gap ratio5s/r 0

Gc 5 clearance ratio5sc /r 0
k 5 axial decay coefficient
l 5 length scale for seal flow

m 5 mass flow rate
M 5 Mach no.
N 5 no. of vanes/blades
p 5 static pressure
P 5 total pressure
r 5 radius

r 0 5 cavity outer radius
R 5 radius ratio (5r /r 0)

Rez 5 vane exit Reynolds no.5(rU resc)/m
Reu 5 rotational Reynolds no.5(rVr 0

2)/m
s 5 cavity width

sc 5 axial clearance
U 5 velocity

Ue 5 axial component of external flow
Um 5 average velocity through seal gap5mc /(2prscr 0)
Vu 5 swirl ~or tangential velocity!
b 5 core-swirl ratio5Vu,core/(Vr 0)

Dp 5 pressure difference across seal
hR 5 cavity concentration atR
hc 5 coolant flow concentration
h` 5 CO2 concentration in the ambient air

l 5 turbulent flow parameter5Cw Re0
24/5

w 5 sealing effectiveness
r 5 density
V 5 rotational speed

Subscripts

03 5 upstream of NGV
04 5 downstream of rotor

aver 5 averaged downstream of NGV
c 5 coolant
e 5 external flow

res 5 resultant value
r, u, z 5 radial, tangential, and axial directions
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An Investigation on Turbine Tip
and Shroud Heat Transfer
Detailed experimental investigations have been performed to measure the heat transfer
and static pressure distributions on the rotor tip and rotor casing of a gas turbine stage
with a shroudless rotor blade. The turbine stage was a modern high pressure Rolls-Royce
aero-engine design with stage pressure ratio of 3.2 and nozzle guide vane (ngv) Reynolds
number of 2.54E6. Measurements have been taken with and without inlet temperature
distortion to the stage. The measurements were taken in the QinetiQ Isentropic Light
Piston Facility and aerodynamic and heat transfer measurements are presented from the
rotor tip and casing region. A simple two-dimensional model is presented to estimate the
heat transfer rate to the rotor tip and casing region as a function of Reynolds number
along the gap.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1575253#

Introduction
As the general trend of increasing turbine pressure levels and

loading continues, the heat load experienced by the rotor tip and
stationary casing, above the rotor tip, is becoming increasingly
important. The gas temperature at entry to the high-pressure~HP!
turbine stage can be as high as 2100 K; the temperature seen by
the rotor is lower as a result of the relative velocity. With blade
metal temperatures limited at about 1100 K the nozzle guide vane
~ngv! and rotor have to be cooled sufficiently to sustain this metal
temperature. Hence, a major requirement and a problem area for
turbine designers is the ability to adequately predict the surface
heat transfer distribution, and thereby develop a cooling system to
deal with the local thermal load. While many investigations have
been carried out on turbine aerofoils the rotor tip and casing have
been studied to a lesser extent. Hence, the rotor tip and casing still
remains a problem area where frequent in-service repairs are
necessary.

Tips of turbine blades rotating in close proximity to the station-
ary casing, experience a flow field that is highly unsteady and
three-dimensional. Understanding the flow in this region is com-
plicated by the presence of spanwise and circumferential pressure
and temperature gradients. These are caused by the upstream
blade row and nonuniform temperature profiles at inlet to the
stage, generated by the combustion system. The latter occurs as a
result of coolant being applied to the endwalls of the combustion
chamber, dilution flows and the discrete fuel injection.

Clearance gaps in axial turbines are typically less than one per-
cent of the blade height for large engines, increasing up to 1.5% or
more for smaller engines with low aspect ratio blading~Metzger
et al.@1#!. The pressure differential between the pressure and suc-
tion surface of blades drives flow through the clearance gap. The
flow in the vicinity of the pressure surface turns into the tip gap.
Strong secondary flows can be expected to be present in the gas
path as a whole, these cause very hot segments of the mainstream
gas to flow into the clearance region, particularly over the central
portion of the blade. As the flow emerges from the suction side of
the clearance gap it rolls into a vortex when it encounters the cross
flow. The leakage flow has a significant effect both on stage aero-
dynamic performance and on the heat transfer to the blade tip and
casing.

A number of studies on the clearance gap flow field have
been reported. The majority have concentrated on the aerody-
namic aspects~Bindon, @2#, Luo and Lakshminarayana@3#! with
some focused on the leakage related convective heat transfer

~Dunn et al.@4#, Epstein et al.@5#, Kumada et al.@6#, Dunn and
Halderman@7#, Azad et al.@8#, Ameri and Bunker@9#, Bunker
et al. @10#.

The measurements by Dunn and Epstein are taken in short du-
ration transient test facilities. Both of these studies have shown
the casing and blade tips to experience large heat transfer rates.
The chordwise variation of heat transfer rate was explained by a
variation in the heat transfer coefficient and the driving tempera-
ture difference, although these effects were not separated. A model
study by Mayle and Metzger@11# suggests that the high tip and
casing heat transfer are caused by the presence of high driving
temperatures with normal levels of heat transfer coefficient. This
analysis was extended by Metzger and Rued@12# and suggests the
sink like character of flow entering the clearance gap results in a
very thin passage boundary layer; thus, the blade tip and casing
are exposed to the full mainstream gas temperature. This indicated
that the high levels of heat transfer are due mainly to high tem-
perature leakage flow. More recently, Dunn@7# presented heat
transfer results from a rotor tip with a recess. Measurements were
obtained in the recess and on the lip of the blade tip. He found that
the heat transfer values in the tip recess and on the lip were higher
that those found on the blade stagnation point.

However, none of these investigations addresses the effects of
nonuniform inlet temperature distortion on the heat transfer distri-
bution at the rotor tip and casing, although Shang@13# reported
measurements of heat transfer on the rotor blade surface in the
presence of a spanwise temperature gradient. His studies showed
that with a 12% radial temperature distortion factor~RTDF! the
heat transfer levels towards the rotor tip increased by 20–30%.

The study reported here investigates the aerodynamics and heat
transfer characteristics in the rotor tip and casing region with and
without inlet temperature nonuniformity. Extensive measurements
have been taken on a modern high-pressure turbine stage operated
at realistic, nondimensional engine conditions as shown in
Table 1.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, June 3–6, 2002. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 12, 2001.
Paper No. 2002-GT-30554. Review Chair: E. Benvenuti.

Table 1 Turbine stage operating conditions

Parameter

Mean inlet total pressure~bar! 4.661
Nominal mean inlet total temperature~K! 44462
Ngv exit hub isentropic Mach number 1.03461
Ngv exit casing isentropic Mach number 0.92561
Rotor speed~rpm! 950061
Rotor exit hub static pressure~bar! 1.42861
Rotor exit casing static pressure~bar! 1.43561
Rotor relative inlet total pressure~bar! 2.70761
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Experimental Facility
The measurements have been taken using the Isentropic Light

Piston Facility ~ILPF!, this is a short duration wind tunnel for
testing full-sized high-pressure turbine stages. The main compo-
nents are: i! the pump-tube containing a light-weight piston, ii! a
fast acting valve, iii! the turbine stage, and iv! the turbo-brake.
Prior to a run the piston is positioned at the end of the pump tube
and the fast acting valve is closed. The pump-tube is then filled to
a predetermined pressure, while the working section is evacuated,
and the turbine assembly is spun up to the desired speed. To start
a run, high-pressure air is introduced behind the piston causing it
to move forward and compress the air between the piston and a
fast-acting valve. This compression is nearly isentropic, thereby
heating the test gas. When the desired pressure and temperature
are reached, typically within one second, the fast acting valve is
allowed to open, and a steady flow of air is passed through the
turbine stage for approximately 500 ms.

The turbine module is shown in Fig. 1. A unique feature of this
unit is the aerodynamic turbo-brake, which absorbs the energy
produced by the turbine, so that the rotational speed is maintained
nearly constant throughout the run. The ILPF is capable of match-
ing all the nondimensional parameters relevant to turbine fluid
mechanics and heat transfer for modern advanced gas-turbine
engines.

The turbine investigated is the MT1 turbine which is an un-
shrouded, high-pressure research turbine relevant to future civil
aircraft applications. The stage has 32 ngvs and 60 rotor blades.

The radial and circumferential non-dimensional temperature
profiles generated at the ILPF inlet were matched with those
found in a modern gas turbine engine. The profiles were generated
in much the same way as in an engine, where the radial variation
was achieved by blowing cooler air through the hub and casing
walls. However, the circumferential variation was generated by
injecting cooler air through turbulence rods upstream of the stage.
The tunnel operating point was modified to achieve the required
peak temperature.

Instrumentation
The time-averaged and time-varying static pressure was mea-

sured on the rotor casing using 57 flush-mounted pneumatic tap-
pings and high-frequency response Kulite miniature pressure
transducers. The Kulites were mounted in the same locations as
the pneumatic tappings. The transducers were fitted in rows at an
angle of 52 deg to the axial plane, approximately following the
stagger angle of the rotor blade.

The time-averaged and time-varying heat transfer rate on the
rotor casing wall was measured using 87 thin film gages. The
gages were fitted in rows at an angle of 52 deg to the axial plane,

approximately following the stagger angle of the rotor blade. The
time-averaged and time-varying heat transfer rate on the rotor tip
was measured using three thin film gages~Piccini et al.@14#!.

Experimental Results
The tests with uniform and nonuniform temperatures at inlet to

the stage were conducted at the same nominal design conditions.
The area mean temperature in both cases was kept constant at 444
K and with the same rotational speed for the two tests, the mean
corrected speed (N/AT) was the same. Hence, the radial and cir-
cumferential temperature profiles were adjusted to achieve this
criterion. Particular attention was paid to ensure that the mean
turbine inlet total pressure was not modified.

Figure 2 shows typical stage inlet total temperature traces, at
midspan, verses time for the two inlet profiles OTDF1 and 2.
These measurements are taken at the ngv leading edge and hence
for OTDF2 the temperature is higher. Notably, the inlet tempera-
ture fluctuations on the trace from the nonuniform inlet tempera-
ture runs have increased markedly to those from the uniform inlet.
It should be noted that this is not necessarily as a result of in-
creased turbulence in the flow but as a result of cooler and warmer
air mixing from different radial and circumferential positions
caused by the turbulence.

Fig. 2 Typical stage inlet total temperatures

Fig. 3 Measured radial temperature profiles

Fig. 1 The ILPF turbine module
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Hence, there are larger temperature fluctuations present which
would also be typical of an engine situation. The mean measured
radial temperature profiles, circumferentially averaged, at inlet to
the stage are given in Fig. 3.

Contour plots showing the measured inlet temperatures during
the OTDF1 and OTDF2 tests are given in Fig. 4. The geometric
leading edge of the ngvs coincide with the edges of the plot in this
figure. Thus, OTDF1 has the ‘‘hot spot’’ at the center of the ngv
passage whereas OTDF2 has the ‘‘hot spot’’ impinging on the ngv
leading edge.

The measured rotor casing, time-averaged, static pressures are
shown as a contour plot in Fig. 5. The positions of the tappings are
marked as ‘o’. The wall static pressure can be seen to fall by a
factor of 2 in the axial plane through the blade passage, this re-

flects the supersonic design of the rotor blade. In the circumfer-
ential direction an effect of the ngvs can be seen by a variation in
static pressure. Low patches of static pressure coincide with the
predicted wake angle of the ngvs which are shown as dotted lines.

Figure 6 shows the unsteady rotor casing, static pressure for the
uniform inlet temperature case. The data are plotted as individual
time histories for one row of transducers~along the stagger angle!
with the appropriate blade thickness shown. The blue and green
vertical lines indicate the suction and pressure sides of the blade,
whereas, the red line indicates the centerline of the transducer. For
the last plot without these lines the blade does not cover the trans-
ducer. The solid lines are the measured static pressure and the
dashed lines a TRANSCode CFD prediction. The calculation was
performed for the rotor alone and contains no ngv secondary flow
information or wake definition. Average inlet total pressure and a
rotor hub exit static pressure were imposed as boundary condi-
tions. These data have been ensemble averaged revolution-to-
revolution over 120 rotor revolutions according to the following
definition:

P̃~t!5
1

N (
n51

N

P~n,t!

Pressure fluctuations within the time period of rotor passing re-
duce towards the trailing edge of the blade. The fluctuation levels
over the early part of the blade are of the order of60.5 bar.

For all axial locations a rapid pressure drop, starting just before
the pressure side of the blade, across the rotor tip is seen. In the
rotor passage the pressure decreases relatively slowly from pres-
sure to suction surface.

In front of the suction surface a small peak in pressure can be
seen. This feature becoming larger as we move from the leading
edge to the trailing edge of the blade.

This is thought to be evidence of the tip leakage flow creating a
vortex close to the suction surface. Over the blade chord the per-
turbations are lowest close to the rotor trailing edge. The pertur-
bations increase to a maximum of approximately 0.6 bar by the
midchord of the blade and remains at this maximum along most of
the blade.

The comparison with the predicted static pressure is generally

Fig. 4 Inlet temperature „K… for OTDF 1 and OTDF 2

Fig. 5 Rotor casing static pressure „Pa…
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good and improves towards the downstream part of the passage.
This is most likely as a result of the CFD lacking in wake and
interaction information from the ngvs.

Figures 7 and 8 show the complete rotor casing static pressure
and the associated pressure random unsteadiness at specific times,
for the uniform inlet temperature case. The random unsteadiness
is calculated using the following definition:

Pr~t!5
1

N (
n21

N

uP~n,t!2 P̃~t!u

The peak random unsteadiness time history shown in~Fig. 8!
appears to move down the length of the turbine blade and repeat at
the following blade.

The measured time-averaged heat transfer rate on the rotor cas-
ing has been used to compute the Nusselt number distribution.
When calculating the Nusselt numbers for the ngv and rotor sur-
face different driving temperatures are used. In the ngv case the
stage inlet total temperature is used since the measurements are in
the stationary frame of reference and the total temperature through
the ngv is constant. For the rotor blade the measurements are in
the relative frame of reference and hence, the rotor relative total
temperature is used. With the rotor-casing wall the situation is
more complex, the measurements are taken in the stationary frame
of reference which results in a driving temperature reduction
across the rotor row, due to the work extraction. The temperature
across the MT1 rotor row reduces by about 100 K from the inlet
to exit. Therefore to compute a relevant Nusselt number the local
gas temperature~i.e., adiabatic wall temperature! is required.

The heat transfer rate and surface temperature history are both
known and hence a plot of heat transfer rate against surface tem-
perature was employed to find the adiabatic wall temperature.
This adiabatic wall temperature from each thin film gage is thus
used in the calculation of Nusselt numbers. Figure 9 shows the

Fig. 6 Rotor casing static pressure time histories; blade surfaces and transducer positions indicated by
vertical lines

Fig. 7 Rotor casing instantaneous static pressure fluctuations
„Pa…
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adiabatic wall temperature for a row of gages through the rotor
passage. The trace shows the temperature falling from around 430
K to about 360 K and more importantly it shows how the work
extraction is distributed through the rotor passage.

The accuracy with which the adiabatic wall temperature is
evaluated is assessed to be65 K. A contour plot of the Nusselt
number for the whole endwall flow field measured is shown in
Fig. 10 for the uniform, OTDF1 and OTDF2 inlet profiles. The
Nusselt number is calculated using:

Nuc5
qĊ

~Taw2Twall!k

For the results with uniform inlet temperatures the Nusselt num-
ber distribution in the pitch wise direction varies by a factor of 2
with three regions of high Nusselt number.

Two of the high regions coincide with the trajectory of the
predicted wake path. The third region is at about half an ngv pitch
and the reasons for this are not obvious. Figure 11 gives a
schlieren photograph of a cascade test showing the details of the
shock structure formed for a transonic vane. Two shock waves can
be seen within an ngv pitch. A trailing edge shock wave exists at
the trailing edge of each ngv, extending downstream and is almost
at 90 deg to the wake flow direction. The passage shock at the
throat of the ngvs is reflected off the suction surface of the vane
and follows an almost axial direction. When comparing the posi-
tions of these shock waves with the region of high Nusselt num-
ber, it becomes evident that the high Nusselt number regions co-
incide with the trailing edge shock waves and are not at the angle
the wake flow takes. Furthermore, the third feature at mid passage
can be explained by the reflected passage shock from the suction

Fig. 8 Rotor casing instantaneous static pressure random
unsteadiness

Fig. 9 Adiabatic wall temperature „K…

Fig. 10 Rotor casing Nusselt number based on rotor chord Nu c

Fig. 11 Typical transonic NGV shock structure
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side. The position and angle of the shock waves will vary with
ngv passage, as each passage will have small manufacturing varia-
tions in throat size and trailing edge geometry. Hence, the regions
of high Nusselt number may not necessarily be an ngv pitch apart.
The shock location will also vary in an unsteady fashion as the
rotor passes and modulates the ngv exit static pressure. This was
seen earlier in the unsteady rotor casing pressure measurements
~Fig. 8!. Whilst the above hypothesis explains the reasons for the
three regions of high Nusselt number, the steady-state measured
and predicted ngv surface static pressure only show the presence

of the passage shock wave. The trailing edge shock waves have
not been measured or predicted thus far, however the rotor rota-
tion causes the static pressure at exit to the ngv to fluctuate sig-
nificantly. Hence, the trailing edge shock may only be present for
short periods during the rotor passing period.

The OTDF1 results do not show three clear regions as with the
uniform case. However, the OTDF2 results show three area of
high heat transfer although they do not extend as far as the down-
stream part of the passage.

Figure 12 shows the casing data Nusselt number, circumferen-
tially averaged to produce the axial variation. The uniform inlet
temperature results show a Nusselt number around 1500 at the
leading edge position of the rotor, peaking to a value of about
2000 at an axial location of around 30%. The Nusselt number then
falls to a value of about 1400. The OTDF 1 results show similar
results near the leading edge, but peak at about 1600 and then fall
gradually to about 800. Whereas, the OTDF2 results show a
higher value near the rotor leading edge position at around 1800
and fall gradually, in a similar way to the OTDF1 results.

Time-resolved heat transfer data were measured along rows
which approximately follow the rotor stagger angle. These data
have been ensemble-averaged similar to the rotor casing pressure
measurements. Figure 13 shows heat transfer variations in time
about the mean value over two rotor passings for a row of thin
film gages. The blue and green vertical lines indicate the suction
and pressure sides of the blades, whereas the red line indicates the
centerline of the gage with the appropriate blade thickness. Gages
that are not within the rotor passage have the red line to show the
gage center line. Variations in heat transfer rate reduce towards the
latter part of the blade. The peak-to-peak fluctuation levels are of

Fig. 12 Rotor casing Nusselt number Nu c for conditions given
in Table 1

Fig. 13 Rotor casing heat transfer time histories

Fig. 14 Rotor casing instantaneous heat transfer rate fluctua-
tions
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the order of 1.5E5 W/m2. In all positions, except for the last gage
which is after the blade, a rapid heat transfer rate drop can be seen
taking place while the rotor tip passes, starting just before the
pressure side of the blade. After reaching a minimum near the
suction side the heat transfer rate increases as the pressure side
approaches, reaching a peak just prior to the pressure side. As the
blade tip passes over the third, fourth and fifth gages a small rise
in heat transfer rate, which decreases after passing of the tip oc-
curs. This feature becomes more evident on the fifth gage. This is
thought to be caused by the tip leakage flow.

Overall, addition of RTDF/OTDF has not changed the shape or
features of the heat transfer rate fluctuations significantly. How-
ever, the gage near the leading edge shows the peak heat transfer
level to be higher.

Figures 14 and 15 show the overtip heat transfer rate distribu-
tion and the associated random unsteadiness distribution at vari-
ous instantaneous time intervals for the uniform inlet case. The
heat transfer rate is enhanced by the presence of the rotor blade at
all time intervals with little effect from the ngv wake. The random
unsteadiness given in Fig. 15 shows high unsteadiness in the ear-
lier part of the rotor passage across the pitch. The remaining pas-
sage shows a lower level of unsteadiness.

The rotor tip time averaged Nusselt number is shown in Fig. 16.
The levels are around 1000; this is similar to that measured on the
rotor casing and rotor surface at 90% span. The OTDF1 results
show a flatter distribution than the uniform results. Unfortunately,
during the OTDF2 tests only one gage survived; however, this
shows a higher level of Nusselt number than the uniform and
OTDF1 case. A sample of time-resolved data for the rotor tip
gages is shown in Fig. 17.

The heat transfer rate rises and falls very sharply at close to the
ngv pitch period with fluctuations of62E5 W/m2. A smaller peak
in between the larger ones is also evident on some parts of the
data. The sharp rises and falls are thought to be caused by the
shock structure discussed earlier.

Metzger et al.@1# presented a simple one-dimensional flow
model to estimate the rotor tip heat transfer rates. A similar ap-
proach has been taken here to estimate heat transfer rate to the
rotor tip and shroud. If we consider the simple tip model given in
Fig. 18, calculations show that the flow over the tip is not fully
developed. Hence, in the blade relative frame of reference the
rotor tip can be treated as a flat plate Indeed this model will ignore
the separation bubble on the leading edge of the tip although,
Metzger did include an inlet shape correction to the heat transfer.

Fig. 15 Rotor casing heat transfer rate random unsteadiness

Fig. 16 Rotor tip Nusselt number Nu c for conditions given in
Table 1

Fig. 17 Rotor tip unsteady heat transfer rate

Fig. 18 Two-dimensional model of tip flow relative to the rotor
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The following integral boundary layer correlation can be applied,
starting at the leading edge of the blade tip at the pressure side:

Nux50.0287 Pr0.6Rex
4/5

Rex is based on the velocity of flow through the gap relative to the
rotor. Evaluating this equation for a distance of 2.5 mm for the
center of the blade tip yields a Nusselt number of about 1500. This
is in reasonable agreement with the values for the uniform case in
Fig. 17.

If we now consider the small part of the shroud, directly above
the rotor blade tip, and assume that a stagnation point exists on it
in line with the pressure side of the blade. Then, using a similar
approach a flat plate turbulent boundary layer, calculation can be
performed to evaluate the local heat transfer rate

Nux50.0242 Pr0.6Rex
4/5

In this case, Rex is based on the flow velocity through the gap
relative to the casing. The gas temperature is the rotor relative
temperature at this point. The local Nusselt number is evaluated to
be approximately 2000, which is in reasonable agreement with the
measured value.

Summary and Conclusions
The study investigated the rotor tip and shroud heat transfer and

aerodynamics with and without inlet nonuniform temperatures.
The detailed measurements provide a better understanding of the
local heat transfer to the rotor tip and casing surfaces. When com-
paring the uniform case to OTDF1 and OTDF2 the heat transfer
pattern was changed significantly. The overall heat load was re-
duced with inlet nonuniformity compared to a uniform inlet tem-
perature. The OTDF1 and OTDF2 gave a similar overall thermal
load. The unsteady heat transfer results showed little difference in
form between the uniform and nonuniform cases. The highest heat
transfer rate on the shroud was seen above the pressure side of the
blade, this also showed the highest random unsteadiness marking
the tip leakage region. The measured static pressures on the rotor
casing provided complementary information on the flow field. The
average static pressures showed very little difference between the
uniform and nonuniform cases.

A simple one-dimensional boundary layer model has been used
to estimate the heat transfer rates to the rotor tip and casing.
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Nomenclature

C 5 rotor tangential chord
K 5 thermal conductivity of air
N 5 total no. of revolutions
n 5 number of particular revolution

Nuc 5 Nusselt no. based on true chord

Nux 5 Nusselt no. based on distance along tip gap from
pressure surface, Fig. 18

P̃(t) 5 time average signal, ensemble average
P(n,t) 5 instantaneous signal

Pr~t! 5 random unsteadiness
Pr 5 Prandtl no.
q 5 measured heat transfer rate

Rex 5 Reynolds no. based on distancex along tip gap from
pressure surface, Fig. 18

Tprel 5 relative total temperature
Twall 5 measured surface temperature
Taw 5 adiabatic wall temperature

Tcoolant 5 coolant temperature injected through casing, hub end-
walls and turbulence rods

Tmean 5 mean temperature of flow
Tradial 5 radial temperature of flow circumferentially averaged
Tlocal 5 local temperature of flow

t 5 time within each revolution
OTDF 5 overall temperature distortion factor

(Tlocal2Tmean)/(Tmean2Tcoolant)
RTDF 5 radial temperature distortion factor

(Tradial2Tmean)/(Tmean2Tcoolant)
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Local Mass/Heat Transfer on
Turbine Blade Near-Tip Surfaces
Local mass transfer measurements on a simulated high-pressure turbine blade are con-
ducted in a linear cascade with tip clearance, using a naphthalene sublimation technique.
The effects of tip clearance (0.86–6.90% of chord) are investigated at an exit Reynolds
number of 5.83105 and a low turbulence intensity of 0.2%. The effects of the exit Rey-
nolds number~4273105! and the turbulence intensity (0.2 and 12.0%) are also mea-
sured for the smallest tip clearance. The effect of tip clearance on the mass transfer on the
pressure surface is limited to 10% of the blade height from the tip at smaller tip clear-
ances. At the largest tip clearance high mass transfer rates are induced at 15% of curvi-
linear distance~Sp /C! by the strong acceleration of the fluid on the pressure side into the
clearance. The effect of tip clearance on the mass transfer is not very evident on the
suction surface for curvilinear distance of Ss /C,0.21. However, much higher mass
transfer rates are caused downstream of Ss /C'0.50 by the tip leakage vortex at the
smallest tip clearance, while at the largest tip clearance, the average mass transfer is
lower than that with zero tip clearance, probably because the strong leakage vortex
pushes the passage vortex away from the suction surface. High mainstream turbulence
level (12.0%) increases the local mass transfer rates on the pressure surface, while a
higher mainstream Reynolds number generates higher local mass transfer rates on both
near-tip surfaces.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1554410#

Introduction

Tip leakage flow can have an important impact on the perfor-
mance of a turbine system, in terms of aerodynamic losses and
thermodynamic penalty. The leakage flow induced by the pressure
difference between the pressure side and suction side of a blade
increases the aerodynamic losses and inefficiency in the turbine,
reducing the turbine blade forces and the work done in the stage.
It is estimated that a 1% clearance of blade height can cause a
1–2% decrease in turbine stage efficiency@1#. In addition, the tip
leakage flow and its interactions with the main passage flow and
the secondary flows can increase the heat transfer on the turbine
blade surface near the tip, leading to high surface temperatures in
regions near the blade tip, diminishing the structural durability of
the blades@2#.

Experimental studies have been conducted to understand the tip
leakage flow in turbine cascades, including flow visualization, and
static pressure and loss coefficients measurement inside the tip
clearance and blade passage in turbine cascades, such as Sjolander
and Amrud@3#, Moore and Tilton@4#, Bindon @5#, Yamamoto@6#,
and Kang and Hirsch@7#.

Though effects of tip leakage flow on turbine blade heat trans-
fer have been investigated, most studies were conducted on ideal-
ized experimental conditions~on a flat plate or in rectangular cavi-
ties!. Not many detailed local heat transfer measurements on a
turbine blade tip surface and the near-tip surfaces are available in
the open literature.

The effect of leakage flow on turbine blade heat transfer was
not emphasized until the paper of Mayle and Metzger@2#. Heat
transfer experiments were conducted on a flat surface with a mov-
ing wall provided by the rim surface of a rotating disk. Their
results were in good agreement with the Colburn equation. Chyu
et al. @8# and Metzger et al.@9# experimentally investigated the
mass/heat transfer process with turbulent flow over shrouded,

rectangular cavities using naphthalene sublimation and a surface
coating technique, respectively, to simulate the heat transfer at the
tip region of grooved rotor blades.

The effects of sink flow on the blade pressure side, and source
flow on the blade suction side on turbine blade heat transfer were
studied by Metzger and Rued@10# and Rued and Metzger@11# in
a water tunnel. The heat transfer measurements showed that the
leakage generates large localized heat transfer rates near the gap
due to the strong acceleration in the sink flow. Even higher local
heat transfer rates are found in the source flow, though a different
mechanism, the presence of a small but intensive vortex at the gap
edge is involved.

Metzger et al.@12# proposed a simple model to describe the
flow over an axial turbine blade tip and the adjacent stationary
shroud using the Dittus-Boelter fully developed duct flow corre-
lation together with an augmentation factor of 2.3 to account for
the entry flow effect inside the tip. Film-cooled turbine blade tip
heat transfer and effectiveness were investigated by Kim and
Metzger@13# and Kim et al.@14# on a simulated blade tip surface
downstream of a single line of film cooling injection sites using a
transient thermal liquid crystal test technique.

Recently, Bunker et al.@15# investigated the heat transfer and
flow on the first stage blade tip of a power generation gas turbine
and provided full surface information on heat transfer coefficients
with pressure distribution on the blade tip and shroud for sharp-
edged and radius-edge clearances and at different free stream tur-
bulence levels. The flow and heat transfer on the first stage blade
tip of an aircraft gas turbine was studied by Teng et al.@16# and
Azad et al.@17# using a transient liquid crystal technique.

In the present study, a naphthalene sublimation technique is
utilized to measure the mass transfer coefficients from a high-
pressure turbine blade near-tip surfaces in a linear cascade with tip
clearance. Use of the heat/mass transfer analogy results provides
information on the equivalent heat transfer situation.

Experimental Method and Apparatus
The naphthalene sublimation technique is a well-established

method, which with the heat/mass transfer analogy enables us to
obtain detailed local mass/heat transfer data on complex surfaces.
The naphthalene sublimation method and the heat/mass transfer
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analogy were reviewed by Goldstein and Cho@18#. Goldstein and
Spores@19# used a local mass transfer technique to obtain much
detail of the convection process for the secondary flows in a tur-
bine cascade. Naphthalene sublimation technique was also used to
investigate convective transport from a turbine blade in a linear
cascade by Goldstein et al.@20# and Wang et al.@21#, including
the effects of high free stream turbulence level and length scale
and mainstream Reynolds number.

To summarize, the naphthalene sublimation technique can be
used to determine the convective component of mass transfer with
the absence of wall conduction and radiation errors. A mass trans-
fer problem can be converted to a heat transfer problem under the
equivalent boundary conditions by the mass/heat transfer analogy.
The mass transfer coefficient can be obtained from

hm5
ṁ

rv,w2rv,`
5

ṁ

rv,w
since rv,`50 (1)

ṁ5rs

dy

dt
(2)

A dimensionless mass transfer coefficient, Sherwood number,
similar to the heat transfer Nusselt number, is used for comparing
results.

A multipurpose blowing-type wind tunnel in the Heat Transfer
Laboratory at the University of Minnesota is employed in the
study. Air drawn through a filter by a 22.4 kW blower arrives at
the test section through a square contraction nozzle with an area
ratio of 6.25 and an exit of 45.7345.7 cm2.

The test section as shown in Fig. 1 is connected to the exit of
the contraction of the wind tunnel. The linear turbine cascade
consists of five 45.7 cm long simulated high-pressure turbine rotor
blades~aluminum! with central blade configuration. The top wall
simulates the casing of the turbine. The space between the three
middle blades and the tip-endwall forms the blade tip clearance,
which can be varied by adding aluminum spacers with different
thicknesses between the blades and the bottom wall. Tip clear-

Fig. 1 Planview of the test section

Fig. 2 Cascade blade geometry and balance test— „a… cascade
blade geometry, „b… cascade blade balance test data

Fig. 3 Sh contour with zero tip clearance— „a… pressure sur-
face, „b… suction surface
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ances employed in this study are 0.86, 1.72, 3.45, and 6.90%C.
The high-performance turbine blade profile and geometry data are
shown in Fig. 2~a!. The space between the bleeds and the outside
blades as well as the orientation of the tailboards~Fig. 1! are
adjustable to obtain periodic flows in the blade passages. The
cascade balance is checked by comparing the static pressure ob-
tained from a special pressure measurement blade at the positions
of the three middle blades with data from an inviscid flow solu-
tion. The established periodic flows in the blade passages are
shown in Fig. 2~b!

A specially designed mold and modified casting procedures are
employed to obtain a naphthalene blade with smooth naphthalene-
covered surfaces including the tip surface; particular care must be
taken in controlling the temperature of the mold during casting.
The T-type thermocouples used in the experiment for measuring
the ambient, air flow, and naphthalene surface temperatures were
previously calibrated and are integrated with a GPIB board en-
abled Linux workstation to collect the temperatures in the system
during the experiment. The total pressure is measured with an
impact tube inserted at the incoming flow measurement plane
shown in Fig. 1. The dynamic pressure and static pressure are
obtained with a micro-manometer and a manometer respectively.

The depth change of the surfaces of the naphthalene blade during
the test is measured with an automated four-axis data acquisition
system developed in the Heat Transfer Laboratory at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota@18#.

The uncertainty in naphthalene surface temperature measure-
ment is 0.09% in absolute temperature with 95% confidence level.
The uncertainty in mainstream velocity is 1.0%, and in the naph-
thalene sublimation depth measurement is 0.80%, which includes
the error of repositioning of LVDT gage. The uncertainty in mass
transfer coefficient and Sherwood number at 95% confidence level
are 5.7 and 7.6%, respectively. The errors are mainly caused by
the uncertainty in properties of naphthalene. The naphthalene loss
due to natural convection is estimated and included in the forego-
ing uncertainty analysis. The experimental system and procedures
are described in detail by Jin@22#.

The turbulent boundary layer characteristics established down-
stream of the trip on the~blade-tip! endwall ~in Fig. 1! are mea-
sured at three different locations on the measurement plane 1
(X/Cx521.6 and in Fig. 1! at a distance of one half pitch from
each other on the tip endwall using a single-sensor hot wire probe.
The integrated displacement thickness and shape factor near the
leading edge of the test blade are 0.17 cm and 1.38 at a main-

Fig. 4 Sh contour on the pressure surface— „a… t ÕCÄ0.86%,
„b… t ÕCÄ1.72%

Fig. 5 Sh contour on the pressure surface— „a… t ÕCÄ3.45%,
„b… t ÕCÄ6.90%
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stream inlet velocity of 20 m/s and turbulence intensity of 0.2%,
respectively, and the displacement thickness is typical of that in a
gas turbine engine~1% of chord!. For a typical sublimation depth
of 60 mm, the effect of thinner naphthalene wall on boundary
layer thickness~of order of 10 mm! can be neglected.

The mainstream turbulence characterization is also conducted
at X/Cx21.6, but outside of boundary layer. A bar grid turbulence
generator made from wood is placed 5 cm upstream of the trip
wire. The data collected with the single hot wire sensor match
well with the von Karman’s correlation and power law~with an
index of 25/3! for energy spectrum at relative high wave num-
bers, showing isotropic characteristics of the flow. A integral

length scale of 2.7 cm is calculated from autocorrelations of local
instantaneous velocity with mainstream turbulence intensity of
12%.

Experimental Results and Discussion
The results from the present study are presented for different tip

clearances, Reynolds numbers, and turbulence intensities in this
section. In all the figures, the blade tip has a coordinate ofZ/C
50.

Pressure Surface Near the Tip. Effects of zero tip clearance
are shown in Fig. 3. Effects of tip clearance on the mass transfer
on the pressure surface are shown in the contour plots of Figs. 4
and 5 at Reynolds number of about 5.83105 and turbulence in-
tensity of 0.2%. Similar to the results with no tip clearance~Fig.
3~a!!, the nonuniform mass transfer rates appear on the pressure
surface for all tip clearances except the largest one. However, the
effect of corner vortices disappear near the tip edge. Instead, the
relatively higher mass transfer region near the tip edge after
Sp /C.0.15 is caused by the leakage flow sucked into the tip
clearance. This effect of acceleration is so strong that much higher
and irregular mass transfer rates are induced at the two largest tip
clearances at aboutSp /C50.15 near the tip edge and extended
further away from the tip in the span direction att/C26.90%.
This strong acceleration apparently also reduces the nonuniform
mass transfer rates on the pressure surface at the largest tip clear-
ance, as shown in local and averaged Sh plots.

Fig. 6 Sh ÕReex
1Õ2 on the pressure surface

Fig. 7 Average Sh on the pressure surface— „a… spanwise av-
erage, „b… streamwise average
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Local Sh/Reex
1/2, calculated from the same set of data as the

contour plots, at differentSp /C locations in the span direction
starting from the tip are plotted in Fig. 6 for different tip clear-
ances. The mass transfer near the tip on the pressure surface is
quite different for the case with no tip clearance: the mass transfer
is largest at the tip and decreases gradually in the span direction
for all nonzero tip clearances~Fig. 6!. However, the effect of
different nonzero tip clearances on the mass transfer near the tip is
not very strong upstream ofSp /C50.09. BetweenSp /C50.09
and Sp /C50.51, the two largest tip clearances result in much
higher and irregular mass transfer rates near the tip than the two
smaller tip clearances, which is not well understood at this publi-
cation since one expects the acceleration of leakage into the tip
clearance is less strong for large tip clearances. Downstream of

Sp /C50.51, the mass transfer rates near the tip increase as tip
clearance becomes larger and are much higher than the case with
zero tip clearance, though the effect of tip clearance is limited to
the region close to the tip edge and generally withinZ/C,0.15.
For Sp /C.0.76, the mass transfer curves tend to collapse to one
after Z/C50.15 disregarding the nonuniform mass transfer rates
nearZ/C50.4. Generally, the effect of tip clearance is limited to
Z/C,0.1 for the small tip clearances. The present results for the
effect of tip leakage flow on the mass/heat transfer on the pressure
surface differ from the results of Metzger and Rued’s@10# sink
flow measurements, which indicate higher heat transfer rates~up
to 100% near the edge! to extend to 30% of the span for the small
tip clearances. This may be caused by differences in experimental
setup such as cascade flow versus gap flow, air versus water.

Spanwise and streamwise averaged Sh on the pressure surface
are plotted in Fig. 7 for different tip clearances. From the top
figure of Sh averaged over a span close to the blade chord, we
observe that the effect of tip clearance is evident only for the two
largest tip clearances aroundSp /C50.2. As suggested in the fore-
going, this is caused by the highly accelerated suction flow at the
larger tip clearances. In the bottom figure, the Sh numbers are
averaged in theSp direction. For zero tip clearance, the minimum

Fig. 8 Sh ÕReex
1Õ2 on the pressure surface at t ÕCÄ0.86%

Fig. 9 Sh contour on the suction surface— „a… t ÕCÄ0.86%, „b…
t ÕCÄ1.72%
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mass transfer rate aroundZ/C50.05 is induced by the corner
vortices, while the mass transfer rate increases monotonously to-
ward the tip for all nonzero tip clearance cases. For the largest tip
clearance of 6.90%C, the nonuniform Sh, associating with the
Taylor-Gortler vortices@21# and existing for smaller tip clearance
cases, disappears apparently due to the existence of highly accel-
erated suction flow on the pressure surface, disrupting the flow
pattern of zero and smaller tip clearances.

At the tip clearance,t/C50.86%, the effects of mainstream
Reynolds number and turbulence intensity on the mass transfer on
the pressure surface are measured. Figure 8 plots the local mass
transfer Sh/Reex

1/2 versusZ/C on the blade pressure surface. The
high mainstream turbulence intensity level of 12% greatly en-
hances the mass transfer on the pressure surface, increasing the
mass transfer rates by as much as 100% atSp /C50.16, which
may be due to the fact that the flow on the pressure surface is no
longer laminar. Mass transfer curves for different Reynolds num-
bers at low turbulence levels of 0.2% are very similar downstream
of the leading edge, showing the laminar characteristic of the flow
on the pressure surface, and with the nonuniformity occurring

randomly. The effect of leakage flow drown into the tip clearance
is again limited toZ/C,0.1 for all cases, causing at most a Sh
two times as large as that near mid-span.

Suction Surface Near the Tip. In Figs. 9 and 10 the mass
transfer on the suction surface in the form of contour plots for
different tip clearances is shown for Re55.83105 and turbulent
intensity of 0.2%. The triangular region of high mass transfer
caused by the secondary flows decreases in size as the tip clear-
ance increases. Att/C50.86%C, the tip leakage vortex exiting
from the suction side of the tip clearance produces a small high
mass transfer zone centered aroundSs /C50.7 close to the tip
edge. The effect of passage secondary flows still exists near the
upper edge of the triangular region, which can be clearly identi-
fied for the case of zero tip clearance in Fig. 3~b!. For t/C

Fig. 10 Sh contour on the suction surface— „a… t ÕcÄ3.45%, „b…
t ÕCÄ6.90%

Fig. 11 Sh ÕReex
1Õ2 on the suction surface
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51.72%, the region affected by the tip leakage vortex extends
both downstream and in the span direction with its peak atSs /C
50.5 very close to the tip edge, while the region affected by the
passage secondary flows becomes smaller, though still recogniz-
able. At higher tip clearance, 3.45%C, the effect of secondary
flows weakens and the smaller triangular region is mainly affected
by the tip leakage vortex with two peaks of high mass transfer,
probably indicating multiple tip leakage vortices. For the largest
tip clearance,t/C56.90%, only the effect of tip leakage vortex
can be seen and the high mass transfer region is no longer trian-
gular in shape, due to the strong leakage vortex coming out of the
clearance into the blade passage, pushing away the passage vortex
and lowering the mass transfer rate near the tip@23#.

Local value of Sh/Reex
1/2, calculated from the same data, at dif-

ferent Ss /C locations along the span are shown in Fig. 11 for
different tip clearances, including the zero clearance case for com-
parison. The effect of tip clearance on the mass transfer on the
suction surface is not evident and the mass transfer distributions
near the tip edge are rather flat tillSs /C50.21, though the values
near the tip edge are still higher than those with zero tip clearance,
indicating almost negligible leakage vortex near the leading edge
of the blade. Downstream ofSs /C 0.50, the smaller tip clearance
induces larger mass transfer rate near the tip. The peak near the tip
edge is caused by the tip leakage flow reattaching on the surface.
For the largest tip clearances the mass transfer rates are much
lower after Ss /C50.80 as the effect of secondary flows essen-

tially disappears. The mass transfer data collapse~i.e., indepen-
dent of Z! outside of the triangular region at these streamwise
locations.

As for the pressure surface, spanwise and streamwise averaged
value of Sh on the suction surface are plotted in Fig. 12 for dif-
ferent tip clearances. In Fig. 12~a!, the effect of tip clearance is
evident: the smaller the tip clearance~other than zero!, the higher
Sh forSs /C.0.5 and the averaged Sh for the largest tip clearance
is lower than that for zero tip clearance. The variation of Sh av-
eraged inSs direction versusZ/C in Fig. 12~b! shows a similar
trend for all cases except the largest tip clearance with the peak Sh
at smallest tip clearance of 0.86%C caused by the tip leakage
vortex.

At a tip clearance oft/C50.86%, the effects of mainstream
Reynolds number and turbulence intensity on the mass transfer on

Fig. 12 Average Sh on the suction surface— „a… spanwise
average, „b… streamwise average

Fig. 13 Sh ÕReex
1Õ2 on the suction surface at t ÕCÄ0.86%
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the suction surface are also investigated. The local mass transfer
Sh/Reex

1/2 at different curvilinear locations is shown in Fig. 13. We
see that near the leading edge (Ss /C,0.09), the Reynolds num-
ber has some effect on the mass transfer. Downstream ofSs1C
20.09, the curves at different Reynolds number collapse to one
outside the triangular region. The Sh/Reex

1/2 data in the triangular
region follow the same trend at different Reynolds numbers with
low turbulence intensity of 0.2%: the first peak near the tip is
caused by the leakage vortex reattachment, while the second peak
is probably induced by the passage vortex separation from the
surface, and the higher the Reynolds number, the higher the
Sh/Reex

1/2 value. However, the effect of high mainstream turbu-
lence level of 12% on the mass transfer rate is not important until
Ss /C 0.94, where transition to turbulence begins.

Conclusions
In the present study, local mass transfer measurements from

turbine blade near-tip surfaces is performed using the naphthalene
sublimation technique. The experiments are conducted in a linear
cascade consisting of five high-pressure turbine blades with cen-
tral blade configuration. The blade Reynolds numbers are close to
those in a gas turbine engine environment (d1 /C50.01) with an
exit Reynolds number of about 5.83105. The effects of tip clear-
ance (0.86– 6.90%C), mainstream Reynolds number (4 – 7
3105) and turbulence intensity~0.2 and 12.0%! are investigated.
The following conclusions can be made:

1. The effect of tip clearance on the mass transfer on the pres-
sure surface is limited to 0.10C at smaller tip clearances. At the
largest tip clearance high mass transfer rates are induced atSp
'0.15C by the strong acceleration of flow into the clearance.

2. The effect of tip clearance on the mass transfer is not very
evident for Ss /C,0.21 on the suction surface. However, much
higher mass transfer rates are caused downstream ofSs /C'0.5
by the tip leakage vortex at the smallest tip clearance. At the
largest tip clearance, the averaged mass transfer is lower than that
of zero tip clearance, probably because the strong leakage vortex
pushes the passage vortex away from the suction surface.

3. The mainstream turbulence level of 12.0% increases the lo-
cal mass transfer rates on the pressure surface, while higher main-
stream Reynolds number causes higher local mass transfer rates
on both pressure and suction surfaces.
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Nomenclature

ṁ 5 mass flux of sublimated naphthalene vapor
C 5 chord of blade, 18.4 cm in current study

Cps 5 static pressure coefficient
Cx 5 axial chord of blade, 13.0 cm in current study

Dnaph 5 naphthalene vapor diffusivity in air
H 5 height ~span! of blade

hm 5 mass transfer coefficient
P 5 pitch of blade, 13.8 cm in current study

Reex 5 exit Reynolds no. based on chord and exit velocity
Sp 5 curvilinear coordinate along pressure surface
Ss 5 curvilinear coordinate along suction surface
Sh 5 net mass transfer Sherwood no.,5hmC/Dnaph

Shs 5 streamwise averaged Sh
Shz 5 spanwise averaged Sh from tip toZ'C of naphtha-

lene blade
t 5 blade tip clearance

Tu 5 inlet turbulence intensity

X 5 axial direction of cascade
Y 5 pitchwise direction of cascade
Z 5 spanwise direction of cascade starting from tip

dt 5 net time duration in wind tunnel
d1 5 boundary layer displacement thickness
dy 5 net naphthalene layer depth change due to turbulent

convection
rs 5 solid naphthalene density

rv,` 5 naphthalene vapor density in mainstream
rv,w 5 naphthalene vapor density at wall
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A Novel Transient Heater-Foil
Technique for Liquid Crystal
Experiments on Film-Cooled
Surfaces
A novel transient measurement technique has been developed for determining the heat
transfer characteristics in the presence of film cooling (heat transfer coefficient and adia-
batic film-cooling effectiveness). The method is based on a transient heater foil technique,
where a non-homogeneous surface heat flux is applied to the test surface. A regression
analysis of multiple transient liquid crystal experiments is used to obtain the heat transfer
characteristics. The method introduced here has the advantage that the (often not known)
heat flux distribution at the surface is not needed for the analysis of the measured data.
The method is used to study the influence of several heater foil configurations on a flat
plate with film cooling, elucidating the effect of different thermal boundary conditions on
film-cooling performance. The obtained data is also compared to results presented in
literature and good agreement is found.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1578501#

1 Introduction
Efficient cooling methods are required in modern gas turbine

designs due to excessive high turbine inlet temperatures intro-
duced by the demand of high specific power and high cycle effi-
ciency. Although the high temperature capabilities of the applied
materials were improved over the last years, the thermal and stress
environment are beyond the limit alloys can presently achieve. In
order to protect the turbine blades from melting, the blades need
extensive cooling. Usually a combination of internal convective
cooling and external film cooling is employed. The cooling de-
signs of these parts have to be highly efficient because a larger
cooling mass flow rate degrades the thermal efficiency of the ther-
modynamic cycle of the gas turbine. This is especially true for the
application of film cooling where a protective film of cold air is
spread around the blade and large cooling mass flows are required.
Because of the importance of film cooling for turbine blade de-
sign, this subject has been studied extensively over the past 35 yr
~Goldstein@1,2#, Leontiev@3#!. Most of the studies concentrate on
flat plate configurations with film injection through slots, cylindri-
cal or shaped holes~Sinha et al.@4#, Forth et al.@5#!. When film
cooling is considered on airfoil type flows~Ito et al. @6#, Takeishi
et al. @7#, Drost @8#!, numerical methods and correlations have
been developed to predict the adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness
and the increase in heat transfer coefficients. A large number of
parameters influence the film cooling process such as cooling hole
geometry, blowing and momentum flux ratio of the coolant and
main stream turbulence effects. Several models can be found in
literature ~Crawford et al.@9#, Weigand et al.@10#, Garg @11#!,
albeit only for specific applications. In order to further develop the
cooling schemes for gas turbine blades, high quality experimental
data and the corresponding analytical and numerical methods are
required.

Transient and steady-state heat transfer and film cooling effec-
tiveness measurements using thermochromic liquid crystals~TLC!
are very popular to obtain detailed full field surface information
~Ireland et al.@12#!. For film cooling measurements several tech-
niques have been applied to determine the film cooling perfor-

mance~adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness and increase in film
cooling heat transfer coefficients! either by two separate experi-
ments, or by a number of transient experiments. Two separate
steady-state experiments were performed by Lutum et al.@13#.
The increase in heat transfer coefficient due to film cooling was
measured using a heater foil, the coolant temperature and the free
stream temperature being equal. The adiabatic film-cooling effec-
tiveness was additionally measured by using an adiabatic wall and
by blowing with a different coolant temperature than the free
stream temperature. The heater foil covered the region before and
after the injection holes with some unheated region around the
holes. Regression analysis on multiple transient liquid crystal
measurements using rapidly changing free stream temperature,
generally performed by the rapid insertion of a preconditioned
model or by using heater grids in the main flow, or various coolant
temperatures were reported by Reiss@14# and Dui et al.@15#.
Transient heater-foil techniques with liquid crystal thermography
were applied for heat transfer investigations by von Wolfersdorf
et al. @16# and Turnbull et al.@17#. Since no film-cooling holes
were considered, the full surface under investigation was covered
with the heated layer. In case of film cooling, transient measure-
ments using heater foils were applied for slots by Farmer et al.
@18# and for a row of holes by Seager et al.@19#, the heater-foil
being then applied in the area behind the holes.

The aforementioned different heater-foil arrangements cause
different thermal boundary conditions for the film cooling situa-
tion. Therefore, a new transient heater foil method was introduced
by Vogel et al.@20#, which is able to determine the film-cooling
effectiveness and the heat transfer augmentation simultaneously
even for nonuniform heat flux situations~e.g., film-cooling holes
in the heater foil! using multiple transient experiments and regres-
sion analysis. The applicability of this method was shown for one
film cooling experiments on a flat plate with cylindrical holes and
two heater-configurations with longitudinal and transverse electri-
cal current supply.

The objective of the present paper is to introduce a new tran-
sient heater foil method for liquid crystal experiments on film
cooled surfaces. An analytical model and its numerical resolution
are first derived. The experimental setup is then described as much
as a measurement errors analysis. Furthermore, the present paper
studies the influence of four different heater-foil configurations
and therefore different thermal boundary conditions on the film
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cooling performance. This point is of major importance for the
transfer of experimental data in literature to actual film cooling
configurations in gas turbines.

2 Theoretical Investigation of the Measurement Tech-
nique

2.1 Model. Figure 1 gives an overview of the considered
model. A coolant fluid is injected into the main flow of gas over a
flat plate. The latter is covered by a thin heater foil. Att50, the
plate is suddenly exposed to a heat flux through the foil, causing a
temperature change in the wall of the plate. The evolution of the
temperature field in the plate is assumed to be one-dimensional
and the heat diffusion conduction equation in the plate in the
absence of heat sources can be written as

]T~x,t !

]t
5a

]2T~x,t !

]x2 , a5
k

rcp
(1)

The heater-foil is supposed to be infinitely thin compared tod. Its
effect is thus taken into account in the boundary conditions and
not in the heat conduction equation itself. This same assumption
allows the plate to be considered as homogenous.

The initial condition (t50) is given by

T~x,0!5T0 (2)

whereas the boundary condition at the plate surface (x50) is
obtained using an energy balance

q̇W~ t !52k
]T~0,t !

]x
2h~Taw~ t !2T~0,t !! (3)

whereTaw(t) stands for the adiabatic wall temperature. This value
can be replaced by the adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness, which
is defined by

h5
Taw~ t !2Trg

Ttc~ t !2Ttg
(4)

whereTtg andTrg are determined using the flow conditions of the
main stream of gas. Furthermore, it is assumed that the plate can
be treated as half-infinite~Vogel et al.@21#!, i.e., the measurement
time is so short that a heat pulse generated at the upper surface
(x50) will not reach the lower one (x5d). This can be ex-
pressed by the condition

T~x→`,t !5T0 (5)

Solving Eq.~4! for Taw(t) and substituting it into Eq.~3! yields

q̇W~ t !52k
]T~0,t !

]x
1h~T~0,t !2Trg!1hh~Ttg2Ttc~ t !! (6)

Equation ~1! can be solved analytically under the conditions
given by Eqs.~2!, ~5!, and~6! using the Laplace transform tech-
nique as described by Carslaw et al.@22#. With T* (x,t)5T(x,t)
2T0 , the following transformed quantities are obtained:

5 T̂* ~x,s!5s expS 2As

a
xD

q6W~s!52k
]T̂* ~0,s!

]x
1hT̂* ~0,s!1

h~hTtg1T02Trg!

s
2hhT̂tc~s!

(7)

wheres is an integration constant. In order to determine the latter,
the following assumptions are made: att50 a step in the surface
heat flux is generated by the heater-foil and at the same time, a
coolant gas is injected at a constant blowing ratio and with a given
temperature evolution in time as defined in the following:
The coolant temperature is a function of time since the cooling
fluid is transferred from the plenum chamber to the test section,
this transfer being accompanied by a heat loss. The temperature
rise of the coolant is assumed to follow an expression as:

Ttc~ t !5a exp~bt!1ct1dAt (8)

wherea, b, c, andd are constants fitted to the experimental profile
of Ttc(t). The surface heat flux follows a step function:

H q̇W~ t<0!50
q̇W~ t.0!5Gq (9)

whereG stands for the known gain with respect to an unknown
reference heat fluxq. Under the assumptions of Eqs.~8! and ~9!,
the system of Eq.~7! has the following solution:

T̂* ~x,s!5FGq

s
2

h~hTtg1T02Trg!

s

1hhS a

s2b
1

c

s2 1
Apd

2As3D G expS 2As

a
xD

h1kAs

a

(10)

The inverse Laplace transform of the foregoing expression
evaluated atx50 yields for the wall temperature distribution

Tw~ t !5A1hB1qC (11)

where

Fig. 1 Schema of the solid plane plate with the heater-foil, the
coolant injection, cooling holes, the main gas flow, and some
relevant physical quantities
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A5T01~Trg2T0!~12exp~b2!erfc~b!!

B52Ttg~12exp~b2!erfc~b!!1
h

k F a exp~bt!

2
m2

aa

h

k
a2

kb

h

exp~b2!erfc~b!G
2

h

k F c

aS h

kD 3 S exp~b2!erfc~b!2(
r 50

2
~2b!r

GS r

2
11D D 2

dAp

2AaS h

kD 2 S exp~b2!erfc~b!2(
r 50

1
~2b!r

GS r

2
11D D G

C5
G

h
~12exp~b2!erfc~b!! (12)

with b25a(h/k)2 tÞbt and:

m55
Aa

h

k
Aa1Ab

erfc~2Abt!1
Aa

h

k
Aa2Ab

erfc~Abt! when b>0

2Aa

S h

kD 2

a1b
S h

k
Aa12A2b

p S E
0

A2bt

exp~ t2!dtD D when b,0

(13)

When considering the case of no film cooling~i.e., h50) and a
constant heat flux, the foregoing equations reduce to the expres-
sion given by von Wolfersdorf et al.@16#.

2.2 Regression. All parameters in Eq.~11! are assumed to
be knowna priori or measured except forh, h, and q. These
unknown quantities are determined below by a nonlinear least-
square regression using the transient experimental data. The latter
includes temperature-time data pairs which are given by the coat-
ing of narrow-band liquid crystals applied on the plate and can be
written as (TLC

i ,tLC
i )u i 51

N where i indexes theN>3 independent
experiments such that

Tw~ tLC
i !5TLC

i , ; i 51,..,N (14)

The foregoing holds locally since the value ofq is inhomogeneous
across the surface of the plate as it depends upon the influence of
the cooling holes and upon the possible variation in thickness of
the heater-foil. ForN53, Eq.~14! yields exactly a solution triplet,
if the latter exists. However, forN.3, the problem is overdefined
and an optimal solution, if it exists, has to be sought. This solution
should fit best all theN equations together, without necessarily
satisfying each of them exactly. The foregoing problem thus re-
duces to minimizing the following error function:

«5
1

2
iTW w~ tLC!2TW LCi25

1

2
iAW 1hBW 1qCW 2TW LCi2 (15)

where each component of a vector corresponds to a distinct ex-
periment and whereixW i25^xW uxW &, ^.u.& being the Euclidean scalar
product forxWPRN. The foregoing expression is minimal when:

¹W «50⇒ ]«

]h
50,

]«

]q
50,

]«

]h
50 (16)

which is a necessary but nonsufficient condition.
In the context of Eq.~11!, the above three-parameter optimiza-

tion process may be reduced to a one-parameter one. For this,h is
expressed as a function of the two remaining unknowns as

]«

]h
50⇒h~h,q!5

^TW LC2qCW 2AW uBW &

iBW i2
(17)

Subsequentlyq is determined with respect toh as follows:

]«

]q
50⇒q~h!5

K TW LC2AW 2
^TW LC2AW uBW &

iBW i2
BW UvW L

ivW i2
where

vW 5CW 2
^CW uBW &

iBW i2
BW (18)

Equations~17! and ~18! are inserted into Eq.~15!, yielding an
error function dependent solely uponh. This one-dimensional
minimization may be done by classical methods of numerical
analysis~Isaacson et al.@23#! such as the bisection rule. Once the
optimal value ofh is determined, the remaining unknowns are
computed using Eqs.~18! and ~17!, respectively.

3 Validation Experiments

3.1 Test Facility. Experiments are carried out in an open
low speed wind tunnel with a square cross section of 100 mm
3100 mm and a total length of 1500 mm. In order to have good
optical access and low thermal conductivity, the walls of the chan-
nel are made out of 15-mm-thick Perspex. The air flow is gener-
ated by two electrical fans mounted in serie followed by a settling
chamber and a convergent nozzle as represented in Fig. 2.

The flat plate test section is mounted into the bottom wall of the
channel at 10 hydraulic diameters from the square channel inlet.
The test section, 250 mm in length and a wall thickness ofd
525 mm, covers the complete width of the channel~100 mm!. At
the start of the test plate a small step is installed in order to
guarantee a turbulent boundary layer of the main gas flow on the
test section. The latter consists of a flat plate film-cooled by a row
of five cylindrical holes ofD55e23 m diameter. This row of
holes is located at 20 hole diameters from the end of the plate. The
five holes are centered in the transversal~span-wise! direction of
the squared channel with a pitch ofP/D53.5. The axis of the
holes is aligned to the channel flow direction with an exit angle of
30° to the surface of the flat plate. The ratio between the length of
the holeLd and its diameterD is Ld /D.3.
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The plenum chamber, containing the coolant and allowing its
injection into the test section, is fixed to the bottom part of the test
section. Coolant is supplied to the plenum chamber by an orifice
located on the lateral right-hand side relative to the main flow
direction in the channel. The coolant blowing ratio is adjusted and
measured by a graduated glass flow meter. The temperature of the
coolant is adjusted by an electrical heater tube mounted down-
stream of the glass flow meter. A by-pass vane mounted at the exit
of the heater tube allows the preconditioning of the coolant flow
before its injection into the plenum chamber where a thermo-
couple measures the coolant temperature during the experiments.

A nickel-chrome heater-foil of 20mm thickness is glued onto
the upper surface of the test section. The foil is connected to an
electrical power supply through copper cables and bus bars. Ther-
mocouples mounted slightly under the upper surface of the plate
~for the sake of electrical insulation with the heater foil! and on its
lower surface are used to monitor the homogeneity of the initial
surface temperature and to verify the half infinite model assump-
tion.

A black coating layer~Hallcrest BB-G1! followed by a thermo-
chromic narrow band liquid crystals layer~Hallcrest BM/
R36C1W! and a varnish protection layer~Hallcrest AQB-2! are

applied on the heater foil. A thermocouple mounted~with a 3M
Kapton tape! on top of these layers is used for the hue-
temperature calibration of the liquid crystals. Cold light sources
directed by optical fibers are used for the illumination of the test
section. Hue value variations on the surface are recorded during
the transient experiment by a 25 Hz color CCD camera mounted
perpendicular to the test section and viewing through the upper
channel wall. At any position on the plate, the timetLC needed
from the beginning of the transient experiment to reach a specific
surface temperatureTLC is obtained by performing a data reduc-
tion of the hue video sequence~Vogel et al. @24#!. An LED,
mounted close to the test section and used to determine the begin-
ning of the transient experiment on the video sequences, is trig-
gered by the activation of the power supply connected to the
heater-foil. The same trigger signal is also used to activate the
bypass vane, hence synchronizing the coolant flow injection with
the surface heat flux generation.

3.2 Test Cases for Validation. Experiments are performed
in the above wind tunnel with an exit flow velocity of aboutUg
522 m/s and a total gas temperature of aboutTtg5296 K. Air is
used as coolant and the film-cooling blowing ratio is set to BR
50.3. The initial temperature of the test section is in the same
range as the total gas temperature and a specific hue value of the
narrow-band liquid crystals is calibrated forTLC5309.2 K. The
coolant is preconditioned with temperatures varying from 298 to
323 K. The variable amount of heat flux applied during theN
transient experiments is chosen in order to have a time event
detection neither too short (tLC.2 s) because of the rapid evolu-
tion of Tw at the beginning of the transient test, nor too long
(tLC,1200 s) in order to respect the half-infinite assumption. Nu-
merical simulations of the temporal evolution ofTw were per-
formed in order to assess the range oftLC for the experiments. For
every flat plate configuration, a total of nine experiments (N
59) are performed, consisting of three different heat flux ratios
combined with three different coolant temperature precondition-
ing. Four different heater-foil configurations as shown in Fig. 3
are investigated.

Case 1: Longitudinal Electrical Current.One pair of bus bars
is connected perpendicular to the flow direction forcing a global

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the test facility and the devices
present around the test section

Fig. 3 Film-cooled flat plate heater-foils and bus bars configurations
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longitudinal electrical current in the foil. This configuration gen-
erates a nonhomogeneous heat flux distribution with higher values
in between the holes as a consequence of the reduced conductible
surface~conservation of electric charge!.

Case 2: Transversal Electrical Current.One pair of bus bars
is connected parallel to the flow direction forcing a global trans-
versal electrical current in the foil. This configuration also gener-
ates a nonhomogeneous heat flux distribution with lower values in
between the holes.

Case 3: Upstream and Downstream Transversal Electrical Cur-
rent. Two pairs of bus bars are connected parallel to the flow
direction forcing a global transversal electrical current in two
foils, one upstream and the other downstream of the row of cool-
ing holes. This configuration generates two homogeneous heat
fluxes, the latter being however different.

Case 4: Downstream Transversal Electrical Current.One pair
of bus bars is connected parallel to the flow direction forcing a
global transversal electrical current in the foil downstream of the
row of cooling holes, generating thus a homogeneous heat flux.

Since the measurement technique proposed in this paper is de-
veloped for heater-foil experiments with an unknown surface heat
flux distributionq, the first two cases provide a good illustration
of its usefulness and general applicability, while the last two cases
allow to determine the influence of the heater foil on the film-
cooling measurements.

4 Measurement Errors
The approach used here for the measurement error analysis is

similar to the one described by Kline et al.@25#. The valuesh, h
andq are obtained from a regression analysis as described previ-
ously and have accordingly the dependencies~Eqs.~15!, ~17!, and
~18!! as

h5h~TLC
i ,tLC

i ,Ttg
i ,Trg

i ,T0
i ,Ttc

i ,Gi !, q5q~h!, h5h~h,q!
(19)

In the following, the absolute errorDxj of the foregoing variables
is considered identical across the different experiments. The fol-
lowing absolute errors can then be computed:

Dh5!(
i 51

N F S ]h

]TLC
i DTLCD 2

1S ]h

]tLC
i DtLCD 2

1S ]h

]Ttg
i DTtgD 2

1S ]h

]Trg
i DTrgD 2

1S ]h

]T0
i DT0D 2

1S ]h

]Ttc
i DTtcD 2

1S ]h

]Gi DGD 2 G
Dq5U]q

]h
DhUDh5AS ]h

]h
DhD 2

1S ]h

]q
DqD 2

(20)

A centered scheme is used to approximate the foregoing partial derivatives as

] f

]xj
'

f ~x1 , . . . ,xj1Dxj , . . . ,xJ!2 f ~x1 , . . . ,xj2Dxj , . . . ,xJ!

2Dxj
5

f̃ ~xj !

2Dxj
(21)

wherexj , j 51 . . .J, are the variables of a functionf. The discretization step of the numerical scheme for a given variable is assumed
to be identical to the absolute error of this variable and the following is then obtained:

Dh5
1

2
A(

i 51

N

@ h̃~TLC
i !21h̃~ tLC

i !21h̃~Ttg
i !21h̃~Trg

i !21h̃~T0
i !21h̃~Ttc

i !21h̃~Gi !2# (22)

Subsequently, the errors forq andh become

Dq5
1

2
uq̃~h!u Dh5

1

2
Ah̃~h!21h̃~q!2 (23)

A relative error of 1% on the heat flux ratioG is considered. For
every temperature measurement, an absolute error of 0.1 K is
taken into account. The time detection of the transient liquid crys-
tal signal is based on an absolute error of 0.04 s corresponding to
one frame of the video sequence. The error analysis is then based
upon a total of nine tests resulting from a combination of three
typical coolant gas variationsTtc combined with three typical heat
flux ratiosG.

For the representative result (h5100 W/m2K21, h50.15, and
q51500 W/m2) of the four experimental cases introduced previ-
ously, this leads to a maximum relative error of,15% onh, of
,3% on h and of ,5% on q. For these conditions, an error
analysis on the number of experiments taken into account for the
regression shows that there may be an optimum number of coolant
gas variations~Fig. 4!. In all cases the errors decrease with
an increasing number of experiments, albeit to different levels
depending on the number of coolant gas variations used. The
optimum appears to be for nine experiments issued from a

combination of three different coolant gas variations with three
different heat flux ratios. This combination of experiments is used
for the four test cases presented in this paper.

In addition to the measurement errors, the initial temperature,
the liquid crystal temperature, the coolant gas preconditioning lev-
els, and the applied heat fluxes have to be chosen in accordance
with the expected values ofh, h, and q. This may be assessed
using numerical simulations of the temporal evolution ofTw in
order to have acceptabletLC values during the experiments. In-
deed, a too-fast transient liquid crystal signal leads to higher er-
rors due to a limited time resolution fortLC , and a too-slow
transient signals leads also to higher errors as the half-infinite
model assumption is no longer satisfied.

5 Results and Discussion
The results shown in the present chapter focus on the effect of

different wall boundary conditions~see Fig. 3! on the film cooling
performance on a flat plate. It can be seen that for cases 1 and 2,
the heat flux distribution at the wall and therefore the wall bound-
ary condition for the film cooling process is different. This is
caused by the different connection of the power supply to the
heater foil.
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The reference heat fluxq obtained by the regression is pre-
sented in its non-dimensional formq/q̄ in Fig. 5. The effective
surface heat flux generation applied during each experimenti is
then the product ofq by its gain factorGi . For case 1, the local
surface heat flux tends to increase in between the holes and de-
creases in the longitudinal prolongation of the holes. The opposite
is true for case 2 where the local surface heat flux is low or close

to zero in between the holes and increases in their longitudinal
prolongation. This corresponds to the expected result when con-
sidering the local surface resistance of the foil and the path of the
electrical current. The surface heat flux distributions in these two
cases have been compared to numerical simulations done using a
method described by Wiedner et al.@26#. It is only based on the
heater-foil geometry with constant boundary conditions applied on

Fig. 4 Relative error evolution with the increase of the number of experiments used for the regression
analysis

Fig. 5 From measurements derived „left … and calculated „right … dimensionless reference heat flux
distribution for cases 1 and 2
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the bus bars location in order to simulate the electrical current.
The resulting simulated heat flux distribution values are also
shown in Fig. 5 and present excellent agreement with the experi-
mental values. Hence, they validate the regression approach of
multiple transient heater-foil experiments and the development of
the new measurement technique described in the foregoing re-
garding the heat flux determination. Notice that with this measure-
ment technique, the heat flux losses~electrical wiring, lateral con-
duction! are automatically accounted for without an explicit
knowledge of them. These losses have been determined by assess-
ing the difference between the power given by the power supply
and the surface heat yielding a difference of;25%. About 15%
are due to the electrical wiring and 10% to lateral conduction
effects.

Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of the heat transfer co-
efficient and the film-cooling effectiveness for the four heater foil
configurations. Additionally the figure shows the heat transfer co-
efficient ratioh/h0 , where the reference heat transfer coefficient
h0 is based on the value without blowing. If one focuses on the
distribution of the heat transfer coefficients, one might see
changes in the heat transfer distribution because of the changed
thermal boundary conditions between the individual cases. If the
near hole region is not taken into account~as there might be some
heat conduction effects for22,z/D,1), the difference between
the heat transfer coefficients of case 1 and case 2 is quite small
and can be generally neglected. This can be explained by the fact
that the only difference for these two configurations is the differ-
ent application of the power supply in order to produce the surface
heat flux distribution, yielding a slight change in the thermal
boundary layer. However, both configurations lead to the same
starting point of the thermal boundary layer. Therefore, the total
difference in heat transfer coefficient for a turbulent flowing fluid
with a Prandtl number of around one~air! should not be too large.
In contrast to these two cases, bigger differences in the heat trans-
fer coefficients can be seen by comparing case 1 with case 3 or
case 4. In case 4, the start of the thermal boundary layer is delayed

to after the film cooling holes. This results in much higher heat
transfer coefficients after the row of holes than in case 1. In case
3, the area between the film-cooling holes is not heated. Also this
configuration shows differences in the heat transfer coefficient
compared to case 1, the differences being mainly restricted to a
near-hole area of about two to four hole diameters. This can be
explained by the fact that the disruption in heat flux from the
surface to the flow changes only locally the thermal boundary
layer thickness for case 3. By relating the heat transfer coefficient
to its value without blowing, it seems that smaller differences are
present between the individual cases, the biggest differences ap-
pearing again between case 4 and the other cases. Focusing finally
on the distribution of the adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness, one
sees that only very small differences between the individual cases
can be observed.

For nearly all design work for film-cooled gas turbine blades,
laterally averaged values of the heat transfer coefficients and the
film cooling effectiveness play a very important role. Therefore,
the results have been laterally averaged for the rectangular area
shown in the individual plots of Fig. 6, the results being displayed
in Fig. 7. If one focuses on the distribution of the heat transfer
coefficients, it is obvious that the heat transfer coefficients from
case 4 show the largest deviation to all other cases. For the latter,
the change in thermal boundary conditions on the heat transfer
coefficients might be neglected. This is an important outcome of
the present study, because there are several film-cooling studies
known in literature which have used wall boundary conditions
similar to case 3. However, the results for the heat transfer coef-
ficients for case 4 show that care has to be taken in selecting
appropriate thermal wall boundary conditions for film-cooling ex-
periments. On the other hand, the lateral film-cooling effective-
ness values show quite a good agreement for all different wall
boundary conditions. Additionally, Fig. 7 shows for the film cool-
ing effectiveness also values from a correlation given by Baldauf
et al. @27# based on a large set of experimental data. As can be

Fig. 6 Spatial distributions of heat transfer coefficients and adiabatic film cooling effectiveness
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seen, the results obtained here are in good agreement with those
found in literature, further validating the present measurement
method.

6 Conclusions
The present paper introduces a novel method for determining

the heat transfer coefficient and film-cooling effectiveness. This
method is based on the liquid crystal technique applied on a
heater-foil with film-cooling holes. The method does not need to
take into account the surface heat flux distribution and is therefore
independent from the power supply configuration and other fac-
tors like the variations in thickness and resistance of the heater
foil.

In the present paper four different heater-foil configurations
have been considered in order to study the influence of the ther-
mal wall boundary conditions on the heat transfer performance of
a film-cooled plate. It has been shown that care has to be taken
when doing film-cooling experiments since there is a noticeable
influence of the thermal wall boundary conditions on the heat
transfer coefficients. The present method has been validated
against data taken from literature and good agreement has been
found.

Nomenclature

a,b,c,d 5 experimental interpolation parameters,~K, s21,
Ks21, Ks21/2!

BR 5 blowing rate (rcUc)/(rgUg), ~-!
cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure,~J kg21 K21!
D 5 hole diameter,~m!
G 5 gain factor or heat flux ratio
h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient,~W m22 K21!

h0 5 convective heat transfer coefficient without coolant
injection, ~W m22 K21!

k 5 thermal conductivity of the plate,~W m21 K21!
Ld 5 hole length,~m!
N 5 no. of experiments
P 5 pitch hole,~m!
q 5 reference wall heat flux,~W m22!
q̄ 5 average reference wall heat flux,~W m22!

q̇w 5 wall heat flux,~W m22!
r 5 index of summation
s 5 Laplace variable corresponding tot, ~s21!
T 5 temperature,~K!
t 5 time, ~s!

U 5 flow velocity, ~m s21!
x 5 axial coordinate,~m!
y 5 pitchwise coordinate,~m!
z 5 spanwise coordinate,~m!
a 5 thermal diffusivity,~m2 s21!
d 5 plate thickness,~m!
« 5 error function
h 5 adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness
r 5 mass density of plate,~kg m23!

Superscript

i 5 index of experiment

Subscripts

0 5 initial condition
aw 5 adiabatic wall

c 5 for coolant gas
g 5 for main gas

LC 5 liquid crystals
rg 5 main gas recovery condition
tc 5 coolant gas total conditions
tg 5 main gas total conditions
w 5 wall (x50)

Abbreviations

CCD 5 charge-coupled device
LED 5 light emitting diode
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A Novel Transient Liquid Crystal
Technique to Determine Heat
Transfer Coefficient Distributions
and Adiabatic Wall Temperature
in a Three-Temperature Problem
Transient liquid crystal techniques are widely used for experimental heat transfer mea-
surements. In many instances it is necessary to model the heat transfer resulting from the
temperature difference between a mixture of two gas streams and a solid surface. To
nondimensionally characterize the heat transfer from scale models it is necessary to know
both the heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall temperature of the model. Traditional
techniques rely on deducing both parameters from a single test. This is a poorly condi-
tioned problem. A novel strategy is proposed in which both parameters are deduced from
a well-conditioned three-test strategy. The heat transfer coefficient is first calculated in a
single test; the contribution from each driving gas stream is then deduced using additional
tests. Analytical techniques are developed to deal with variations in the temperature
profile and transient start time of each flow. The technique is applied to the analysis of the
heat transfer within a low aspect ratio impingement channel with initial cross flow.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1575252#
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Introduction

Many modern turbine blades are cooled by passing air through
the blade before bleeding it to the surface to form cooling films. In
the steady state the heat transferred to a the blade surface must be
transferred to the internal coolant flow. The heat removed is de-
pendent on both the temperature of the flow and the heat transfer
coefficient. Cooling by impingement channel is currently of par-
ticular interest as it provides heat transfer enhancement over a
conventional passage while the continual injection of coolant gas
keeps the driving gas temperature difference high maintaining lo-
cally high heat flux. Improvements in casting technology have
increased the useful heat transfer area and the length of flow path
of coolant while maintaining the robustness of impingement de-
signs in comparison to film-cooling. Figure 1 shows typical cross
sections through a turbine blade cooled using impingement chan-
nels integrally cast into the wall.

Frequently the experimental heat transfer data required for the
design of such internal cooling systems are obtained from tests of
large-scale Perspex models from which engine conditions can be
determined through dimensional analysis. Many transient tech-
niques are already used~Ireland et al.@1#!, their advantage being
that full-surface heat transfer coefficient distributions are obtained
in a small number of tests. In the impingement configuration un-
der current consideration, the impinging flow and the cross flow in
the channel are likely to be of different temperatures. Thus, to
correctly model the heat transfer process, the mixed bulk tempera-
ture, related to the source of the coolant flow, is required. This
paper details the authors’ development of general techniques to
measure these parameters in a more robust manner than existing
techniques allow.

Test Facility
Figure 2 shows the details of the impingement cooling channel

geometry used in the current series of tests. The channel is con-
structed from perspex1 and coated with a single narrowband ther-
mochromic liquid crystal displaying peak intensity at 33.0°C.
Cross flow is introduced at one end of the channel, while air
impinges from a separate source through a single staggered row of
19 evenly spaced holes along the length of the channel, spacing
x/d54.36, y/d561.8. The air exhausts at the far end of the
channel to a vacuum pump. The total mass flow through the chan-
nel is controlled using a valve between the channel exit and the
vacuum pump. A photograph of the impingement channel is also
shown in Fig. 3~no cross flow case!. The proportion of cross flow
is controlled by a variable speed blower. Independent heating of
each gas stream is achieved by passing the air through two planar
mesh heaters, Gillespie@2#, powered from two 230V AC trans-
formers. A timer that delays the power to the cross flow heater is
used to ensure simultaneous arrival of both heated streams at the
working section. A schematic is shown in Fig. 4. The transit de-
lays within the channel itself are in the order of 0.1 seconds en-
suring they have negligible effect on the experimental results. The
apparatus is able to reproduce engine representative Reynolds
numbers based on impingement hole diameter, Rejet
510000– 35000, and cross flow of up to 10% of the total mass
flow rate.

Instrumentation
The heater mesh power is calculated from mesh voltage and

current measurements made using a hand held clamp meter. Gas
temperatures are based on these power measurements and verified
using a series of gas thermocouples placed in the plenums up-
stream of the channel. Seven thermocouples equally distributed
along the length of the impingement plenum allows monitoring ofContributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-

national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, June 3–6, 2002. Manuscript received by the IGTI February 18, 2002.
Paper No. 2002-GT-30532. Review Chair: E. Benvenuti. 1Perspex™—ICI Polymethylmethacrylate
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temperature uniformity. Additional flow resistance was required to
achieve a spanwise temperature uniformity of60.5°C. The ther-
mocouples were logged using a PC.Labviewsoftware controls the
data acquisition card and 16 temperature channels at a sample rate
of 10 Hz are recorded in each test. Total mass flow rate and the
cross flow mass flow rate are measured using BS ISO TR 15377
orifice meters. The color change in the liquid crystal is monitored
using 2 PAL video cameras coupled to VHS recorders. Uniform
lighting was provided along the length of the channel by a pair of
fluorescent lights~color5‘‘white’’ ! offset on either side of the
channel to prevent reflection.

Measurement Requirements
Flow introduced at the end of the passage and by impingement

along the passage is of different temperatures both in the test rig
and the engine. To scale results between the model and the engine,
Nusselt number and impingement effectiveness are required. The
Nusselt number is derived from the heat transfer coefficient based
on local adiabatic wall temperature, while the effectiveness is the
dimensionless adiabatic wall temperature. The effectiveness lies
between 0 and 1: where 0 indicates that the local adiabatic wall
temperature is the cross flow temperature and 1 that it is the im-
pingement flow temperature.

«5
Tgas2Tcross

Timp2Tcross
(1)

It should be possible to use established techniques to determine
both the heat transfer coefficient and the effectiveness simulta-

neously from a single experiment provided that both gas streams
are heated to different temperatures. If heated to the same tem-
perature the determination of heat transfer coefficient becomes
a well conditioned problem, but the effectiveness cannot be
inferred.

Review of Existing Technology
Thermochromic liquid crystals have provided experimenters

with the ability to measure entire surface temperature events al-
most noninvasively. Some of their first application to impinge-
ment cooling was by den Ouden and Hoogendoorn@3#, who used
a steady-state technique to measure impingement heat transfer
from a fully developed turbulent jet not subject to cross flow.
Subsequent developments of steady state techniques allowed the
investigation of 3 temperature problems such as the influence of
the impingement plate temperature on heat transfer to the im-
pingement target plate, Lucas et al.@4#, and in numerous studies
of external film-cooling~e.g., Sargison et al.@5#!. While the use of
wide band liquid crystals, displaying color play over a range of up
to 20°C, has increased the data available in each test, generally
transient tests offer full surface data in a small number of tests for
a set condition, and reduce errors introduced through lateral con-
duction in the model substrate and nonuniformity in the heating of
the model surface.

Fig. 1 Typical cross section of a turbine blade cooled by im-
pingement channel

Fig. 2 Impingement channel geometry

Fig. 3 Snapshot of a type A effectiveness test with only the
impinging flow heated. Note the areas of no liquid crystal color
play where cross flow is predominate.
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Transient liquid crystal techniques for the measurement of heat
transfer have been use since the 1980s. As the basic technique
established by Ireland and Jones@6# is well known, only a brief
description is given here. In the heat transfer experiments, scale
models of engine components are manufactured from a poor ther-
mal conductor such as perspex; a transparent plastic that allows
excellent optical access. The liquid crystal coating~typically of
thickness;10 microns! is applied to the substrate using a small
air brush and the optical response can be made insensitive to
coating thickness. When a temperature transient is initiated in the
flow, the model temperature starts to change. The liquid crystal
color play at the surface is recorded, and these data yield the
temperature history of the model surface, and hence the local heat
transfer coefficient distribution. It is the ease with which the sur-
face coating can be prepared, even if the model surface has com-
pound curvature, which makes the method particularly suitable to
the measurement of heat transfer coefficients on complex surfaces
~Chyu et al.@7#, Wang et al.@8#, Gillespie et al.@9#!. However, it
should be noted that the liquid crystal is subject to a shift in the
temperature calibrated color play, dependent on the relation be-
tween the angle of viewing and angle of illumination~Farina and
Moffat @10#!. This means that where the model cannot be taken
through anin-situ isothermal calibration~Guo et al. @11#! it is
desirable to use several narrow banded liquid crystals~color play
,1°C! to obtain multiple temperature events based on relative
intensity of illumination rather than a color index signal from a
wide band crystal. Compared to infrared thermography or the use
of multiple surface thermocouples, liquid crystals provides both a
cheap and accurate way of attaining full surface temperature mea-
surement. In the two temperature situation there has been much
effort to increase the speed of data reduction. Of particular note is
the work of Baughn et al.@12#, and Turnbull and Oosthuizen@13#
whose novel techniques involve subjecting the model to a periodi-
cally varying heat flux, and inferring the heat transfer coefficient
from the attenuation of the signal and the phase delay in the cor-
responding local surface temperature response respectively.

Transient heat transfer techniques are not, however, without
drawbacks. Of particular concern is the effect of the changing
thermal boundary conditions, and the assumption of an isothermal
wall temperature throughout the test. There are conditions in
which the transient method and other methods will give dramati-
cally different results, a good example of this being described by
Butler and Baughn@14#. Tsang et al.@15# outlined a detailed pro-
cedure for assessing the effects of upstream wall temperature and
the associated uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient measure-

ments, while von Wolfersdorf et al.@16#, proposed an analysis
technique to account for these effects in long passages. When used
in an investigation of impingement cooling these effects might be
expected to change both the heat transfer coefficient and the local
effectiveness measured. In fact, previous work has shown good
agreement between impinging jet data under steady state and tran-
sient conditions, see Lucas et al.@4# cf. van Treuren et al.@17#.
Similarly Son et al.@18# showed that transiently heated impinge-
ment flow and a pre-heated working section produced identical
heat transfer coefficient measurements and equivalent adiabatic
wall temperatures. Cho et al.@19# showed that at lowz/d (,4)
there was little variation in the heat transfer from the jet to the
plate, and that variations were dominated by the nozzle geometry,
suggesting shearing flow rather than temperature gradients induce
mixing between the shear and jet flows. This suggests that the
effect of temperature induced addition flow mixing should be
small in the current series of tests. This is further supported by the
work of Florschuetz and Su@20# and Goldstein et al.@21# who
investigated the effect of entrainment on a single jet in a series of
steady state heated plate tests. They showed that the heat transfer
coefficient obtained was independent of the relative magnitude of
the jet temperature and the ambient temperature, when the adia-
batic wall temperature is used as a reference temperature.

The transient liquid crystal technique has also been employed
in three temperature problems to simultaneously obtain two un-
known parameters over entire model surfaces in a single test.
Here, two surface temperature events are required for solution.
This may be straightforwardly implemented by applying a mixture
of two or more narrowbanded liquid crystal to the model surface,
however, this problem only remains well conditioned if at least
one of the parameters varies over a fairly small range, and the
liquid crystal color play temperature ranges are carefully chosen
~Ireland and Jones@22#!. The technique can be further extended
using additional liquid crystals, but this may affect the quality of
each of the color plays. Post processing of narrow band crystals,
used where there is considerable surface curvature, may yield one
temperature event for each liquid crystal used, linked to the maxi-
mum intensity seen. Alternatively, at each point the full intensity-
time signature~Ling and Ireland@23#! may be compared to those
predicted for all possible values of heat transfer coefficient and
driving gas temperature to obtain a ‘best fit’ value. This approach
provides many degrees of redundancy, and unlike wide band crys-
tal techniques~Camci et al.@24#, van Treuren et al.@25#! is not
subject to problems of lighting and internal reflection.

Regardless of how the surface temperature history is recorded

Fig. 4 Schematic of electrical system
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there is a fundamental difficulty with the above techniques. Vari-
ous combinations of heat transfer coefficient and driving gas tem-
perature can produce very similar surface response profiles mak-
ing the problem ill conditioned. Slight inaccuracies in measuring
the experimental start time or the gas stream temperature can lead
to large errors in both heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness
measurement. Initial tests on the current impingement cooling
configuration processed using the double crystal technique were
not able to resolve data over the entire surface with sufficient
accuracy. Vedula and Metzger@26# proposed a two test strategy
for film-cooling configurations to allow the determination of both
film-cooling effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient. The tech-
nique uses Duhamel’s method to account for arbitrary inlet tem-
perature profiles.

3-Test Technique—Introduction
A new technique has been developed that will allow both the

effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient to be determined from a
well-conditioned problem. For a single narrow band liquid crystal
we know that the liquid crystal transition time is individually a
strong function of either the heat transfer coefficient or the driving
gas temperature providing the other parameter is known Fig. 5.
This has led to the development of a 3-test technique; applicable
to problems where there are two independently controlled tem-
perature boundary conditions. Heated air passing through the im-
pingement holes with the additional cross flow introduced at the
upstream end of the channel is such a case. The technique in-
volves combining the results from the three tests detailed below to
determine both the heat transfer coefficient and the effectiveness.

Test name Gas A Gas B

Heat transfer coefficient test Hot Hot
Effectiveness tests A Hot Cold

B Cold Hot

When a heat transfer test is conducted, the liquid crystal on all
of the test surface undergoes transition provided that the gas tem-
peratures are correctly chosen for the expected heat transfer coef-
ficient and the known liquid crystal transition temperature. Fur-
thermore, the entire surface of interest should also undergo a
crystal transition during either test A or B dependent on the local
effectiveness, i.e., which flow is locally driving the heat transfer.
The heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness may then be deter-
mined by comparing the transition times between the heat transfer
coefficient test and either test A or B~referred to as the effective-

ness tests!. Using a combination of results from two separate tests
allows a well conditioned solution of the 2-parameter problem. In
the simplest case, where both gas streams are at the same tem-
perature the heat transfer coefficient will be determined solely
from the heat transfer coefficient test, the gas temperature being
known. The effectiveness may then be determined from the sec-
ond test, which is now well conditioned, as the heat transfer co-
efficient is known at all points on the surface. The analysis can
also cater for complicated combinations of driving gas tempera-
tures still solving the 2-parameter problem in a well-conditioned
manner. Furthermore it has been possible to expand the analysis to
take into account combinations of non-uniform temperature pro-
files. Thus, the technique can be applied to complex inlet tempera-
ture profiles. The use of hot pulses and ramps in temperature
profile are being investigated by other workers at Oxford.

3-Test Strategy—Uniform Flow
The transient surface temperature response of a solid semi-

infinite solid to a step change in driving gas temperature fromT0
to Tgas occurring at timex50, t50, ~Carslaw and Jaeger@27#! is
given by the equation.

u512eb2
erfc~b! (2)

where

u5
T2T0

Tgas2T0
and b5hA t

rck
(3)

When this equation is used to analyze transient liquid crystal ex-
periments the surface temperature of the substrate is known only
at the crystal transition temperature,Tcrystal, which occurs at time
5t. If the starting temperature of the experiment,T0 , and the
driving gas temperature,Tgas, are also known there is only 1
unknown, the heat transfer coefficient h, which may be solved
directly. In a 3-temperature problem the local driving gas tempera-
ture is an additional unknown, but may be related to the tempera-
ture of the inlet gas streams using an effectiveness as described in
Eq. ~1!. In the case of the test to determine the heat transfer
coefficient when both streams are heated equation 2 may then be
rewritten as:

Tcrystal2T0h

~Timp h2T0h!«1~Tcross h2T0h!~12«!

512eh2
th
rck erfcS hA th

rckD . (4)

This equation becomes independent of« if both flows are heated
to the same temperature, allowing a simple solution for the heat
transfer coefficient. This is often hard to achieve in practice during
a transient test. Also, where the levels of heat transfer vary with
effectiveness such as in the impingement channel described in this
paper, it is advantageous to use different gas temperatures to
achieve well conditioned crystal transition times. The surface re-
sponse during each of the effectiveness tests where only the im-
pingement flow and then the cross flow are heated may be ex-
pressed in a similar manner.

Tcrystal2T0A

~Timp2T0A!«
512eh2

tA
rck erfcS hA tA

rckD (5)

and

Tcrystal2T0B

~Tcross2T0B!~«21!
512e

h2
tB
rck erfcS hA tB

rckD . (6)

As before these equations are functions of two unknowns, but
both Eqs.~5! and~6! may be combined with Eq.~1! to remove the
dependence on effectiveness

Fig. 5 Variation of liquid crystal transition times for the case
of 1 … fixed heat transfer coefficient with varying driving gas
temperature, and 2 … fixed driving gas temperature with varying
heat transfer coefficient, respectively
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Tcrystal2T0h

~Timph2Tcrossh!S S Tcrystal2T0A

Timp2T0A
D 1

12eh2

tA

rck erfcS hA tA

rck
D D 1~Tcrossh2T0h!

512eh2

th

rck erfcS hA th

rck
D (7)

and

Tcrystal2T0h

~Timph2Tcrossh!S S Tcrystal2T0B

Tcross2T0B8
D 1

12eh2

tB

rck erfcS hA tB

rck
D 11D 1~Tcrossh2T0h!

512eh2

th

rck erfcS hA th

rck
D (8)

respectively. Thence, for either combination of heat transfer test
and effectiveness test a solution for the local value ofh may then
be obtained by solution of either Eq.~7! or ~8!. When this value of
h is substituted back into any of Eqs.~4!, ~5!, or ~6!, the solution
yields the effectiveness,«.

3-Test Strategy—Arbitrary Temperature Profiles
In many cases it is not possible to achieve a step change in the

temperature as assumed above, and the analysis has been extended
to take into account: heater mesh transients@2#, variations in start
times caused through varying transport delays and, an arbitrary
inlet temperature profile.

The 1-D Fourier equation which is linear in temperature de-
scribes the semi-infinite substrate response during heat transfer
tests; thus, the principle of superposition may be applied to model
complex gas temperature profiles. The surface response to an in-
cremental step change in temperature at a constant heat transfer
coefficient is given by

DTsurface,k

DTgas,k
512eh2

t2tk
rck erfcS hAt2tk

rck D (9)

An arbitrary gas temperature profile may be approximated by a
series of step changes in temperature at regular time interval

Tgas~Dt3 i !5(
k51

i

DTgask , (10)

where

DTgas,k5Tgas~Dt3k!2Tgas~Dt3~k21!!. (11)

The surface response of the substrate is then calculated through
superposition.

Tsurface~Dt3 i !5Tsurface,01(
k51

i

DTgas,k

3S 12eh2
t2tk
rck erfcS hAt2tk

rck D D (12)

Now let us extend this technique to the current 3-test strategy. In
the first test, the heat transfer test, the local driving gas tempera-
ture difference is a function of both effectiveness and the tempera-
ture profile of the individual gas streams.

DTgash,i5«DTgas imph,i1~12«!DTgas crossh,i (13)

In the subsequent effectiveness tests, where for each test only
one gas stream is heated, the local driving gas temperature differ-
ence may be represented in a similar manner.

DTgasA,i5«DTgas impA,i , ~DTgas crossA,i50! (14)

and

DTgasB,i5~12«!DTgas crossB,i , ~DTgas impB,i50! (15)

Solution of the 3-temperature problem is then obtained through
the minimization of the functions below:

FTcrystal2Tsurface,02(
k51

i

~«DTgas imph,k1~12«!DTgas crossh,k!

3S 12eh2
th2tk

rck erfcS hAth2tk

rck D D G 2

1FTcrystal2Tsurface,02(
k51

i

«DTgas impA,k

3S 12eh2
tA2tk

rck erfcS hAtA2tk

rck D D G 2

(16)

or

FTcrystal2Tsurface,02(
k51

i

~«DTgas imph,k1~12«!DTgas crossh,k!

3S 12eh2
th2tk

rck erfcS hAth2tk

rck D D G 2

1FTcrystal2Tsurface 02(
k51

i

~12«!DTgas crossB,k

3S 12eh2
t2tk
rck erfcS hAt2tk

rck D D G 2

(17)

Each equation is a function of« andh, and considerably greater
computation is required for this solution as first, the equations
need minimized with regards to bothh and« and second each trial
solution require a sum of a series. Solution to the 3-temperature
problem in this manner still produces well-conditioned results. In
practice it was found that provided the crystal transition times
were sufficiently greater than the experimental time constant both
solutions produce almost identical results where start up transients
are concerned.
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Experimental Results
Heat transfer tests were carried out in the impingement channel.

Analysis employing the methods developed in the foregoing
yielded both heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness. The re-
sults presented were carried out at a single average jet Reynolds
number Rejct avg520,000, with 5% of the total mass flow intro-
duced as cross flow; and are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6
shows data for the impingement target surface. The local heat
transfer coefficient is presented normalized by the heat transfer
coefficient at the entrance to the channel. The overall picture is of
the heat transfer coefficient increasing by a factor of 4 moving

from the inlet to the exit of the passage. At the entrance of the
passage,x/L50, the heat transfer coefficient is dominated by the
crossflow and there is no evidence of the impinging flow influ-
encing the level of heat transfer coefficient, as indicated by the
near zero value of effectiveness. The heat transfer coefficient dis-
tribution here is initially high away from the passage corners,
dropping slightly moving into the tube. This is typical of the entry
length of a rectangular tube. Interestingly the low effectiveness
persists at higher values ofx/L, and it not untilx/L;0.35, that
the effectiveness reaches 50%. Further into the passage the im-
pinging flow can be seen to locally increase the heat transfer co-

Fig. 6 Normalized heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness on the impingement target surface, Re jet avg
Ä20,000 and 5% initial cross flow

Fig. 7 Normalized heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness on the integrally cast impingement holed surface,
Rejet avgÄ20,000 and 5% initial cross flow
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efficient. It is proposed that this is due to the local acceleration of
the flow under, and around, the emerging jet. Clearly the jet does
not reach the target surface, as the effectiveness does not reach
unity here; this is thought to be due to the much higher cross flow
induced in the long channel, compared to conventional impinge-
ment cooling configurations.

While the target surface conventionally is the only surface con-
tributing to blade cooling, in the case of a cast passage of small
aspect ratio, heat transfer on the holed impingement surface is
also a major contributor to the overall heat transfer, and data on
this surface are shown in Fig. 7. The same overall trend in the data
is observed, but the most noticeable features are the enhancement
of heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness downstream of each
of the impingement holes. As previously observed~@18#!, the im-
pinging jets act as pedestals in the cross flow, while flow stripped
from the edge of the jet causes the local sharp variation in effec-
tiveness at the same position.

Figure 8 shows the method of solution used in different regions
of the channel. Near to the entrance of the channel, the cross flow
dominates, the effectiveness is low and the transition times from
the heat transfer test is used in conjunction with effectiveness test
B ~cross flow heated! to determine the heat transfer parameters;
far downstream effectiveness A~impingement flow heated! is
used. Over a limited region in the center of the channel, results are
available both from tests A and B. Fortunately, here the same heat
transfer coefficient and effectiveness were found using either of
the transition times. Indicating that the effect of changing momen-
tum ratio between the 3 tests introduced negligible error as further
discussed in the forthcoming.

Effect of Changes in the Momentum Ratio on the Ob-
served Heat Transfer

Using a single species of gas for both the coolant flows, it is not
possible to match the passage Reynolds number along with both
momentum and mass flux ratios in all of the experiments per-
formed using the 3-test strategy. Alternately, changing the tem-
perature of the gas streams effects the flow density. In the current
series of tests the passage Reynolds number was fixed. This ap-
proximately fixed the mass flux ratio, as Reynolds number is a
weak function of temperature between 290 and 350 K.

Re5
rVd

m
5

4ṁ

pdm
'const3ṁ (18)

If the mass flux ratio and Reynolds number are maintained the
effect is to cause a variation in the momentum flux ratio of up to
10%. While this could be overcome by the use of foreign gas
injection, but this is undesirable as it would introduce additional
experimental and analytical complexity. If a single fluid is used
the momentum of each stream varies with the driving gas tem-
perature.

Momemtum5rV25
1

r S m Re

d D 2

5
m Re

d

RT

p
5const3mT

(19)

The variation of momentum ratio introduced may be estimated for
typical test conditions, as set out in Table 1.

It should be noted that if similar flow temperatures are used
when carrying out the heat transfer coefficient test, the momentum
ratio is correctly matched in this case. The error introduced into
the measurement of the heat transfer coefficient is therefore mini-
mal. In fact, where the regions of crystal transition during effec-
tiveness tests A and B overlap~effectiveness50.4–0.6! it is pos-
sible to assess the variation in the measured effectiveness. Typical
variations of 4.7% were found and the maximum variation in
effectiveness measured was 8.7%. This insensitivity of the im-
pingement systems to variations in momentum ratio has previ-
ously been observed by other workers~Florschuetz et al.@28#,
etc.! who were able to make robust correlations of Nusselt number
as a function of jet Reynolds number and the local jet to crossflow
mass flux ratio.

Estimation of Experimental Error
An estimation of the experimental uncertainties associated with

the 3-test technique has been made using the method of small
perturbations described by~Moffat @29#!. Calculations were per-
formed to gage the effect of uncertainties in experimental param-
eters at test conditions typical to those found in the impingement
channel. The effect of each type of measuring error is considered
in isolation. It should however be noted that temperature errors
are usually associated with a variation in the A/D board offset
temperature, and driving temperature differences will on the
whole remain error free. A typical experimental error has been
estimated by considering the RMS sum of the component errors.
The worst-case error is calculated as the sum of the component
errors.

These errors are compared to the level expected if the same
experiments had been performed using a single test, 2-crystal test
technique@22#. The error analysis was performed using theoretical
data for a typical heat transfer coefficient of 85 Wm22 K21 and an
effectiveness of 0.5. A start temperature of 20°C was used for both
cases in the comparison. A liquid crystal temperature of 33°C was

Table 1 Variation of impinging flow to cross flow momentum
ratio when the mass flow ratio remains constant and the im-
pingement and cross flow streams are independently heated

Test Gas A Gas B Momentum ratio

Cold running 293 293 1
Gas A heated 323 293 1.08
Gas B heated 293 323 0.922
HTC test 323 323 1

Fig. 8 Mask showing combination of tests used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient and
effectiveness in different regions of the model
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used during the error analysis for the 3-test technique, while typi-
cal liquid crystal temperatures of 30 and 35°C were used when
assessing the single test strategy. Table 2 details the results. It is
apparent from this error analysis that the 3-test technique offers
much greater accuracy. It should be noted that experimenters us-
ing the single test strategy obtain much higher accuracy than the
table suggests, because many of the errors occur in common mode
and do not effect the overall accuracy. Also, the results of many
experiments suggest that the uncertainty in the material properties
of perspex, are much lower than that which can be quoted.

Summary and Conclusions
A technique has been developed to process transient heat trans-

fer experiments where the heat transfer coefficient and local adia-
batic wall temperature are unknown, and the adiabatic wall tem-
perature lies between the temperatures of two incoming gas
streams. The method of solution is more robust compared to tra-
ditional single test techniques as it largely uncouples the determi-
nation of heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness. Furthermore,
regions of high and low effectiveness are determined from sepa-
rate subsidiary tests. The authors have found that disadvantage of
additional testing is far outweighed by the improved conditioning
of the heat transfer problem, which allows highly automated data
reduction. High quality data are produced in areas of both low and
high effectiveness with uncertainties on a par with the best exist-
ing test strategies. An application of the technique to an impinge-
ment channel geometry produced effectiveness and heat transfer
measurement of a much higher quality than could be attained
using traditional techniques.
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Nomenclature

c 5 specific heat capacity, JK21 kg21

cp 5 specific heat capacity, JK21 kg21

d 5 hole diameter, m
DGT 5 driving gas temperature, K

h, htc 5 heat transfer coefficient, Wm22 K21

k 5 conductivity, Wm21 K21

L 5 channel length, m
ṁ 5 mass flow, kg s21

p 5 pressure, Pa
R 5 gas constant, JK21 kg21

Re 5 Reynolds no.
t 5 time, s

T 5 temperature, K
V 5 velocity, ms21

x,y 5 distance, m
« 5 effectiveness
r 5 density, kg m23

m 5 viscosity, Nm2 s21

Subscripts

A 5 impingement test
B 5 cross flow test

cross 5 cross flow gas stream
gas 5 mixed bulk gas temperature

h 5 heat transfer coefficient test
i ,k 5 sample

imp 5 impingement gas stream
jet 5 impinging jet
o 5 Initial condition

surface5 surface
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Effect of Internal Coolant
Crossflow on the Effectiveness
of Shaped Film-Cooling Holes
Film-cooling was the subject of numerous studies during the past decades. However, the
effect of flow conditions on the entry side of the film-cooling hole on film-cooling perfor-
mance has surprisingly not received much attention. A stagnant plenum which is widely
used in experimental and numerical studies to feed the holes is not necessarily a right
means to re-present real engine conditions. For this reason, the present paper reports on
an experimental study investigating the effect of a coolant crossflow feeding the holes that
is oriented perpendicular to the hot gas flow direction to model a flow situation that is,
for instance, of common use in modern turbine blades’ cooling schemes. A comprehensive
set of experiments was performed to evaluate the effect of perpendicular coolant supply
direction on film-cooling effectiveness over a wide range of blowing ratios (M
50.5 . . .2.0) and coolant crossflow Mach numbers~Mac50 . . . 0.6!. The coolant-to-hot
gas density ratio, however, was kept constant at 1.85 which can be assumed to be repre-
sentative for typical gas turbine applications. Three different hole geometries, including a
cylindrical hole as well as two holes with expanded exits, were considered. Particularly,
two-dimensional distributions of local film-cooling effectiveness acquired by means of an
infrared camera system were used to give detailed insight into the governing flow phe-
nomena. The results of the present investigation show that there is a profound effect of
how the coolant is supplied to the hole on the film-cooling performance in the near hole
region. Therefore, crossflow at the hole entry side has be taken into account when mod-
eling film-cooling schemes of turbine bladings.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1580523#

Introduction

The continual increase of turbine inlet temperature requires the
use of highly effective cooling schemes to keep thermal loads of
turbine components at acceptable levels. The metal temperature of
turbine airfoils can be reduced by means of film cooling where
relatively cold compressor bleed air is injected through discrete
holes in the airfoil’s surface to build a protective film on the
surface downstream of the ejection location.

Recently, film-cooling holes with expanded exits have received
increasing attention since they are known to offer some advan-
tages over standard cylindrical holes. Goldstein et al.@1# showed
that cooling jets being ejected from laterally expanded holes pro-
vide a better lateral coverage of the surface and, therefore, in-
crease film-cooling performance. Additionally, the jet-main flow
interaction is reduced which results in lower heat transfer coeffi-
cients~Makki and Jakubowski@2#!. The through-flow behavior of
the hole which can be quantified by means of a discharge coeffi-
cient is profoundly altered as compared to cylindrical holes~Hay
and Lampard@3#, Gritsch et al.@4#!.

In a previous study, Gritsch et al.@5,6# investigated the film-
cooling effectiveness and the heat transfer coefficients down-
stream of a cylindrical, a laterally expanded, and a laterally for-
ward expanded film-cooling hole. They found that both expanded
holes offer significantly improved thermal protection of the blade
surface as compared to the cylindrical hole. The laterally forward
expanded hole, however, provides better lateral coverage at high
blowing ratios than the laterally expanded hole. These findings
were supported by flow field measurements of Thole et al.@7#

who showed that for both expanded holes jet penetration as well
as velocity gradients in the mixing region are significantly
reduced.

Thus far, the effect of internal coolant supply crossflow on the
cooling performance of the ejected jet has not been studied in
detail. Most investigations were performed using a plenum feed-
ing the film-cooling holes. However, a plenum is not necessarily a
correct means of representing the internal coolant passage of an
airfoil since high crossflow velocities can occur in the coolant
supply channel. Additionally, the crossflow direction with respect
to the main flow has to be taken into account. For modern multi-
pass turbine blade cooling schemes, the coolant supply flow~ra-
dial flow direction! is typically directed perpendicular to the main
flow ~axial flow direction!.

Discharge coefficient measurements performed by Hay et al.
@8# and Gritsch et al.@9# showed that the throughflow character-
istic of the hole is significantly altered when the coolant approach
is perpendicular to the mainflow. Particularly, additional losses
occur at the entrance of the film-cooling hole due to a strong turn
of the flow entering the hole. Thole et al.@10# pointed out that
coolant supply crossflow alters the flowfield inside a film-cooling
hole substantially and, therefore, affects the film-cooling effec-
tiveness distribution downstream of the ejection location, particu-
larly for holes with expanded exits~Kohli and Thole@11,12#!.

It is obvious from the literature that the effect of the coolant
supply crossflow on the film-cooling effectiveness has not re-
ceived much attention up to now. Therefore, the present investi-
gation focuses on the effect of a coolant crossflow oriented per-
pendicular to the hot gas flow direction. Two-dimensional dis-
tributions of the film-cooling effectiveness in the near field of
film-cooling holes with and without exit expansions are used
for evaluation including a broad variation of the blowing ratio as
well as the Mach number in the coolant supply passage in order
to cover a wide range typical for real engine film-cooling
applications.

1Present address: ALSTOM~Switzerland! Ltd, Gas Turbine Technology, 5405
Baden-Dattwil, Switzerland, e-mail: michael.gritsch@power.alstom.com
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Experimental Apparatus and Measuring Technique
The present investigation was carried out in a continous flow

wind tunnel supplied by a high-pressure, high-temperature
~HPHT! test facility. The coolant-to-hot gas temperature ratio was
0.54 and kept constant for all test cases which can be assumed to
be representative for typical gas turbine applications. The operat-
ing conditions are shown in Table 1. Further details of the test rig
design and commisioning were given by Wittig et al.@13#. The
film-cooling test rig consists of a primary loop representing the
external hot gas flow and a secondary loop representing the inter-
nal coolant supply flow of an airfoil~Fig. 1!.

Primary and Secondary Loop. Air is delivered to both loops
by the compressor of the HPHT facility. Prior to being supplied to
the primary loop the temperature of the air is raised by a heat
exchanger to about 540 K. Hereafter the air passes a metering
orifice and flow straigteners before entering the test section
through a Laval nozzle. The mass flow rate and Mach number
Mam in the primary loop are controlled by a valve upstream of the
metering orifice. Flow for the secondary loop is also provided by
the HPHT test facility. The coolant passes a metering orifice as
well before it is delivered to the closed secondary loop. Under
steady-state conditions, this mass flow rate entering the secondary

loop is identical to the coolant mass flow rate ejected through the
film cooling hole. In fact, it serves as a ‘‘substitute’’ for the film
cooling hole bleed. The flow in the secondary loop is driven by an
additional blower which is in charge of controlling the internal
Mach number Mac .

This specific setup has two main advantages. First, it allows to
individually control the pressure—which determines the amount
of coolant being ejected through the film-cooling hole and, hence,
the blowing ratioM—and the Mach number Mac in the secondary
loop. Therefore, all quantities that define a particular operating
condition—Mam , Mac , andM can be set independently of each
other. And second, the hole flow rate is obtained directly for all
flow cases, independently of the crossflow rates. Very accurate
measurements of the flow rate through the film-cooling hole were
achieved@13# despite the fact that the film hole flow is in the
range of only1 . . . 9% of theinternal crossflow rate.

The test section of the primary loop is 90 mm in width and 41
mm in height. The cross-sectional area of the secondary loop at
the film-cooling hole location is 60 mm in width and 20 mm in
height.

Previous investigations@5# have shown that—in particular for
shaped holes—the impact of the external crossflow on film-
cooling performance is much smaller than of the internal cross-
flow. Therefore, it was chosen to keep the external Mach number
at Mam50.3 for all tests carried out during this study and to focus
on the effect of internal crossflow on film-cooling performance.

For the present investigation, the orientation of the coolant sup-
ply passage with respect to the mainflow direction was set to be
perpendicular to the external hot gas flow direction~b590°! in
1z direction. The present study is unique since it is the first time
that the effect of a perpendicular coolant crossflow supply on
film-cooling performance is investigated experimentally, for both
cylindrical and shaped film-cooling holes. Three crossflow Mach
numbers Mac50, 0.3, and 0.6 were considered providing a wide
coverage of typical engine situations. Effectiveness distributions
measured at plenum condition (Mac50) serve as a base for com-
parison and were taken from@5#. Note that Mac50 indicates that
the blower in the secondary loop is turned off. In this case, the
secondary loop acts as a plenum.

Film-Cooling Hole Geometries. All tests were carried out
using single, scaled-up film-cooling holes with an inclination
angle ofa530 deg. All holes were sharp edged and the interior
surfaces were aerodynamically smooth. In total, three hole geom-
etries ~a cylindrical hole and two holes with an expanded exit
portion! were tested~Fig. 2!. The diameter of the cylindrical hole
and the diameter of the cylindrical inlet section of the expanded
holes was 10 mm. The length-to-diameter ratioL/D was 6 for all
hole geometries. The lateral expansion angle of both expanded
holes was 14 deg, resulting in a hole width of 30 mm at the hole
exit. The forward expansion angle of the laid-back fan-shaped
hole was 15 deg, resulting in a hole length of 40 mm at the holeFig. 1 Film-cooling test section

Fig. 2 „a… Cylindrical, „b… fan-shaped, and „c… laid-back fan-shaped film-cooling hole geometries

Table 1 Operating conditions of the film-cooling test rig

Internal temperature Ttc 290 K
Blowing ratio M 0.5 . . . 2
Temperature ratio Ttc /Ttm 0.54
Internal Mach number Mac 0, 0.3, 0.6
External Mach number Mam 0.3
Internal Reynolds number ReDc up to 2.5•105

External Reynolds number ReDm 0.3•105

Boundary layer thickness d99 /D 0.5
External turbulence level Tum ,2%
Internal turbulence level Tuc 1%
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exit. The exit-to-entry area ratio of the fan-shaped and laid-back
fan-shaped hole were 3.0 and 3.1, respectively~areas perpendicu-
lar to hole axis!.

For both shaped holes, the calculation of the blowing ratio was
based on the inlet cross-sectional area. Thus, the blowing ratio of
the shaped holes can be directly compared to those of the cylin-
drical hole. This makes it convenient to evaluate the effect of hole
geometry. In case of identical hot gas flow conditions same blow-
ing ratio is synonymous with same amount of coolant ejected.

Adiabatic Wall Temperature Measurements. The test plate
used for measuring adiabatic wall temperatures consisted of a
semicrystalline high performance thermoplastic material~Teca-
pek! with a thermal conductivity of 0.2 W/mK and a maximum
operating temperature of about 570 K. Surface temperatures were
measured by means of a AGEMA 870 IR camera system which
provided two-dimensional temperature distribution on the plate
surface acquired through a sapphire window in the top wall of the
mainflow channel. The image of the test plate surface was digi-
tized into an array of 1403140 pixels with a spatial resolution of
0.8 mm30.8 mm per pixel. The test plate surface was covered by
black paint of a well-known emissivity of 0.95. The local film-
cooling effectiveness was based on local wall temperatures, cool-

ant supply total temperatureTt,c ~measured close to the inlet of
the film-cooling hole!, and the mainflow recovery temperature
Trec,m as a reference temperature~measured upstream of the hole
in a region not affected by the coolant ejection!.

Fifteen thermocouples distributed on the plate surface were
used for an in-situ calibration of the IR camera system in order to
increase the accuracy of the temperature measurements~Martiny
et al.@14#!. The maximum deviation of the temperatures measured
by means of the IR camera system from the temperatures of the
surface thermocouples was less than 1.5 K. Other contributions to
uncertainty were due to variations in blowing ratio~dM52%!,
internal and external Mach number (dMac52%, dMam
52.5%), and coolant to main flow temperature ratio (d(Tc /Tm)
51.5%). Combining these uncertainties results in an average un-
certainty of 2.5% in local and 2% in laterally and spatially aver-
aged film-cooling effectiveness. The maximum uncertainty was
calculated to be 8.5%.

Results and Discussion

Local Effectiveness Distribution. Figure 3 shows the local
film-cooling effectiveness distributions for the cylindrical hole. It
is obvious that for the case of perpendicular internal crossflow

Fig. 3 Effect of internal coolant crossflow Mach number Ma c on the local film-cooling effectiveness distribution for the
cylindrical hole
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(Mac50.3 and 0.6! the coolant distribution on the surface down-
stream of the ejection location is not symmetric as it is for the
plenum case but skewed in2z direction, particularly at low blow-
ing ratios. At low blowing ratios the lateral spreading as compared
to the plenum case is increased while the effectiveness is reduced
in the centerline portion.

At elevated blowing ratios the jet ejected at plenum condition is
known to detach from the surface resulting in a rapid decrease of
effectiveness. For both coolant crossflow cases (Mac50.3 and
0.6! local effectiveness decreases monotonously with streamwise
distance indicating that even at highest blowing ratios no total
jet detachment is present. Therefore, the performance of the cy-
lindrical hole at high blowing ratios for the crossflow cases is
improved as compared to the plenum case. This behavior is simi-
lar to what is found for compound angled cylindrical holes~e.g.,
Schmidt et al.@15#! where delayed jet detachment is observed at
elevated blowing ratios as compared to hole ejecting in stream-
wise direction.

For the fan-shaped hole, the coolant distribution for both cross-
flow cases is even more skewed as compared to the cylindrical
hole ~Fig. 4!. The lateral spreading of the jet is slightly increased
as compared to the plenum case while the effectiveness in the
centerline portion is profoundly decreased. Most of the coolant

leaves the hole on the downstream (1z) side of the hole. For
some flow cases a second peak of the local effectiveness occurs on
the upstream side (2z) of the hole.

For the laid-back fan-shaped hole~Fig. 5!, the behavior is very
similar to the fan-shaped hole. However, for most flow cases con-
sidered the maximum local effectiveness occurs on the upstream
side (2z) of the hole. Only for the Mac50.6 case at very low
blowing ratios the maximum is found on the downstream side of
the hole. The slightly skewed distribution for plenum condition at
a blowing ratio ofM50.5 was already discussed by Gritsch et al.
@5#.

Relative Coolant Jet Position. It can be concluded from the
previous figures that the relative jet position is affected by the
internal crossflow Mach number as well as the blowing ratio. In
order to trace the lateral displacement of the jet ejected from the
hole the position of the local effectiveness maximum at a position
three diameters downstream of the hole trailing edge (x/D53) is
plotted in Fig. 6.

For the cylindrical hole, the relative position of the local effec-
tiveness maximum depends mainly on the blowing ratio. At low
blowing ratios the maximum is found atz/D520.7 moving to
the centerline (z/D50) for elevated blowing ratios. For a coolant

Fig. 4 Effect of internal coolant crossflow Mach number Ma c on the local film-cooling effectiveness distribution for the fan-
shaped hole
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crossflow Mach number Mac50.6, the position of the effective-
ness maxima is in good agreement with the position for the Mac
50.3 case.

For both expanded holes, the lateral position of the effective-
ness maximum is independent of the blowing ratio for a coolant
crossflow Mach number Mac50.3. For the fan-shaped hole the
maximum is located on the downstream side (z/D511.3). For
the laid-back fan-shaped hole, however, the maximum occurs on
the upstream side of the hole (z/D521.5).

At Mac50.6 the position of the maximum for the fan-shaped
hole slightly moves fromz/D51 at M50.5 to z/D51.35 atM
52. For the laid-back fan-shaped hole the position of the maxi-
mum is not located on the upstream, as it is for Mac50.3, but on
the downstream side at low blowing ratios. Increasing the blowing
ratio the position of the maximum switches to the downstream
side since the strength of the downstream ‘‘leg’’ decreases and of
the upstream ‘‘leg’’ increases with blowing ratio. Note that for all
cases investigated the relative jet position was steady, i.e. no os-
cillating from side to side occured. The split of the coolant jet into
two ‘‘legs’’ after being ejected from the hole might be due to a
breakdown of the single vortex in the diffuser portion of the hole,
as discussed out by Kohli and Thole@12#. Their CFD results
showed a similar coolant distribution with two separate ‘‘legs’’
occurs at the highest investigated coolant crossflow Reynolds
number.

Laterally Averaged Effectiveness. To evaluate the effect of
different lateral spreading of the coolant, local effectiveness will
be presented laterally averaged over a pitch ofz/D562.75 which
corresponds to the approximate maximum extent to which film
coverage was observed for all cases.

For the cylindrical hole~Fig. 7!, at low blowing ratios the de-
creased effectiveness in the centerline portion cannot be counter-
balanced by the only slightly increased lateral spreading of the jet.
Therefore, the laterally effectiveness for the crossflow cases is
lower than for the plenum case. At elevated blowing ratios, how-
ever, jet detachment results in considerably lower effectiveness
for the plenum case while for the crossflow cases the ejected jet

Fig. 5 Effect of internal coolant crossflow Mach number Ma c on local film-cooling effectiveness distribution for the laid-back
fan-shaped hole

Fig. 6 Position of the local effectiveness maximum at x ÕDÄ3
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stays closer to the surface. Comparing the Mac50.3 and Mac
50.6 cases, at low blowing ratios the laterally averaged effective-
ness of the Mac50.3 is higher while at high blowing ratios it is
higher for the Mac50.6 case.

For the fan-shaped hole~Fig. 8! at plenum condition, the jet
detachment is not a big issue except for very high blowing ratios.
Therefore, the unskewed coolant distribution for the plenum case
provides higher effectiveness up to high blowing ratios. Only at a
blowing ratio M52.0 the effectiveness of the Mac50.3 case is
higher than for the plenum case.

For the laid-back fan-shaped hole~Fig. 9!, the jet does not
detach from the surface at all at plenum condition. Therefore,
effectiveness of the plenum case is always higher than for the
crossflow cases. Additionally, hot gas ingestion into the hole
which reduces the cooling capability of the ejected jet seems to be
an issue for the crossflow case according to a CFD study per-
formed by Kohli and Thole@12#.

Spatially Averaged Effectiveness. Spatially averaged film-
cooling effectiveness was calculated by averaging local effective-
ness of the surface downstream of injection location (x/D

Fig. 7 Laterally averaged effectiveness for the cylindrical hole
Fig. 8 Laterally averaged effectiveness for the fan-shaped
hole
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50 . . . 8,z/D522.75 . . .2.75). These values were then plotted
versus blowing ratio summarizing the results of the present inves-
tigation ~Fig. 10!.

For the cylindrical hole, three regimes were identified. At low
blowing ratios (M50.5) effectiveness is highest for the plenum
case. Applying an internal coolant crossflow Mach number the
maximum of the spatially averaged effectiveness occurs at higher
blowing ratios since jet detachment is delayed with internal cross-
flow applied. At medium blowing ratios (M50.75 . . .1.25)

maximum effectiveness was found at Mac50.3, while at high
blowing ratios (M>1.5) maximum effectiveness occurs at Mac
50.6.

For both shaped holes, the superiority of the plenum case holds
for all blowing ratios considered except for the fan-shaped hole at
M52.0. Since jet detachment is not a major problem for the
shaped holes, reduced spreading of the jets for the crossflow cases
leads to lower spatially averaged film-cooling effectiveness as
compared to the plenum case.

Conclusions
The present paper documents a unique study experimentally

investigating the effect of a perpendicular coolant supply flow on
film-cooling performance for different hole geometries. Three
film-cooling hole geometries including a standard cylindrical hole
and two hole with expanded exits were tested at an engine repre-
sentative coolant-to-hot gas density ratio. Results showed that the
film-cooling effectiveness in the near hole region can be altered

Fig. 9 Laterally averaged effectiveness for the laid-back hole

Fig. 10 Effect of the blowing ratio on the spatially averaged
film-cooling effectiveness
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by over 100% for the crossflow cases as compared to the plenum
case. Therefore, the coolant supply has to be taken into account
when modeling film-cooling of a turbine blade.

The main finding of the present study is that the overall effect
of an internal crossflow on film-cooling performance strongly de-
pends on hole geometry and blowing ratio. For the cylindrical
hole, film-cooling performance is improved as compared to the
plenum case. Jet detachment is delayed and the jet is kept closer
to the wall at elevated blowing ratios. Contrary to the cylindrical
hole, film-cooling performance is reduced for both shaped holes
with internal crossflow applied. The jet entering the diffuser sec-
tion of the hole is highly disturbed causing a poor performance of
the diffuser and leading to a less uniform cooling film.
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Nomenclature

D 5 film-cooling hole diameter, m
L 5 film-cooling hole length, m
M 5 blowing ratio

Ma 5 Mach no.
ReD 5 Reynolds no. based on hole diameter

Tt 5 total temperature, K
Trec 5 recovery temperature, K
Tu 5 turbulence intensity

x 5 streamwise distance from downstream edge of film-
cooling hole, m

z 5 lateral distance from centerline of film-cooling hole, m
a 5 angle of hole inclination, deg
b 5 angle of coolant supply channel orientation with re-

spect to hot gas flow direction, deg
d99 5 boundary layer thickness, 99% point, m

h 5 local film-cooling effectiveness,5(Taw2Trec,m)/(Tt,c
2Trec,m)

Subscripts

aw 5 adiabatic wall

c 5 internal flow conditions~‘coolant’!
m 5 external flow conditions~‘mainflow’!

Superscripts

¯ 5 laterally averaged value
% 5 spatially averaged value
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Heat Transfer in Rotating
Rectangular Cooling Channels
„ARÄ4… With Dimples
As the world of research seeks ways of improving the efficiency of turbomachinery, atten-
tion has recently focused on a relatively new type of internal cooling channel geometry,
the dimple. Preliminary investigations have shown that the dimple enhances heat transfer
with minimal pressure loss. An investigation into determining the effect of rotation on heat
transfer in a rectangular channel (aspectratio54:1! with dimples is detailed in this
paper. The range of flow parameters includes Reynolds number~Re55000–40000!,
rotation number ~Ro50.04–0.3! and inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio~Dr/r
50.122!. Two different surface configurations are explored, including a smooth duct and
dimpled duct with dimple depth-to-print diameter~d/Dp! ratio of 0.3. A dimple surface
density of 10.9 dimples/in2 was used for each of the principal surfaces (leading and
trailing) with a total of 131 equally spaced hemispherical dimples per surface; the side
surfaces are smooth. Two channel orientations ofb590 and 135 deg with respect to the
plane of rotation are explored to determine channel orientation effect. Results show a
definite channel orientation effect, with the trailing-edge channel enhancing heat transfer
more than the orthogonal channel. Also, the dimpled channel behaves somewhat like a 45
deg angled rib channel, but with less spanwise variations in heat transfer.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1571850#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Dimple, Channel, Rotating

Introduction
Extensive research efforts have recently focused on methods for

reducing the consumption of non-renewable energy resources.
The turbomachinery industry is one industry committed to im-
proving the efficiency of its equipment. Gas turbines are used for
a wide variety of applications including power generation, gas
compression, and jet propulsion. The efficiency of a turbine can
be increased by increasing the combustion temperature or decreas-
ing the amount of compressor dilution air used to cool the ex-
tremely hot gas exiting the combustor. This poses a major problem
in the hastened degradation of temperature sensitive components
of the turbine, principally the turbine blades and vanes. To counter
the high turbine inlet temperatures~1600–1800 K!, the physics of
turbulent heat transfer under rotation are investigated in a cooling
model. Turbine blades incorporate internal cooling passages to
extract the thermal energy absorbed from the hot combustion
gases. This prolongs the life of the blade as well as allowing for
increased combustion temperatures, which ultimately increases
performance of the turbine.

A small amount of pressurized air is extracted from the com-
pressor and injected into the turbine blades via the cooling air
bypass. This relatively low enthalpy gas is forced through the
internal cooling passages of the turbine blades, convectively ex-
tracting heat from the internal walls. For further thermal protec-
tion of the blade, a portion of the internal cooling air is ejected
through tiny holes in the walls and tip of the blade, creating a cool
film thermal boundary.

When considering the effects of rotation, certain flow phenom-
ena are exhibited that are not observable in the stationary refer-
ence frame. Forces are generated under rotation, principally the
Coriolis and buoyancy forces. These forces generate a secondary
flow in the plane orthogonal to the mean flow direction. For radial

outward flow, the Coriolis and buoyancy forces combine to shift
the velocity profile toward the trailing surface. The coolant flow
migrates along with the heat transfer augmentation toward the
trailing surface. This rotationally induced migration of the cooler
core flow results in the advantageous enhancement of heat transfer
at the trailing surface, but it is typically balanced by the disadvan-
tageous reduction in heat transfer from the leading surface. As
with most temperature sensitive components, thermal failure in an
isolated region is oftentimes just as problematic as failure of the
entire component. This is why it is important to analyze the heat
transfer phenomenon segment by segment along the length of the
blade.

The aspect ratio of the channel also has a profound impact on
the effect of rotation. Moving from the midchord to the trailing
edge of the blade, the channels must become more rectangular as
the blade becomes thinner. The orientation of a 4:1 aspect ratio
cooling channel in a gas turbine blade is shown in Fig. 1. This
thinning of the channel changes the effective secondary flow pat-
tern from that of a square duct. For this reason, one cannot simply
apply the knowledge of the rotationally induced flow patterns in a
square channel to that of a rectangular channel. Therefore, an
investigation of the rectangular channel is necessary to further
understand the heat transfer characteristics of the internal cooling
channels in a gas turbine blade.

To promote heat transfer in the internal cooling passages, vari-
ous types of turbulators are used to trip the boundary layer. Ribs
or ‘‘trip-strips’’ and pin-fins have been commonly used in gas
turbines over the past decade. The dimple is a relatively new
approach, investigated first by Schukin et al.@1#. When combining
the effects of tripping the boundary layer~using ribs, pins, or
dimples! and rotational forces~Coriolis and buoyancy!, entirely
different turbulence and flow phenomenon are achieved. Combin-
ing into this equation the various shapes and sizes of internal
cooling channels, it is clear that there is no one single solution that
can be applied universally in the field of turbine heat transfer. For
this reason, an experimental investigation into each combination
of the previously mentioned parameters is necessary.
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Numerous studies on turbulent flow and heat transfer in the
cooling channels of a gas turbine blade have been performed in
the past. Han and Park@2# published experimental investigations
of the heat transfer phenomenon in a stationary rib roughened
rectangular channel. Wagner et al.@3,4# conducted detailed ex-
perimental investigation to determine the effects of rotation, or
more specifically the effects of Coriolis and buoyancy forces on
the regionally averaged heat transfer distribution of a serpentine
square channel with smooth walls. This study determined that in
the first pass, the effect of rotation created a thinner boundary
layer on the trailing surface and a thicker boundary layer on the
leading surface.

Parsons et al.@5# studied the effects of channel orientation and
wall heating condition on the regionally averaged heat transfer
coefficients in a rotating two-pass square channel with ribbed
walls. They discovered that the heat transfer enhancement for the
constant wall heat flux boundary condition was more pronounced
if the duct is twisted 45 deg to the plane of rotation when com-
pared to a channel oriented orthogonal to the plane of rotation.
Johnson et al.@6# determined that the model orientation with
respect to the rotation plane greatly affected the heat transfer
distribution.

Dutta and Han@7# investigated the regionally averaged heat
transfer coefficients in a rotating two-pass square channel with
three different model orientations. They found that the orientation
of the channel with respect to the plane of rotation affected the
heat transfer distribution. More specifically, they determined that
orienting the channel at an angle with respect to the plane of
rotation reduced the effect of rotation when compared to the or-
thogonal channel orientation.

Until recently, most of the experimental studies have explored
only square ducts. However, it is quite common to find rectangular
cooling passages, particularly toward the trailing edge of a gas
turbine blade. Since the profile of a turbine blade is curved, the
exclusive use of square channels is not practical. Past research
focused mainly on the square channel; therefore, published data
for a rectangular cooling channel is rare.

Willett and Bergles@8# performed a detailed investigation of the
heat transfer in a narrow, 10:1 smooth rectangular channel ori-
ented at 60 deg to ther-z plane. Most of their focus dealt with
exploring the contribution of buoyancy forces under rotation.
They found that the duct orientation induced a significant heat
transfer gradient in the spanwise direction. It was also found that
the normalized Nusselt number at the far-aft-end of the trailing
side ~or the trailing-outer equivalent in this paper! is a strong
function of rotation number and buoyancy number.

Griffith et al. @9# studied the effects of rotation on a AR54:1
rectangular channel withb590 and 135 deg. They determined
that the rib induced secondary flow dominated the rotation-
induced vortices, particularly at lower rotation numbers. They also
found that significant spanwise heat transfer gradients exist for
both channel orientations.

Dimpled channel literature has surface quite recently. Ekkad
et al.@10# used cylindrical dimples with several different depths to
simulate the TBC spallation for flow over a flat plate. The paper

also used other geometries such as square, rectangular, diamond,
and elliptic shape of dimples. Azad et al.@11# Investigated a chan-
nel with cylindrical dimples on the target walls of impingement
cooling, instead of the concave~hemispherical! dimples as in the
current study.

Chyu et al.@12# investigated hemispheric and teardrop shaped
concavities in a stationary channel using a liquid crystal tech-
nique. They found that the overall performance was nearly equal
for the geometries, showing enhancement of approximately 2.5
times that of a smooth duct for the stationary case. Moon et al.
@13# analyzed a stationary dimpled channel using a liquid crystal
technique. They found that the heat transfer enhancement occurs
mostly outside of dimples. They also found that the enhancement
is reduced in the upstream portion of dimple and the enhancement
is increased in the downstream portion~rim! of dimple. In addi-
tion, they determined that enhancement not a function of Rey-
nolds number, and is typically constant at around 2.1. Mahmood
et al.@14# investigated a stationary dimpled channel using infrared
thermography and smoke-stream flow visualization. They found
that a large upwash region occurs in the center of the dimple, and
pairs of vortices are shed at the dimple diagonals. They also de-
termined that the enhancement principally occurs on the plateau
~or flat! surface. Zhou et al.@15# used the concave dimples on the
leading and trailing surfaces of a rotating square channel.

For a more comprehensive compilation of turbine heat transfer
research, please see the book by Han et al.@16# and review paper
by Han and Dutta@17#.

Considering that the effect of rotation has shown to signifi-
cantly influence the heat transfer enhancement of a cooling chan-
nel, it is of interest to explore the rotational effects on the heat
transfer in a dimpled channel. The following questions arise:

1. How does the spanwise heat transfer distribution vary within
a dimpled, rotating, rectangular channel?

2. How does the dimpled channel compare to a smooth and
ribbed channel?

3. What is the effect of the channel orientation with respect to
the plane of rotation?

4. How do rotational forces quantitatively influence the heat
transfer enhancement in a dimpled rectangular channel?

Answers to these questions are pursued in this paper.

Experimental Facility
The experimental test rig previously used by Dutta and Han@7#

is utilized in this investigation~see Fig. 2!. A variable frequency

Fig. 1 Sketch illustrating orientation of a 4:1 aspect ratio
channel in a gas turbine blade

Fig. 2 Schematic of experimental rotating test rig
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motor is connected via a gear-and-belt mesh to a hollow, rotating
shaft. This shaft runs from the base of the test rig to the work
platform and is attached orthogonal to the hollow, rotating arm.
The test section is inserted inside the hollow rotating arm, which
rotates in a plane orthogonal to the rotating shaft. A hand held
optical tachometer is used to determine the rotational velocity of
the arm. Thermocouple and heater wires are connected to a 100-
channel slip-ring assembly mounted to the rotating shaft. The out-
put of the thermocouples is transferred to a data logger. Fuse-
protected power input to the heaters from the variac transformers
is also transmitted through the slip ring assembly. Cooling air is
pumped from a steady flow compressor, through an ASME orifice
flow meter, then through the hollow rotating shaft, turning 90 deg
and passing into the rotating arm, then through the test section and
is finally expelled into the atmosphere.

The test section is a 0.5-in. by 2-in. by 6-in.-long (1.2735.08
315.24 cm) one-pass rectangular channel of aspect ratio 4:1 with
a hydraulic diameter of D50.8 in. Preceding the test section is an
8-in.-long~20.3-cm! smooth, unheated entrance length~same rect-
angular cross-section!, sufficiently long enough to provide hydro-
dynamically fully developed flow at the entrance to the test sec-
tion. The ratio of mean rotating radius to hydraulic diameter is
R/D533. The direction of airflow is radially outward from the
axis of rotation. Two rows of copper plates are installed on both
the leading and trailing surface to provide a grid for analysis of
the spanwise variation in the regionally averaged heat transfer
coefficient.

Figure 3 shows a detailed top view of the test section. The test
section is divided into six cross-sections, each with six copper
plates: two for the leading, two for the trailing, one for the outer
and one for the inner surface. Moving along the direction of the
flow ~radially outward!, there are six streamwise segments for a
total of 36 copper plates in the entire test section. The channel
length-to-hydraulic diameter ratio (L/D) is 7.5 with a ratio of
1.25 for each of the six cross section segments. Each plate is
separated by a 0.0626-in.~0.159-cm! thin strip of nylon to prevent
heat conduction between plates. This is important since the objec-
tive is to study the spatial distribution of heat transfer.

The copper plates are mounted in a nylon substrate, which com-
prises the bulk of the test section. Prefabricated flexible heaters
are installed beneath the leading and trailing surfaces, two to each
surface. The outer and inner walls~or side walls! are each heated
by a wire-wound resistance heater, which is also installed beneath
the copper plates. All heaters supply steady, uniform heat flux to
the copper plates. Sufficient power is supplied in order to maintain
a maximum wall temperature of nearly 340 K for the correspond-
ing section. This corresponds to an inlet coolant-to-wall density
~temperature! ratio (Dr/r) i of 0.122 for every test. Thermal con-

ducting paste is applied between the heater and copper plates to
promote heat transfer from the heater to the plate. Each 1/8-in.
~0.318-cm! thick plate has a 1/16-in.~0.159-cm! deep blind hole
drilled in the backside in which a copper-constantan thermocouple
is installed 1/16 in.~0.159 cm! from the plate surface with thermal
conducting glue.

Two different surface configurations~smooth and dimpled
d/Dp50.3) are studied as well as two different channel orienta-
tions with respect to the direction of rotation (b590 and 135
deg!. For the dimpled experiments, only the leading and trailing
surfaces are dimpled with the side surfaces kept smooth. The
dimples are machined using hemispherical end-mills. The experi-
ments were conducted for Reynolds numbers of 5000, 10000,
20000, and 40000. The test section rotates at a constant speed of
550 rpm resulting in a range of rotation number (Ro) from ap-
proximately 0.04–0.3.

Data Reduction
This investigation focuses on detailing the regionally averaged

heat transfer coefficient at various locations within the internal
cooling channel. This heat transfer coefficient is determined by
the net heat flux from the heated plate to the cooling air, the
regionally averaged temperature of the plate, and the local bulk
mean air temperature by the following:

h5qnet9 /~Tw2Tb,x! (1)

The net heat flux is calculated using the measured voltage and
current supplied to the heater multiplied by the area fraction ex-
posed to the respective plate minus the previously determined
amount of heat losses due to external conduction, convection, and
radiation energy escaping from the test section. This heat loss
calibration is performed for both stationary and rotation experi-
ments with a piece of insulation inserted inside the test section to
inhibit natural convection. For this calibration, by knowing the
amount of power supplied to the heater and measuring the tem-
perature of the plate, it is possible to determine how much the heat
is being lost into the environment using the conservation of en-
ergy principle. Equation 1 is used throughout the experiment, ne-
glecting the change of area effect with the addition of dimples.
That is, the heat transfer coefficient is calculated based on the
projected area, neglecting the 19.3% increase in area due to the
addition of dimples.

The regionally averaged wall temperature (Tw) is measured
directly by the thermocouple installed in the back of each plate.
The local bulk mean air temperature (Tb,x) is determined by a
linear interpolation between the measured bulk air inlet and the
average of two outlet temperatures~each installed at the midpoint

Fig. 3 Schematic of 4:1 dimpled test
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of the two spanwise sections! due to the applicable constant heat
flux assumption. Another method used to check the interpolation
values is by performing an energy balance. It is reassuring to note
that performing an energy balance to calculate the expected outlet
temperature resulted in a close match to that of the average mea-
sured exit temperature value, typically to within 5%. Therefore the
linear interpolation method is validated and is the method used in
the calculation of the results presented in this paper. The energy
balance equation is

Tb,i5Tin1(
i

~q2qloss!/ṁcp , i 51,2 . . . 6 (2)

To provide a common reference for each analysis, a correlation
is used comparing the Nusselt number for the specific duct case to
that of fully developed flow through a smooth stationary pipe at
the same Reynolds number. For this investigation, the Dittus-
Boelter correlation for heating (Tw.Tbx) is used@18#

Nu

Nuo
5

hD

kair

1

~0.023 Re0.8Pr0.4!
(3)

All air properties are taken based on the mean bulk air tempera-
ture with the Prandtl number~Pr! for air as 0.71.

Overall uncertainty for the regionally averaged heat transfer
coefficient is predominantly dependent upon the difference be-
tween the wall temperature and the bulk air temperature, the net
heat flux input and the ability to maintain a steady mass flow rate.
As with most experiments, the uncertainty for this investigation
decreases with the increasing magnitude of input parameters. For
higher Reynolds numbers, the uncertainty has been determined to
be nearly 7%. However, for lower Reynolds number (Re
55000), the uncertainty could be as much as 20%. The uncer-
tainty analysis was performed using the Kline and McClintock
@19# uncertainty analysis procedure.

Results And Discussion
The surface labeling scheme, seen in Fig. 1, will be used

throughout this paper. The inner and outer surface side walls are
named according to their location in the turbine blade. That is, the
inner surface is closer to the mid-chord position of the blade~a
relatively internal position!, and the outer surface is closer to the
trailing edge of the blade, and thus is closer to an external surface
of the blade. The leading and trailing surfaces of the blade follow
the conventional definitions of these surfaces, however each sur-
face is subdivided into two surfaces in order to investigate the
span-wise distribution of heat transfer along the major surfaces
~leading and trailing!. Therefore we have a total of six surfaces:
leading-outer, leading-inner, trailing-outer, trailing-inner, outer,
and inner. A brief discussion on the secondary flow pattern in-
duced by a dimple is presented in the forthcoming.

Secondary Flow Behavior. Figure 4 shows a conceptualiza-

tion of the secondary flow patterns over a dimpled surface. As the
flow approaches the upstream portion of the dimple, flow separa-
tion occurs, and a recirculation zone appears in the upstream por-
tion of the dimple resulting in mitigation of the heat transfer. As
the flow reattaches at the downstream half of the dimple, an in-
crease in the heat transfer enhancement occurs. Continuing in the
streamwise direction, it has been shown that a large upwash re-
gion is produced by the dimple. This upward directed flow mixes
to some degree with the cold core mainstream flow. Finally, pairs
of vortices are shed along the dimple diagonals, enhancing the
heat transfer on the flat portion of the surface. Considering the
dimple induced secondary flows and superimposing the rotation
induced secondary flow upon it, it is apparent that there is no
primarily constructive combination of the two, as was shown in
the case of a 45 deg angled-rib rotating channel investigated by
Griffith et al. @9#. This complex combination of the dimple in-
duced vortices in various directions with the rotation induced sec-
ondary flow does not generate any vision of a primary coherent
flow structure, however the heat transfer enhancement is still in-
creased at the trailing surface due to the thinning of the boundary
layer under rotation.

Figure 5 shows a conceptualization of the secondary flow in-
duced by rotating a smooth, rectangular channel. The Coriolis
force induces two counter rotating vortices, which serve to push
the colder fluid closer to the trailing surface. When the channel is
twisted such thatb5135 deg, the linear distance of the Coriolis
force main vector increases from a relatively small distance~as in
the case ofb590 deg to a much longer distance. The Coriolis
vector now traverses the diagonal from the leading most corner to
the trailing most corner of the twisted channel. This shifting of the
rotation induced vortices serves to mix the flow more effectively.

Smooth Channel Results. Figures 6–8 contain the smooth
duct data for three different channel configurations: stationary,
rotation withb590 deg and rotation withb5135 deg. Each case
is subdivided into four experiments:~a! Re55000, ~b! Re
510000,~c! Re520000, and~d! Re540000. The corresponding
rotation numbers for these cases are 0.305, 0.151, 0.075 and 0.038
respectively. Figure 6 contains data for the stationary cases. The
initial decrease in the normalized Nusselt number plots is attrib-
utable to the entrance effect in thermally developing flow. The
plots all approach a horizontal asymptote as the flow approached
the thermally fully developed state.

Figure 7 shows the results for the rotation cases where the duct
is oriented atb590 deg, that is, orthogonal to the plane of rota-
tion. As was expected, the trailing surfaces exhibit higher heat

Fig. 4 Dimple induced secondary flow „conceptualization …

Fig. 5 Rotation-induced „Coriolis force … vortices in rectangu-
lar channel
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transfer enhancement than the leading surfaces due to the migra-
tion of the colder core fluid toward the trailing surface caused by
the Coriolis rotational forces. At a duct angle ofb590 deg, the
channel can be assumed to hold symmetry about the plane of
rotation. This means that both of the leading surfaces~leading-
outer and leading-inner! should have identical Nu plots, the trail-
ing surfaces should exhibit identical behavior, and the two side
surfaces should be equal. This is validated relatively well as seen
in the figures, with a slight bias between the two trailing surfaces.
An increase in the Reynolds number tends to suppress the effect
of rotation. All six surfaces show very little streamwise variation
in the Nu number plots. Both of the side surfaces~inner and outer!
have a heat transfer enhancement nearly equal to the value of the
two trailing surfaces.

Figure 8 presents the results of the smooth rotation case with
the channel oriented atb5135 deg with respect to the plane of
rotation. Figure 8a shows that at a low Reynolds number~high
rotation number!, there are distinguishable differences in the heat
transfer trends among the various surfaces. It can be seen that the
trailing-outer and outer surfaces exhibit the highest heat transfer

enhancement of all of the surfaces in the duct. This is attributed to
the fact that these two surfaces are the primary recipients of the
shifting of the cooler core flow under rotation. This phenomenon
is illustrated in Fig. 5 of the preceding section. After the flow
impinges on the trailing-outer and outer surfaces, it passes along
the leading and trailing surfaces to the inner surface, where the
heat transfer coefficient is the lowest, and the secondary flow
slows down dramatically. Then the flow cycles again, passing
from the leading most corner diagonally across the channel to-
ward the trailing most corner. At a high rotation number, the inner
surface heat transfer follows a trend quite similar to the stationary
cases. It appears that this inner surface is barely affected by rota-
tion. Both of the trailing surfaces have higher heat transfer coef-
ficients than the leading surfaces. A new and interesting finding is
the substantial difference in the heat transfer coefficient between
the two trailing surfaces. Furthermore, this span-wise difference
does not come into effect until nearly half-way through the chan-
nel for high rotation numbers (Ro50.305). It is also shown that
the leading surface heat transfer increased when compared to the
orthogonal channel. The overall increase in heat transfer from

Fig. 6 Nusselt number ratio for stationary smooth case
Fig. 7 Nusselt number ratio for rotation smooth case with
bÄ90 deg
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nearly all surfaces can be attributed to the fact that twisting the
channel greatly increased the linear distance along which the main
Coriolis force is directed~from leading most to trailing most cor-
ner! and provides an overall better mixing than theb590 deg
case. In theb590 deg case, the principal Coriolis vector in the
core region of the flow acts across only a short distance~the short
width of the channel! and does not serve to mix the flow as well as
the twisted channel.

One evident contrast of the results of theb5135 deg case~Fig.
8! compared to theb590 deg~Fig. 7! case is apparent in the side
surfaces. For the twisted channel, the trend of the outer surface
increases while the inner surface trend decreases with X/D. Fur-
thermore, the inner surface decreases in a similar way as seen in
the stationary case. The outer surface, which trails after the inner
surface, experiences a heat transfer enhancement of as much as
three times that of the inner surface for theb5135 deg case. This
is due to the shift of the primary Coriolis induced flow vector
from the center of the trailing surface in theb590 deg case to the
trailing most corner in theb5135 deg case. This trailing most
corner is adjacent to the outer surface, and therefore the outer
surface benefits greatly in heat transfer enhancement due to the

twisting of the duct. This is desirable since the outer surface of the
b5135 deg case is closer to the trailing edge of the turbine blade,
and thus is likely to experience a higher external heat flux than the
inner surface. The inner surface interfaces with the side surface of
the adjacent cooling passage, and therefore is less likely to be
considered a critical surface.

Dimpled Channel Results. The data plots for the dimpled
channel cases are presented in Figures 9–11. Figure 9 shows the
stationary dimpled channel results. An enhancement of approxi-
mately 2.0 is produced by the dimpled surface. This is in close
agreement with the results of Moon et al.@10#. The smooth side
surfaces~inner and outer! appear to only benefit marginally from
the mixing induced by the dimpled surfaces. It is shown that for
Reynolds numbers 10000, 20000, and 40000, there appears to be
almost no dependence upon Reynolds number. This observation
was also made in the past by Moon et al.@10#. However, when the
data for Re55000 is considered, we see the emergence of Rey-
nolds number dependence, with the enhancement decreasing with
decreasing Reynolds number, but only at the lowest Re value.

Fig. 8 Nusselt number ratio for rotation smooth case with
bÄ135 deg

Fig. 9 Nusselt number ratio for stationary dimpled case
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Perhaps this is because the Reynolds number is much closer to the
laminar-to-turbulent flow transition region of Re>2300. Whatever
the reason, such a low Reynolds number is not encountered in gas
turbines, therefore consideration of this Reynolds number effect is
only necessary for those wishing to consider the use of dimples
for some other application outside of gas turbine heat transfer.

Figure 10 presents the data for the dimpled channel under ro-
tation, orthogonal to the plane of rotationb590 deg. It is apparent
that there is a definite enhancement due to rotation for the trailing
surfaces, which increases with increasing rotation number. Sym-
metry is achieved relatively well between the two spanwise seg-
ments of each dimpled surface, and symmetry between the two
side surfaces. Also, the side surfaces experience enhancement
equal to the leading surface. This is completely different than the
smooth case, where the side surfaces were more equal to the trail-
ing surface.

Figure 11 shows the results for the dimpled channel under ro-
tation, twisted with respect to the plane of rotation~b5135 deg!.
The trailing-outer surface is enhanced more than the other sur-
faces, as it benefits from both the shifting of the cold flow toward

the outer half of the channel, as well as the local mixing induced
by the vortices shed by the dimples. In addition, the trailing-inner
and leading-outer surfaces are enhanced~although to a lesser de-
gree! by rotation. This occurs as the Coriolis vortex also serves to
distribute some of the cold fluid in the core of the mainstream
flow to the other surfaces, allowing the smaller scale dimple in-
duced vortices to capture some of this cold fluid and pull it near to
the wall. The outer surface is enhanced more than the inner sur-
face due to the shifting of the majority of the colder flow toward
the outer half of the twisted channel under rotation. This behavior
was also seen in the smooth duct.

Streamwise Averaged Nusselt Number Ratio. Averaging
the streamwise data for each surface provides a method of com-
paring the surfaces and the effect of rotation. Figures 12 and 13
presents the streamwise averaged data vs. Rotation number for
the orthogonal and twisted channel. The solid line plots are for
the dimpled channel and the dotted line plots are for the smooth
channel.

Figure 12 presents the data for the orthogonal~b590 deg!

Fig. 10 Nusselt number ratio for rotation dimpled case with
bÄ90 deg

Fig. 11 Nusselt number ratio for rotation dimpled case with
bÄ135 deg
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dimpled and smooth channel. From this plot, it can be seen that
the dimpled trailing surfaces show greater dependence on rotation
number than all other surfaces, with nearly 100% improvement in
enhancement from the stationary to the highest rotation number
case. The dimpled leading surfaces show very little dependence
on rotation number due to the stable, thick boundary layer on the
leading surface. The slight non-symmetry between the two leading
surfaces is due to experimental uncertainty. A most interesting
issue arises when comparing the side surfaces~inner and outer! of
the dimpled channel to those of the smooth channel. It can be
shown that while the side surfaces of the dimpled channel initially
experience a higher enhancement without rotation, the smooth
channel side surfaces show greater dependence on rotation than
the dimpled channel side surfaces. This is possibly attributable to
the disruption of the Coriolis vortices by the dimples. For the

smooth surface, the Coriolis vortex passes from the center of the
channel toward the side surfaces~see Fig. 5!, where it enhances
the heat transfer from the side surfaces. The secondary flow gen-
erated by the dimple has no single principal direction, and likely
serves to reduce the intensity of the Coriolis vortices. Because of
this, the effect of rotation is reduced for the side walls of the
dimpled channel.

Figure 13 shows the streamwise averaged data versus Rotation
number for the twisted~b5135 deg! dimpled and smooth channel.
The dimpled trailing-outer surface shows the strongest depen-
dence on rotation number and is clearly the primary recipient of
enhancement for the twisted channel under rotation. In addition,
the dimpled leading-outer and trailing-inner surfaces now show a
moderate to high dependence on rotation number. This was also

Fig. 12 Streamwise averaged Nusselt number ratio for
dimpled and smooth channels with bÄ90 deg

Fig. 13 Streamwise averaged Nusselt number ratio for
dimpled and smooth channels with bÄ135 deg

Fig. 14 Streamwise averaged Nusselt number ratio for
dimpled and ribbed channels with bÄ90 deg

Fig. 15 Streamwise averaged Nusselt number ratio for
dimpled and ribbed channels with bÄ135 deg
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explained in the discussion of Fig. 11 where it was noted that the
smaller scale vortices shed by the dimple are able to capture some
of the lower enthalpy fluid, which is better distributed by the
Coriolis vortices for the twisted channel. Again, it is noticed that
the side surfaces of the twisted channel are enhanced less by ro-
tation than those of the smooth duct due to the disruption of the
Coriolis vortices by the vortices shed by the dimple.

Comparison of Dimpled and Ribbed Channel. Figures 14
and 15 compare the results of this investigation with the ribbed
channel investigated by Griffith et al.@9#. We can see that the
dimpled channel behaves similarly to the ribbed channel of the
same geometrical and flow parameters. While the behavior under
rotation is similar, it is noticed that the ribbed channel induces
higher heat transfer enhancement when compared to the dimpled
channel. This is evident even at the lowest rotation number, indi-
cating that although the dimpled channel provides less enhance-
ment at some surfaces, the behavior is very similar to that of the
ribbed channel with increasing rotational effect. Some exceptions
include the absence of spanwise variations for the orthogonal
~b590 deg! dimpled channel under rotation. Spanwise variations
were quite significant in the case of the ribbed rotating channel
due to the 45 deg rib-angle effect. Please note that past research
has found that the ribbed channel creates greater pressure drop
~friction penalty! than the dimpled channel.

Conclusions

1. Spanwise variations in heat transfer enhancement of the
dimpled rotating rectangular channel exist only for the
twisted ~b5135 deg! orientation.

2. The effect of rotation exhibits similar trends for the dimpled
and ribbed surface geometries, however the enhancement of
the ribbed channel exceeds the enhancement of the dimpled
channel for some surfaces. Both the dimpled and the ribbed
channel provide advantageous enhancement compared to the
smooth channel.

3. The twisted ~b5135 deg! dimpled channel experiences
greater overall enhancement than the orthogonal dimpled
channel~b590 deg!.

4. For ~b590 deg!, enhancement at the trailing surfaces in-
creases by almost 100% from the stationary to highest rota-
tion number case. Also, the leading surfaces show little de-
pendence on rotation number. The side surfaces show
slightly less dependence on rotation than those of a smooth
duct.

5. For ~b5135 deg!, enhancement at the trailing-outer surface
increases by more than 100% from the stationary to highest
rotation number case. In addition, the trailing inner and lead-
ing outer surfaces experience nearly identical enhancement,
increasing by more than 50% from the stationary to highest
rotation number case. The outer surface increases by nearly
100% and the inner surface slightly decreases from the sta-
tionary to highest rotation number case.
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Nomenclature

AR 5 aspect ratio
D 5 hydraulic diameter~m!

Dp 5 dimple print diameter~m!
L 5 length of duct~m!

Nu 5 regionally averaged Nusselt no.,hD/k
Nuo 5 Nusselt no. in fully developed turbulent nonrotating

smooth tube flow
Pr 5 Prandtl no.
Q 5 heat transfer~W!
R 5 mean rotating radius~m!

Re 5 Reynolds no.,rVD/m
Ro 5 rotation no.,VD/V
Tbi 5 inlet coolant bulk temperature~K!
Tbx 5 local coolant bulk temperature~K!
Tw 5 wall temperature~K!
V 5 bulk velocity in streamwise direction~m/s!
e 5 rib height ~m!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient~W/m2 K!
k 5 thermal conductivity of coolant~W/mK!

qnet9 5 net heat flux at wall based on projected area~W/m2!
b 5 angle of channel orientation
d 5 dimple depth
V 5 rotational speed~rad/s!
r 5 density of coolant~kg/m3!

Dr/r 5 inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio, (Tw2Tbi)/Tw
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As additional research efforts are conducted, the advantages of
using arrays of dimples on the surfaces of internal passages are
becoming more apparent. In particular, substantial heat transfer
enhancements can be obtained with smaller pressure penalties
than provided by other heat transfer augmentation devices, such as
rib turbulators. As a result, dimpled surfaces for heat transfer aug-
mentation are encountering wider use in different applications.
The purpose of this comment is to point out additional features of
the data presented in Fig. 9, which are obtained using a dimpled
passage with no rotation.

1 Local and spatially-averaged Nusselt numbers increase as the
ratio of dimple depthd to dimple print diameterDp increases,
provided spherical indentation dimples are used and all other ex-
perimental parameters are held constant@20,21#. The d/Dp ratio
of the present study is 0.3. Results from other sources, obtained
with no rotation, show that spatially averaged Nusselt number
ratios range from 2.53 to 2.6 ford/Dp50.3 @21#, 2.41 to 2.47 for
d/Dp50.28 @12#, and 2.08 to 2.25 ford/Dp50.19 @13#. In each
case, and in the present study, similar Reynolds numbers are used,
and the ratio of channel height to dimple print diameter is 1 to 2.
The spacing and arrangement of dimples on the test surface are
the same in the present study as used by Burgess et al.@21#, and
very similar to the dimple spacings and arrangements used by
Chyu et al.@12#, and Moon et al.@13#. As the authors point out,
spatially averaged Nusselt number data, presented as a ratio, are
nearly independent of Reynolds number. Nusselt number ratio
variations are also quite small at given Reynolds number as the
ratio of channel height to dimple print diameter changes from 0.37
to 1.49@13#.

2 Nusselt number ratios, presented in Fig. 9, for no rotation,
are about 2.0 for three of the Reynolds numbers investigated. This
is lower than the expected value of 2.53–2.6 for the samed/Dp .
This appears to be tied to the limitations imposed by the rotating
test rig, and the use of only one thermocouple to measure the
‘‘regionally averaged’’ surface temperature at one point on a sur-
face segment with multiple dimples~Fig. 3!. Large surface Nus-
selt number variations are present on dimpled surfaces in channels
@12,13,20,21#. Accurate spatially averaged Nusselt numbers can
only be obtained from spatially-averages of locally measured val-
ues over an area comprised of at least one complete period of
dimple surface geometry@12,13,14,21#.

3 The authors are congratulated for conducting difficult experi-
ments in stationary and rotating environments where accurate heat
transfer data are difficult to obtain.
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The authors appreciate Dr. Ligrani’s comment on the paper. The
discrepancy of heat transfer enhancement on the dimpled surface
reported by different investigators might be due to the use of
different measurement technique for the data taken and reduction.
In addition to the aforementioned studies, for example, Zhou and
Acharya@15# reported that the heat transfer enhancements of the
dimpled surface for nonrotation could be about 1.5–2 times the
smooth channel values for a dimple depth to print diameter ratio
of 0.29 by using the naphthalene sublimation mass-transfer tech-
nique. Moon and Lau@22# showed that the dimpled surface heat
transfer for nonrotation enhanced about 1.6–1.8 times the smooth-
channel values for the dimple depth to print diameter ratios
around 0.2–0.23 by using the standard aluminum plate with heat-
ers and thermocouples. These heat transfer enhancement ratios are
close to the present study’s values for nonrotation by using the
standard copper plate with heaters and thermocouples. But they
are lower than the aforementioned values reported by Chyu et al.
@12# using the transient liquid crystal technique, Moon et al.@13#
using the transient liquid crystal technique, and Burgess et al.@21#
using the IR camera technique. It is likely that using different
measurement technique and data analysis could produce 10–20%
different heat transfer enhancement values for turbulent channel
flow through such a complex dimpled surface.

The present study used the traditional copper plate with heaters
and thermocouples technique. The purpose was to obtain the
regionally averaged heat transfer coefficient per copper plate.
According to Fig. 3 in the paper, each copper plate is 2.54 cm
by 2.54 cm facing to the cooling flow and with 0.3175-cm thick-
ness. The estimated maximum Biot number of the copper plate
is around 0.0022 for the highest heat transfer coefficient case
at Re540,000 of the present study. This means that the tempera-
ture gradient within the copper plate is small as expected by using
this kind of standard measurement technique. On the other hand,
in order to produce 20% heat-transfer coefficient’s discrepancy in
the copper plate, it requires 7°C of temperature gradient within
each copper plate. This unlikely would happen in the present test
condition (Tw567°C, Tb532°C). In addition, the high-
conductivity copper plate with dimples represents the true span-
averaged heat transfer coefficient including the potential end-wall
effect from the channel smooth-side walls. For example, the
potential smooth-side wall effect on the span-averaged heat trans-
fer coefficient could not be included by viewing only the central
5-dimple area using the IR camera technique shown in Fig. 2
by Mahmood et al.@14#. The central 5-dimple area only might
potentially produce higher heat transfer enhancement than the
truly span-averaged values including the potential smooth end-
wall effect.

To solve the issue, the authors plan to further investigate this
topic. Again, the authors do appreciate Dr. Ligrani’s insightful
comment on the important dimple cooling technology for turbine
blade cooling designs.
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Heat Transfer, Fluid Flow, and
Pressure Measurements Inside a
Rotating Two-Pass Duct With
Detached 90-Deg Ribs
Transient thermochromic liquid crystal thermography, a laser-Doppler velocimeter, and
pressure transducers have been used to measure the local heat transfer, velocity, and wall
static-pressure distributions, respectively, in a rotating two-pass square duct with 90-deg
ribs detached from the leading and trailing walls. The ribs were square in cross-section
and their detached-distance/height ratio was 0.38. The rib-height/duct-height ratio and
the pitch/rib-height ratio were 0.136 and 10, respectively. The duct Reynolds number was
13104 and rotation number ranged from 0 to 0.2. Results are compared with attached rib
cases in terms of regional averaged Nusselt number, transverse mean velocity component,
pressure coefficient distributions and variation of friction factor with rotation number.
The competition between convection effect of the wall jet and downwash effect of the
rib-top separated shear layer on the heat transfer augmentation is addressed in detail.
Discussion on local Nusselt number distribution, mean velocity components, and turbu-
lent kinetic energy is included. Simple expressions are obtained to correlate friction factor
with rotation number. Rib detachment is found to enhance heat transfer on the leading
wall of the first outward pass and on the trailing wall of the second inward pass over as
compared to the attached rib case. The trend is reversed on the other two walls. Never-
theless, detached ribs create more uniform heat transfer distributions on the leading and
trailing walls than attached ribs.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1565086#

Introduction
When solid ribs are attached on duct walls, poor heat transfer

occurs in the region immediately behind the 90° ribs for both
rotating and stationary ducts. To reduce the local heat transfer
decrement in the rearward concave corners of attached solid 90°
ribs, detached solid ribs in non-rotating ducts have been proven
effective@1,2#. This study further investigates if detached ribs po-
sitioned at a small distance from the walls have better thermal
performance than attached ribs for a rotating duct.

Measuring fluid flow in a rotating coolant duct is challenging.
Bons and Kerrebrock@3# investigated the internal flow of a single-
pass square-sectioned smooth duct for rotating number Ro up to
0.2 using particle image velocimetry~PIV!. Liou and Chen@4#
focused on the serpentine coolant duct with square cross section
and smooth walls to study the effect of 180° sharp turn on the
fluid flow and heat transfer enhancement under rotation. Laser-
Doppler velocimetry~LDV ! measurements were performed for
Ro50.08. Servouze@5# presented three-dimensional LDV data in
a rotating two-pass duct with a 180 deg sharp turn. Most of the
data were obtained at Ro50.33 and Re553103 with some at
Ro50.033 and 0.066 and Re52.53104. The relationship between
the flow field and heat transfer enhancement in rotating smooth
duct with a 180 deg sharp turn was systematically investigated by
Chen and Liou@6# for Re513104 and Ro ranged from 0 to 0.2.
Their LDV measurements showed as Ro increased that both the
skewness of streamwise mean velocity and the magnitude of sec-
ondary flow velocity increased linearly, and that turbulence inten-
sity increased non-linearly. They concluded that the rotation-
induced increases on the secondary-flow velocity and turbulent
kinetic energy all contribute to the averaged heat transfer enhance-

ment in the 180 deg sharp turn. Locally, however, the direction
and strength of the secondary flow with respect to the wall are the
most important fluid dynamic factors affecting the local heat
transfer distributions in the turn region. All of the above fluid flow
studies were for orthogonal duct rotation whereas the LDV mea-
surements of Cheah et al.@7# were for a rotating duct with a duct
axis parallel to the axis of rotating. Ribs are often arranged on the
duct walls to augment heat transfer. Tse and Steuber@8# explored
flow characteristics in a serpentine coolant duct with 45-deg ribs
using LDV for orthogonal duct rotation. Recently, Liou et al.@9#
studied the fluid flow in an orthogonally rotating two-pass square
duct with in-line 90-deg ribs. Their LDV data were presented for
rib height/hydraulic diameter and rib pitch/height of 0.136 and 10,
respectively. The Reynolds number was fixed at 13104 and Ro
varied from 0 to 0.2. They found that the rotating ribbed duct flow
produces higherUmax/Ub and umax8 /Ub , stronger total averaged
secondary flow, and higher heat transfer enhancement.

Numerical simulations most relevant to the present study are
given below. Prakash and Zerkle@10# concluded that a low Rey-
nolds number model and a Reynolds stress model, respectively,
should be adopted to capture the practical aircraft gas turbine
engine conditions and anisotropic turbulence effects. Iacovides
and Raisee@11# assessed four turbulence models for predicting
fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics in serpentine cooling
ducts with 90° ribs. They found that the isotropic eddy viscosity
model and the widely used wall function approach are unable to
capture physically reasonable heat transfer and flow field features
since the pressure of the turn and ribs usually generates flow sepa-
ration and anisotropic turbulence. Jang et al.@12# computed flow
and heat transfer in a rotating square duct with 45-deg ribs using
a Reynolds stress turbulence model. Their results revealed that the
45-deg rib induced longitudinal vortices, rotating buoyancy, and
Coriolis forces generate strong anisotropic turbulent stresses and
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heat fluxes. Obviously, the computational studies previously cited
all suggest the necessity of detailed fluid flow measurements in an
orthogonally rotating multi-pass ribbed duct with 180 deg sharp
turning, especially under practical aircraft gas turbine engine con-
ditions. Such flow field measurements are still lacking.

Heat transfer measurements in rotating serpentine ducts with
90-deg ribs are more abundant than the corresponding fluid flow
measurements. Wagner et al.@13# performed such measurements
using thermocouples on square ducts with staggered 90-deg ribs
for Re52.53103 and Ro varying from 0 to 0.35. TheH/DH and
Pi/H of ribs were respectively fixed at 0.1 and 10. They found
that the maximum regionally averaged heat transfer coefficients
augmented up to 4.5 times from the stationary fully developed
circular tube values while the minimum heat transfer coefficients
decreased to 50% of the stationary 90-deg ribbed wall results.
Parsons et al.@14# performed thermocouple measurements to ex-
plore wall heating effect on heat transfer in a rotating two-pass
square duct with in-line 90-deg ribs for Ro and Re varying from 0
to 0.35 and 2.53103 to 2.53104, respectively. It should be
pointed out that although heat transfer results based on thermo-
couple readings have provided valuable information for reference,
they gave actually regional averaged values instead of local val-
ues. In view of this fact, the transient thermochromic liquid crystal
thermometry ~TLCT! measurements were undertaken by Liou
et al.@15# and Liou et al.@9# in rotating two-pass smooth duct and
90-deg ribbed duct, respectively. Nusselt number ratio mappings
were provided on the leading and trailing walls to allow the rela-
tionships between the local fluid flow and heat transfer to be ex-
plored and established. Their results further showed that variations
of regional and passage averaged Nusselt number ratios with Ro
are in reasonable agreement between the TLCT and thermocouple
results. They also found that for the Ro range examined (Ro50
;0.2) the passage averaged Nusselt number ratios on the leading
and trailing walls of the first and second passes can be correlated
as linear functions of Ro.

As mentioned above, detached solid ribs in stationary coolant
ducts have been proven effective in reducing heat transfer dete-
rioration immediately behind attached ribs. However, owing to
cross-stream secondary flow induced by rotation generated Cori-
olis and centrifugal forces, fluid flow and heat transfer distribu-
tions in rotating coolant ducts are different from those in nonro-
tating ducts. Hence, there is a need to explore whether the
detached ribs can still enhance the heat transfer for rotating cool-

ant ducts. TLCT and LDV will be applied to measure the local
heat transfer and flow field distributions. Meanwhile, the coolant
pressure losses will also be measured. The information gathered
from the foregoing three measurements is believed to provide a
useful reference in designing an efficient cooling system and vali-
dating the CFD codes.

Experimental Facility and Conditions

Test Section and Conditions. Figure 1 depicts the configura-
tion, coordinate system, and dimensions of the test section made
of acrylic sheets 20 mm thick for optical access. The hydraulic
diameter of the square cross-sectional flow path wasDH
522 mm and the divider-wall thickness was 0.5DH . At the turn,
the clearance between the tip of the divider wall and the duct outer
wall was fixed at 1DH . The 90-deg transverse plexiglas ribs with
a thermal conductivity 0.195 W/mK were detached from the lead-
ing and trailing walls and directly opposite~not staggered!. The
detached distance-to-rib height ratio (C/H) was 0.38. One pair of
ribs was installed at the divider wall tip in the turn and 9 pairs of
ribs in each pass.
The rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio (H/DH) and the rib
pitch-to-height ratio (Pi/H) were 0.136 and 10, respectively, in
each pass. The Reynolds number, based on the bulk mean air
velocity of 7.58 m/s and hydraulic diameter, was fixed at 1.0
3104. The rotation number varied from 0 to 0.20 corresponding
to rotational speeds from 0 to 660 rpm. Note that for comparison
purposes the above conditions were selected from those reported
by Liou et al.@9# for attached rib case.C/H50.38 is the optimal
rib-wall gap for the case of Ro50 @1,2#.

The TLCT measurements were performed in the region 3.5 rib
pitches upstream (27.3H,X,35H, first outward pass! to 3.5 rib
pitches downstream (27.3H,X,35H, second inward pass! of
the turn along the leading (Y521) and trailing (Y* 51) walls
~Fig. 1! while the LDV measurements were undertaken in the
region 1.5 rib pitches upstream to 1.5 rib pitches downstream of
the turn along the longitudinal central plane of each pass, i.e.
Z* 560.5. At each X station the LDV measurements were made
at 9 to 14 locations. The wall static pressures were measured at 16
locations indicated in Fig. 1 along the leading and trailing walls of
the two-pass ducts with a 180-deg sharp turn. Both LDV and
pressure loss measurements were performed without heater on.

Fig. 1 Sketch of configuration, coordinate system, and dimensions of test section
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Experimental Facility. The experimental facility depicted in
Fig. 2 consists of flow system and optical system. The inlet air
was heated by a rapid-response mesh heater 100 mm long and
flowed radially outward in the first pass. After making a 180-deg
sharp turn, the hot air flowed radially inward in the second pass.
The air cooled by the colder duct walls was sucked from the test
section to ambient by a 2.2-KW turbo blower controlled by a
frequency converter. During each test, the mesh heater was
switched on to initiate the transient heat transfer rate measure-
ments after the rotating duct flow had attained a steady state
which allowed the development of the Coriolis forces in the test
duct. By attaching white fluorescent lamps and a digital video
camera to the rotating test section, the color change of the liquid
crystal coating was recorded when the hot air passed through the
test section. The main flow temperatures at the upstream and
downstream locations of the test section were recorded using ther-
mocouples and a recorder. The thermocouple junctions were about
0.15 mm in diameter. All the video and temperature data were fed
to a PC via a slip ring. A microdifferential transducer~Kyowa
PDL-40 GB! connected to 16 pressure taps on the leading and
trailing walls~Fig. 1! measured the wall static pressures. The pres-
sure transducer was located on the wall of hollow shaft~Fig. 1!,
i.e., at a radius of 60 mm. These signals were subsequently am-
plified and fed via the slip ring to the PC for storage. Note that the
microdifferential pressure transducer was referenced to pressure
tap located at the inlet reference station,X* 511.6 orX/H585 in
Fig. 1. It uses a foil strain gage as its detector element and permits
high precision measurement of very small differential pressure. Its
accuracy was within60.1% of the 400 mmAq~3922 N/m2! full-
scale value.

The principles of TLCT and LDV have been described in detail
in authors’ previous studies@15,16# and @4,6#, respectively. For
TLCT, a one-dimensional transient heat conduction analysis was

performed. The Duhamel’s superposition theorem was adopted to
approximate the time history of the main stream air temperature
with a series of step functions.

Data Uncertainty
When the technique of TLCT is applied to measure the heat

transfer distribution in a rotating duct, one must be cautious about
the Nusselt number variation with varying buoyancy effect. Chang
@17# and Chang and Morris@18# demonstrated that the effect of
centrifugal buoyancy on heat transfer depends on the surface con-
dition of heated wall. For a rotating duct fitted with 90 deg ribs,
they found the variation of density ratiob(Tw2Tb) from 0.055 to
0.221 caused about 15% Nusselt number variation when Ro and
Re were, respectively, 0.2 and 8000. For a rotating smooth duct,
the variation ofb(Tw2Tb) from 0.116 to 0.337 leads to about
50% Nusselt number variation when Ro and Re were 0.15 and
1.33104, respectively. A much narrower range of density ratio,
20.058 to 20.050 ~or buoyancy parameter, Bu5b(Tw2Tb)
3(VDH /U)(VR/U)520.038 to20.031!, at the inlet reference
station for each single test was encountered in the present study
with detached ribs and cold walls. This range of density ratio
results in about 0.7%~based on ribbed duct@17,18#! to 1.8%
~based on smooth duct@17,18#! of Nusselt number variation.
Hence, the parameter range tested (Ro<0.2, Re513104, and
20.058,b(Tw2Tb),20.050) in the present study should not
cause considerable buoyancy interaction when each single test
was performed. However, the negative values of Bu indicate the
buoyancy effect was reversed from the scenario of gas turbine
rotor blade during each test. Thus, the present set of data acquired
with cool walls and a warming flow is very pertinent, but may not
have direct application to gas turbine designer. The most likely
use of the data presented is to match these results with those from
with computational runs with cooled walls at small Bu values.
Once the computational code is verified by the present results,
then possibly the computational code could be used to predict
actual engine blades with hot walls.

As an indication of the force ratio between centrifugal buoy-
ancy force and inertial force, the present buoyancy parameter in
terms of Bu is in the range of20.038 to20.031. The test ranges
of the buoyancy parameter performed by Wagner et al.@13#,
Chang and Morris@18#, and Prakash and Zerklc@10# were 0.00
;0.85, 0.00;1.20, and 0.03;1.47 respectively. The range of
centrifugal buoyancy forces examined by the present study is thus
relatively small. As the centrifugal buoyancy effects could, re-
spectively, cause about 30.3, 28.5, and 28.6% of heat transfer
variations when the buoyancy parameters were 0.85@13#, 1.20
@18# , and 1.47@10#, it is unlikely that the considerable buoyancy
interactions take place within the present test channel when the
buoyancy parameters vary from20.038 to20.031. Also worth
noting that, in order to cause reverse flow by the buoyancy force,
the buoyancy parameter has to reach about 1.47@10# which is far
above the buoyancy forces examined by the present study. It is the
engineering significance that the detached ribs can provide higher
heat transfer coefficients over the attached ribs with rotation,
which is one of the focuses for the present investigation. More-
over, a single test using the TLCT technique normally takes 30
;65 s to complete. This period of time is far less than the time
span~at least 30 min! required for the test wall to respond to the
changes in the flow and attain another steady state. The flow is
affected by the variation of buoyancy force immediately after
heater being turned on. In summary, within the parameter range
examined by the present study, the heat transfer data generated
shall be able to reflect the rotational effects due to negligible
buoyancy variation during each single measurement.

The most proper uncertainty in obtaining heat transfer coeffi-
cient is estimated to be610.0% as a result of61.8, 63.5, 65.0,
65.0, 65.5, 61.5, and61.5% uncertainty in buoyancy effect,
time of color change, thermal diffusivity of wall, thermal conduc-
tivity of the wall, bulk mean temperature of main stream, green-

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of LDV and TLCT facility
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point temperature, and initial temperature of the wall, respectively.
Radiation is negligible since the entire walls of the channel are
heated by the mainstream at fairly uniform temperature. The
20-mm test wall has a thermal penetration time 120 s, and is
therefore sufficiently thick to meet the semi-infinite solid assump-
tion required by the TLCT technique because the total time for
each transient test is typically 30 to 65 s.

The statistical errors in the mean velocity and turbulence inten-
sity are less than 1.8 and 3.1%, respectively, for a 95% confidence
level. More detailed uncertainty estimates and velocity bias cor-
relations are included in Liou et al.@4#. For the range of atomizer
pressure settings, the saline solution was mixed producing par-
ticles from 0.5 to 1.2mm. This particle diameter range is able to
follow turbulence frequencies exceeding 1 KHz~Durst et al.
@19#!.

The uncertainties in the pressure loss measurements are60.1,
60.5, and60.1% associated with the pressure transducer tem-
perature effect on output, the slip ring noise, and the amplifier
noise, respectively, which leads to a resultant uncertainty of
60.52%.

Results and Discussion

Local and Regional Averaged Heat Transfer. The results of
the TLCT measurements are presented as Nu/Nu0 contours on the
leading and trailing walls for Ro50.15 and Re51.03104 in Fig.
3. Owing to enhanced convective heat transfer by the wall jet
emitting from the rib-wall gap, the poor heat transfer (Nu/Nu0
,1, purple color in Fig. 3! around the concave corner behind each
attached rib reported previously (C/H50, @1,9#! is now absent for
the detached rib (C/H50.38) in the entire coolant duct. Because
the strength of the wall jet decays with increasingX/H in a pitch,
it is expected that heat transfer augmentation by the wall jet will
also decrease with increasingX/H. For the case of attached rib,
however, the rib-top separated shear layer will curve downward
and reattach onto the duct wall, typically 2H behind the rib, to
disrupt the boundary layer and elevate the heat transfer. Hence, it
is interesting to examine the competition between the wall jet and
curved downward shear layer on the heat transfer enhancement.
Figure 4 depicts such a comparison in terms of regional averaged

Nusselt number ratio@6,9# versus rib indexN. In the plot NumH
(m51,2, . . . ,9)denotes that the local Nu mapping shown in Fig.
3 is integrated and then averaged over the area (mH3channel
width! behind each rib in a pitch. In other words, the region size
for averaging Nu increases with increasing value of m from 1 to 9
in a pitch. It is seen from Fig. 4 that within the distance 1H
behind the rib, Nu1H /Nu0 for detached ribs can be as high as 2 to
3.5 times that for attached ribs on the leading and trailing walls of
both ducts.

The appearance of Nu1H /Nu0,1 for the attached rib case re-
flects the heat transfer deterioration due to the presence of sepa-
ration bubble behind each rib, as mentioned before. Since the
length of the separation bubble is typically less than 2H,
Nu2H /Nu0.1 to Nu9H /Nu0.1 hold in two passages. The de-
tached ribs remain superior to the attached ribs until Nu4H /Nu0 .
For Nu4H /Nu0 the attached and detached ribs are comparable.

Although for Nu1H /Nu0 to Nu4H /Nu0 in Fig. 4 the wall jet
originating from rib detachment is most prominent in heat transfer
augmentation, the competing effect of flow reattachment strength-
ens with increasing region size~mH increasing! for averaging Nu.
Along the leading wall of the first outward duct, the value of
NumH /Nu0 remains about the same from Nu1H /Nu0 to Nu9H /Nu0
for the detached rib case but increases from Nu1H /Nu0 to
Nu4H /Nu0 due to flow reattachment for the attached rib case. The

Fig. 3 Detailed local Nusselt number ratio distributions for the
detached rib case at Ro Ä0.15 and ReÄ1Ã104 on „a… leading
wall, and „b… trailing wall

Fig. 4 Variation of regional averaged Nusselt number ratio
NumH ÕNu0 versus rib index N with step-increased region size
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value of Nu4H /Nu0 to Nu9H /Nu0 for attached ribs stays at a level
slightly below that of the detached rib case. A similar trend for
NumH /Nu0 can also be observed along the trailing wall of the
second inward duct. Consequently, in a rotating duct detached ribs
can enhance the heat transfer on the leading wall of the first out-
ward duct and trailing wall of the second inward duct as compared
to corresponding attached rib results, as shown in Fig. 5~open
square versus open triangle, open circle@14#, and cross@13#!.

In the figure the x-axis parameter is replaced by the region
index to facilitate the comparison with previously reported data
taken by using thermocouples forC/H50 @13,14#. As mentioned
in the Introduction, the reported thermocouple measurements were
mostly at one point or at most a few points per pitch, and thus
provided actually regional averaged values instead of local values.
Note that the Coriolis force is directed away from these two walls.
In contrast, along the trailing wall of the first outward duct Fig. 4
shows that the NumH /Nu0 of the attached rib case rallies in the
regions 2H to 4H downstream of the rib to overtake that of the
detached rib case and quickly opens up a wide lead from
Nu4H /Nu0 to Nu5H /Nu0 . The lead is maintained to Nu9H /Nu0
immediately in front of the next rib. Similarly, along the leading
wall of the second inward duct the NumH /Nu0 of the attached rib
case comes from behind to beat that of the detached rib case.
Thus, the heat transfer enhancement of the attached rib case
should be larger than that of the detached rib case on the trailing
wall of the first outward duct and leading wall of the second
inward duct, as shown in Fig. 5~open triangle, open circle, and
cross versus open square!. The fluid dynamics reason is that in
addition to the flow reattachment of the rib-top separated shear
layer, the Coriolis force is directed toward these two walls, all
contributing to increase the transverse velocities of fresh core

fluid ~as will be evidenced later in Figs. 8 and 9! and, in turn, the
heat transfer enhancement for the attached rib case. On the other
hand, the spreading of wall jet for the detached rib case reduces
the effects of flow reattachment and Coriolis force, resulting in
smaller transverse velocities of fresh core fluid and lower heat
transfer enhancement on the trailing wall of the first outward duct
and leading wall of the second inward duct.

Mean Flow Pattern. The inlet reference station was selected
at X* 511.6 ~or X/H585) which is located at 5H distance up-
stream of the first rib pairs (N51 in Fig. 1! in the first outward
duct. Figure 6~a! shows the variation of streamwise mean
X-component velocity and turbulence intensity profiles with Ro at
inlet reference station inZ* 520.5 plane of the first outward
duct. TheU/Ub and u8/Ub profiles are rather symmetric for Ro
50. As Ro is increased from 0 to 0.2, the skewness ofU/Ub and
u8/Ub increases monotonically due to the increase of the Coriolis
force directed toward the trailing wall (Y* 51) and, in turn, the
steeper mean velocity gradient near the trailing wall. TheU and
u8 peaks can be as high as 1.24Ub and 0.2Ub , respectively, for
Ro50.2. The uniform parts ofu8/Ub profiles extend to~with
respect toY* 50) 70% of the channel height and have values of
7.560.5%. For CFD reference, the boundary layer thickness de-
fined at 95% Umax is d95/H51.3/1.3,3.2/1.2,3.7/1.2,3.8/
1.1,4.0/1.0 along the leading/trailing wall for Ro50, 0.05, 0.10,
0.15, and 0.2, respectively. The correspondingU/Ub and u8/Ub

profiles in Y* 50 plane are depicted in Fig. 6~b! for Ro50 and
0.15. Because the span planeY* 50 is perpendicular to the Cori-
olis force, all the profiles are very symmetric to the central plane
Z* 520.5. The peakU andu8 respectively increase from 1.05Ub
and 0.20Ub of Ro50 to 1.10Ub and 0.25Ub of Ro50.15. The
boundary layer thickness isd95/H51.0/1.0 and 1.7/1.7 along the
inner/outer wall for Ro50 and 0.15, respectively.

As the fluid flows over the first detached rib pair, the variations
of U/Ub andu8/Ub profiles with Ro at the middle station between

Fig. 5 Regional averaged Nusselt number ratio distributions
measured by different researchers on „a… leading wall, and „b…
trailing wall

Fig. 6 Streamwise mean velocity and turbulence intensity pro-
files at inlet reference station X*Ä11.6 „or XÕHÄ85… of the first
pass in „a… Z*ÄÀ0.5, and „b… Y*Ä0 planes
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N51 and N52 rib pairs are plotted in Fig. 7. The monotonic
increase of skewness with Ro remains. One can see from compar-
ing Fig. 7 with Fig. 6 that the presence of in-line ribs decreases
the fluid flow velocity ratio foruY* u.0.4 due to the blockage of
ribs but increases the fluid flow velocity ratio foruY* u,0.4 due to
mass conservation. For the present detached rib duct rotating at
Ro50.2, the maximumU andu8 are 1.65Ub and 0.51Ub , respec-
tively while Umax51.49Ub andumax8 50.48Ub for the attached rib
duct at the same Ro@9#. It is obvious that rib detachment reduces
the distance between the trailing and leading wall ribs and gives,
therefore, higherUmax and mean velocity gradient~or higherumax8 )
than the attached rib case. Further downstream around the turn,
the flow patterns in terms of the mean velocity vector plots in
Z* 560.5 planes of the first and second passes are depicted in
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, respectively. The slant impingement of fluid
flow on the trailing wall of the first pass and leading wall of the
second pass directed by the Coriolis force is clearly revealed. The
corresponding heat transfer on these two walls is shown in con-
tour plots of Nu/Nu0 in Fig. 3. The edge of the wall jet is barely
measured as indicated by the dashed circles in Fig. 8. Since the
rib-wall gap is only 1.1 mm, measurements of a full profile of the
wall jet were not attainable under rotating condition by using the
present LDV system. The absence of main flow reattachment onto
the leading and trailing walls is also obvious from Fig. 8. As a
consequence, the heat transfer deterioration within the reattach-
ment length behind each attached rib is absent for the detached rib
case, providing a more uniform heat transfer distribution~or lower
(Nu/Nu0)sd) in the whole coolant duct with detached ribs~solid
square versus solid triangle in Fig. 5!.

Inside the 180-deg sharp turn (21,X* ,0 or 27.3,X/H
,0) and inZ* 520.5 plane~Fig. 8~a!!, the curvature and rota-
tion make the flow pattern form a strongly skewed Dean-type
vortex flow, degenerating into a single vortex located near the
duct tip and leading wall. The velocity component normal to the
leading or trailing wall plays an important role in augmenting heat
transfer. Inside the turn (21,X* ,0) on the first outward duct
side, the near wall mean velocity vectors in the region (Y* 51
and 21,X* ,20.5) have larger Y-component and are directed

toward the trailing wall (Y* 51). The downwash effect markedly
increases the heat transfer rate, as evidenced by the Nu/Nu0 con-
tour in Fig. 3~b!. In contrast, the near wall mean velocity vectors
in the region (Y* 521 and 20.5,X* ,0) have larger
Y-component but are directed away from the leading wall. The
upwash effect contributes not much to the heat transfer enhance-
ment. For21,X* ,20.5 on the leading wall, it is mainly the
convective sweep of the X-component mean velocities dominates
the heat transfer augmentation, except the narrow region (Y*
521 and21,X* ,20.9) acted on by down-wash. Thus, the
heat transfer enhancement on the leading wall is less prominent
than on the trailing wall, as shown in Figs. 3~a! and~b!. Inside the
turn (21,X* ,0) on the second inward duct side, the mean
velocity vectors have comparable normal and tangential compo-
nents near the leading wall whereas the tangential components are
larger near the trailing wall. Hence, one expects that heat transfer
enhancement is higher on the leading wall than on the trailing
wall, as can be seen from Figs. 3~a! and ~b!. As a whole, Figs. 3
and 5 show that heat transfer distributions inside the turn are less
uniform than in the first and second passes.

Surface Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow. As mentioned in the
preceding section, the magnitude and direction of the mean trans-
verse velocity componentV are most essential to the heat transfer
enhancement on the leading and trailing walls. Figure 9 gives an
example. Immediately before the turn, the fluid flow near the trail-
ing wall between the 8th and 9th rib pairs~Fig. 1! for the attached
rib case (C/H50) has larger mean transverse velocity component
produces a larger downwash effect than for the detached rib case
(C/H50.38), as depicted in Fig. 9~a!. This observation illustrates
why the Nurg /Nu0 with region index24 to 22 on the trailing
wall attained by the attached rib case~empty triangle in Fig. 5~b!!
are enhanced over the detached rib case~empty square in Fig.
5~b!!.

Similarly, immediately downstream of the turn, Fig. 9~b! shows
that the fluid flow near the leading wall between the 11th and 12th
rib pairs for the attached rib case has largeruVu/Ub in most part of
the region than for the detached rib case. Thus, the regional aver-
aged Nusselt number ratio is higher in region index 2 as indicated
in Fig. 5~a!. Similar trend is observed for Nurg /Nu0 in the regions
with region index from 3 to 4. As for the leading wall immediately
before the turn and trailing wall immediately after the turn, higher
values of Nurg /Nu0 are found for the detached rib case, as shown

Fig. 7 Variation of streamwise mean velocity and turbulence
intensity profiles with rotation number at X*Ä10 in between
NÄ1 and NÄ2 rib pairs of the first pass in Z*ÄÀ0.5 plane

Fig. 8 Mean velocity vector plots around the turn for Ro
Ä0.15 and ReÄ1.0Ã104 in „a… first pass, and „b… second pass
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in Fig. 5 and pointed out previously. It is attributable to the net
effect of the wall jet generated convective cooling versus the Co-
riolis force induced upwash.

It is also interesting to examine the relation between the local
fluid dynamic parameters and local surface heat transfer coeffi-
cient distributions. Figure 10 shows measurements ofX and Y
mean velocity components (U/Ub , V/Ub) and turbulent kinetic
energyK/Ub

2 along the lines at 1.5 mm away from the leading and
trailing walls inside the turn in the longitudinal central planes
Z* 560.5. First, the distributions ofK/Ub

2 are generally corre-
lated with those of Nu/Nu0 within measurement uncertainties. In
other words, turbulence enhances the heat transfer, as expected.
Second, the distributions of Nu/Nu0 on the trailing wall inZ*
520.5 plane and on the trailing wall inZ* 50.5 plane toward
which the Coriolis force is directed parallel those ofV/Ub , as
evidenced in Fig. 10. Third, if the attention is focused on the peak
region of Nu/Nu0 in Fig. 10, say the part above Nu/Nu055, one
finds that the magnitude of positive@(V-U)/U#av matches with
the peak and size of Nu/Nu0.5. Note that physically (V-U)/U
represents the competition between the downwash and convective
velocity. (V-U)/U.0 means that the downwash velocity is larger
then the convective velocity. Positive@(V-U)/U#av is the average
value of all (V-U)/U.0.

Local Pressure Coefficient and Average Friction Factor.
As pointed out by Han@20#, to help in designing an efficient
cooling system it is important to determine the associated coolant
duct pressure losses. Nevertheless, this piece of information is
scarce in open literature. Thus, the measured streamwise wall
static pressure distributions along the leading and trailing wall for
the detached and attached ribbed duct flows examined are plotted
in Fig. 11. In general, for fluid flows through a curved duct the
streamwise mean velocity displays acceleration near the outer
wall for the front part of the turn, but for the latter part of the turn
it is reversed. The aforementioned phenomena result from the in-
fluence of the streamwise pressure gradient. Prior to examining

Fig. 11, note that the locations of pressure taps are depicted in Fig.
1 and that the two pressure taps inside the turn are nearer the outer
wall.

It is seen from Fig. 11 that the streamwise pressure gradient is
adverse over the leading and trailing walls for the front part of the
turn, but for the later part of the turn is on the contrary. Upstream

Fig. 9 Variation of the transverse mean velocity component
with XÕH: „a… immediately before the turn and near the trailing
wall „Y*Ä1…, and „b… immediately behind the turn and near the
leading wall „Y*ÄÀ1…

Fig. 10 Relations between mean velocity components, turbu-
lent kinetic energy and surface heat transfer coefficient inside
the turn on the leading and trailing walls in „a… Z*ÄÀ0.5 plane,
and „b… Z*Ä¿0.5 plane for CÕHÄ0.38 and ReÄ1.0Ã104
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of the turn in the first pass and downstream of the turn in the
second pass,Cp decreases linearly with increasingX/DH as that
observed in a straight smooth duct.

For the detached rib case, one may note from Fig. 11 that for
the front part of the turn on the trailing wall, the value ofCp
decreases with increasing Ro or Coriolis force. The reason is as
follows. As Ro is increased, the increasing Coriolis force restrains
the wall jet from spreading out and, as a result, lowering the static
pressure orCp on the trailing wall. Owing to the absence of the
wall jet for the attached rib case, the above trend is reversed, as
shown in Fig. 11. The pressure loss results measured by Johnson
et al. @21# in a rotating square duct ribbed by 90° attached semi-
circular ribs forH/DH50.1, Pi /H510, Ro50.178, and Re52.5
3104 are also included in Fig. 11 for comparison. It should be
pointed out that their pressure taps were respectively arranged on
the outer and inner side wall of the first outward and second
inward duct. These side walls are smooth. Thus, their data~cross
in Fig. 11! show a pressure loss smaller than the present case.
Moreover, since the side wall is perpendicular to the Coriolis
force, their data@21# ~not included in Fig. 11! indicated an insen-
sitivity to rotation rate for Ro,0.238 ~or 550 rpm!. It is also
interesting to present a comparison ofCp data between the present
orthogonal and previous parallel@22# rotations. As shown in Fig.
12, the results of two studies are in agreement in that theCp

distributions on the leading and trailing walls for Ro50.2 are on
the opposite sides of Ro50 case and that upstream of the turn in
the first outward duct frictional losses are insignificantly affected
by rotation, at least for Ro<0.2. On the other hand, the results of
two studies are different in that immediately after the turn there
exists a sudden drop ofCp for the case of parallel rotation due to
turn-induced flow separation@22#, while it is absent for the
present orthogonal rotation~also the data of Johnson et al.@21# in
Fig. 11! due to the absence of turn induced flow separation@9#.

Figure 13 depicts the rotation number dependence of average
friction factor f in detached and attached ribbed duct flows. Pre-
vious results made by lacovides et al.@22# in attached ribbed duct
flow with different rotational mode, Reynolds number, and rib
height are also included in Fig. 13 for comparison. The results
show an increase off with increasing Ro on the trailing wall but a
decrease and a constant off with increasing Ro on the leading
wall for the attached and detached rib case, respectively. The
above trend on the trailing wall is because of the decrease ofCp
with increasing Ro on the trailing wall of the second inward duct,
as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, away from which the Coriolis force
is directed. In contrast, the decrease off with increasing Ro on the
leading wall of the attached rib case~Fig. 13! is due to the in-
crease ofCp on the leading wall of second inward duct, as shown
in Fig. 11, toward which the Coriolis force is directed. The reason
for the Ro independence off on the leading wall of the detached
ribbed duct~Fig. 13! is that the presence of the wall jet balances
the increase ofCp on the leading wall of second inward duct.
Also, shown in Fig. 13 is that a small distance displacement of the
ribs from the wall increases the friction loss approximately 1.1–
1.3 times over that of the attached rib case under the same oper-
ating conditions. The reason is partly that the detached ribs have
four wetted surfaces, whereas the attached ribs have three wetted
surfaces. For engineering reference, the Ro dependences off are
expressed as compact correlations of linear increase or decrease in
Fig. 13 for the range of parameters examined.

Thermal Performance and Heat Transfer Uniformity.
From an engineering point of view, it is also useful to compare the
thermal performance and heat transfer uniformity for each pass
between the detached and attached rib cases. Table 1 summarizes

Fig. 11 Variation of dimensionless wall static pressure with
XÕDH in detached and attached ribbed duct flows at various
rotation number „¿: measured along the outer and inner side
walls of the first and second pass, respectively …

Fig. 12 Variation of dimensionless wall static pressure with
XÕDH for orthogonal „present study … and parallel †22‡ rotations
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such a comparison for Ro50.15 and Re513104. Based on Fig. 5
and Table 1, the duct averaged Nusselt numbers for detached rib
case on the leading wall of the first outward duct and trailing wall
of the second inward duct under a constant flow rate/constant
pumping work conditions are respectively 1.07/1.14 and 1.15/1.16

times those for the attached rib case ((Nup)D /(Nup)A and
(Nup* )D /(Nup* )A in Table 1!. Note that if the Reynolds number
could be further raised, the above ratios would be even higher@2#.
In contrast, (Nup)D /(Nup)A /(Nup* )D /(Nup* )A are 0.77/0.72 and
0.75/0.64 on the trailing wall of the first pass and leading wall of
the second pass, respectively. As for the heat transfer uniformity,
Fig. 5 and the last column of Table 1 show that rib detachment
provides much more uniform heat transfer distributions
((Nusd)D /(Nusd)A50.53;0.77) on the leading and trailing walls
of both the first and second passes than rib attachment.

Conclusions
The following main results are drawn from the data presented:

1. The regional averaged Nusselt number ratio indicates that
the detached ribs remain superior to the attached ribs until 4 rib
heights downstream of the rib for Ro50.15 and Re513104.
Within this effective distance, the wall jet emitting from the rib-
wall gap dominates the heat transfer augmentation.

2. Surface heat transfer distributions inside the turn are found
to be less uniform than in the first and second passes. In addition
to the contribution of turbulent kinetic energy to the heat transfer
enhancement, the parameter ((V-U)/U)av characterizing the com-
petition between the downwash and convection effect is found to
well correlate with peak region of surface local Nusselt number
ratio distributions in the turn.

3. The pressure coefficient (Cp) distributions in the two-pass
duct with 180 deg turn for the present detached rib case under
orthogonal rotation are similar to those for the attached rib case
under parallel rotation. The only exception is that immediately
after the turn there exists a sudden drop ofCp for the latter due to
the presence of turn induced flow separation whereas it is absent
for the former due to the absence of turn induced flow separation.

4. For engineering reference, simple expressions are developed
to linearly correlate the friction factor with rotation number for
detached and attached rib cases.

5. Heat transfer uniformity is significantly improved,
(Nusd)D /(Nusd)A50.5 to 0.8, by detaching the rib array a small
distance from the heat transfer wall.

6. Rib detachment enhances the heat transfer over rib attach-
ment for surface heat transfer on the leading wall of the first pass
and on the trailing wall of second pass. The trend is, however,
reversed on the other two walls.
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Nomenclature

A 5 half-width of duct@m#
B 5 half-height of duct@m#
C 5 stand-off distance between rib and wall@m#

Cp 5 pressure coefficient, (P2P0)/0.5rUb
2

DH 5 hydraulic diameter, 4AB/(A1B) @m#
f 5 friction factor, (DP/DX)•DH /(rUb

2/2)
h 5 heat transfer coefficient@Wm22

K21#

H 5 rib height @m#
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy (u21v2)/2 @m2 s22#

ka 5 thermal conductivity of air@Wm21 K21#
kw 5 thermal conductivity of plexiglas wall, 0.19

@Wm21 K21#
Nu 5 local Nusselt no.,h•DH /ka

Nu0 5 Nusselt number in fully developed tube flow50.023
•Re0.8

•Pr0.4

NumH 5 regional averaged Nusselt with step-increased re-
gion size,m51 to 9

Nup 5 pass averaged Nusselt no.

Fig. 13 Friction factor versus rotation number

Table 1 A list of regional averaged Nusselt number ratios and
heat transfer uniformity in terms of standard deviation for Ro
Ä0.15 and ReÄ1Ã104

1st Pass 2nd Pass

Lea Tra Lea Tra

SNup

Nu0
D

D

2.02 3.01 3.00 2.44

S Nup

Nu0
D

A

1.89 3.93 4.02 2.13

~Nup!D

~Nup!A

1.07 0.77 0.75 1.15

~Nup* !D

~Nup!A

1.14 0.72 0.64 1.16

S Nu

Nu0
D

sd,D

0.64 1.20 1.13 1.14

S Nu

Nu0
D

sd,A

1.20 1.99 1.83 1.48

~Nusd!D

~Nusd!A

0.53 0.60 0.62 0.77

Lea: leading, Tra: trailing, sd: standard deviation
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Nurg 5 regional averaged Nusselt no.
Nup 5 pass averaged Nusselt no. for constant pumping

power
P0 5 pressure atX/H588 in first pass@Nm22#
Pi 5 rib pitch @m#
Pr 5 Prandtl of air,rCpn/ka
Re 5 Reynolds,UbDH /n
Ro 5 rotation no.,DH /Ub
U 5 streamwise mean velocity@ms21#

Ub 5 duct bulk mean velocity@ms21#
u 5 streamwise velocity fluctuation@ms21#

u8 5 rms value of streamwise velocity fluctuation,Au2

@ms21#
V 5 transverse mean velocity@ms21#
v 5 transverse velocity fluctuation@ms21#

v8 5 rms value of transverse velocity fluctuation,Av2

@ms21#
W 5 rib width @m#

W1 5 width of first-pass duct, 2A @m#
W2 5 width of second-pass duct, 2A @m#
Wd 5 divider thickness@m#
Wd* 5 dimensionless divider thickness,Wd /(W11W2)

X 5 streamwise coordinate, Fig. 1@m#
X* 5 normalized streamwise coordinate,X/DH

Y 5 transverse coordinate, Fig. 1@m#
Y* 5 normalized transverse coordinate,Y/B

Z 5 spanwise coordinate, Fig. 1@m#
Z* ,Z** 5 normalized spanwise coordinate,

~i! X,0, Z** 5Z/(2A1Wd/2) ~in the turn!
~ii ! X 0,Z,0,Z* 5(Z1Wd/2)/2A ~in the first pass!
~iii ! X 0,Z.0, Z* 5(Z2Wd/2)/2A ~in the second
pass!

aw 5 thermal diffusivity of wall @m2/s#
b 5 thermal expansion coefficient@1/K#
r 5 air density@kg/m3#
n 5 kinematic viscosity@m2/s#
V 5 rotating speed@rad s21#

Subscripts

A 5 attachment
b 5 bulk
D 5 detachment

max 5 maximum value
sd 5 standard deviation
w 5 wall
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Spatially Resolved Heat Transfer
and Friction Factors in a
Rectangular Channel With 45-Deg
Angled Crossed-Rib Turbulators
Spatially resolved Nusselt numbers, spatially averaged Nusselt numbers, and friction
factors are presented for a stationary channel with an aspect ratio of 4 and angled rib
turbulators inclined at 45 deg with perpendicular orientations on two opposite surfaces.
Results are given at different Reynolds numbers based on channel height from 10,000 to
83,700. The ratio of rib height to hydraulic diameter is .078, the rib pitch-to-height ratio
is 10, and the blockage provided by the ribs is 25% of the channel cross-sectional area.
Nusselt numbers are given both with and without three-dimensional conduction consid-
ered within the acrylic test surface. In both cases, spatially resolved local Nusselt num-
bers are highest on tops of the rib turbulators, with lower magnitudes on flat surfaces
between the ribs, where regions of flow separation and shear layer reattachment have
pronounced influences on local surface heat transfer behavior. The augmented local and
spatially averaged Nusselt number ratios (rib turbulator Nusselt numbers normalized by
values measured in a smooth channel) vary locally on the rib tops as Reynolds number
increases. Nusselt number ratios decrease on the flat regions away from the ribs, espe-
cially at locations just downstream of the ribs, as Reynolds number increases. When
adjusted to account for conduction along and within the test surface, Nusselt number
ratios show different quantitative variations (with location along the test surface), com-
pared to variations when no conduction is included. Changes include: (i) decreased local
Nusselt number ratios along the central part of each rib top surface as heat transfer from
the sides of each rib becomes larger, and (ii) Nusselt number ratio decreases near cor-
ners, where each rib joins the flat part of the test surface, especially on the downstream
side of each rib. With no conduction along and within the test surface (and variable heat
flux assumed into the air stream), globally-averaged Nusselt number ratios vary from 2.92
to 1.64 as Reynolds number increases from 10,000 to 83,700. Corresponding thermal
performance parameters also decrease as Reynolds number increases over this range,
with values in approximate agreement with data measured by other investigators in a
square channel also with 45 deg oriented ribs.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1565353#

Introduction

Many techniques are used for enhancing convective heat trans-
fer rates in gas turbine engine passages used for internal cooling
of turbine airfoils and combustion chamber liners. These include
rib turbulators, pin fins, jet impingement cooling, dimpled sur-
faces, surface roughness, surfaces with protrusions or other types
of turbulence promoters, and swirl chambers. All of these devices
act to increase secondary flows and turbulence levels to enhance
mixing, in some cases, to form coherent fluid motions in the form
of streamwise oriented vortices. Such vortices and secondary
flows not only act to increase secondary advection of heat away
from surfaces, but also to increase three-dimensional turbulence
production by increasing shear and creating gradients of velocity
over significant flow volumes. These then give larger magnitudes
of turbulence transport over larger portions of the flow fields. The
overall objective of each device is then significant enhancement of
turbulence transport and convective heat transfer coefficients with
minimal increases in pressure penalties. To determine the capabili-
ties of these devices in accomplishing these tasks, spatially-
resolved, spatially averaged, and globally averaged heat transfer

coefficient data are needed, along with friction factors. The
present paper presents such data for internal passages with ribs.

The earliest experimental studies of ribbed channels consider
single pass, stationary channels with no rotation. Of these studies,
Han et al.@1# address the effects of rib shape, angle of attack, and
pitch-to-height ratio. According to the investigators, ribs with 45
deg inclinations produce better heat transfer performance than ribs
with 90 deg orientations, when compared at the same friction
power. Han and Park@2# vary the channel aspect ratio, and con-
clude that the best heat transfer performance is obtained using a
square channel with a rib turbulator angle of attack from 30 to 45
deg. This range of angles of attack also yields the best heat trans-
fer performance for rectangular channels.

Han et al.@3# indicate that best heat transfer enhancements in
square channels are produced by V-shaped ribs with 45 deg and
60 deg arrangements, followed by 45 deg and 60 deg parallel ribs,
which are followed by 45 deg and 60 deg crossed ribs. Han et al.
@4# investigate wedge-shaped and delta-shaped turbulence promot-
ers in square channels, and compare their performance with exist-
ing data for different types of rib turbulators. Delta-shaped ribs
generally perform better than the wedge-shaped ribs, especially
when the delta-shaped ribs on opposite walls are aligned, and
arranged with a backward flow direction. The investigators also
indicate that broken configurations of delta-shaped ribs and
wedge-shaped ribs both give better performance than full-length
configurations. Taslim et al.@5# provide additional evidence that
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45 deg ribs produce higher thermal performance parameters than
90 deg ribs. The authors also indicate that, of the configurations
examined, the highest heat transfer enhancements and highest
friction factors are produced by low-blockage ratio V-shaped ribs.
In a later study, Taslim et al.@6# study twelve different geometries
of ribs that are placed on all four walls of channels with both
square and trapezoidal cross sections. Compared to channels with
ribs on two walls, heat transfer coefficients and thermal perfor-
mance parameters are enhanced.

More recent studies ofstationary channels with no rotation
consider single pass and multi-pass channels. Wang et al.@7#
present heat transfer results from square ducts with 45 deg ribs.
Thurman and Poinsatte@8# measure heat transfer and bulk air
temperature in a three-pass duct with orthogonal ribs and bleed
holes both located on one wall. According to the investigators,
changing the locations of the ribs relative to the holes produces
large changes to surface heat transfer coefficient distributions.
Cho et al.@9# employ continuous and discrete, parallel and cross
arrays of ribs in a single-pass square duct. Discrete ribs with gaps
in between are found to produce more uniform heat transfer coef-
ficient distributions than continuous ribs.

A number of other experimental and numerical studies also ad-
dress the effects of rib turbulators on heat transfer in internal
channels. Considered are single pass and multi-pass channels,
square and rectangular channels, channels with and without rota-
tion, and rotating channels with different orientations with respect
to the axis of rotation. A review of these techniques, as well as
other arrangements for internal passage cooling, is given by Lig-
rani et al.@10#.

The present experimental study is conducted using a large-scale
test section, without rotation, so that detailed, spatially resolved
surface Nusselt numbers, and friction factors can be measured. A
single-pass channel with aspect ratio of 4 is employed, which
models internal cooling passages employed near the mid-chord
and trailing edge regions of turbine airfoils used in gas turbine
engines for utility power generation. The ribs are placed so that
they are perpendicular to each other on the two widest, opposite
walls of the channel with 45 deg angles with respect to the stream-
wise flow direction. Reynolds numbers, based on channel height,
range from 10,000 to 83,700. Included are Nusselt number data
obtained with and without analysis of conduction variations along
and within the acrylic test surface. The one other study which uses
a stationary, non rotating test section, similar rib geometry, and
same channel aspect ratio@2#, does not present spatially resolved
surface heat transfer data. Two other studies with similar~but not
exactly matching! rib turbulator geometry and non-rotating test
sections, either use a square channel@5# or a channel with an
aspect ratio of 20@7#. Unlike the present investigation, none of
these studies account for detailed conduction variations along and
within the ribbed test surfaces employed.

The results given in the present paper are thus new and unique
because of these differences, and because new spatially-resolved
heat transfer and friction factor ratio data are presented and inter-
related to each other, something which is impossible for experi-
mental rotating ribbed channel studies@10#. Included in the
present study for different channel Reynolds numbers are:~i! spa-
tially resolved, spatially averaged, and globally averaged surface
Nusselt number data assuming constant surface heat flux next to
the air stream~with no conduction analyses applied to the ribbed
test surface!, ~ii ! spatially resolved, spatially averaged, and
globally-averaged surface Nusselt number data for variable sur-
face heat flux next to the air stream~determined from conduction
analyses applied to the ribbed test surface!, and~iii ! friction factor
data. Also discussed are the effects of thermal boundary layer
development on Nusselt number ratios. These results are valuable
because of the spatial resolution of the heat transfer data, and
because conduction along and within the ribbed test surface is
included in the analyses of the experimental results.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
The overall experimental apparatus~but not the test section! is

similar to the one described by Mahmood et al.@11#. A brief de-
scription of this apparatus is also presented here.

Channel and Test Surface for Heat Transfer Measurements.
A schematic of the facility used for heat transfer measurements is
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The air used within the facility is circulated in
a closed-loop. The air mass flow rate from the test section is
measured~upstream of the blower employed! using an ASME
standard orifice plate and Validyne M10 digital pressure manom-
eter. The blower then exits into a series of two plenums~0.9 m
square and 0.75 m square!. A Bonneville cross-flow heat ex-
changer is located between two of these plenums, and is cooled
with liquid nitrogen at flow rate appropriate to give the desired air
temperature at the exit of the heat exchanger. As the air exits the
heat exchanger, it enters the second plenum, from which the air
passes into a rectangular bell mouth inlet, followed by a honey-
comb, two screens, and a two-dimensional nozzle with a contrac-
tion ratio of 5.6. This nozzles leads to a rectangular cross section,
411 mm by 103 mm inlet duct which is 1219 mm in length. This
is equivalent to 7.4 hydraulic diameters~where hydraulic diameter
is 164.7 mm!. Two trips are employed on the top and bottom
surfaces of the inlet duct, just upstream of the test section, which
follows with the same cross section dimensions. It exits to another
duct, and then to a 0.60 m square plenum, which is followed by
two pipes, each containing an orifice plate, mentioned earlier.

Figure 2 gives the geometric details of the test surface, includ-
ing rib turbulator geometry. A total of 13 ribs or rib segments are
used on the top wall and on the bottom wall of the test section. As

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of „a… the experimental apparatus
used for heat transfer measurements, and „b… the experimental
apparatus used for flow visualizations and measurements of
flow structure
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mentioned, these are arranged with 45 deg angles with respect to
the streamwise flow direction, such that the ribs on opposite walls
of the channel are perpendicular to each other. Each rib has 12.8
mm height and square cross section. The ratio of rib height to
hydraulic diameter is .078, the rib pitch-to-height ratio is 10, and
the blockage provided by the ribs is 25% of the channel cross-
sectional area. The top wall of the test section also has two cut-out
regions~one at the upstream end and one at the downstream end!
where a zinc-selenide window can be installed to allow the infra-
red camera to view a portion of the test surface on the bottom
wall. When this window is not in use, inserts with ribs~which
exactly match the adjacent rib turbulators on the top wall! are
used in its place. Also identified in Fig. 2 is the test section coor-
dinate system employed for the study. Note that theY coordinate
is directed normal to the bottom wall.

All exterior surfaces of the facility~between the heat exchanger
and test section! are insulated with Styrofoam (k
50.024 W/mK), or 2 to 3 layers of 2.54 cm thick, Elastomer
Products black neoprene foam insulation (k50.038 W/mK) to
minimize heat losses. Calibrated copper-constantan thermo-
couples are located between the three layers of insulation located
all around the test section to determine conduction losses. Be-
tween the first layer and the 3.2-mm-thick acrylic test surfaces are
custom-made Electrofilm etched-foil heaters~each encapsulated
between two thin layers of Kapton! to provide a constant heat flux
boundary condition on the test surface. The acrylic surfaces,
which are adjacent to the airstream, contain 35 copper-constantan
thermocouples, which are placed within the ribs as well as within
flat portions of the test surfaces between the ribs. Each of these
thermocouples is located 0.051 cm just below the surface to pro-
vide measurements of local surface temperatures, after correction
for thermal contact resistance and temperature drop through the
0.051 cm thickness of acrylic. Acrylic is chosen because of its low
thermal conductivity (k50.16 W/mK at 20°C! to minimize
streamwise and spanwise conduction along the test surfaces, and
thus, minimize ‘‘smearing’’ of spatially varying temperature gra-
dients along the test surfaces. Energy balances, performed on the
heated test surfaces, then allow determination of local magnitudes
of the convective heat flux.

The mixed-mean stagnation temperature of the air entering the
test section is measured using five calibrated copper-constantan
thermocouples spread across its cross section. To determine this
temperature, thermocouple-measured temperatures are corrected
for thermocouple wire conduction losses, channel velocity varia-
tions, as well as for the differences between stagnation and recov-
ery temperature. All measurements are obtained when the test
facility is at steady state.

Local Nusselt Number Measurement. To determine the sur-
face heat flux~used to calculate heat transfer coefficients and local
Nusselt numbers!, the convective power levels provided by the
etched foil heaters are divided by flat test surface areas. Spatially
resolved temperature distributions along the bottom rib turbulator

test surface are determined using infrared imaging in conjunction
with thermocouples, energy balances, and in-situ calibration pro-
cedures@11,12#. To accomplish this, the infrared radiation emitted
by the heated interior surface of the channel is captured using a
VideoTherm 340 Infrared Imaging Camera, which operates at in-
frared wavelengths from 8mm to 14mm. Temperatures, measured
using the calibrated, copper-constantan thermocouples distributed
along the test surface adjacent to the flow, are used to perform the
in situ calibrations simultaneously as the radiation contours from
surface temperature variations are recorded.

This is accomplished as the camera views the test surface
through a custom-made, zinc-selenide window~which transmits
infrared wavelengths between 6 and 17mm! located on the top
wall of the test section. Eleven to thirteen thermocouple junction
locations are usually present in the infrared field viewed by the
camera. The exact spatial locations and pixel locations of these
thermocouple junctions and the coordinates of a 12.7 cm by 12.7
cm field of view are known from calibration maps obtained prior
to measurements.

Images from the infrared camera are recorded as 8-bit gray-
scale images on commercial videotape using a Panasonic AG-
1960 video recorder. Images are then digitized using NIH Image
v1.60 software, operated on a Power Macintosh 7500 PC com-
puter. Subsequent software is used to convert each of 256 possible
gray scale values to local Nusselt number values at each pixel
location using calibration data. Thermal conductivity in the Nus-
selt number is based on the average of the local wall temperature
and the temperature of the air at the upstream inlet. Sargent et al.
@12# and Mahmood et al.@11# provide additional details on the
infrared imaging and measurement procedures.

Friction Factors. Wall static pressures are measured along
the test section simultaneously as the heat transfer measurements
are conducted, using 12 side wall pressure taps, located 25.4 mm
apart near the downstream portion of the test section. These mea-
surements are made in the test section with rib turbulators, as well
as in a baseline test section with smooth surfaces on all four walls.
Friction factors are then determined from streamwise pressure
gradient magnitudes. In some cases, friction factors are measured
using the facility shown in Fig. 1~b!, which is ordinarily used for
flow visualizations and measurements of flow structure. Pressures
from the wall pressure taps are measured using Celesco LCVR
pressure transducers. Signals from these transducers are processed
using Celesco CD10D Carrier-Demodulators. Voltages from the
Carrier-Demodulators are acquired using a Hewlett-Packard
44422A data acquisition card installed in a Hewlett-Packard
3497A data acquisition control unit, which is controlled by a
Hewlett-Packard A4190A Series computer.

Uncertainty Estimates. Uncertainty estimates are based on
95% confidence levels, and determined using procedures de-
scribed by Kline and McClintock@13# and Moffat @14#. Uncer-
tainty of temperatures measured with thermocouples is 0.15°C.
Spatial and temperature resolutions achieved with the infrared im-
aging are about 0.52 mm and 0.8°C, respectively. This magnitude
of temperature resolution is due to uncertainty in determining the
exact locations of thermocouples with respect to pixel values used
for the in-situ calibrations. Local Nusselt number ratio uncertainty
is then about60.13 ~for a ratio of 2.00!, or about66.5%. Rey-
nolds number uncertainty is approximately61.7% for ReH of
10,000. The uncertainties of local wall static pressure~relative to
atmospheric pressure!, and channel friction factors are63.0 and
64.5%, respectively.

Conduction Analyses Within the Test Surface
Three-dimensional conduction along and within the test surface

is determined using version 6.0 of the ANSYS numerical code. To
accomplish this, a portion of the test surface, with one rib seg-
ment, is modeled using approximately 16,441 numeric node ele-
ments. In addition, a constant heat flux boundary condition~de-

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the rib turbulator test surfaces,
including coordinate system
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termined from values used in the experiments! is imposed on the
back side of the 3.2-mm-thick acrylic test surface. Local surface
temperatures, measured experimentally using infrared thermogra-
phy, are used for the thermal boundary condition on portions of
the test surface next to the air stream, including the top of the rib
segment and the flat parts of the test surface around the rib. Tem-
peratures are also imposed as the thermal boundary condition on
the vertical parts of the rib segment, which are determined by
interpolation of values measured at the edge of the rib top and at
the corner~between each rib side and flat parts of the test surface!.
Except for small, local variations, this approach is validated by
results presented by Metzger et al.@15#.

Ordinarily, without the conduction analysis applied, the same
heat flux produced by the etched-foil heater is assumed to leave
the test surface next to the air stream at the rib top and along the
flat parts of the test surface around the rib. This means that no heat
is assumed to leave the vertical side walls of the rib, and that all of
the thermal power into the test surface leaves entirely only from
the horizontal surfaces next to the air stream. The ANSYS version
6.0 conduction analysis is used to determine the nonuniform
variations of surface heat flux into the air stream, which are actu-
ally present, including along the vertical sides of the rib segment.
As mentioned, this is accomplished using experimentally mea-
sured values as thermal boundary conditions around the numerical
domain solved by the numerical code.

Experimental Results and Discussion

Baseline Nusselt Numbers. Baseline Nusselt numbers Nuo ,
used to normalize the ribbed channel values, are measured in a
smooth rectangular test section with smooth walls replacing the
two ribbed test surfaces. Except for the absence of the ribs, all
geometric characteristics of the channel are the same as when the
ribbed test surfaces are installed. These measurements are made in
the downstream portions of the test section where the channel
flow is hydraulically and thermally fully developed. All Nuo base-
line values are obtained using aToi /Tw temperature ratio of 0.93
to 0.95. In addition, baseline measurements are conducted with all
four surfaces wrapped with etched foil heaters to provide a heat
flux boundary condition around the entire test section. The varia-
tion of baseline Nusselt numbers with Reynolds number ReDh is
shown in Fig. 3. Here, values determined from an average of
measurements made on the top and bottom walls, are presented.
These values are in agreement with the Dittus-Boelter smooth
circular tube@16# for ReDh,180,000.

Spatially Resolved Distributions of Local Nusselt Numbers.
Figure 4 presents spatially resolved Nusselt number ratios, mea-
sured over about two periods of ribbed pattern, on the bottom test

surface. The results are shown for ReH548,000 andToi /Tw
50.94, and are obtained with constant surface heat flux and no
surface conduction analysis applied. In the figure, flow is directed
from bottom to top in the increasingX/Dh direction. The darker
diagonal regions show Nu/Nuo values measured on the tops of the
ribs. The data presented are time-averaged, determined from 25
instantaneous data sets acquired over a period of 25 s.

As indicated in Fig. 4, Nu/Nuo ratios are relatively very high
along the tops of the ribs. When compared along the rib tops,
values are then highest near the upstream and downstream edges.
As one moves from the rib in the streamwise or1X/Dh direction,
local Nu/Nuo values initially decrease, and then are low relative to
other locations on the test surface. This is due to a recirculating
flow region just downstream of the rib, where the flow direction
next to the surface is opposite to the bulk flow direction. Note that
a shear layer forms between this recirculating flow region and the
bulk flow located just above the rib. A region with relatively
higher values of Nu/Nuo then follows at slightly higherX/Dh
~where Nu/Nuo.2.0), which is due to reattachment of this shear
layer which is initially formed above the recirculating flow region.
With an additional increase in streamwise development, Nu/Nuo
values decrease slightly once again~and then sometimes increase
locally! as a second 45 deg rib is approached. These are due to a
smaller region of recirculating flow which forms just upstream of
each rib turbulator. This pattern of flow and surface Nusselt num-
ber variations then repeats itself as additional ribs are encountered
along the test surface. Other factors which affect the heat transfer
augmenations are the skewing and three-dimensional nature of the
boundary layer which develops due to the angled orientations of
the ribs. Increased levels of three-dimensional turbulence produc-
tion, turbulence transport, and the large-scale vortex pairs, which
form in the channel, also make contributions@10#.

The results presented in Fig. 4 for ReH548,000 are again given
in Fig. 5, but with variable surface heat flux and surface conduc-
tion analysis applied. Comparison of these two figures thus pro-
vides information on the effects of three-dimensional conduction
along and within the test surface. The results at this experimental
condition are chosen to illustrate these effects, because the Rey-
nolds number lies in the middle of the range of values investi-

Fig. 3 Baseline Nusselt numbers, measured with smooth
channel surfaces and constant heat flux boundary condition,
as dependent upon Reynolds number based on hydraulic
diameter

Fig. 4 Local Nusselt number ratio Nu ÕNuo distribution along
the rib turbulator test surface for Re HÄ48,000 and Toi ÕTw
Ä0.94, with constant surface heat flux and no surface conduc-
tion analysis applied
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gated, and because variations due to conduction are similar to
ones observed at other Reynolds numbers. Note that the results in
the latter figure cover smaller ranges ofX/Dh andZ/Dh values. A
comparison of the data in Figs. 4 and 5 shows that Nu/Nuo ratio
changes due to three-dimensional conduction are present on the
top of the rib segment and only on parts of the flat surface which
are very near the rib. Such limited effects of three-dimensional
conduction are due to the high-quality construction and perfor-
mance of the heated test surface, within which, conduction is one-
dimensional over most of its volume.

The Nu/Nuo data in Fig. 4 are obtained by assuming that all of
the heat flux into the rib segment leaves entirely from the top of
the rib ~with none leaving from the sides!. When three-
dimensional conduction is present and a portion of the heat trans-
fer leaves the vertical sides of the rib, the surface Nu/Nuo distri-
bution in Fig. 5 is produced. As before, the darker diagonal
regions with relatively high Nu/Nuo ratios are again present along
the tops of the ribs in this figure. Relative to constant heat flux
values in Fig. 4, Nusselt number ratios in Fig. 5 are then lower in
the middle part of the rib top, with higher Nu/Nuo values near the
upstream and downstream edges of the rib top. Nusselt number
ratios on the flat surfaces just adjacent the ribs are also lowered
~compared to constant heat flux values! along lines which are
parallel to the rib segment.

The effects of Reynolds number on spatially resolved Nusselt
number ratios~obtained with constant surface heat flux and no
surface conduction analysis applied! are illustrated by the data
presented in Figs. 6 and 7. The data presented in both figures at all
ReH are measured on the same part of the test surface. All of the
results are also time-averaged using 25 instantaneous data sets. In
the first of these figures, local Nu/Nuo data are given as they vary
with X/Dh for constantZ/Dh50. In the second of these figures,
Nu/Nuo data are given as they vary withZ/Dh for constant
X/Dh56.90. These data are obtained from survey results~such as
the ones shown in Fig. 4! at ReH ranging from 10,000 to 83,700,
and about constant temperature ratioToi/Tw of 0.93–0.95. In Fig.
6, local Nu/Nuo values atX/Dh56.53 toX/Dh56.67 correspond
to locations upstream of the central rib.X/Dh56.67 to X/Dh
56.75 are then located on the rib, andX/Dh56.75 to X/Dh

57.14 correspond to the flat surface downstream of the rib. In Fig.
7, Z/Dh520.20 toZ/Dh50.16 andZ/Dh50.27 toZ/Dh50.39
correspond to spanwise locations on the flat portions of the sur-
face between ribs, andZ/Dh50.16 toZ/Dh50.27 correspond to
locations on the central rib.

Figures 6 and 7 both show that the highest Nusselt number ratio
values are again present on the rib tops, especially near the edges,
at all Reynolds numbers. Nu/Nuo ratios also generally increase
somewhat on the rib tops as ReH increases. In contrast, Nusselt
number ratios decrease on the flat regions away from the ribs,
especially at locations just downstream of the ribs, as ReH in-
creases. Because of the normalization employed, this means that
the observed Nusselt number Nu increases with Reynolds number
are slower than baseline Nuo increases with ReH on flat regions,
and more rapid on the ribs themselves. Such changes just down-
stream of the ribs are partially due to increases in the size and
strength of the flow recirculation regions at these locations, and
the shear layer associated with it, as the Reynolds number in-
creases. Overall, this means that the effects of Reynolds number
on Nu/Nuo distributions are most prominent on the ribs, and on
regions just downstream and parallel to ribs. For example, Fig. 6
shows that Nu/Nuo values for ReH583,700 increase continually
downstream of the rib asX/Dh increases up to 7.0. This initial
increase due to shear layer re-attachment then becomes somewhat

Fig. 5 Local Nusselt number ratio Nu ÕNuo distribution along
the rib turbulator test surface for Re HÄ48,000 and Toi ÕTw
Ä0.94, for variable surface heat flux and surface conduction
analysis applied

Fig. 6 Constant heat flux local Nusselt number ratios Nu ÕNuo
along the rib turbulator test surface at ZÕDhÄ0.0 for different
Reynolds numbers Re H and Toi ÕTw of 0.93–0.95. No conduc-
tion analysis applied.

Fig. 7 Constant heat flux local Nusselt number ratios Nu ÕNuo
along the rib turbulator test surface at XÕDhÄ6.90 for different
Reynolds numbers Re H and Toi ÕTw of 0.93–0.95. No conduc-
tion analysis applied. Symbols are defined in Fig. 6.
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less as the Reynolds number decreases. Irrespective of the value
of Reynolds number employed, the results in Figs. 6 and 7 show
that Nu/Nuo values are generally higher than 1.0 on most of the
test surface, including the flat regions between the ribs.

The effects of three-dimensional conduction within and along
the test surface are further illustrated by the results presented in
Figs. 8 and 9. In both cases, local Nusselt number ratios Nu/Nuo
for constant surface heat flux~no surface conduction analysis! and
for variable surface heat flux~with surface conduction analysis!
are presented for a Reynolds number ReH of 48,000 andToi /Tw
of 0.94 In the first of these figures, local Nu/Nuo data are given as
they vary withX/Dh for constantZ/Dh50.11. In the second of
these figures, Nu/Nuo data are given as they vary withZ/Dh for
constant X/Dh56.90. Both figures show variable heat flux
Nu/Nuo ratios which are significantly lower than constant heat
flux values in the central part of the rib. As mentioned, this is
partially due to heat transfer from the sides of the ribs, which also
causes local Nu/Nuo increases, determined with a variable heat
flux thermal boundary condition, to be higher than values mea-
sured with constant heat flux, near the edges of the rib top. The
only other variations of importance in Figs. 8 and 9 are located on
the flat surfaces near the edges of the ribs, where variable flux
values are sometimes locally lower than constant flux values over
very small areas. The scatter of the variable flux data is due to the
coarseness of the grid used on the thin part of the test surface, and
the use of derivatives to compute surface heat flux magnitudes.

Spatially Averaged Nusselt Numbers. Spatially averaged
Nusselt number ratios Nu/Nuo , determined from local data~such
as that shown in Fig. 4!, are determined for the diagonal directions
shown in Fig. 10. These diagonal directions are oriented parallel
to and perpendicular to the direction of the ribs located along the
bottom test surface. As shown in Fig. 10,W/Dh is then the diag-
onal directed normal to the ribs, andL/Dh is the diagonal directed
parallel to the ribs. The origin of theL/Dh and W/Dh axes is
positioned atX/Dh56.53. (W/Dh)max then equals the spacing be-
tween adjacent ribs, or the rib pitch in the direction normal to the
ribs. The resulting data are shown in Figs. 11–13. The first two of
these figures are obtained with constant surface heat flux and no
surface conduction analysis is applied. The conduction analysis is
employed to obtain some of the results in the last of these figures,
which are thus representative of a variable surface heat flux ther-
mal boundary condition next to the air stream.

Figures 11 and 12 show data for ReH from 10,000 to 83,700 at
constantToi /Tw of 0.93–0.95. The N̄u/Nuo data in the first of
these figures are averaged in theW/Dh direction, and shown as
they vary with (L/Dh)/(L/Dh)max. The data are approximately
constant withL/Dh at each Reynolds number, ReH . This is im-
portant because it means that the flow at each Reynolds number
considered is thermally fully developed.

Fig. 8 Local Nusselt number ratios Nu ÕNuo along the rib tur-
bulator test surface at ZÕDhÄ0.11 for a Reynolds number Re H
Ä48,000 and Toi ÕTw of 0.94. Data are given for constant surface
heat flux „no surface conduction analysis … and for variable sur-
face heat flux „with surface conduction analysis ….

Fig. 9 Local Nusselt number ratios Nu ÕNuo along the rib tur-
bulator test surface at XÕDhÄ6.90 for a Reynolds number Re H
Ä48,000 and Toi ÕTw of 0.94. Data are given for constant surface
heat flux „no surface conduction analysis … and for variable sur-
face heat flux „with surface conduction analysis ….

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of a portion of the bottom rib tur-
bulator test surface showing the orientations and layout of sev-
eral rib turbulators, and the coordinates WÕDh and L ÕDh , which
are oriented perpendicular to and parallel to the rib turbulators,
respectively

Fig. 11 Nusselt number ratios N ¯uÕNuo , for fully developed
conditions measured at the downstream end of the test section
and averaged in the WÕDh direction, as dependent upon the
L ÕDh coordinate for different Reynolds numbers and Toi ÕTw
Ä0.93– 0.95. Symbols are defined in Fig. 12. Surface heat flux is
constant and no surface conduction analysis is applied.
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The N̄u/Nuo distributions at each ReH in Fig. 12 ~averaged in
the L/Dh direction and shown as they vary withW/Dh), then
show important variations withW/Dh /(W/Dh)max because this
coordinate is oriented perpendicular to the direction of the ribs. In
some cases, these include Nū/Nuo increases with ReH at the top of
the central rib. At largerW/Dh /(W/Dh)max.0.55, which corre-
spond to locations downstream of the central rib, Nū/Nuo values
then decrease substantially as ReH increases. This is mostly due to
increases in the strength and size of the flow recirculation region
downstream of the rib, which occurs as the Reynolds number ReH
becomes larger, as mentioned.

The results in Fig. 13 are presented to illustrate the influences
of three-dimensional conduction along the test surface on spatial-
ly averaged N̄u/Nuo values. These Nusselt number ratios are
given for fully developed conditions because they are measured
at the downstream end of the test section. Values are averaged
in the L/Dh direction, and shown as they vary with the
W/Dh /(W/Dh)max coordinate. The data are given for a Reynolds
number number ReH of 48,000 andToi /Tw of 0.94. The data are
shown with and without the test surface conduction analysis ap-
plied ~i.e., for variable and constant surface heat flux, respec-
tively!. Apparent in Fig. 13 are a number of important variations

due to surface conduction, which are present along most of the
extent of the rib. For example, variable flux Nū/Nuo values are
significantly lower than constant flux values along the rib top,
except near the edges, where variable flux values are slightly
higher. At W/Dh /(W/Dh)max.0.55, which corresponds to loca-
tions downstream of the central rib, variable flux Nū/Nuo values
are lower than constant flux values over a very small region just
next to the rib. The same situation is also present just upstream of
the rib atW/Dh /(W/Dh)max,0.45. This is important because it
means that corners, where the ribs join the flat surrounding sur-
face, are potential hot spots, especially when located just down-
stream of a rib near the largest flow recirculation zone.

Similar qualitative variations due to three-dimensional conduc-
tion are present for all of the data presented in Fig. 12~for ReH
from 10,000 to 83,700!, but are not shown. From a quantitative
perspective, overall differences~with and without three-
dimensional conduction considered! generally become larger as
ReH increases because of larger magnitudes of surface heat flux.

The N̄u/Nuo data presented in Figs. 14 and 15 are obtained for
ReH of about 53,500, and the same surface layout given in Fig. 10,
except these data are obtained at a location farther upstream where
the thermal boundary layers are still developing. In this case, the
origin of the L/Dh and W/Dh coordinates is located atX/Dh
50.15. In addition, surface heat flux is constant and no surface
conduction analysis is applied to obtain the results in the two

Fig. 12 Nusselt number ratios N ¯uÕNuo , for fully developed
conditions measured at the downstream end of the test section
and averaged in the L ÕDh direction, as dependent upon the
WÕDh coordinate for different Reynolds numbers and Toi ÕTw
Ä0.93– 0.95. Surface heat flux is constant and no surface con-
duction analysis is applied.

Fig. 13 Nusselt number ratios N ¯uÕNuo , for fully developed
conditions measured at the downstream end of the test sec-
tion and averaged in the L ÕDh direction, as dependent upon
the WÕDh coordinate for a Reynolds number Re HÄ48,000
and Toi ÕTw of 0.94. Data are shown with and without conduc-
tion analysis applied „variable and constant surface heat flux
respectively ….

Fig. 14 Nusselt number ratios N ¯uÕNuo , for thermally develop-
ing flow measured at the upstream end of the test section and
averaged in the WÕDh direction, as dependent upon the L ÕDh
coordinate for Re HÄ53,500 and Toi ÕTwÄ0.93– 0.95.

Fig. 15 Nusselt number ratios N ¯uÕNuo , for thermally develop-
ing flow measured at the upstream end of the test section and
averaged in the L ÕDh direction, as dependent upon the WÕDh
coordinate for Re HÄ53,500 and Toi ÕTwÄ0.93– 0.95. Surface
heat flux is constant and no surface conduction analysis is
applied.
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figures. In Fig. 14, the N̄u/Nuo data measured upstream show
significant variations withL/Dh , which confirms that the thermal
boundary layers at this measurement location are not fully
developed.

A similar conclusion is reached if the Nū/Nuo data, given in
Fig. 15 as dependent uponW/Dh /(W/Dh)max, are examined. For
regions upstream of the rib (W/Dh /(W/Dh)max,0.42), on the rib
(0.42,W/Dh /(W/Dh)max,0.52), and downstream of the rib
(W/Dh /(W/Dh)max.0.52), the N̄u/Nuo values measured at the
upstream channel locations are often higher than values measured
at the downstream channel locations, when compared at the same
W/Dh /(W/Dh)max. This is because of thinner, less-than-fully de-
veloped thermal boundary layers at the upstream location, which
also cause N̄u/Nuo to decrease continually with streamwise devel-
opment over each segment of the test surface.

Globally Averaged Nusselt Numbers and Friction Factors.
Figures 16, 18, and 19 present globally averaged Nusselt number
ratios for fully developed flow conditions, which are determined
by averaging all the local data in the rectangular area enclosed by
the lengths (L/Dh)max and (W/Dh)max shown in Fig. 10. Globally
averaged Nusselt number ratios are thus determined from results
like the ones in Figs. 11, 12, and 13. The data in Figs. 16–19 are
given for Reynolds numbers ReH from 10,000 to 83,700 and
Toi /Tw of 0.93–0.95. Results from Han et al.@3,4#, and Taslim
et al. @5# are included for comparison.

Recall that the present 45 deg square ribs are arranged so that
they are perpendicular on opposite channel walls. They are in-
stalled in a channel with aspect ratio of 4, ratio of rib height to
hydraulic diametere/Dh of .078, rib pitch-to-height ratiop/e of
10, and ratio of rib blockage area to channel cross-sectional area
2e/H of 0.25 or 25%. The Han et al.@3# data used for comparison
are obtained in a square channel withe/Dh5.0625,p/e510, and
2e/H5.125. These investigators consider nine different configu-
rations of ribs placed on two opposite walls, including 90 deg ribs,
45 and 60 deg parallel ribs, 45 and 60 deg crossed-ribs, 45 and 60
deg V-shaped ribs, and 45 and 60 degL-shaped ribs. The data
used for comparison from Han et al.@4# are for square channels
with 90 deg continuous ribs, 60 deg continuous ribs, and 60 deg
broken ribs. In all cases, the ribs are parallel on opposite channel
walls,e/Dh is .063,p/e is 10, and 2e/H is .126. The Taslim et al.

@5# data used for comparison are also obtained in a square channel
with p/e510. For these data,e/Dh5.083, and 2e/H is .166. In
addition, the 45 deg oriented ribs are arranged in the same direc-
tion on opposite channel walls, and placed at streamwise locations
so that they are staggered with respect to each other.

Figure 16 shows that globally averaged Nusselt number ratios
generally decrease as ReH increases for all of the configurations.
For the present rib-turbulator arrangement, globally averaged ra-
tios ~with no surface conduction analysis employed! vary from
2.92 to 2.06 as ReH increases from 10,000 to 83,700. With surface
conduction analysis, values range from 2.92 to 1.64 over the same
range of Reynolds numbers. The present crossed-rib data are
lower than the 45 and 60 deg parallel rib data from Han et al.
@3,4# and the 45 deg parallel rib data from Taslim et al.@5# at most
of the Reynolds numbers investigated. The present results, with
surface conduction analysis applied, are in approximate agreement
with the 45 deg crossed-rib data from Han et al.@3# for ReH

Fig. 16 Rib turbulator channel globally averaged Nusselt num-
ber ratios for fully developed flow, averaged over the surface
area corresponding to one period of rib turbulator surface ge-
ometry. Comparisons with results from other investigations
†3–5‡ are included.

Fig. 17 Rib turbulator channel friction factor ratios f Õf o for
fully developed flow conditions as dependent upon Reynolds
number for Toi ÕTwÄ0.93– 0.95. Symbols are defined in Fig. 16.
Comparisons with results from other investigations †3–5‡ are
included.

Fig. 18 Rib turbulator channel globally averaged Nusselt num-
bers for fully developed flow and Toi ÕTwÄ0.93– 0.95 as depen-
dent upon friction factor ratios, including comparisons with re-
sults from other investigations †3–5‡. Symbols are defined in
Fig. 16.
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.17,000. Differences between these two data sets are due to dif-
ferent channel aspect ratios~1 and 4!, different rib blockage per-
centages~12.5 and 25.0%!, and because the Han et al.@3# results
are based on measurements made at discrete locations, which can
give differences when compared to data based on spatially-
resolved measurements, such as the ones from the present study.

At most of the Reynolds numbers considered, the present data
in Fig. 16, obtained with no conduction analysis applied, are gen-
erally higher than the data from the present study, which are ob-
tained with conduction analysis. Differences between these two
data sets become larger as the Reynolds number increases because
of increasing amounts of heat flux into the test surface from the
heater. Higher heat fluxes lead to larger heat flux variations along
the test surface, especially on and in the near-vicinity of individual
ribs. In both cases, the data points in Fig. 16 represent values
which are globally averaged along the tops of the ribs and along
the flat surfaces between the ribs~which means that the vertical
rib sides are not included in the determination of globally aver-
aged values!. With no conduction analysis applied, the heat flux
leaving the rib tops and the flat surfaces between the ribs is as-
sumed to be constant, which means that all of the heat flux into
the acrylic test surface leaves only at these locations~with none
leaving from the vertical sides of the ribs!. The conduction analy-
sis is applied to the test surface to determine the nonuniform
variations of surface heat flux which are present, including varia-
tions along the sides and tops of the ribs. Thus, the data obtained
with the conduction analysis provide physically realisticlocal
Nusselt number valuesfor the tops of the ribs and the flat surfaces
between the ribs. However, theglobally averaged Nusselt number
data, obtained withno conduction analysis applied, provide a
more correct measure of the heat transfer augmentation capabili-
ties of the rib turbulator test surface, because they more correctly
account for the transfer of all of the thermal power which enters
into the test surface.

Measured friction factor ratios in the rib-turbulator channel for
ReH of 10,000 to 83,700 atToi /Tw of 0.93–0.95 are shown as
they depend upon ReH in Fig. 17. Thesef / f o data are also com-
pared with results from Han et al.@3,4#, and Taslim et al.@5#. The
present data cover approximately the same range of values as the
45 deg crossed-rib data from Han et al.@3#. The presentf / f o data
are then lower than the continuous, parallel rib data from Han
et al. @3,4# and Taslim et al.@5# for all Reynolds numbers consid-
ered. Here, 2e/H also appears to have an important influence on
f / f o values, provided that continuous, parallel rib data are com-
pared at about the same rib angle.

Globally averaged Nusselt number ratios and friction factor ra-
tios from Figs. 16 and 17 are plotted together in Fig. 18 for ReH

from 10,000 to 83,700 andToi /Tw of 0.93–0.95. Here, globally
averaged Nusselt number ratios generally decrease asf / f o in-
creases in almost all cases as channel and rib geometry are held
constant. Overall, the best performance in the coordinates of Fig.
18 ~as characterized by the highest Nusselt number ratios at the
lowest f / f o values! is produced by the 45 deg oriented, continu-
ous, parallel ribs from Taslim et al.@5#, followed by the 60 deg
continuous, parallel ribs from Han et al.@4#, the 45 deg continu-
ous, parallel ribs from Han et al.@3#, and then by the present 45
deg crossed-rib turbulators. The present crossed-rib data then
cover a portion of the range of values associated with the 45 deg
continuous, crossed-rib data from Han et al.@3#.

Thermal Performance Parameters. These comparisons are
further illustrated by the plot of thermal performance parameters
as dependent upon ReH in Fig. 19. This performance parameter is
employed because it gives the ratio of heat transfer augmentation
to friction augmentation, where each is given for the same ratio of
mass flux in an internal passage with augmentation devices to
mass flux in the internal channel with smooth surfaces@17#.

Performance parameter magnitudes for the present study are
determined from the data in Figs. 16–18, and decrease from 1.81
to 1.35 as ReH increases from 10,000 to 83,700 in Fig. 19. With
the conduction analysis employed, the present thermal perfor-
mance values range from 1.81 to 1.07 over the same range of
Reynolds numbers. Here, the best overall thermal performance is
provided by the Taslim 45 deg continuous, parallel ribs at ReH
,12,000, and by the 45 deg continuous, parallel ribs from Han
et al. @3# at higher ReH . Our 45 deg crossed-rib performance pa-
rameters~obtained with no conduction analysis! are then in ap-
proximate agreement with the 45 deg continuous, parallel rib data
from Han et al.@3# for most of the ReH values considered. Perfor-
mance parameter magnitudes from the present study~obtained
with conduction analysis applied! are then lower than the parallel
rib data sets, but in approximate agreement with the 45 deg
crossed-rib data from Han et al.@3# when compared at the same
Reynolds number.

Summary and Conclusions
Spatially resolved Nusselt numbers, spatially-averaged Nusselt

numbers, and friction factors are presented for a stationary chan-
nel with an aspect ratio of 4 and angled rib turbulators inclined at
45 deg with perpendicular orientations on two opposite surfaces.
Results are given at different Reynolds numbers based on channel
height from 10,000 to 83,700, and ratios of air inlet stagnation
temperature to surface temperature ranging from 0.93 to 0.95. The
ratio of rib height to hydraulic diameter is .078, the rib pitch-to-
height ratio is 10, and the blockage provided by the ribs is 25% of
the channel cross-sectional area.

Nusselt numbers are given both with and without three-
dimensional conduction considered along and within the acrylic
test surface employed in the study. Without the conduction analy-
sis, the heat flux from the horizontal parts of the test surface are
assumed to be constant. However, regardless of whether or not the
conduction analysis is applied, spatially-resolved, local Nusselt
numbers, normalized by values measured in a smooth channel, are
highest on tops of the rib turbulators. The resulting local and
spatially averaged Nusselt number ratios vary locally on the rib
tops as Reynolds number changes. Nusselt number ratios then
decrease on the flat regions away from the ribs, especially at lo-
cations just downstream of the ribs, as Reynolds number in-
creases. Such changes are partially due to increases in the size and
strength of the flow recirculation region located downstream of
the ribs, and the shear layer associated with it, as the Reynolds
number increases. Other flow phenomena which affect Nusselt
number augmentations are intense, highly unsteady secondary
flows and vortex pairs, which act to increase secondary advection
and turbulent transport over the entire channel cross section@10#.
Because of such phenomena, local and spatially averaged Nusselt
number ratios are generally much higher than 1.0 over most of the

Fig. 19 Rib turbulator channel globally averaged performance
parameters for fully developed flow and Toi ÕTwÄ0.93– 0.95 as
dependent upon Reynolds number, including comparisons
with results from other investigations †3–5‡. Symbols defined
in Fig. 16.
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ribbed test surface, including the flat regions between the ribs,
irrespective of the value of Reynolds number employed.

When data are adjusted to account for three-dimensional con-
duction ~and variable surface heat flux! along and within the test
surface, Nusselt number ratios show different quantitative varia-
tions ~with location along the test surface!, compared to variations
when no conduction is included. Changes include:~i! local and
spatially-averaged Nusselt number ratios, obtained with variable
surface heat flux, which are significantly lower than constant flux
values along the rib top, except near the edges of rib tops, where
variable flux values are slightly higher, and~ii ! variable flux Nus-
selt number ratio decreases~relative to constant flux values! on
the flat regions between the ribs, near corners where the ribs join
the flat surrounding surface. This last characteristic is important
because it means such corners are potential hot spots, especially
when located just downstream of a rib near the largest flow re-
circulation zone.

Globally averaged Nusselt number ratios~obtained with con-
duction analysis applied to the data! vary from 2.92 to 1.64 as
Reynolds number increases from 10,000 to 83,700. Thermal per-
formance parameters also decrease somewhat as Reynolds num-
ber increases from 10,000 to 83,700, with values in approximate
agreement with the 45 deg continuous rib data from other sources.
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Nomenclature

a 5 streamwise extent of test surface
b 5 spanwise extent of test surface

b/H 5 channel aspect ratio
Dh 5 channel hydraulic diameter

e 5 rib turbulator width and height
e8 5 rib turbulator width in streamwise direction

f 5 friction factor
f o 5 baseline friction factor in smooth channel with no rib

turbulators
H 5 channel height
h 5 heat transfer coefficient based on flat projected area,

q̇9/(Tw2Tm)
k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 coordinate in direction parallel to ribs

Nu 5 local Nusselt no.,hDh /k
Nuo 5 baseline Nusselt no. in a smooth channel with no rib

turbulators
p 5 streamwise pitch spacing of rib turbulators

Pr 5 Prandtl no.
q̇9 5 surface heat flux

ReH 5 Reynolds no. based on channel height
ReDh 5 Reynolds no. based on hydraulic diameter

T 5 local static temperature

Ū 5 streamwise bulk velocity averaged over channel cross
section

W 5 coordinate in direction normal to ribs
X 5 streamwise coordinate measured from test section

inlet
Y 5 normal coordinate measured from test surface be-

tween ribs
Z 5 spanwise coordinate measured from test surface cen-

terline

Subscripts

a 5 ambient value
i 5 test section inlet value

m 5 time-averaged, local mixed mean value
o 5 total or stagnation value
w 5 local wall value

max 5 maximum value

Superscripts

2 5 spanwise or streamwise-averaged value
5 5 globally averaged value
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Comparisons of High-Reynolds-
Number EVM and DSM Models in
the Prediction of Heat and Fluid
Flow of Turbine Blade Cooling
Passages
This paper presents computations of flow and heat transfer through passages relevant to
those used to internally cool gas-turbine blades, using high-Reynolds-number models of
turbulence. Three types of internal flows are first examined, which between them contain
all the main elements found in blade cooling passages; developing flow through a heated
straight duct rotating orthogonally, repeating flow and heat transfer through a straight
ribbed duct and flow and heat transfer through a round-ended U-bend of strong curvature
square and of cross-section. Next, flows influenced by a combination of these elements are
computed. The main objective is to establish how reliably, industry-standard high-
Reynolds-number models can predict flow and wall-heat transfer in blade-cooling pas-
sages. Two high-Reynolds-number models have been used, the standard version of the
high-Re k-« (EVM) model and the basic high-Re model of stress transport (DSM). In all
the cases the second-moment closure (DSM) consistently produced flow and thermal
predictions that are closer to available measurements than those of the EVM model. Even
the high-Re DSM predictions, however, are not in complete agreement with the experi-
mental data. Comparisons with predictions of earlier studies that use low-Re models of
turbulence show that at least some of the remaining differences between the current
predictions and experimental data are due to the use of the wall-function approach.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1580158#

Keywords: Eddy Viscosity Model, Differential Stress Model, Wall Function, Turbine
Blade, Internal Cooling

1 Introduction
The internal cooling of gas-turbine blades is crucial in the drive

for improvements in the efficiency and performance of gas-turbine
engines. The development of more effective cooling systems will
be greatly assisted by the availability of numerical flow solvers
that can reliably predict convective heat transfer in the complex
flow conditions encountered in blade-cooling passages. The flow
complexity is caused by the presence of orthogonal rotation, sur-
face rib-roughness and strong curvature. Reliable heat transfer
predictions can only be produced if the effects of turbulence are
correctly accounted for. Flow solvers used for the computation of
such flows need to be able to resolve complex three-dimensional
features of the mean motion with numerical accuracy and also to
employ mathematical models of turbulence that reproduce the ef-
fects of separation, streamline curvature and rotation on the tur-
bulence field.

The computation of flow and heat transfer through passages
that are relevant to blade cooling applications has thus been the
subject of numerous investigations. As far as the effects of or-
thogonal rotation are concerned, Prakash and Zerkle@1# have
shown that computations based on the high-Reynolds-number k-«
model of turbulence qualitatively reproduce the enhancement of
heat transfer along the trailing~pressure! side of a rotating duct
~see Fig. 1! and the corresponding suppression of heat transfer
along the leading~suction! side. When rotational buoyancy effects
are important, the suppression of wall heat transfer along the suc-

tion side is under-estimated. In flows through U-bends of strong
curvature, Besserman and Tanricut@2# and Xia and Taylor@3#
carried out k-« ~effective viscosity! computations which suggested
that the wall-functions are not appropriate. More recently, Rigby
et al.@4# looked at flows through square-ended U-bends and show
that the Wilcox@5# k-v model of turbulence, that does not employ
the wall-function strategy, produces reasonable Nusselt number
predictions. When it comes to the effects of rib-roughness, most
of the computational studies found in the open literature are still
for two-dimensional flows. Three-dimensional studies include the
work of Taylor et al.@6#, who used finite element solver with a
low-Re one-equation model to predict flow and heat transfer
through ribbed rotating pipes. They compared their predicted dis-
tributions of wall temperature with experimentally determined
variations and found that provided wall conduction effects are also
included, good agreement can be achieved. Prakash and Zerkle’s
@7# high-Re k-« computations of flow and heat transfer through
ribbed ducts showed that this model is capable of reproducing the
mean Nusselt number levels of experimental correlations. Another
study that produced high-Re-model flow computations through
ribbed passages is that of Bonhoff et al.@8#, in which the com-
mercial code FLUENT was used to predict the flow development
through passages with ribs normal and also inclined to the flow
direction. They showed that the effects of rib angle on the average
Nusselt number and friction factor~obtained from experimental
correlations! are well predicted by the high-Re second-moment
closure and less well by the high-Re k-«. Saidi and Sunden@9#
have recently applied low-Re k-« and explicit algebraic stress clo-
sures~EASM! to the computation of heat transfer through ribbed
passages. Only minor differences were found between the local
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Nusselt number predictions of the two different types of closures.
Overall Nusselt number levels were well predicted, but the pre-
dicted increase in Nusselt number behind each rib was too high in
comparison with the experimental data.

As the recent work of the UMIST group has shown~Iacovides
and Raisee@10#!, use of either low-Reynolds-number or zonal
models, especially at second-moment level, can lead to satisfac-
tory predictions in many flows relevant to blade-cooling applica-
tions. The use of low-Reynolds-number models is, however, pro-
hibitively expensive in the industrial environment, where the flow
is fully three-dimensional, the geometries are more complex, and
the flow may also be time dependent. Hence, low-Re-model com-
putations are out of question for some time to come, no matter
what the advantages of low-Re models are. In this study therefore,
the effectiveness of high-Reynolds-number models, with the con-
ventional wall-function approach, in the computation of blade-
cooling-related flows is further assessed. Three fundamental cases
are first computed, all of them three-dimensional, which among
them contain the three main elements that influence the flow de-
velopment in blade cooling passages; orthogonal rotation, surface
rib-roughness and strong curvature. The first case is that of devel-
oping and buoyancy-affected flow in a straight rotating duct with
heated walls. The second case is that of repeating flow in a
straight duct with square ribs on two opposite walls. The final case
is that of flow through a U-bend of square cross section, whose
curvature is strong enough to cause flow separation. Then two
more cases are investigated to assess the combined effects of
those three elements.

As earlier UMIST investigations have shown, Iacovides et al.
@11#, Bo et al.@12# and Iacovides and Raisee@10#, the anisotropy
of turbulence is also another important factor that needs to be
taken into account in the computation of flows through blade-
cooling passages. Computations are therefore carried out with two
high-Reynolds-number models, the high-Reynolds-number k-«
effective-viscosity model~EVM! and also the basic form of the
high-Reynolds-number differential stress model~DSM!. The in-
troduction of the DSM provides an opportunity to further assess
the importance of the effects of turbulence anisotropy in blade-
cooling flows.

2 Flow Equations
The flow equations are expressed here in the Cartesian tensor

notation for a rotating coordinate system.

2.1 Mean Motion.

Continuity equation
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Momentum transport equation
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Enthalpy transport equation
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Ideal gas law
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2.2 Turbulent Flow Equations.

Effective Viscosity Model (EVM)@13#. The turbulent stresses
are obtained through the effective viscosity approximation.
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The turbulent viscosity depends on the turbulent kinetic energy
and its dissipation rate which are in turn obtained through the
solution of separate transport equations.

Similarly, the effective diffusivity approximation for turbulent
heat fluxes
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Transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy
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wherePk is the generation rate of turbulence obtained from
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Transport equation for the dissipation rate of turbulence
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Differential Stress Model (DSM)@14#. Here the turbulent
stresses are obtained through the solution of six separate transport
equations
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Fig. 1 Orthogonally rotating duct
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It is worth noting from the above equations that in a rotating
frame of reference, rotation would exert a direct influence on the
turbulence field, through the appearance of Coriolis-like contribu-
tions in the production rate term of the turbulent stresses,Pi j , and
also in the redistribution termf i j 2 . Also note that, in order to
decrease the size of the equations, the effective viscosity approxi-
mation is employed for the diffusion term, Eq.~12!, in the present
research. This is in common with the practice followed by Lin
@15# and Lien@16#.

The turbulent heat fluxes are now modeled through the gener-
alized gradient diffusion hypothesis~GGDH!
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The empirical constants that appear in the equations have the
following values, according to the proposals of Jones and Launder
@13# for the EVM and Gibson and Launder@17# for the DSM.
While the values were originally determined for ordinary attached
boundary layers, they have been reported to behave favorably also
in separated boundary layers and/or boundary layers under rotat-
ing effects@10,12#.

Cm C«1 C«2 C1 C2 C1
w C2

w sk s« Prt

0.09 1.44 1.92 1.8 0.6 0.5 0.3 1 1.3 0.9

Standard Wall Function (SWF).For both the foregoing mod-
els, which are based on the assumption that the flow is fully tur-
bulent, the near-wall grid nodes are located far enough from the
wall for the flow to be fully turbulent and the wall function strat-
egy is used to represent the effects of near-wall turbulence.

The wall shear stress is obtained from the assumption that the
near-wall velocity distribution follows the log-law:
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0.25rkP
0.5UP

ln~Ecm
0.25yP* !

(17)

The dissipation rate at the near-wall node is prescribed through
the local equilibrium assumption

«P5
kP

1.5

clyP
(18)

For the k equation at the near-wall cells, as shown in the forth-
coming, the average production rate over each cell is obtained
through analytical integration of Eq.~8!. The mean velocity dis-
tribution is assumed to be logarithmic, turbulent shear stress out-
side the viscous sublayer (yv* .20) is assumed to be constant
~equal to the wall shear stress!

P̄k5
1

yN
E
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yN tw
2

kcm
0.25rkP

0.5y
dy (19)

The average dissipation rate over the near-wall cell is also ob-
tained through analytical integration, by assuming that outside the
viscous layer, as before, the variation of« is obtained from the
local equilibrium assumption and that within the viscous sub-layer
« is constant and equal to 2nkP /yv

2

«̄5
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yN
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For temperature at a near-wall cell is obtained from
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0.25S Pr
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(21)

When the wall function is implemented in the DSM, two ap-
proaches have been tried, though most of the work presented here
used the simpler one, DSM-WF1.

DSM-WF1. In this first approach, the k-equation in the EVM
is solved rather than the equations for Reynolds stresses. In the
near-wall local equilibrium shear flow, the transport of the Rey-
nolds Stresses is assumed to be negligible. The stresses can then
be related to the turbulence energy through

uiuj5ci j k (22)

If the standard values for coefficientsc1 , c2 , c1
w , c2

w are adopted,
after some manipulations,ci j are derived as follows:

ū8251.098kP , v̄8250.247kP , w̄8250.655kP ,
(23)

uv8520.255kP

~All the primed symbols mean values in the wall-oriented coordi-
nate system.!

These near-wall values of the Reynolds stress components,
specified in accordance with wall-oriented coordinates, are then
transformed into the global Cartesian coordinates

ū25t1
2ū8212t1n1uv81n1

2v̄821m1
2w̄82

v̄25t2
2ū8212t2n2uv81n2

2v̄821m2
2w̄82

w̄25t3
2ū8212t3n3uv81n3

2v̄821m3
2w̄82

(24)

uv5t1t2ū821~ t2n11t1n2!uv81n1n2v̄821m1m2w̄82

uw5t1t3ū821~ t3n11t1n3!uv81n1n3v̄821m1m3w̄82

vw5t2t3ū821~ t3n21t2n3!uv81n2n3v̄821m2m3w̄82

where t i , mi , ni are coordinate transformation matrix compo-
nents.

DSM-WF2. The coefficients in Eq.~23! in the DSM-WF1 are
only valid for equilibrium conditions in the wall boundary layer
and are not appropriate for general purposes. A more straightfor-
ward and physically more consistent approach involves solving
simplified transport equations for the wall-oriented normal stress
components directly

Ci j8 2di j8 5Pi j8 1f i j8 2r« i j8 (25)

~All the primed terms in the equation mean the values in the
wall-oriented coordinate system.!

Here, all the RHS source terms are evaluated using the cell
center value except forPi j8 , « i j8 . Averaging procedures for these
are analogous to the EVM

P̄118 5
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P118 dy5
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P̄228 50 (27)
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P̄338 50 (28)
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2
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1
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lnS yn
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D G (29)

The nonzero wall-oriented shear stress is set equal to the wall
shear stress.

3 Numerical Aspects
A three-dimensional unstructured finite volume solver~Okita

et al. @18#! was employed which solves for the Cartesian velocity
components. It uses the pressure-correction, finite volume proce-
dure ~SIMPLE! and employs a collocated grid arrangement with
mass flux modification@19#. In the case of the DSM, the apparent
viscosity concept is used~see Appendix A for details!. For the
discretization of convective transport, a MUSCL scheme adapted
for the unstructured grid is employed~see Appendix B!.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Developing Buoyancy-Modified Flow in an Orthogo-
nally Rotating Duct. The experimental study of Wagner et al.
@20# ~Fig. 1! was used for comparisons. Only the side-averaged
heat transfer coefficients are available from this experiment. The
Reynolds, rotation, and Rayleigh numbers are 25,000, 0.24 and
1.63108, respectively. At the entry to the solution domain, fully
developed stationary duct flow conditions were imposed, with a
uniform temperature, a practice that Bo et al.@12# argue is the
closest possible approximation of the experimental entry condi-
tions. Constant wall temperature boundary conditions were em-
ployed. Only one-half of the duct was solved because of symme-
try. The number of control-volume cells is 27314351. A finer
553283102 mesh was also tested for grid sensitivity compari-
sons. The streamwise development of Nusselt number obtained
with the two grids are practically identical~Fig. 2!. In this and the
subsequent plots, the predicted and measured Nusselt numbers at
each plane are normalized with the corresponding average Nusselt
number Nu0 for a stationary duct at the same length of thermal
development. The converged solutions had near-wall meshy*
values in the range 27,y* ,55 for EVM and 18,y* ,64 for
DSM.

Figure 3 shows the mean flow development along the rotating
duct. As expected, the Coriolis force generates a cross-duct sec-
ondary motion that along the side walls transports fluid from the
trailing ~pressure! to the leading~suction! side and then returns it
to the trailing side through the duct center. The faster fluid is
consequently convected to the trailing side, leaving the slower

fluid along the leading side. This in turn will increase the Nusselt
number along the trailing and side walls and will cause a reduc-
tion along the leading side. Since at the duct entry the axial ve-
locity has a symmetric distribution, as shown in the predictions of
both models, initially the secondary motion is strong and as the
flow field approaches its fully developed state it becomes weaker.
Because the flow direction is away from the center of rotation
~outward motion!, the centrifugal force is expected to slow down
the hotter and lighter near-wall fluid and accelerate the cooler
fluid at the duct core. In the DSM computations, in which the
direct effects of rotation on turbulence are also taken into account,
rotational buoyancy causes flow reversal along the leading side,
which gradually grows in the streamwise direction. The EVM
computations do not show this feature. As a result, the DSM com-
putations return a faster flow along the trailing side than the EVM
model and a weaker secondary motion along the leading side.

Figure 4 shows the streamwise development of the side-
averaged Nusselt number along the three different walls of the
duct. While there are only small differences between the EVM
and the DSM along the trailing and the side faces, where the DSM
shows slightly better results, the DSM predictions show clear im-
provements along the leading face. In the experiment, the Nusselt
number first falls, reaching a minimum level at about 8.5 diam-
eters, and then gradually begins to rise, which is believed to be
due to the buoyant effect@12#. Even though the DSM still fails to
reproduce the correct level of this minimum it captures this be-
havior better than the EVM. The lower Nu levels returned by the
DSM model along the leading side are consistent with the fact that
the DSM predicts that the flow separates along this side of the
rotating duct, while in the EVM computation it remains attached.
These predictive differences must be attributed to more physically
consistent representation of the effects of the more complex strain

Fig. 2 Comparison of Nusselt number development along the
leading face for the two grids

Fig. 3 Predicted mean flow development at Re Ä25,000, Ro
Ä0.24, and RaÄ1.6* 108

„upper: ZÕDÄ4 middle: ZÕDÄ8 lower:
ZÕDÄ12…
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field in general and of rotation in particular on turbulence. As can
be also seen in the figure, further improvements in the thermal
predictions can be achieved by introducing a low-Re second-
moment closure@12# along the trailing side. However, there is no
clear advantage along the leading side.

4.2 Flow in a Three-Dimensional Rib-Roughened Passage.
A straight duct with in-line ribs on opposite walls~Fig. 5! was
examined ~Baughn and Yan@21#!. The Reynolds number, rib
height to diameter ratio and the rib pitch to height ratio are
50,000, 0.0625, and 10, respectively. In the computation, constant
wall heat flux thermal boundary condition was employed. After
six or seven ribs, the flow and thermal fields are generally fully
developed. So, using repeating flow boundary conditions, only

one pitch of the rib-roughened passage was calculated. The re-
peating flow boundary conditions are imposed by first applying a
bulk velocity correction at the exit plane, so as to maintain the
specified flow rate, and then setting the entry conditions the same
as those at the exit plane. For the temperature field, the tempera-
ture distribution at the entry plane is set equal to that at the exit
plane, but with a bulk adjustment which maintains a constant
temperature at a reference point, within the entry plane. The num-
ber of control-volume cells is 33333329. A finer 66365357
mesh was also tested for grid sensitivity comparisons. The stream-
wise profile of Nusselt number obtained with the two grids are
practically identical~Fig. 6!. The converged solutions had near-
wall mesh y* values in the range 18,y* ,108 for EVM and
18,y* ,116 for DSM.

Figure 7 shows the streamwise profiles of the local Nusselt
number along the duct center-lines on the smooth side~marked
with S! and on the rough side~R!. On the rough side, the level of
the Nusselt number is better reproduced by the DSM, which is
still as much as 15% lower than the measured level. The stronger
secondary motion, driven by the anisotropy of turbulence, re-
turned by the DSM, discussed below, must be partly responsible
for the higher heat transfer level. Figure 7 also shows that the
EVM returns a faster recovery downstream of the rib, which is at
variance with the experimental data, whereas the DSM shows
better agreements. The slower recovery of the DSM-predicted
Nusselt number after the rib indicates that the DSM predicts a
longer separation after the rib than the EVM. A comparison be-
tween the distributions of the Nusselt number along the
symmetry-plane, predicted in this study and those of Iacovides
and Raisee@10#, which employed low-Re models, shows that in

Fig. 4 Comparisons of the side-averaged Nusselt number de-
velopment at Re Ä25,000, RoÄ0.24, and RaÄ1.6* 108

„„a… lead-
ing face, „b… trailing face, „c… side face …

Fig. 5 Rib-roughened passage

Fig. 6 Comparison of Nusselt number profile on the ribbed
wall for the two grids
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common with what is found in the high-Re-model predictions, the
low-Re DSM also returns a more gradual rise in Nusselt number
than the low-Re EVM, after each rib. Both the low-Re DSM and
the low-Re EVM were able to return the high Nusselt number
levels measured over the upstream half of the rib interval. Not
surprisingly perhaps, the wall-function approach is less reliable in
regions of flow separation.

Another predictive deficiency of the EVM, revealed in this fig-
ure, is that the streamwise-averaged Nusselt number on the
smooth and rough sides are almost the same, which is contrary to
the experimental data. Figure 8, in which the cross-duct vector
plots and velocity contours at a plane half-way between the ribs
are shown, might explain the reason. In the case of the DSM, the
strong turbulence-driven secondary motions, shift the fluid from
the smooth walls to the duct core and then directs it towards the
top and bottom ribbed walls of the duct. As a result of this process
the boundary layer on the smooth wall becomes much thicker. The
EVM completely misses these important turbulence-driven flow
features, which results in the aforementioned incorrect heat trans-
fer distributions.

Comparison between the predicted contours of the local Nusselt
number along the ribbed and smooth walls and those measured,
shown in Figs. 9–11, also show that the DSM reproduced the
experimental distribution more faithfully. The EVM model returns
a faster recovery downstream of the rib and returns generally
lower Nu levels over the entire ribbed wall, which is not in accord
with the experimental data. Along the smooth wall the EVM pro-
duces very high Nu levels over the central region, while the lower
values returned by the DSM are in closer agreement with the
experimental data. Both EVM and DSM fail to return the dip
found in the corner region, upstream of the rib. It also should be
noted that both calculations cannot capture the heat transfer en-
hancement in the region close to the rib on the smooth wall.

4.3 Flow Through Sharp U-Bends. The flow and heat
transfer through the round-ended sharp U-bend of square cross
section~Fig. 12! was the third of the ‘‘basic cases’’ examined. For
experimental data, Iacovides et al.@22# and Li @23# presented very
detailed data not only for heat transfer but also for velocity and
some of the turbulent quantities. The Reynolds number and the
bend-curvature-to-duct-diameter ratio are 95,000 and 0.65, re-
spectively. Again, only one-half of the duct needs to be considered
for the solution domain assuming the symmetry. Hydrodynami-
cally and thermally fully developed flow is set at the inlet of the
domain which is located three duct diameters upstream of the
bend. A uniform heat flux is applied at the duct inner and outer
walls, while the side-wall is thermally insulated. The number of

Fig. 7 Local Nusselt number comparisons along the center
line of the ribbed and smooth walls, at Re Ä50,000

Fig. 8 Predicted flow field across the duct, half-way between
the in-line ribs, at Re Ä50,000 „top: EVM, bottom: DSM …

Fig. 9 Measured contours of Nusselt number at Re Ä50,000,
Baughn and Yan †21‡ „left: rough surface, right: smooth sur-
face …
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control-volume cells is 25313361. A finer 493263122 mesh
was also tested for grid sensitivity comparisons. The streamwise
distributions of the Nusselt number obtained with the two grids
are practically identical~Fig. 13!. The converged solutions had
near-wall meshy* values in the range 22,y* ,96 for EVM and
21,y* ,98 for DSM.

Figure 14 shows the streamwise distributions of the side-
averaged Nusselt number on the inner and the outer walls of the
bend. The higher measured levels of the heat transfer in the up-
stream section suggest that the flow might not have been fully

developed~at least thermally! at entry. Along the inner wall, for
which experimental data within the bend are not available, the
predictive improvements in the downstream region that result with
the introduction of the DSM in place of the EVM are striking. The
DSM clearly captures the heat transfer enhancement due to the
flow reattachment after the large separation due to the strong cur-
vature on the inner side, though it still under estimates its peak
value by 15%. Along the outer wall, the EVM now substantially
overpredicts the heat transfer level and it also misses the location

Fig. 10 Predicted contours of Nusselt number at Re Ä50,000
with EVM „left: rough surface, right: smooth surface …

Fig. 11 Predicted contours of Nusselt number at Re Ä50,000
with DSM „left: rough surface, right: smooth surface …

Fig. 12 Flow through sharp U-bends

Fig. 13 Comparison of Nusselt number profile on the inner
wall for the two grids

Fig. 14 Axial variation of side-averaged Nusselt number of the
U-bend at Re Ä95,000 „top: inner wall, bottom: outer wall …
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of the peak, which is predicted just at the exit of the bend,
whereas the peak is located four to five diameters downstream.
The DSM considerably remedies this over-shoot. The results with
a low-Re ASM @23# are also shown in Fig. 14. Along the inner
wall, it returns a very slow recovery after the bend exit. As a
result, the maximum Nu levels predicted by the low-Re down-
stream of the bend, while similar to those measured, occur one or
two diameters further downstream. Along the outer wall, Nu lev-
els are considerably overpredicted by the low-Re DSM, over the
second half of the bend and the first three downstream diameters.
Comparisons of the local Nusselt number contours, downstream
of the bend, are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Along the inner wall,
the DSM is able to reproduce the measured distribution of the
local Nusselt number and in particular the fact that the maximum
Nusselt number levels are not on the symmetry line, but close to
the corners with the side wall. Along the outer wall, both models
predict that the maximum Nusselt number levels are now on the
symmetry line, but, as also indicated by the side-averaged Nusselt

number comparisons, they occur immediately after the bend exit
and not three diameters downstream, as found in the measure-
ments.

As shown in the Fig. 17, where the turbulent intensities are
plotted across the duct at two different traverse lines, downstream
of the bend (Z/D53), the turbulence level decreases consider-
ably in the outer half of the cross section, where the flow remains
attached after the bend exit. The DSM captures this trend more
closely than the EVM, which leads to the prediction of more
reasonable levels of heat transfer. Nevertheless, the turbulence and
also the heat transfer levels near the outer wall are still over-
predicted even with the DSM. A possible explanation is the diffi-
culty in capturing so-called relaminarization. The acceleration of
fluid near the outer wall produces local thickening of the viscous
sublayer, which in turn leads to a reduction of turbulence genera-
tion. Li @23# also showed the same trend even with a more sophis-
ticated near-wall treatment~one, or two-equation model with the
low-Re number modification!. So another novel near-wall model
dealing with the viscous layer thickening, under these three-
dimensional flow conditions, may need to be developed in the
future.

4.4 The Effects of Near-Wall Treatment in DSM With
WFs. So far in this paper, DSM results have only been pre-
sented with the local equilibrium-based wall function approach,
DSM-WF1. For flows in near local-equilibrium conditions, one
can expect that both DSM-WF1 and -WF2 may behave in nearly
the same manner. DSM-WF2 is expected to work better in sepa-
rated flows. So, both approaches were tested in the flow through
sharp U-bends discussed in Section 4.3.

Fig. 15 Measured Nusselt number contours for the U-bend at
ReÄ95,000, lacovides et al. †22‡

Fig. 16 Calculated Nusselt number contours for the U-bend at
ReÄ95,000

Fig. 17 Comparison of turbulent intensity profiles at Z ÕDÄ3
„top: 2 YÕDÄ0.8, bottom: 2 YÕDÄ0.4…
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Figure 18 compares the Nusselt number with both WFs in the
same manner as in Fig. 14. The introduction of the more elaborate
wall function, WF2, increases the Nusselt number levels returned
by the DSM, bringing an overall improvement in the DSM heat
transfer predictions, especially along the inner wall, where the
flow separates at the bend exit. It is also notable that the introduc-
tion of WF2 also corrects the tendency of DSM-WF1 to underpre-
dict wall heat transfer in the straight section upstream of the bend
entry. While WF2 fails to improve the Nusselt number levels re-
turned by the DSM along the outer wall at the bend exit, where
the boundary layer is strongly accelerated, comparisons with the
corresponding EVM predictions, shown in Fig. 14, shows that the
heat transfer predictions of DSM-WF2 are in better overall agree-
ment with the measurements than those of DSM-WF1 and also
superior to those of the EVM, over the entire flow domain.

The local Nusselt number contours with DSM-WF2 are shown
in Fig. 19. Comparison with Fig. 16 shows that the distribution
along both walls is similar to that predicted by the simpler wall-
function. The actual Nu levels predicted by DSM-WF2 along the
inner wall are however higher than the corresponding DSM-WF1
levels, which, as already noted, is in closer accord with the data.

One uncertainty still present in the DSM-WF2 is the treatment
of the pressure-strain terms in the near-wall cell, which at present
are based on cell center values. Use of cell-average values may
provide a more consistent alternative. The pressure-strain terms
contain products of stresses and strains, and the variation of the
former across the sublayer is both uncertain and highly influential
to the averaging process.

4.5 Combined Effects of the Three Key Elements. Fi-
nally, two further cases are examined which include more than
one of the three key elements that appeared separately in the flows
examined so far.

Rotating Smooth U-Bend.This case has been experimentally
studied by Iacovides et al.@24#. As shown in Fig. 20 it involves
flow through a square-ended U-bend with smooth walls, which
can rotate orthogonally about an axis normal to that of the bend
curvature and whose two flat walls~leading and trailing under
rotation! were heated under conditions of constant wall heat flux.
The Reynolds and rotation numbers are 30,000 and 0.2, respec-
tively. The working fluid in the experiment was water, Pr55.9.
Measured Nusselt number contours for stationary and rotating

Fig. 18 Effects of wall treatment in DSM on the side-averaged
Nusselt number „top: inner wall, bottom: outer wall …

Fig. 19 Calculated Nusselt number contours for the U-bend at
ReÄ95,000, with DSM-WF2 „upper: inner wall, lower: outer wall …

Fig. 20 Measured Nusselt number contours for the rotating
U-bend at Re Ä30,000 and PrÄ5.9 †24‡
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conditions are displayed in Fig. 20. Corresponding computation
results with EVM and DSM are shown in Fig. 21.

Under the stationary conditions, measured Nusselt numbers rise
within the U-bend, especially along the corner with the end-wall,
which is probably due to higher turbulence levels cause by flow
impingement and also flow separation along the corner between
the upstream outer wall and the end wall. Both EVM and DSM
reproduce this trend, while they overestimate the level. At the
bend exit two region of high Nu levels appear, one along the
corner with the downstream inner wall and one along the corner
with the downstream outer wall. After the first downstream diam-
eter, these high-Nusselt-number levels gradually reduce. Both cal-
culations reproduce the enhancement along the corner with the
outer wall, just downstream of the bend exit, and the gradual
recovery further downstream, but fail return the high levels along
the corner with the inner wall.

Under rotating conditions, along the leading side, there is an
abrupt rise in heat transfer at the bend entry observed in the mea-
sured data, which are consistent with the presence of a strong
vortex that was found in the accompanying LDA measurements
@24# and flow visualisations. This sharp increase in Nusselt num-
ber and also the particularly high levels near the outer wall, at the
bend entry, are well captured in the EVM and DSM calculations.
The second peak near the inner wall just after the bend entry is
not, however, reproduced. Over the second half of the bend and
downstream of the bend exit, where the vortex is observed to turn
away from the leading side and as shown by the LDA data the

flow remains attached@24#, the high levels of heat transfer near
the inner wall are suppressed. The measurements show that the
higher heat transfer regions are now along the outer wall. The
DSM predicts this trend even more faithfully than the EVM.

Along the trailing side, over the first half of the bend, the in-
crease in the measured Nusselt number is not as strong as that
observed either on the leading side, or even for the stationary
case. Both predictions are consistent with this trend. After the
bend exit, the measurements show that there is a sizeable high
Nusselt number region, which starts along the corner with the
inner wall and extends over most of the surface, while there is
only a very small high Nu region near the outer wall. This thermal
behavior is consistent with the large separation bubble that, ac-
cording to the LDA data@24#, is formed along the corner between
the trailing side and the inner wall. Both computations reproduce
the extended high-Nu region near the inner wall, though with both
models it is predicted to start about half a diameter further up-
stream than in the measurements. Moreover the DSM predictions
also return the small high Nu region near the outer wall, after the
bend exit.

It thus appears that the two high-Re models tested reproduce
most of the effects on wall heat transfer, due to the combined
presence of strong curvature and orthogonal rotation. The DSM
thermal predictions are in some places closer to the data, but
agreement is by no means complete.

Fig. 21 Calculated Nusselt number contours for the rotating U-bend at Re Ä30,000 and PrÄ5.9
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Rib-Roughened Duct With U-Bend.The case of flow in a non-
rotating ribbed duct with a sharp U-bend@22# has been included in
order to examine the effectiveness of the high-Re models in flows
influenced by both strong curvature and rib-roughness. The flow
conditions and the model geometry are identical to the smooth
U-bend in Section 4.3, but with ribs on opposite walls in a stag-
gered arrangement. Measured Nusselt number contours of only
the region downstream of the bend exit, where the flow is most
complex, are displayed in Fig. 22. In the figure, the corresponding
numerical results are also shown.

Along the outer wall, the measured data shows that downstream
of the bend, Nu levels fall after the first diameter, where the flow
along the outer wall starts to decelerate. Over the first downstream
rib interval, where, according to LDA measurements@22#, a large
separation bubble is present, the Nusselt number rises to levels
higher than those encountered upstream of the bend. Heat transfer
coefficients gradually fall over the subsequent rib intervals, tend-
ing towards the levels measured in the upstream section. Both
predictions overestimate the heat transfer levels at the bend exit
by about 20%, but, encouragingly, the DSM reproduces the fall in
Nu after the first diameter more faithfully than the EVM. The high
rise over the first rib interval and the gradual decrease over sub-
sequent intervals are well captured by both the EVM and DSM.

Along the inner wall, over the first downstream rib interval,
which is partially within the region of the bend-induced flow sepa-
ration, measured heat transfer levels are especially high at the
corner regions. Over the several subsequent rib intervals, the mea-
sured Nusselt number rises even further, to levels higher than
those along the outer downstream wall. Further downstream, heat
transfer coefficients begin to fall towards those of the upstream
sections. The high levels in the corner regions over the first down-
stream interval are clearly captured with the DSM, while they are
completely missed by the EVM. The DSM also captures more
faithfully the further enhancement in wall heat transfer over the
subsequent intervals. The EVM, on the other hand, clearly under-
predicts the measured Nusselt number levels over this region.

These comparisons suggest that there are clear advantages in
using a second-moment closure for the prediction of convective
heat transfer in internal flows that are simultaneously influenced

by strong curvature and surface rib-roughness. It is encouraging to
see that the high-Re version of the DSM model reproduces most
of the features present in the thermal measurements.

5 Conclusions
The comparisons presented here establish how effective high-

Reynolds-number models are in computations of complex, three-
dimensional flows that are relevant to blade-cooling applications.
The cases considered contain among them the three important
features encountered in blade-cooling passages, namely rotation,
rib-roughness, and strong curvature. While agreement with experi-
mental data cannot be said to be complete, the second-moment
closure consistently produced more realistic flow and heat transfer
predictions than the widely used effective-viscosity model. This
confirms the findings of earlier studies by the UMIST group, that
in complex flows with streamline curvature, flow separation and
also in flows affected by Coriolis forces and rotational buoyancy,
the anisotropy of the turbulence field strongly influences the flow
and thermal development.

At least some of the remaining differences, between the predic-
tions and the experimental data are caused by the use of the wall-
function approach. While, as shown both here and in other studies
the predictions can in many cases be improved to some extent
through the introduction of low-Reynolds number models, this
approach would be prohibitively expensive in industry, where the
flow geometries tend to be more complex and flows are some-
times time-dependent. The development of more refined wall
functions@25,26# may be a more promising route to follow.
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Nomenclature

Ci j 5 convection term inuiuj equation
c1 ,c2 ,c«1 ,c«2 ,cT,
c1

w ,c2
w ,sk ,s« ,cm ,cl

5 turbulence modeling constants
D 5 duct hydraulic diameter

di j 5 diffusion term inuiuj equation
E 5 constant in logarithmic velocity profile
e 5 rib height
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy

Nu 5 Nusselt no.5qwD/(l(Tw2Tb))
P 5 pressure

Pi j 5 generation rate of turbulent stress
Pk 5 generation rate of turbulence energy
Pr 5 molecular Prandtl no.
Prt 5 turbulent Prandtl no.
R 5 gas constant
r 5 distance from center of rotation

Ra 5 Rayleigh no.5V2rD 3(Tw2Tb)Pr/(n2Tb)
Re 5 Reynolds no.5UbD/n
Ro 5 rotation no.5VD/Ub
Rr 5 root radius

T 5 mean temperature
t 5 fluctuating temperature

Ui ,U,V,W
5 Cartesian mean velocity components

ui 5 Cartesian fluctuating velocity components

uiuj ,u
2,v2,w2,uv,uw,vw

5 components of Reynolds stress tensor
y* 5 nondimensional wall distance5yk0.5/n

Fig. 22 Comparison of Nusselt number contours for the
ribbed U-bend at Re Ä95,000 †22‡
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d i j 5 Kronecker delta
« 5 dissipation rate of turbulence energy

« i j 5 rate of turbulence dissipation tensor
« i jp 5 third-order alternating tensor
f i j 5 pressure-strain correlation term

k 5 constant in logarithmic velocity profile
l 5 thermal conductivity
m 5 dynamic viscosity

m t 5 turbulent dynamic viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
t 5 shear stress

V 5 angular velocity

Subscripts

b 5 bulk values
N 5 levels prevailing at outer edge of near-wall cell
v 5 values at outer edge of viscous sublayer
w 5 wall values

Appendix A

Apparent Viscosity in the DSM. As far as the momentum
equations are concerned, the diffusion terms, unlike those in the
EVM models, do not have any contributions from turbulence. In-
stead, the Reynolds stress gradient terms are directly loaded into
the source terms. As a result, the solution procedure may be quite
unstable. To overcome this problem, the concept of apparent vis-
cosity has been applied to the momentum equations. To highlight
this method, the momentum equations, with the source terms ne-
glected, are written as

]~UiU j !

]xj
5

]

]xj
S n

]Ui

]xj
D2

]

]xj
~uiuj !

The foregoing equation set can also be rewritten as

]~UiU j !

]xj
5

]

]xj
S ^n1na&

]Ui

]xj
D1

]

]xj
S 2na

]Ui

]xj
2uiuj D

herena is the apparent viscosity, whose contribution to the diffu-
sion term must be cancelled out in the residual stress term, the
second term in the RHS. There are several ways to determinena
in practice. The authors found that, in the present study, the use of
the turbulent viscosity was effective enough, namely

na5cmk2/«

Appendix B

Muscl Scheme. In the two-dimensional case~Fig. 23!, the
variable at the interface between the adjacent control volumes is
evaluated as

fe5fP1le
E sign~Dfe!max@0,min̂ uDfeu,sign~Dfe!

3~~fE2fP!!&#

where

le
E5

Pe

Pe1eE

(Pe andeE are distances betweenP ande, e andE, respectively.!

Dfe5r PE, j

]f

]xj
U

P

(r PE, j denotes the components of the vector directed from the
centroid of the upwind cellP to the centroid of the downstream
cell E.!

For ]f/]xj uP , any kind of gradient reconstruction method can
be used. Green’s theorem is utilized in the current work. While the

foregoing formulation is for a positive velocity only~Fig. 23!, the
derivation of a negative velocity case is straightforward.
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A Unified Approach for Designing
a Radial Flow Gas Turbine
Radial flow turbo machines have been used for a long time in a variety of applications
such as turbochargers, cryogenics, auxiliary power units, and air conditioning of aircraft
cabins. Hence numerous papers have been written on the design and performance of these
machines. The only justification for yet another paper is that it would describe a unified
approach for designing a single stage inward flow radial turbine comprising a rotor and
the casing. The current turbine is designed to drive a direct-coupled permanent magnet
high-speed alternator running at 60000 rpm and developing a maximum of 60 kW elec-
trical power. The freedom of choice of the tip diameter and the tip width of the rotor that
would be necessary for optimum isentropic efficiency of the turbine stage was restricted
by the specified rotational speed and power output. Hence, an optimization procedure was
developed to determine the principal dimension of the rotor. The mean relative velocity in
the rotor passages in the direction of the flow would be accelerated but flow velocity on
the blade surfaces experiences a significant space rate of deceleration. The rate of decel-
eration can be controlled by means of a proper choice of the axial length of the rotor. A
prescribed mean stream velocity distribution procedure was used to spread the rate of
deceleration of the mean flow velocity along the meridional length of the flow passages.
The nozzle-less volute casing was designed to satisfy the mass flow rate, energy and
angular momentum equations simultaneously. This paper describes the work undertaken
to design both the rotor and the casing. The work was motivated by the growing interest
in developing gas turbine based hybrid power plant for road vehicles. The authors believe
that the paper would lead to a stimulating discussion.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1574824#

Introduction
Inward flow radial turbines have established their place in in-

dustrial applications, especially in the field of small turbo-
machinery because of their simplicity, reliability, low emissions,
multi-fuel capabilities and fast response. These attractive features
have made them ideal prime movers for many applications, par-
ticularly for producing small electrical power, typically in the
range of 10–100 kW.

Research programmes regarding the design of these machines
have been cited in the open literature. For the rotor design, both
Von der Nuell@1# and Balje@2,3# suggested that the choice of the
principal dimensions might be based on specific speed and spe-
cific diameter. Rohlik@4# developed a relationship between spe-
cific speed and a number of important design ratio. He argued that
for the same specific speed, it was possible to produce a large
number of rotor shapes by choosing different combination of these
ratios. Therefore, the problem was to determine specific speed that
would result in maximum efficiency.

Wallace et al.@5# used one-dimensional analysis together with
empirical loss models to determine the principal dimensions of the
rotor. Further studies on one-dimensional design analysis proce-
dures have been described also by other authors, Rodgers@6#,
Whitfield and Baines@7#, and Wasserbauer and Glassman@8#. The
common features of these studies are that the user has to specify
the geometry of the turbine, together with any assumptions about
losses from which to calculate efficiency values. Since most of the
turbine geometry is likely to be undefined and many different
assumptions about losses are possible, a large combinations are
possible and must be investigated. This is time consuming there-
fore, there is a great incentive to reduce the time taken and the
number of cases to be investigated. Whitfield@9# proposed a
method based on maximizing efficiency by minimizing the energy

losses of the fluid which are considered to be a function of the
square of the velocity and expressed at inlet and outlet conditions
in terms of Mach numbers. The procedure is largely nondimen-
sional and it is based on an initial power ratio and an estimate of
the total to static efficiency. The later in particular can cause prob-
lems, because the designer has still to decide on the likely mag-
nitude of the efficiency that can be achieved.

In recent years, a number of computer aided design procedures
have been developed for turbine rotors. Benson and Fisher@10#
and Baines et al.@11# in their work assumed a preliminary shape,
which would be improved progressively through analysis. This
work is an indirect mode and the main draw back of this approach
is that a decision on whether or not a particular step produces a
satisfactory result tends to be made quite arbitrarily. Furthermore,
it is not a simple matter to determine what changes in the geom-
etry would produce the desired results.

The turbine casing design is often based on the assumptions of
an adiabatic incompressible flow, together with a free vortex dis-
tribution about the rotor. The passage design is specified in terms
of area to radius ratio at the centroid as described by Bhinder@12#,
Chapple et al.@13#, Hussian et al.@14#. Whitfield and Noor@15#
extended the work further by considering the flow to be viscous
and compressible.

From the foregoing introduction, several limitations to these
procedures can be identified which deserve attention:

1. Most of the design methodologies were based on iterative
procedures involving successive modifications to the hub, shroud
and blade profiles to arrive at an acceptable and efficient design.

2. For a given set of performance requirements such as power
output, pressure ratio, and rotational speed or mass flow param-
eter, several rotor shapes may be drawn which would appear to
meet the specifications. The choice of optimum shape is by no
means simple.

3. The choice of number of rotor blades was based on empiri-
cal formulas given in the open literature and the choice of axial
length was made arbitrarily based on known engineering practice.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, June 3–6, 2002. Manuscript received by the IGTI January 25, 2002;
revised manuscript received January 6, 2003. Paper No. 2002-GT-30578. Review
Chair: E. Benvenuti.
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4. Papers describing the whole design of the rotor and the cas-
ing were scarce for a specific rotational speed and power intended
for the current design.

This paper provides a unified approach for designing radial
flow gas turbines, which, it is claimed, does not suffer from the
above limitations.

Proposed Design Procedure
The design procedure of an inward flow radial~IFR! turbine

was divided into the following two stages:

1. The design of the turbine rotor for which the design meth-
odology consists of two main procedures: firstly, the determina-
tion of the optimum principal dimensions and number of blades of
the turbine rotor; secondly, the optimization of axial length and
passage geometry for a prescribed or assumed mean-stream
velocity.

2. The design of the nozzle-less volute casing for which the
mass flow rate, energy and angular momentum equations must be
satisfied simultaneously.

Rotor Design

The Choice of the Principal Dimensions of the Rotor. The
geometrical shape of a typical IFR turbine rotor is shown in Fig.
1. The inlet and outlet velocity diagrams and the thermodynamics
of the expansion process are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, respec-
tively.

The momentum, continuity and energy equations can be com-
bined to produce the following principal equations:

Speed parameter

d2N

ACpTi

5S 60A2

p D •S u2

cs
D •FA12S Pe

Pi
D g21/gG (1)

Absoluter flow angle at rotor inlet

cosa25S cw2

u2
D •S p

60D •S d2N

ACpTi
D •SA11

g21

2
M2

2

~g21!M2
2
D (2)

Blade width to tip diameter ratio

S b2

d2
D5

ṁACpTi

d2
2Pi

F 1

pBf 2

SAg21

g D GF S 11
g21

2
M2

2D g11/2~g21!

M2 sina2

G
(3)

Mass flow parameter

ṁACpTi

d2
2Pi

5S Pe

Pi
D •F 1

H 12h ttS 12S Pe

Pi
D g21/gD J G

1/2

3FBf S p

4 D S g

Ag21
D •S S de

d2
D 2

2S dh

d2
D 2D G

3F Mer sinbe

S 11S g21

2 D ~Mer sinbe!
2D g11/2~g21!G (4)

Bf 2
512

1

p FnS t̄2

d2
D G (5)

Bf 1
5

2

p

n~ t̄1 /d2!

@~de /d2!1~dh /d2!#
(6)

For a given set of design conditions as listed in Table 1, the
optimum principal dimensions of the rotor were found by solving
equations~1! to ~6! within the specified ranges of the constraints
variables. The solution can be obtained by using a suitable opti-
mization algorithm. The authors used the algorithms OPRQP de-
veloped by Biggs@16,17#. The general mathematical representa-
tion of the algorithm can be described as:

Minimize F~ x̄!, where x̄5@x1 , . . .xn# t

Subject to: gi~ x̄!50 i 51, . . .q

gj~ x̄!>0 j 5q11, . . .m

Fig. 1 The geometrical shape and the principal dimensions of
the IFR gas turbine

Fig. 2 Velocity triangles of an inward flow radial gas turbine

Fig. 3 Enthalpy—entropy diagram for a turbine stage
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whereF( x̄) represents the objective function, in this case is the
inlet tip diameterd2 and the functionsgi( x̄) andgj ( x̄) are sets of
equality and inequality constraints, respectively. Providing de-
tailes of the optimization program used are beyond the scope of
this paper, but may be found in references@16,17#.

Optimization Results
The optimization program was run for a number of blades rang-

ing from 12 to 20. The number of blades was specified within this
range in accordance with the assumed efficiencyh tt , blockageBf
and blade loading factorcw2 /u2 .

The results indicated clearly that the optimum number of blades
lies in the range between 12 and 20. Consequently, any blade
number in this range would be acceptable provided it satisfies the
other design criteria and specifications set by the designer. The
design velocity diagrams based on optimization technique and the
complete design data are shown in Fig. 4 and Tables 2 and 3,
respectively.

Optimization of Passage Geometry and the Choice of Axial
Length. The choice of a suitable axial length is almost a pre-
requisite for completely defining the passage geometry. The effect
of the axial length on velocity distribution is shown qualitatively
in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the shortest channel length of rotor
~A! should produce minimum friction loss, but the flow would
separate due to high deceleration rate in the exducer section. In
contrast, rotor~C!, which has the longest channel, would be ex-

pected to produce highest friction loss, but flow separation would
be delayed due to the gradual deceleration rate in the exducer.
Following this, a prescribed mean stream velocity distribution ap-
proach was used to optimize the passage geometry and the axial
length of the rotor.

The relative velocity vectorV̄ at any point inside the turbine
rotor passage, as shown in Fig. 6, can be resolved into three basic
components along the axial, radial and tangential directions,V̄z ,
V̄r V̄w , . . . . Here V̄m is the velocity vector along the mean
streamline in the hub-to-shroud plane, hence:

V̄5V̄z1V̄r1V̄w (7)

The boundary values of the components of the relative velocity
are known from the inlet and outlet velocity triangles, which re-
sulted from the previous optimization, as shown in Fig. 6.

At rotor inlet: Vz50, Vr5(Vr)max, andVw5(12c)U2
At rotor outlet:Vz5(Vz)max, Vr50, andVw5Vz sinb1
The angles shown in Fig. 6 can be expressed in terms of the

velocities as follows:

b5sin21A12Vm
2 /V, tanu5

Vz

Vw
and cosa5

Vz

Vw

Fig. 4 Velocity triangle based on numerical optimization pro-
gram

Table 1 Input data at design point

Design variable
Design
value

Mass flow,ṁ 0.572
Pressure ratio,Pi /Pe 3.6
Inlet stagnation temperature,Ti 1000 K
Rotational speed,N 60,000 rpm
Total to total efficiency,h tt 0.87
Average blade thickness at rotor inlet,t̄2 2.5 mm
Average blade thickness at rotor outlet,t̄1 1.5 mm

Table 2 Design data „1… for the turbine rotor based on numeri-
cal optimization

Flow velocities
at rotor inlet~m/s!

Flow velocities
at rotor exit~m/s!

c25538.82 c15186.77
v25158.13 cw250.0

cm25157.34 ch5186.77
cw25515.11 ce5186.77

v15346.77
vh5267.32
ve5411.39

Rotor speed at
rotor inlet and

exit ~m/s!

Performance
parameters

u25531.24 ṁ50.574
u15292.18 SP50.157
uh5191.25 ST50.24
ue5366.55 h tt50.87

R50.56
cm1 /u250.32

Ns50.56

Table 3 Design data „2… for the turbine rotor based on numeri-
cal optimization

Design
specifications

Geometrical
dimensions~cm!

Wnet560 kW d2516.91
N560000 rpm b250.87

Pi /Pe54.0 t̄250.25
Ti51000 K d159.30

u2 /cS50.67 dh56.09
de511.67
t̄150.15

Flow angles at
rotor inlet and

exit ~deg!

Mach numbers
at rotor inlet

and exit

a2517.0 M250.93
b2584.2 M150.35
a1590 Mhr50.50
ah590 M1r50.65
ae590 Mer50.8
bh544.32
b1532.59
be527.0
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By combining the foregoing relationships, the angles~a, b, andu!
are related to each other by the following relationship:

tanb5tanu cosa (8)

The spatial description of the mean streamline can be found
iteratively by assuming a starting value for the meridional length
zm , and the distributions of the relative velocity vector.

Figure 7 shows three meridional lengths 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06 of
the turbine rotor. Figure 8 describes the velocity componentsVr ,
Vz and Vw for one assumed value ofZ. At the start, all these
figures are based on the assumption that the variation of the rela-
tive velocity vector (V) is linear.

A computer program was written to perform the iterative cal-
culations to check this linear relationship variation of relative ve-
locity vector along the mean streamline. The output results are
plotted in Fig. 9 and a flow chart based on this program is shown
in Fig. 10.

The next step was to optimize the axial length~Z! by minimiz-
ing the loss of stagnation pressure in the flow channels. For this
purpose, the losses were expressed as functions of the resultant
velocity (V), the length of the channel, and the radius of curvature
r c .

Several models are available in Dallenbach@18# and Rodgers
@19# which take account of the losses. These loss models were
adopted for the turbine rotor. A detailed review of these loss mod-
els is outside the scope of this paper, but it should be mentioned
that any loss models might be integrated into the program as sub-
routine. A computer program was written to optimize the axial
length and the flow passage based on the relations listed here.

Fig. 5 Qualitative description of the effect of axial length on
velocity distribution

Fig. 6 Notation for the relative velocity vector and its compo-
nents

Fig. 7 Assumed variation of the relative velocity vector at vari-
ous meridional lengths for the same boundary conditions

Fig. 8 Assumed linear relationship of relative velocity vector
and its components for an assumed ZÄ0.06 m

Fig. 9 Prescribed relative velocity distribution along mean
streamline for an assumed meridianal length of 0.06 m
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Here the radiusr of the mean streamline in the meridional plane
can be represented using Lame’s ovals relationship as

r 5~r 2r 2!F12S zm2zm1

zm22zm1
D 3G1/2

1r 2 (9)

The first and second derivatives ofdr/dz are given in Eqs.~10!
and ~11!, respectively

dr

dz
52F3

2G S r 12r 2

zm22zm1
D l

j S zm2zm1

zm22zm1
D 2S r 2r 2

r 12r 2
D 21

(10)

d2r

dzm
2

5F dr

dzm
GF S 2

zm2zm1
D1S 21

r 2r 2
D S dr

dzm
D G (11)

The length of the streamline is given by

L5E
zm1

zm2S 11
dr

dzm
Ddzm (12)

The temperature at any section inside the passage

Tx

Ti
511

1

2 S ux
222cwiui

CpTi
D (13)

The pressure at any section inside the passage

Px

fPi
5S Tx

Ti
D

s

r /r 21

(14)

The density at any section inside the passage

rx5S 12
vx

2

2CpTx
D 1/r 21S Px

RTx
D (15)

The shroud contours at any section inside the passage

r sx5A~r rms
2 !x1

1

2

ṁ cosax

prxvmxBf x
(16)

The hub contours at any section inside the passage

r hx5A~2r rms
2 !x2r sx

2 (17)

It can be seen from Eqs.~16! and~17! that they can be used to
calculate the shroud and the hub contours at any section inside the
blade passage, hence the final shape of the blade passage can be
defined.

A flow diagram for optimizing the axial length of the turbine
rotor and the optimized design of the flow passage are shown in
Fig. 11. The output results are plotted as shown in Fig. 12. The
plot of the stagnation pressure loss vs. the meridional length indi-
cates that the minimum losses of stagnation pressure occurs when
the meridional length equal to 40.0 mm. The final design drawings
are shown in Figs. 13–15, respectively.

Fig. 10 Flow chart for relative velocity vector variation along
mean streamline

Fig. 11 Flow chart for the design of the flow passage and the
optimization of the meridional length
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Nozzleless Casing Design
The design objectives of the casing are:

1. Accelerate the working fluid to the leading edge of the rotor
and generate the desired rotor inlet conditions in terms of the
magnitude and direction of the absolute velocity vector.

2. Distribute the working fluid uniformly around the rotor pe-
riphery.

3. Achieve these requirements as efficiently as possible that is
with minimum loss in stagnation pressure.

The required inlet conditions must be derived from the desired
turbine performance, e.g., the desired rotational speed and power
output. The nozzleless volute must be designed to provide these
rotor inlet conditions peripherally uniform. The preliminary de-
sign of the volute is often based on the assumptions of an isentro-
pic flow, together with a free vortex distribution about the rotor.

The passage design is often specified in the form of the varia-
tion, with azimuth angle, of cross-sectional area, casing width or
parameterAw / r̄ w . The desired rotor inlet condition is one of a
uniform distribution of angular momentum about the rotor periph-
ery, whilst the volute inlet conditions at the tongue are those of a
fully developed turbulent flow.

Theory of Volute Design Procedure

Assumptions. The following assumptions were used in the
design procedure:

1. Steady, one-dimensional, isentropic flow, constant angular
momentum, energy and linear distribution of mass along the vo-
lute length.

2. Vortex motion is fully established before the commencement
of any outer flow from the volute in the radial direction. This is a
necessary condition for the flow anglesa2 andb2 to be indepen-
dent of the azimuth angle and the flow into the rotor to be uni-
form.

3. The flow near the outer wall profile is assumed to follow the
same contour as the outer profile of the casing, the boundary layer
thickness being negligible.

A diagrammatic sketch of a centripetal turbine fitted with a
nozzleless casing is shown in Fig. 16.

Principal Design Variables of the Nozzleless Volute Casing.

1. Volute Parameters
i. The cross-sectional areaAw of the volute and the varia-

tion of this area as a function of the azimuth anglew.
ii. The radial distance of the centriodr̄ w of the cross-

sectional area from the axis of rotation.
iii. The shape of the volute cross-section.

2. Rotor Parameters
i. Rotor tip diameterd2 and blade widthb2 .
ii. Effective peripheral flow areaA2 or the number of

blades and blade thickness atd2 .

3. Operating Conditions
i. Rotational speed,N
ii. Mass flow rate,ṁ
iii. Stagnation temperature,Ti and stagnation pressurePi of

the working gas at the entry flange of the turbine.

Fig. 12 Total pressure loss vs. meridional length

Fig. 13 Meridional section of the turbine rotor

Fig. 14 Multiple views of the turbine rotor

Fig. 15 Solid model of the turbine rotor
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Design Method. The design method employed in the current
work is described hereafter.

The frame size and weight of the turbine is often an important
design consideration and it is essential that the overall size be
minimized. The design procedure first assesses the overall size in
terms of the volute radius ratior̄ 3 /r 2 , and area ratioA3 /A2 and
consider the parameters, which must be varied in order to adjust
the overall size.

Using the equations of mass flow, energy and angular momen-
tum and based on the assumption of free vortex relationship, the
following expression defining the interconnection of the design
parameters of the casing:

Aw

r̄ w
5~Bf 2

!~ tana2!S w

360D S A2

r 2
D

3F 12S p

A2
•

d2N

ACpTi

•

sinb2

sin~a21b2!D 2

12S p

A2
•

r 2

r̄ w

d2N

ACpTi

•

sinb2 cosa2

sin~a21b2! D 2G 1/g21

(18)

whereBf 2
is the blockage factor corresponding to rotor entry and

is given as:

Bf 2
5

Total flow area of the passage

Peripheral area

Bf 2
5

Peripheral flow area—Blockage due to blades

Peripheral area
(19)

Bf 2
512S nbt2b2

pd2b2
D

wherenb is the number of blades, andt2 is the thickness of inlet
rotor blades.

Equation~18! represents a fundamental design formula linking
the main design parameterAw / r̄ w of the volute with relevant prin-
cipal dimensions of the rotor and the operating conditions as
follows:

Aw

r̄ w
5 f F S ṁATi

A2Pi
D ,S b2

d2
D ,~a2!,~w!,~N!G

i.e. Aw / r̄ w5 f (A2 ,d2 ,b2 ,a2)—these variables represent rotor
parameters.

And Aw / r̄ w5 f (ṁ,Pi ,Ti ,N,a2)—these variables represent op-
erating conditions.

The losses may be included in Eq.~18!. However experiments
have shown@20,21# that, in general, stator losses are a small frac-
tion of the overall losses, therefore the assumption of isentropic
flow, at least for design calculations, is unlikely to introduce seri-
ous errors.

Figures 17–19 show graphically the plots ofAw /A2 versus
r̄ w /r 2 for azimuth anglesw ranging from 0to 360 deg and differ-
ent relative flow angleb2 . The plotted graphs are based on the
design parameters depicted in Table 4. The trend of the lines in
these plots is similar for different values of inlet relative flow
angleb2 .

The choice of (r̄ w /r 2)min and (r̄ w /r 2)max would normally dic-
tated by the tip diameter of the rotor and the allowable overall
dimensions of the volute casing. The initial design values were
chosen to be 1.06 and 2.5, respectively.

Fig. 16 IFR turbine fitted with a single nozzleless volute
casing

Fig. 17 Relationship between area ratio, radius ratio and azi-
muth angle b2Ä85 deg

Fig. 18 Relationship between area ratio, radius ratio and azi-
muth angle for b2Ä73 deg

Fig. 19 Relationship between area ratio, radius ratio and azi-
muth angle for b2Ä90 deg
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Therefore, the corresponding pairs of values of the dimension-
less parametersAw /A2 and r̄ w /r 2 can be directly read from such
a plot by joining (r̄ w /r 2)min and (r̄ w /r 2)max by a straight line as
shown in Figs. 18–20.

Since (Aw / r̄ w)} b(Aw /A2)4( r̄ w /r 2) c

thenS Aw

r̄ w
D5KS Aw

A2
D S r 2

r̄ w
D

whereK5A2 /r 2 to satisfy the expression above. The final design
graph ofAw / r̄ w versusw can be obtained from the corresponding
values ofAw /A2 , r̄ w /r 2 and w which can be read either from
Figs. 17–19. Such a graph is shown in Fig. 20.

It should be noted that the shape of the graph above depends on
the shape of the line joining the minimum and maximum values of
( r̄ w /r 2) chosen by the designer. Once the shape of cross section,
i.e., b5 f (r ) has been decided, in the current work, a circular
cross section was chosen, its dimensions can be found from the
following equation:

S Aw

r w
D5E

r 2

r 1S b

r D
x

•dr (20)

The final design dimensions and drawings for the nozzleless
casing are shown in Table 5 and in Figs. 21 and 22.

The final design of the IFR turbine assembly is shown in Fig.
23. This assembly has been processed for manufacturing so that it
can be tested experimentally for performance and efficiency.

Fig. 20 Design graph for nozzle-less volute casing for various
incidence angles

Fig. 21 Front view of the nozzleless casing

Fig. 22 Side view of the of the nozzleless casing

Table 4 Constant design parameters

Design parameter Values

Speed
parameter,d2N/ACpTi

0.157

Inlet absolute flow angle,a2 17 deg
Inlet relative flow angle,b2 73, 85, 90 deg
Blockage factor,Bf 2

0.93

Table 5 Design values of turbine nozzleless casing

Position
of

points

Azimuth
angle

~degree!

Radius of
centroid
~mm!

Elevation-z-
~mm!

Radius of
casing
cross

section~mm!

1 0 85.65 253 3.00
2 30 90.26 251.53 4.47
3 60 94.87 250.93 5.07
4 90 99.49 248.23 7.77
5 120 104.10 244.62 11.38
6 150 108.71 240.6 15.40
7 180 113.32 236.27 19.73
8 210 117.94 231.67 24.29
9 240 122.55 226.91 29.09

10 270 127.16 221.89 34.11
11 300 131.77 216.64 39.36
12 330 136.39 211.16 44.84
13 360 141.00 25.43 50.57
14 383 144.54 25.43 50.57

Fig. 23 Solid model of the IFR turbine assembly
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Concluding Remarks

1. A unified approach for designing a single stage inward flow
radial turbine comprising a rotor and a nozzle-less casing has been
described. The radial turbine has been designed to drive a direc-
coupled permanent magnet high-speed alternator running at
60,000 rpm and developing 60 kW electrical power.

2. A computer program was developed to find the optimum
choice of the principal dimensions of the rotor and the number of
blades.

3. The theory of the prescribed mean stream velocity distribu-
tion was used to find the optimum axial length and optimizing the
blade passage.

4. A procedure for designing the nozzle-less casing was given
based on the equations of mass flow rate, energy and angular
momentum. The flow is assumed to be isentropic and satisfies the
free vortex relationship.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area normal to mean flow direction~m2!
b 5 blade width~m!

Bf 5 blockage factor
C 5 absolute flow velocity of gas~m/s!

Cp 5 specific heat capacity at constant pressure for gas
~kJ/kgK!

d 5 diameter~m!
f c 5 friction factor
M 5 absolute Mach no.

Mr 5 relative Mach no.
ṁ 5 mass flow rate~kg/s!
N 5 rotational speed~rpm!

Ns 5 specific speed
nb 5 no. of blades
P 5 stagnation pressure~N/m2, bar!
R 5 degree of reaction

Re 5 Reynolds no.
r c 5 radius of curvature~m!
Sp 5 speed parameter
ST 5 specific torque
T 5 stagnation temperature~K!
t 5 blade thickness~m!
u 5 rotor tip velocity ~m/s!
v 5 relative velocity~m/s!
W 5 work output~kJ!
z 5 axial length~m!
a 5 absolute flow angle relative to axial direction~deg!,

angle between meridional streamline and axis
b 5 relative flow angle relative to axial direction~deg!,

angle between relative velocity vector and meridional
plane

bb 5 blade angle
u 5 relative angular coordinate
g 5 ratio of specific heats
h 5 efficiency of process
r 5 gas density~kg/m3!
c 5 blade loading
f 5 pressure loss coefficient
w 5 centroid
v 5 angular velocity~rad/s!.
D 5 small increment of

Subscripts

0 5 stagnation conditions
3 5 turbine station
2 5 rotor inlet station
1 5 rotor outlet station at mean
a 5 air

av 5 average
c 5 compressor
e 5 exit condition, exducer
h 5 hub
i 5 inlet condition

m 5 mean
s 5 spouting velocity, shroud

SFL 5 skin friction loss
t 5 turbine

tt 5 total to total
w 5 tangential direction

rms 5 root mean square
r 5 radial direction
x 5 any station inside rotor passage
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